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Swallow Command functions relates to flying, and therefore as space is one target of its pending
functions it requires a medical section to cover such a major operation.
Such a department will contain many individual sections that specialise in precise problems on
ground bases.
Unfortunate, space missions of deep penetrations over years at a time required full medical sections
on each Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle operating within the Cosmonauts functions.
As stated, they shall not be referred to as hospitals, but as sickbays.
The medical department will contain a number of specialised sections in which will contain my main
knowledge of the past work that will be involved, starting at the front line infantry called nurses, and
specialists sections will discussed.
Anyone within the nursing or medical domain is welcome to submit their ideas of what should be
included with these discussions on the functions of this department.
All medical staff shall be rank according to their skills, not based on age or looks.
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Agree some time has passed since I worked on the wards and later in the laboratory of a hospital and
systems have changed and the equipment has greatly improved, based upon the fact that I have been on the
receiving end of modern technology as a patient both in the UK and in Thailand.
Having been on both sides of the coin and experience both sides of the action, which places me in a good
position to judge what such a system is needed within Swallow Command both base and flight requirements.
NURSING:
From where I am sitting today, it appears that the nursing system within the UK has problems; and to my
mind, it appears that too much swing on what nurses should not do is way out to my time on the wards.
Nurses in Thailand do not have such problems, from what I witnessed, that is how it should be, that was how
it uses to be when I was in the medical employment, and that is my intention to follow in Swallow
Command medical division.

REALITY – PROBLEMS:
A careful demographic analysis of actual and expected sex ratios shows that about 100 million girls are
missing – they are dead.
This presents a situation for study to identify WHY.
I have the findings of that problem but will not name the country at this time and it is a worrying one.
Could such happen in SWALLOW COMMAND, the answer is possible, but I sincerely hope not, with
correct education and good nursing I expect good results with all our staff in their family planning, which
will also apply to Cosmonauts on long-term missions.
Education certainly has problems, which I have clearly noticed on YouTube like so many have also noticed,
so I am not alone upon that issue.
Intravenous alteplase is safe and effective in routine clinical use when given within three hours of stoke
onset.
These two quotes are only just to give examples of what to expect with this section of the company structure
and functions.
Because the Homo sapiens structure and functions is complex in design, nurses can specialise in various
sections as doctors do likewise.
In reality, there is no other option if SWALLOW COMMAND staff is to be cared for in the manner that is
expected of pioneers who risks their lives to gain knowledge for the benefits of planet earth.
Technology has indeed advanced since my time in the medical world, including our knowledge base upon
the Homo sapiens structural design and functions.
Nursing in SWALLOW COMMAND will have a range of diversity divisions where an apprenticeship
scheme for prospective student nurses as cadets should be set up in the training centre to prepare aspiring
cadet nurses for a nursing degree.
SWALLOW COMMAND needs to ensure that recruitment is from the widest possible pool of applicants,
which would help those from non-traditional academic backgrounds.
My major criticism of an all-graduate entry profession is that it could deter those from less academic
backgrounds from applying and lead to a less diverse recruitment pool.
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SWALLOW COMMAND Medical Division feels that apprenticeships would offer a period of training to
help prepare those from less academic background for the challenges of completing a degree.
The key issue here would be the question as to how long an apprenticeship should operate before the cadet
start their nursing degree training.
Apprenticeship mode of training is used in electrical and electronics, as I am fully aware of, as I too have
been on one of them.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION needs to study how to develop existing and creating new
pathways into pre-registration nurse education would provide real opportunities for others with the talent
and ambition to progress into nursing, especially space exploration missions where nursing staff are entirely
on their own to cope with all health problems during mission operations.
Outside of the actual nurse training problem, there is the question today that many nurses have to own a car
for their job. In addition, they have to pay for the rights to park it near their home. Never use to be like that
in my days.
However, understand that position from my own experience in Reading, Berkshire, having to keep moving
my car to prevent a costly bill being struck on it to pay.
Therefore, SWALLOW COMMAND COMPLEX shall have all staff housing inside of its operational
grounds so that staff will not be burden with parking fees. I term this as being a real human being to all who
work to create a better understanding of our universe and this planet needs and implement them.
Within the United Kingdom our legal body NICE has a hard job, working out what is affordable and what is
reasonable in an ever-changing clinical environment.
It is presented regularly with new, life-extending drugs and it has the difficult task of recommending
whether or not these drugs should be made available to those in need free of charge.
However, it does not get to negotiate prices or barter on behalf of patients or services.
Instead, health services have to pay what they are told and be grateful for the opportunity to do so.
It is brilliant business for drug companies anxious to gather rewards for their innovation and shareholders,
and confident that they have the health service over the proverbial barrel. In addition, of course, politicians
of all persuasion will tell you that this is why the internal market works – profit drives innovation.
Only because nothing else has been tried.
I cannot help fantasising about a scenario in which drug companies work as part of SWALLOW
COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION, undertaking research, developing products and innovating in space to
benefit patients and without the need for share prices and profit.
It would save billions.
The people doing the research and development could still be well rewarded and the health service could
work toward a single purpose – patients, including all the staff members of SWALLOW COMMAND.
Naïve and unthinkable? Probably.
Unfashionable? Certainly.
In addition, no doubt impossible.
Who would have the political courage to entertain such silliness?
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But, is it really beyond SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION to think of organising the way it
provide health care and develop and fund the drugs that dominate it to focus on well-being and
effectiveness, rather than the financial opportunities they offer.
One other issue for now I shall quote as an update:
05.08.2009

on line ordered goods paid

£526.02

Dinolight with uv / and white light AM413 FVW handheld PC con

Ref ID = 0599-2070-0051-2192
13.08.2009

1 GXMDINOLITEAM413 AM413T-FVW UV/White light 1.3MP microscope
VAT

457.41
68.61

Total paid

526.02

I have tested this unit on myself and though it is great for medical reasons, I see that it will play a great part
also in the studying of materials finishes for unwanted flaws.
In addition, will be applied to investigate the samples from Morris, which he made years ago to show how
well they were made and what their present state is like, as these parts have not been in operation since they
were produced.
This microscope fills the gap for now between such units, which fixed for study of materials, and the need to
look around the subject under investigation.
Nursing is just the front line of operations; the back room carries the major action to solve problems and
solution to manage such problems.
These sections are part of the whole medical unit, and should carry their own documents for easy search use.
My task is what could be the greatest problem upon a five or more year’s space mission, besides eating,
drinking and breathing.
Eating is a real problem for such a time mission, water is but can be supplemented by urine collection;
bearing in mind the massive space available within the 64 flight cells can carry many gallons of water.
Thus, I feel water will not be such a problem as actual food will be.
Oxygen appears upon the surface as being a problem for such long durations in space, but I feel the S.E.G.
will solve that issue.
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Major problems Homo sapiens require a certain amount of solid food and liquid material.
Problem is that this input generate an output, the liquid side can at any age cause problems, which we term
bladder problems; lets me explain as clearly as possible what I am talking about, so all can understand this
problem, which those who do suffer only understand too well.

NORMAL BLADDER FUNCTION:
The normal bladder has a dual function;
1. For the majority of the time it acts as a highly compliant storage vessel for urine propelled
from the kidneys.
2. Periodically the bladder acts as a contractile organ expelling its contents via the urethra.
The bladder is unique in that it is the only organ comprised of smooth muscle, which is under voluntary
control.
The normal urinary bladder accommodates approximately 500 mL of urine at a low pressure.

Figure 1.

A plot of detrusor pressure versus time during filling to a volume of 500 mL

Measurement of intravesical pressure during bladder filling demonstrates this (Figure 1).
This compliant behaviour of the bladder is probably due to a combination of rearrangement of bladder wall
components and viscoelastic properties of the detrusor muscle and its surrounding connective tissue matrix.
The existence of active neurological control of relaxation is controversial but both the storage and voiding
phases to my experience requires extensive neurological input.
Effective emptying of the bladder requires the coordinated activity of the urethral sphincter and the detrusor;
relaxation of the urethra preceding detrusor contraction allows low resistance voiding.
AS the bladder reaches functional capacity, sensory impulses initiate the urge to void.
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This can be voluntarily suppressed so that bladder emptying can occur at a convenient time and place.
Unfortunate I like so many others find that this is not our case of being able to suppressed the action of
voiding, it’s a case getting your skates on and hope you get to a place in time.
DETRUSOR MUSCLE.

(di-troo-ser) n.

A band of smooth muscle fibres that form the outer muscular coat of the urinary bladder and are attached to
the pubis.

NEUROLOGICAL CONTROL OF MICTURITION:
The coordinating centres for control of micturition are thought to lie in the pons.
These pontine micturition centres determine the switching from storage to voiding phase and are, in turn,
influenced by input from higher centres, including the frontal lobe and hypothalamus.
Fibres from the pons can be traced to Onuf’s nucleus, which lies in the sacral region of the spinal cord
(Figure 2).

Figure 2.
Efferent nervous supply to
the bladder (right-hand side)
And voiding reflexes (Lefthand side).

This nucleus is the source of somatic innervations to the external sphincter mechanism, the pelvic floor and
anal sphincter via the pudendal and pelvic nerves.
Parasympathetic fibres from S2 to S4 roots innervate the bladder, either via the ganglia within the pelvic
plexuses, which lie on either side of the genitourinary tract, or straight to ganglia on the surface of the
bladder.
Sympathetic nerves, which run from the thoracic cord via the hypogastric nerves to the pelvic plexuses,
modulate the function of these nerves.
I have not been responsible for some of these words used here, as I never invented them, but I understand
your confusion if you are not a medical man. I try to explain some of them for you when I can.
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HYPOGASTRIC is the adj
HYPOGASTRIUM (hy-poh-gas-triǔm) n.
That part of the central abdomen situated below the region of the stomach.
PARASYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM

(pa-ră-sim-pă-thet-ik) n.

One of the two divisions of the autonomic nervous system, having fibres that leave the central nervous
system from the brain and the lower portion of the spinal cord and are distributed to blood vessels, glands,
and internal organs.
The nerve endings release acetylcholine as a neurotransmitter.
PONS

(ponz) n.

Any portion of tissue that joins two parts of an organ.
Of course, I could name some, which are not at this time required.
Now back to the subject:
The sensory afferents of the bladder lie both beneath the urothelium and between the muscle fibres.
They respond to bladder wall tension as filling increases and communicate the urge to void.
They run in both sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves to the dorsal sacral roots.
These then connect with supraspinal centres to allow coordinated voiding (Figure 2).
A guarding reflex influences sphincteric function during filling, the activity of this reflex increases as wall
tension increases.
This serves to keep the urethral resistance high in the face of an increasing bladder pressure and is involved
in the ability to voluntarily delay micturition.
MICTURITION

(mik-tewr-ish-ǒn) n.

Passing urine.
It can be seen that coordinated, socially acceptable micturition is dependent upon many factors and is
susceptible to damage or injury at many levels.
Most commonly, neurological damage results in urinary incontinence due to an impaired ability to store
urine; impaired voiding can also result.
When disrupted storage occurs with impaired voiding, bladder dysfunction can be particularly severe.
I am just touching on basic problems, in the hope that you can understand these documents are for real
experts to study in hope they may have found solutions worth studying as I have been out of the study side
since 1968 and need to be up dated on latest concepts to deal with such problems.
This is a very simple problem that SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION has to face, others like
the management of continence and urinary catheter care and Uro-oncology are just basic requirements, but
shows the determination to generate a space commercial business that is truly sound and functional.
The craft today is not a problem to design and operate; it is you that is the major problem to solve.
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Searl has release hundreds of newsletters and books upon his life, work, and the results of that data
collected is applied to his views on how a company should be structured to undertake his technology
concepts and apply them to the world of reality as a commercial business.
Searl acceptance of the term: the world of fantasy or phantasy – means imagination unrestricted by
reality.
Searl accepts as fact that all products now own; or will be owned by man comes from the domain of
fantasy.
Searl acceptance of the term: the world of reality – means the state of things as they are or appear to be,
rather as one might wish them to be – something that is real – the state of being real; in other words that
which exists, independent of human awareness like this:

All arrived from the domain of fantasy – converted by you to the domain of reality.
This is Searl’s world the world of reality – not fantasy – if atoms create everything in the universe then
these are massive amount of atoms to be observed by atoms; in this case all are seeking male atoms.
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Searl accepts in his world of reality, that anxiety is a fundamental drive that has evolutionary value.
Removal of anxiety: should not be regard as only relief of a symptom.
Searl agrees that over the pass twenty years or so, medicine – academic medicine in particular – entered a
period of uncertainty and decline, which has begun at last to cause widespread alarm.
Searl understands that three randomised trials have now provided firm evidence that the risks of acquiring
HIV are halved by male circumcision.
Searl has always said that the solution to the problem is to remove the penis all together; unfortunate there
has been a strong resistance to that solution that would solve the problem.
Again, as Searl says you cannot please everyone all the time.
Nursing has changed from the days he was on the wards, in the UK there appears a state where staff
members do not feel their efforts are appreciated, sad to witness such a condition as when he was on the
wards he was happy everyone knew what was expected from them.
Searl makes it clear that within SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL he requires a situation where all
members are happy, each knowing what their duty cycle is; the follow is the duty cycle expected by Searl to
function in a manner expected of a professional nursing staff.

MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT:
Searl accepts as fact, that some of the most important aspects of nursing care are the ones that are often
considered to be routine: base upon his own ward experience.
These procedures are fundamental to ensuring patient’s comfort, to assessing their condition and to
monitoring their progress.
Understandably, nurses can undervalue the routine aspects of clinical care.
Searl understands that they undertake some of the procedures, such as measuring pulse and temperature, so
frequently that it is easy to become blasé about them.
Other important procedures, such as nutritional assessment, are all too often overlooked.
However, these tasks can be essential to patient’s recovery or to preventing further ill health.
Searl agrees that patients who require these procedures are often ill, frightened, in pain and / or confused and
therefore he has to assess all these issues.
In addition, Searl understands that they or their family; or friends may not understand the reason for the
procedure, what the results mean, or why it is undertaken in a particular way.
In such situations, Searl makes it clear that in SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL that all nursing staff
understands that it is important to give patients the information and reassurance they need and to obtain
informed consent.
In addition, when procedures are routine for nurses, Searl understand that for some it is easy to forget the
sort of basic background information that patients and their families may ask.
On board Star Ship Explorer, families will not be available to ask question, but the duty of the nursing
officer whose on duty to see that all information is transmitted to Earth as quick as possible for the details to
be passed on to the family.
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In this second update: Searl will look at ten of the most useful assessment, monitoring and care procedures
to be undertaken by nursing staff on Star Ship Explorer sick bay unit that are on space missions; and its
ground units.
Not all of these procedures will be applicable to all your patients, but you are likely to undertake most of
them reasonably regularly.
Most of the information that you will read on this site will be familiar to you, therefore you will know that
he has indeed worked on the wards and must had enjoyed his work.
This has played a vital part in his present planning stage of Star Ship Explorer and the SWALLOW
COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION, but its aims to serve as a reference guide to his plans of structure and
function.
Enabling you to keep information such as normal values and equipment required close to hand when you are
in clinical practice.
Searl will also attempt to give background information on each procedure: such as why it is necessary; how
it is undertaken; safety and nursing considerations.
Not only does this serve as a useful reminder; Searl hopes that it will be used in SWALLOW COMMAND
MEDICAL TRAINING SCHOOL as a teaching tool with less experienced colleagues and students, or when
explaining procedures and their rationale to patients.
Searl hope you find this information useful, both as a reference tool and in helping patients and less
experienced colleagues to understand the rationale behind SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION
NURSING CARE you give: without doubt should be appreciate by all.

Figure 2.1
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ASSESSMENT OF BURN INJURIES:
WHAT IS A BURN INJURY?
Burns are characterised depending on the severity of tissue damaged and amount of total body surface area
(TBSA) involved.
They may be caused by the briefest encounter with heat as Searl experience that was greater than 1300F
(500C) and was surprised to still be alive from such a flash which stripped all layers of paint from of all the
walls.
Completely wiped out the ceiling lampshade and blub with its holder, cable to the ceiling, including the fuse
distributor box: that kitchen was strip completely to its bare solid units, leaving Searl eyebrows and head
hair on fire – good thing he never had a bread to join in that action.
Good for him that his head took all that blast, hate to think what would had happen if that blast had been
midway down his body.
Causes of burns are:
1

Hot liquids which in Searl case was oil;

2

Steam;

3

Fire;

4

Chemicals;

5

Electricity;

6

Sun.

Sorry to say the photos Searl has of burns are not available to get to, as space here is far too small to house
such data in files as he did in Mortimer, Berkshire.
Moreover, it was in Mortimer, Berkshire where he got his experience: what it is like to been caught in an
explosion.
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BURNS AS SEARL UNDERSTOOD 1968.
Damage caused to skin by either dry or wet heat – scalds – the biological properties of skin are destroy just
as when egg white is heated.
Anything bringing about this change is said to cause burning, such as fire, boiling liquid, electricity, acids,
alkalis and other corrosive fluids, or even excessive cold.
The severity of burns is assessed by considering the depth to which the skin is damaged and the surface area
affected.
A 1% burn would cover an area equivalent to that of the hand.
Fluid loss is a serious consequence of extensive burns,

WHY PERFORM AN ASSESSMENT?
Accurate assessment of the degree and size of the injury determines:
1. The type of treatment the patient will require;
2. Where the patient should receive treatment.
Plasma leaks out from blood vessels near the burned area; small burns cause only a little leakage with local
blisters, but very large burns – where skin is severely damage – may interfere with the circulation to such an
extent that large volumes of fluid are lost.
They is a danger of a severe drop in blood pressure – shock – and the fluid loss requires prompt replacement
with the transfusion of plasma, which may be immediately more important than treatment of the damaged
tissue.

CLASSIFICATION OF BURNS INJURIES:
1

FIRST DEGREE:
Minimal tissue damage to the skin surface – epidermis – only.

2

SECOND DEGREE:
Damage to the epidermis and underlying – dermis - .

3

THIRD DEGREE:
Damage extends into the tissue below the skin – hypodermis.

Burns over 10 per cent TBSA in children and 15 per cent TBSA in adults – excluding erythema – are classed
as major burn injuries and will require fluid replacement.
This Searl understand that it is more commonly known as fluid resuscitation and should be initiated in a
specialist burns unit.
Likewise, burns involving the feet, joints, face and perineum should ideally be manage at a burns unit.
A 15% to 20% burn may well require transfusions.
Burns over 25% of the body are virtually certain to require them; burns over 75% of the body are nearly
always fatal.
Children and the elderly are particularly at risk.
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Searl has already stated that burns are often divided roughly into three categories: first, second and third
degree.
FIRST DEGREE BURNS involve superficial reddening of the skin with no blistering; this layer of the skin
is usually shed and replace naturally and healing is uncomplicated.
Major treatment is unlikely to be necessary, although the patient may suffer some degree of shock.
In SECOND DEGREE BURNS, the skin is actually destroyed and there may be extensive blistering as fluid
seeps out of the blood vessels.
However, enough tissue is left for the surface layer to be fully replaced in time; the chief threat is from
infection when the blisters burst.
The THIRD DEGREE BURNS the entire thickness of the skin is involved and cannot be renewed naturally;
new skin will grow at the edges of the wound but destroyed skin must be replaced by skin grafts.
These thin layers of skin – taken from other parts of the body – speed up the healing process help prevent
infection and reduce deformity.
Grafts of pigskin: are sometimes used to speed recovery when large areas are affected; infection is the chief
danger and badly burned patients are usually nursed in germ-free isolation units; they may be uncovered in
the early stages.
Devices such as airbeds are used to prevent pressure on the damaged areas.
Searl understands there is still some dispute over the first-aid treatment of burns, most experts advice
cooling burns immediately; Searl agrees that this certainly applies to minor household burns and scalds: the
area should be cooled in running cold water for at least 10 minutes.
Heat is retain in the skin following removal from the source of the burn and continues to cook unless cooled;
which also helps to relieve and prevent pain.
However, concern with this should not prevent rapid removal to the hospital of more severely burned
victims; smouldering clothing should be peeled off but clothes adhering to damaged skin must be left,
Burns with acids or alkalis or other corrosive liquids should always be flushed with water; acid should not
be used to neutralise alkalis, or vice versa.
Corrosive liquids in the eye should be flushed with water for some time and the patient should be
encouraged to blink; pain caused by chemicals in the eye may induce the patient to keep the eyelids tightly
shut.
They have to be gently open to let the water flow under them and over the eyeball.
Searl states blisters must be left strictly alone; pricking them gives bacteria entry to a perfect breeding
ground; small trivial wounds may be covered with a sterile dressing, but larger burns should only be covered
lightly if at all.
A clean laundered sheet or handkerchief may be more suitable than gauze, ointments, creams or butter
should not be applied; medical attention should be sought where there is any doubt.
Searl states burns caused by an electric current may be more serious than they look, as tissues below the
surface can be damage.
Searl states when initially assessing a burn injury area of erythema are not included when estimating the
TBSA because in most cases erythema does not require treatment and does not affect fluid loss.
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Searl knows that there are several body charts are available offering a precise and detailed estimation of
body surface area which is particularly useful if undertaking a rapid assessment, for example in A&E, to
ascertain whether the patient needs to be transferred immediately to a specialist burns unit.
If we divide the body into segments representing 9 per cent or multiples of 9 per cent of the TBSA to aid
calculation – as shown in Figure 2.1 – For example:
1

Head and neck is 9 per cent of TBSA;

2

Each arm is 9 per cent;

3

Lower limbs are 18 per cent each;

4

The front of the trunk is 18 per cent and the back is 18 per cent;

5

The perineum is count as 1 per cent.

Organism.

Anatomical position.

This is convenient when estimating a burn in an adult but is less applicable in young children due to
proportionate differences between the head, limbs and trunk.

ASSESSING CHILDREN:
When assessing children, we continue to divide the body into segments but the percentages vary depending
on the age of the child – Figure 2.1
If we use the same rules as we do for adults we may be seriously under or over estimating the size of the
burn wound in a child and could lead to inaccurate fluid resuscitation.
To obtain a clear estimation of the TBSA the burn injury must be precisely replicate on a body chart, and
then the areas carefully calculated.
We have a long way yet to go before you can be a nurse in SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNIT.
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EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
At this stage, the amount of equipment is simple and cheap to obtain:
1 Sterile gloves;
2 Body chart;
3 Calculator;
4 Ballpoint pen.
Sorry out of body charts at this time of writing.

NOTE:
For more detailed burns estimation in children and adults the Lund and Brower
Chart is the instrument to Searl knowledge is of preference, as it divides the body into more segments,
offering superior accuracy, and is available in a range of sizes adjusted for the changing ratios in head, body
and limbs.
The procedure and principles are the same as for the rule of nines above,

HOW OFTEN SHOULD A BURN INJURY BE ASSESSED?
Initial assessment of a burn injury should take place on immediate admission into A&E of SWALLOW
COMMAND MEDICAL UNIT SICKBAY as a form of triage.
The nature of the injuries sustained may necessitate the patient being transfer to a specialist burns section of
the unit where an expert team of nurses and doctors will re-evaluate the extent of the burns.
Any thermal injury – even simple erythema – will require re-assessment 24 to 48 hours post burn as the
swelling begins to subside.
ERYTHEMA (e-ri-theem-ă) n.
Flushing of the skin due to dilatation of the blood capillaries in the dermis.
ERYTHEMA AB IGNE:
A reticular pigmented rash on the lower legs or elsewhere caused by persistent exposure to radiant heat’
ERYTHEMA MULTIFORME:
Conditions characterised by so-called target lesions that may be recurrent like Searl’s unfortunate state are
and follow herpes simplex infection.
ERYTHEMA NODOSUM:
Condition characterised by tender bruise like swellings on the shins, as Searl’s shins shows and it is often
associated with streptococcal infection.
I think this is a good spot to stop the problems that might exist because early apparent erythema –
particularly in scalds – may now have blistered, making the total percentage of burn lager that previously
estimated.
I feel that for this part of my monitoring and assessment upon the subject of burns is cover so he can now
continue with the next assessment – BLOOD.
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BLOOD PRESSURE:
Blood pressure – BP – is the pressure exerted by blood on the wall of a blood vessel; when the ventricles are
contracting the pressure is at its highest – this is known as systolic pressure; diastolic pressure is when the
ventricles are relaxing and the pressure is at its lowest.

NORMAL / IDEAL VALUES:
Normal blood pressure ranges between 100 / 60 to 140 / 90 mmHg: BP can fluctuate something Searl is
quite aware of from his own experience within this range and still be normal, BP equipment can use Searl
BP to test if their BP equipment works ok.
HYPOTENSION – low blood pressure – is when systolic is below the normal range; this could indicate
hypovolaemia, septic shock or cardiogenic shock.
HYPOTENSION

(hy-poh-ten-shǒn) n.

Condition in which the arterial blood pressure is abnormally low; to Searl’s knowledge, it occurs after
excessive fluid or blood loss; other causes include myocardial infarction, pulmonary embolism, Addison’s
disease, severe infections, allergic reactions, arrhythmias, and acute abdominal conditions – pancreatitis.
ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION – another problem that Searl: each day has to endure, temporary
hypotension experienced when he rising from a horizontal position.
HYPOVOLAEMIA

(oligaemia)

(hy-poh-vǒ-lee-miă) n.

A degree in the volume of circulating blood.
SEPTIC SHOCK – (shok) n.
Searl accepts this meaning as referring to the condition associated with circulatory collapse, when the
arterial blood pressure is too low to maintain an adequate supply of blood to the tissues.
The patient has a cold sweaty pallid skin, a weak rapid pulse, irregular breathing dry mouth, dilated pupils,
and a reduced flow of urine.
Which is a pretty good discretion on Searl state of health, as Searl knows from experience that the reduce
flow of urine calls for more trips to the toilet then those who are in better state of health.
Shock may be due to a decrease in the volume of blood, as occurs after haemorrhage, dehydration, burns; or
it may be cause by reduced activity of the heart, as in coronary thrombosis.
Searl understands that it may also be due to widespread dilation of the veins so that there is insufficient
blood to fill them; this may be cause by the presence of bacteria in the blood stream, which Searl will
discuss in another document within the section bacteriology.
HYPERTENSION – high blood pressure – is when the systolic is above the normal range; which Searl
accepts could be an indication of cardiovascular disease, a side effect of medication or trauma,
RECORDING THE BLOOD PRESSURE:
The blood pressure recorded for a number of reasons, including to:
1

Acquire a baseline;

2

Monitor for fluctuation;
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Aid in diagnosis of disease;

4

Aid in assessing the cardiovascular system;

5

Monitor medication – anti-hypertensive drugs.
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It is usually express in millimetres of mercury – mmHg – and can be measure in two ways:
1
2

Invasive;
Non-invasive.

INVASIVE MEASUREMENT:
Requires the insertion of a small cannula into the artery, which Searl understands is attach to a transducer
that transmits a waveform to a monitor, allowing continuous measurement of BP, and is usually perform in
critically ill patients and those undergoing major surgery.
NON-INVASIVE MEASUREMENT:
Requires use of a manual sphygmomanometer and stethoscope or an electronic sphygmomanometer.

These are just a few options, which SWALLOW
COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION has to choose
from of course these new modern electronic devices are
expensive but their value to my company is great.

Auscultation of sphygmomanometer BP usually reveals five sounds:
1

A sharp thud – systolic pressure;

2

Soft, intermittent tapping;

3

Loud – not as loud as phase 1;

4

Low, muffled, continuous: start – first diastole;

5

Disappears – second diastole.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
1

Mercury or electronic sphygmomanometer – as shown above;

2

Stethoscope – if using a mercury sphygmomanometer.

I could had shown more of the options available to SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION, but
for this document what I have shown is sufficient to illustrate what available.
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PROCEDURE:
1 Explain the procedure to the patient – even if he or she is unconscious;
2 Ensure the patient is comfortable and as relaxed as possible;
3 Note if the patient has had any medication that may alter the BP;
4 Remove any tight or restrictive clothing from the patient’s arm;
5 Position the patient’s arm level with the heart, supported on a flat surface; the position of the
patient is less important than that of the arm.
6 Apply the cuff, first ensuring that it is empty of air; the centre of the cuff should cover the brachial
artery;
7 Ensure you can see the sphygmomanometer and it is in line with the patient’s heart;
8 Palpate the brachial pulse and inflate the cuff until the pulse can no longer be felt; this will give
an estimate of the systolic pressure; deflate the cuff and re-inflate to 30 mmHg than estimated.
9 Position the stethoscope over the brachial artery and slowly deflate the cuff at 2 – 3 mmHg per
second;
10 Record the first beating sound – this is the systolic pressure;
11 Continue to deflate the cuff – the last sound heard is diastolic pressure;
12 Record the BP on the observation chart, documenting any abnormalities or irregularities and
reporting them to the medical team;
13 Before leaving the patient make sure, any clothing removed is replace and that the patient is
comfortable.
Yes, Searl belongs to the old school, fussy you may think so, but he is human and treats all as being the
same, and SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNIT will act in the same manner as Searl does, and stand
tall and be proud being one of the few that joined in the elite section of the company.
With an electronic sphygmomanometer, the procedure is as above, but without the use of the stethoscope;
but manufactures guidelines should be follow and appropriate training completed.

WHEN SHOULD BP BE RECORDED?
The frequency of recording BP depends on the patient’s condition; patients in a critical care environment
require continuous recording of their BP.
SAFETY:
1

The BP should be recorded to the nearest 2 mmHg to maintain accuracy; There goes the Law of
the Squares;

2

Nurses in SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNITS should wash their hands thoroughly
between patients to eliminate the risk of cross infection;

3

The wrong size cuff will lead to an inaccurate measurement; the width should cover at least 40 per
cent of the arm circumference and the length should cover at least two-thirds that of the arm;

4

The sphygmomanometer – electronic or mercury – should be calibrated and serviced regularly in
accordance with manufactures instructions;

5

Equipment should be clean and precautions against infection must be adhering to.

Yes, I have finish upon this part of your test requirements that you need to pass to join that elite unit of
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNIT.
This is only just an assessment of your skills, which will be needed in what is plan to become tomorrow’s
world of technology and science for whatever will be will be.
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EYE CARE:
In SWALLOW COMMAND MANNED FLIGHT DIVISION, eye care is carried out for a number of
reasons:
1
2
3
4

To clean the eye of discharge and crusts;
Prior to instillation of eye drops or ointment;
To soothe eye irritation;
To prevent corneal damage / abrasion in the unconscious / sedated patient.

EQUIPMENT:
1

Clean trolley;

2

Sterile dressing pack – gallipot, gauze swabs and disposable towel;

3

Sterile gloves;

4

Appropriate eye ointment / drops – as prescribed;

5

Good light source;

6

Disposable bag for rubbish.

HOW IS IT DONE?
The patient should be sitting or lying with the head supported and tilted backwards with the chin pointing
upwards; Searl feels that this is a comfortable position that allows for easy access to the eyes.
PROCEDURE:
1

Explain the procedure to the patient – even if he or she is unconscious; ensure the area is clear of
obstructions to enable you to move freely.

2

Ensure that you have all the necessary equipment, so that you will not have to leave the patient
unnecessarily during the procedure;

3

Seat the patient comfortably by a good light source;

4

Ensure patient’s privacy;

5

Make a visual assessment of the patient’s eyes;

6

Wash hands, put on gloves and open sterile pack;

7

Place disposable towel around the patient’s neck;

8

Ask the patient to close his or her eyes, to avoid damage to the cornea.

9

With a gauze swab dampened in the saline 0.9% gently swab from the inner aspect – nasal corner
– of the eye outwards; use a new swab each time until all discharge and crusting has been
removed.

10 Repeat the procedure for both eyes;
11 Dry the patient’s eyelids gently to remove excess fluid;
12 Dispose of equipment;
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Ensure that patient is comfortable;

14

Wash hands thoroughly;

15

If required, in still eye ointment / drops, the prescription should have been checked against
the label on the ointment / drops prior to cleaning the patient’s eyes, and the medication
expiry date should be checked.

16

Check the patient’s prescription sheet for the date and time of administration, and ensure
that you have the correct eye ointment / drop for each eye;

17

Ensure that the patient is in a comfortable position – head tilted back and supported, and
warn if the medication is likely to cause side effects, such as blurred vision.

INSTILLATION OF EYE DROPS:
1

Wash your hands thoroughly and out on gloves;

2

Using a gauze swab under the lower lid, gentle pull down;

3

Ask the patient to look up and instill the eye drop;

4

Ask the patient to close the eyes for a short time;

5

Ensure that the patient is comfortable;

6

Dispose of any equipment;

7

Wash hands thoroughly.

INSTILLATION OF EYE OINTMENT:
1

Wash your hands thoroughly and put on gloves;

2

Using a gauze swab under the lower lid gentle pull down;

3

Ask the patient to look up;

4

Hold the tube 2.5 cm above the lower lid.

5

Gently squeeze the tube, applying the ointment from the inner corner of the eye outwards;

6

Ask the patient to close the eyes and wipe any excess ointment;

7

Ensure that the patient is comfortable after the procedure;

8

Dispose of any equipment;

9

Wash hands thoroughly.

We are watching you watching us
watching you and we will not tell
what we saw you were doing.

ALWAYS:
1

Remember to sign the patient’s prescription chart;

2

Document that eye care has been carried out in the nursing records.

HOW OFTEN?
Assessing the patient’s eyes will give some indication of how often they should be clean.
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Patient comfort and the condition of the eyes should influence the frequency of eye care; while the
assessment will help to identify and plan nursing interventions.
SAFETY:
To eliminate the risk of cross infection:
1 Wash your hands thoroughly before applying gloves;
2 The eyes should be swabbed from the inner aspect – nasal corner – outwards;
3 Always start with the cleanest eye and use a new swab for each eye.

FLUID BALANCE:
WHAT IT IS?
Fluid balance is the maintenance of the correct amount of fluid in the body; it is regulated by fluid
intake, hormonal controls, and fluid output, which could be affected by disease and illness.
NORMAL / IDEAL VALUES:
Total body fluid constitutes approximately 60 per cent of body weight in males and 52 per cent in females.
A reduction in body fluids can have major effects on the body: a reduction of 5 per cent will cause thirst,
8 per cent will cause illness and 10 per cent can cause death, age, gender and body fat influence the
proportion of body fluid.
DISTURBANCE IN FLUID BALANCE:
HYPOVOLAEMIA: (oligaemia) (hy-poh-vǒ-lee-miă) n.
Is the term use for lack of fluid a decrease in the volume of circulating blood.
HYPERVOLAEMIA:

(hy-per-vǒ-lee-miă) n.

Is use to describe fluid overload which means an increase in the volume of circulating blood.
A number of factors will cause fluid loss and gain.
LOSS:
1

Diarrhoea

(dy-ă-ree-ă) n.

Frequent bowel evacuation or the passage of abnormally soft or liquid faeces, as Searl knows too
well its causes include intestinal infections, other forms of intestinal inflammation, anxiety, and the
irritable bowel syndrome; severe or prolong diarrhoea may lead to excess losses of fluid, salts, and
nutrients in the faeces.
2 Vomiting

(vom-it-ing) n.

The reflex action of ejecting the contents of the stomach through the mouth; which is controlled by a
special centre in the brain that may be stimulated by drugs acting directly on it or by impulses
transmitted from the stomach – after ingesting irritating substances -, the intestine - in intestinal
obstruction -, or from the inner ear – in motion sickness, medical name - emesis
Sorry, I am trying to keep information in small lumps for this document, as it is just an old Searl newsletter
brought up to date upon Searl knowledge; for your interest and record upon Searl.
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(swet) n.

The watery fluid secreted by the sweat glands, its principal constituents in solution are sodium
chloride and urea; the secretion of sweat is a means of excreting nitrogenous waste; it also has a
cooling effect as the sweat evaporates from the surface of the skin.
Sudor sweat gland is the anatomical name, a simple coiled tubular exocrine gland that lies in the
dermis of the skin; sweat glands occur over most of the surface of the body; they are particularly
abundant in the armpits, on the soles of the feet and palms of the hands, and on the forehead.
Fever (pyrexia)

(fee-ver) n.

A rise in body temperature above the normal, - above an oral temperature of 98.80F = 370C or a
rectal temperature of 990F = 37.20C, usually caused by bacteria or viral infection.
Fever is generally accompanied by shivering, headache, nausea, constipation, or diarrhoea.
Intermittent fever:
A periodic rise and fall in body temperature, as in malaria.
Remittent fever:
A fever in, which the body temperature fluctuates; as Searl has but does not return to normal except
in Searl case on various times it does; possible causes the drugs he is on.
4

Haemorrhage:

(bleeding)

(hem-er-ij) n.

The escape of blood from a ruptured blood vessel, externally or internally, arterial blood is bright red
and emerges in spurts, venous blood is dark red and flows steady, while damage to minor vessels
may produce only an oozing.
Rupture of a major blood vessel such as the femoral artery can lead to the loss of several litres of
blood in a few minutes, resulting in shock, collapse, and death, if untreated.
Primary haemorrhage:
Haemorrhage occurring immediately after injury or surgery.
Secondary haemorrhage:
Haemorrhage occurring some time after injury, usually due to sepsis.
5

Diuretics

(dy-yoor-et-ik) n.

A drug that increases the volume of urine produced by promoting the excretion of salts and water
from the kidney and diuretics are used in the treatment of oedema, high blood pressure, and
glaucoma.
I could carry on but this subject belongs to another document so I will stop it there.
6

Excessive urination (urine)

(yoor-in) n.

The fluid excreted by the kidneys, which contains many of the body’s waste products, it is the major
route by which the end products of nitrogen metabolism – urea, uric acid, and creatinine – are
excreted; the other major constituent is sodium chloride.
Biochemical analysis of urine is commonly used in the diagnosis of diseases; immunological
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analysis of urine is the basis of most pregnancy tests.
This completes the basic losses of fluid, which results in gains:
Gain:
1

Congestive cardiac failure: CARDIAC

(kar-di-ak) adj.

1. of, relating to, or affecting the heart.
2. of, or relating to the upper part of the stomach.
CARDIAC ARREST. n.
The cessation of effective pumping action of the heart, which most commonly occurs when the
muscle fibres of the ventricles start to beat rapidly without pumping any blood – ventricular
fibrillation – or when the heart stops beating completely – asystole - .
There is abrupt loss of consciousness, absence of the pulse, and breathing stops; unless it is treated
promptly, irreversible brain damage and death follow within minutes; some patients may be
resuscitate by massage of the heart, artificial respiration, and defibrillation.
2

Renal failure:

RENAL

(ree-năl) adj.

Relating to or affecting the kidneys.
Renal artery:
Either of the two large arteries: arising from the abdominal aorta and supplying the kidneys.
This subject is part of another document of Searl, which will be update in the near future.
3

High sodium intake: SODIUM Na 11

(soh-diǔm) n.

A mineral element and an important constituent of the human body; the amount of sodium in the
body is controlled by the kidneys.
An excess of sodium leads to the condition of hypernatraemia, which often results in oedema;
sodium is also implicate in hypertension: a high sodium diet is thought to increase the risk of
hypertension in later life.
NOTE: all description referred to in these documents as to their meaning relates to Searl’s knowledge of
1968, and therefore some of you experts have knowledge of changes in terms references since that time take
note Searl will update any such references once proof is sent him.
HYPERNATRAEMIA

(hy-per-nă-tree-miă) n.

The presence in the blood of an abnormally high concentration of sodium, which is a subject of
another document of Searl.
The body is a complicated machine; because its complicated Searl loves studying it after all let us face
reality, Searl actually owns one of them, in case you are not aware of that FACT.
Searl loves to study all bodies not just Homo sapiens, but the total whole of the animal kingdom, Searl is
indeed like many others before him – he seeks the TRUTH not the crap upon all living devices.
Does that make Searl strange: not being interested in sport – but his interest is YOU – good or bad?
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CIRRHOSIS (si-roh-sis) n.

A condition in which the liver responds to injury or death of some of its cells by producing
interlacing strands of fibrous tissue between which are nodules of regenerating cells; causes include
alcoholism, which is a subject of another document of Searl to be updated.
5

over infusion of intravenous fluids, this is another document of Searl to be update.

All of the above can be symptoms of disease and illness.
Another factor to consider in fluid loss is the patient’s physical mobility / abilities; for example, patients
with physical disabilities may be unable to fetch themselves fluid, while those who have had a cerebral
vascular accident may be unable to physically take and drink the fluid.
Some patients with continence problems may restrict their fluid intake; Searl understand that as a natural
reaction as he himself does the same thing, believing this will alleviate the problem.
However, Searl’s experience shows that it does not make much difference through the night, he still has to
get up to urinate, might just reduce to one less trip to the toilet.
RECORDING FLUID BALANCE:
The nursing assessment within the SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNITS of fluid balance should
include the patient’s history, physical examination, clinical observation and interpretation of laboratory
results.
A detailed account of the patient’s history should be taken – especially the fluid intake and output; if the
patient is unable to give this information, relatives and carers may be able to help.
A requirement of SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNITS is that a clinical assessment of the patient
should be carried out including vital observations such as blood pressure, pulse, respiration and temperature.
The patient’s physical appearance should be noted: attention should be paid to the skin, tongue and face:

The patient’s general wellbeing is also a good indication of fluid loss or gain.
Central venous pressure – CVP – is a measurement of pressure in the right atrium of the heart; it is a good
indicator of the amount of fluid contained within the body. Table 2.1 gives an indication of clinical
assessment expected in SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNITS of fluid balance.
Patient’s with an imbalance in the body fluid, whether loss or gain, would present with more than one of
these symptoms.
Within SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNITS, fluid intake and output are measure and are recorded
on fluid balance charts; Output is often recorded as passed urine ++ or up to toilet, which is far from
accurate and does not give a clear indication of the amount of urine passed, which is unacceptable by
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNITS.
An imbalance of electrolytes in the blood can cause fluid imbalance.
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Clinical assessment of fluid balance

SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL LABORATORY BLOOD TESTS such as urea and electrolytes –
U&Es -, glucose, magnesium, calcium will determine discrepancies and govern the treatment required to
resolve the problem.
WHEN SHOULD FLUID BALANCE BE RECORDED?
Fluid balance is continually monitored in patients who have already shown signs and symptoms of fluid
imbalance; likewise, other at risk patients, such as those who are critically ill or post surgical should be
closely monitored.
SAFETY:
1

Accurate recording of intake and output is crucial to patient’s wellbeing;

2

Close monitoring and observation provide early detection of fluid imbalance;

3

Close monitoring of patients who are administered diuretics is essential.

MOUTH CARE:
Why is it done?
Maintaining a clean and comfortable oral cavity is an important part of recovery because it enables patients
to communicate better Searl cannot guarantee that communication will be any better from his experience;
and eat more easily nor can Searl promise that will be true.
Searl understands that some think that it maintains their dignity and self-esteem, Searl has no problem with
that if it makes them feel better that is good.
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EQUIPMENT:
1 Disposable gloves, tongue depressor and torch for examining mouth;
2 A small toothbrush with soft, evenly space bristles;
3 Fluoride toothpaste;
4 Lip balm;
5 Foam sponge sticks;
6 Jug of water;
7 Plastic disposable breaker;
8 Receiver;
9 Box of tissues and towel.
HOW IS IT DONE?
Explain the procedure to the patient, even if he or she is unconscious; examine the patient’s mouth wearing
gloves and apron; use a torch to help you to see into the back of the mouth; if applicable, remove the
dentures, and use the RMB Assessment tool.
Procedure:
1

The most effective aid for maintaining oral and gingival health is a toothbrush;

2

Do not use too much toothpaste, as this simply fills the mouth with froth – use the equivalent of a
small pea;

3

If possible take the patient to a bathroom washbasin, otherwise, place a receiver or similar
receptacle under the patient’s chin;

4

If the patient is able to sit in a chair, stand behind to clean the teeth; if the patient is confine to
bed, stand to one side of the bed.

5

Clean the outside surfaces of the teeth – the brush should be held at a 450 angle to the teeth;

6

Move the brush in a circular motion – clean the gums next to the teeth as well. NOTE if the gums
bleed it is because plaque has previously been allowed to build up; if they are inflamed do not
avoid brushing; clean the gums gently.
If there is excessive bleeding from the gums report to the doctor, as there may be an
underlying medical problem – a clotting disorder.

7

Clean the inside surface of the teeth – keep the brush at the 450 angle;

8

Finally, clean the biting surface of the teeth;

9

The brush can also be used to clean the tongue – if the patient has no teeth, the gums and tongue
can still be cleaned with a toothbrush;

10 The patient can rinse their mouth if they wish, but this is not necessary – toothpaste on the teeth
protects then for longer.
11 Dentures should be clean with toothbrush and toothpaste – always-clean dentures over a sink with
water in it as this will prevent them from breaking if they are dropped.
12 Apply an emollient, such as petroleum jelly, or lip balm to dry, cracked lips;
13 Wash the toothbrush in clean water and allow to dry before storage;
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Recommended oral care solutions.

Additional protection of goggles, mask, apron and gloves should be won if the patient is immunesuppressed or has a highly infectious communicable disease.

HOW OFTEN IS IT DONE?
There is little research to support the frequency which oral hygiene should be carried out; based upon Searl
childhood days he never cleaned his teeth, never appeared to have suffered from that lack of action;
patient comfort and the state of the oral cavity should therefore govern the frequency of oral care
Today with what appears to be an increase of bacteria, oral hygiene is required in the effort in reducing this
problem, thereby, using an assessment tool will allow you to make an accurate assessment of today’s
problems, which will help to identify and plan nursing interventions.
Searl’s dream is to see SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION stand out as a symbol of a better
health standards and a brighter future of all creatures regardless on Planet Earth.
For that dream to become reality, it requires some input from you, support and good will without greed in
mind; nothing of worth may be achieved without a proportionate level of commitment.
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NEUROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS:

Figure 2.1.

Pupil sizes A = Pinpoint pupils; B = 2-9 mm; C =unilateral fixed dilated pupil due to RICP.

Neurological observations are the examination of the nervous system to assess responses to various stimuli;
they can help to determine the patient’s progress or when urgent intervention is needed; the main
assessments are made on the eyes and consciousness.

EYE TESTS AND INTERPRETATION:
Pupils:
The normal pupil is round with a diameter of 2 – 6 mm – average 3.5 mm – Figure 2.1 A&B; shining a
bright light into the corner of one eye normally causes rapid constriction of both eyes.
This is activated by a reflex arc through two cranial nerves and the brain stem; it presents a means of testing
both brain stem and cranial nerve function.
When shining the light, observe to see that the pupils are equal in size and that both respond rapidly to light:
1

PINPOINT – MIOTIC – PUPILS:
≤1 mm diameter; Figure 2.1A may be caused by obstruction of the sympathetic supply to the eye or
opiate drug use; - miotic drugs – pilocarpine, physostigmine – used to treat glaucoma create small or
pinpoint pupils;

2

DILATED PUPILS – Mydriasis:
Up to 6 – 8 mm diameter – are a normal response to low light, or as a result of amphetamine or
glutethimide drug use:
Mydriatic or cyclopledgic drugs – tropicamide, cyclopentolate, homatropine – dilate the pupil for
examination purposes.
Pupil observations can also identify raised intercranial pressure – RICP – caused by a spaceoccupying lesion –SOL – such as intercranial bleeding, cerebral oedema or tumour;

3

A unilateral, ipsilateral – same side as the lesion – fixed dilated pupil – Figure 2.1C is the initial
focal sign, followed by bilateral fixed dilated pupils, occurring minutes to hours later;
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4

A developing SOL causes pressure on the brain stem areas controlling pupil constriction or on the
oculomotor nerve;

5

Compression would displace the brain stem and cause the centres for cardiac and respiratory control
to fail.

Gaze:
Asking the patient to follow the examiner’s finger up, down, left and right movements may demonstrate
abnormal gaze shifts:
6

Abnormal gaze holding:
Occurs in patients with paralysis of one of the cranial nerves controlling eye muscles; the eyes no
longer function together;

7

Nystagmus:
Is involuntary rapid back and forth movement of the eye in a horizontal or vertical plane, caused by
cerebellar, brain stem or vestibular disease.

PAPILLOEDEMA:

Figure 2.2 Normal optic disc and papilloedema.
8

Papilloedema is oedematous swelling of the optic disc, seen through an ophthalmoscope – Figure
2.2.; the optic disc is just off centre from the macula, on the retina.

PAPILLOEDEMA

(pap-il-ee-dee-mă) n.

Swelling of the optic disc.
That was short and sweat.
In papilloedema, the normal visible disc margin becomes obscured, red and distorted;
9

RICP is the main cause of papilloedema, since the high pressure involves the meninges that extend
to the optic disc.

In these documents Searl attempts to create as simple as possible facts relating to the domain of reality to
which he exist, his experience and knowledge and understanding is clear for all to see.
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OPHTHALMOSCOPE (off-thal-mǒ-skoph) n.

An instrument for examining the interior of the eye, which is another document of Searl, which will be
updated later.

CONSCIOUSNESS:
Awareness is the appreciation of environmental stimuli; and the conscious thought that results.
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There are various degrees of consciousness as shown in the box on page 23, forming a spectrum from full
consciousness to deep unconsciousness – COMA – points along this spectrum are the altered states of
consciousness.
How is consciousness tested and interpreted?
Assessing the level of consciousness identifies where the patient is on the consciousness spectrum, and may
show if the patient is regaining or losing consciousness.
Within SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNITS, it is done by carrying out a sensory stimulus and
observing the response, with the patient’s best responses to stimuli are recorded on the coma scale.
1

Ask the patient a simple question, if there is no response, follow this with a louder sound, such as
a command or a hand clap;

2

If there is no response to sound, try tactile stimuli, such as gentle shaking the patient’s arm;

3

Tactile stimuli can be increased to cause pain if necessary; pain is a powerful stimulus of the
cerebral cortex, and should cause a verbal or non-verbal motor response; its application must
not injure the patient; pressure applied to the figure or toe nails will not cause injury;

4

Purposeful withdrawal from pain:
Where a limb moves specifically to remove the pain; suggest a light coma, with brain stem reflexes
intact;

5

Non-purposeful responses to pain:
Limb movements not related to pain avoidance; indicate medium coma with variable brain stem
reflex responses;

6

Unresponsive to pain:
Unresponsive to pain is a deep coma, with absent brain stem reflexes;

7

The Glasgow Coma Scale measures eye opening responses, motor responses to verbal commands
and painful stimuli and the ability to speak.

RAISED INTERCRANIAL PRESSURE:
RICP is a sustained pressure within the skull over 20 mmHg, with general or local – focal – symptoms.
General symptoms:
Identify the presence of pressure on the brain; they include headache – worse on wakening -, nausea,
vomiting, bradycardia, raised blood pressure, nystagmus, visual field defects, and seizures, altered state of
consciousness, blurred vision, respiratory irregularities and papilloedema.
Local – focal – symptoms:
Indicate the site of pressure on the brain; they are unilateral, ipsilateral fixed dilated pupil followed by
bilateral fixed dilated pupils, aphasia, ataxia, hemiparesis, hemiplegia and specific sensory losses.
Compensatory mechanisms allow for some increase in the size of an SOL without gross changes in the ICP,
but these fail eventually and the ICP will rise sharply.
This change from compensation to decompensation is the critical point; the patient will deteriorate rapidly if
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Nothing is done.

NUTRITIONAL SCREENING AND ASSESSMENT:
1

Nutritional screening:
Is a first line process of identifying patients who are malnourished or at risk of becoming so,
undertaken by nurses and doctors of SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNITS;

2

Nutritional assessment:
Is a detailed investigation to identify and quantify specific nutritional problems, undertaken by
dietitians of SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNITS.

WHY IS IT DONE?
Good nutrition is fundamental for health, if you can afford it; healing and recovery from illness; Searl
accepts while malnutrition is associated with a wide range of health problems and complications.
Many factors predispose to malnourishment, and indicators are found in many patients in hospital and the
community, identifying patients with problems or who are at risk is the first step in SWALLOW
COMMAND MEDICAL MANAGEMENT,

HOW IS IT DONE?
No single screening method is adequate as all have limitations, especially when used with acutely ill
patients.
Clinical examination:
This is an important component of assessment, but early clinical signs of malnutrition tend to be subtle and
non-specific.
Weight:
This is commonly compared to percentile / ideal weight tables and previous / usual weight, and used to track
progress / response to nutritional support; comparing weight to percentiles by age and sex indicates, for
example, that a 70-year-old woman weighing 45 kg is among the lightest 5 per cent of her age.
However, these measurements are from1970s American studies and Searl is unclear how applicable they are
in the UK, tables of ideal weights, associated with longevity, and are American.
Clearly, from this evidence the UK requires a better reference as to what is an ideal weight for age in both
males and females.
As Searl understands it that current weight can be compare to previous records, unfortunate Searl is not so
happy with that concept, as the records might had not been correct for the patient age group.
Known or usual weight and percentage change over time period with a loss of 5 per cent or more over one
month is significant, but the rate of loss is also important.
Searl accepts that weight has limitations as a nutritional index, equipment may not be available to weigh
immobile patients, and many scales are not regularly serviced and calibrated; dehydration and oedema,
differing scales, clothing and times of day for weighing may mean that changes do not reflect nutritional
state.
Weighing cannot differentiate muscle from fat and does not take account of overall body size.
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BODY MASS INDEX – BM-.

Table 2.1.

Percentile values for weight

This is weight measurement that takes account of height; the commonest use is weight – kg – divided by
height – m2-.
For example, someone weighing 73 kg and 1.7 m tall has a BMI of 73/(1.72 = 2.89) = 25.3kg/m2, BMI
charts are widely available; there is limited consensus over cut-off values with:
1

<20 kg/m2 often regarded as suggesting nutritional risk;

2

<18 kg/m2 indicative of nutritional compromise;

3

In older people criteria may be higher <23 kg/m2.

However, height may be difficult to measure in some patients and misleading in older people; knee height
and demispan may be measured instead.
Recent dietary intake:
Along with weight, height and recent unintentional weight loss this is one of the basic screening questions
advocated by the British Association for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition, which reflects the approach that
most health professionals adopt using a range of methods in a composite tool.

Box 1. Basic screening questions.
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SCREENING TOOLS:
A large number have been developed; selection criteria include:
1

Validity and reliability:
Can it differentiate malnourished, at risk and adequately nourished patients?
What patient groups is it appropriate for?
Does it produce the same results if different people use it?

2

User-friendliness:
Is it acceptable to patients and nurses?

3

Resource usage:
What equipment is needed?
How much training is required?
How long does it take?

4

Sensitivity and specificity:
How many people will be wrongly identified?

A number of tools have been tested for these factors, including the Malnutrition Advisory Group tool – Elia.
2000 - , which can be downloaded from the BAPEN website – www.bapen.org.uk/screening.htm - eating
matters contains information on other tools.
Many include action plans, indicating what to do according to different score ranges.
How often is it done?
Within SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNITS, nutritional screening shall be part of initial
assessment, undertaken as soon as the patient’s condition allows; ideally within 24 hours of admission / first
contact.
Ongoing monitoring is important within SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION as many people
experience nutritional deterioration during illness and treatment with weekly weighing is a minimum, with
more frequent / additional activities such a recording food intake where risk factors are identified.
Liaison with colleagues such as dietitians, nutrition nurse specialists and catering will help ensure that all
patients receive appropriate nutritional care.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL Nutritional screening is an essential first step to meeting patients
nutritional needs; Searl understands that other factors may need to be considered, for example, swallowing
function in neurological diseases including stroke.
After all Searl cannot swallow tablets whole he has to crushed them to powder and take a hot drink to wash
them down therefore he has firsthand experience on swallowing.
1963 Searl wrote in his newsletter, we are so familiar with seeing, that it takes a leap of imagination to
realise that there are problems to be solved, but consider it; we are given tiny distorted upside-down images
in the eyes, and we see separate solid objects in surrounding space, yet from the patterns of stimulation on
the retinas we perceive the world of objects, and this is nothing short of a miracle.
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PULSE:

The pulse is a series of pressure waves with the arteries, caused by contractions of the left ventricle; it can be
felt where an artery is near the surface of the body.
Normal / abnormal values:
1

The resting heart rate in a healthy person is 70 – 80 beats per minute;

2

Tachycardia means a rapid resting heart beat – over 100 beats per minute;

3

Bradycardia means a slow resting hear beat – under 60 beats per minute.

Recording the pulse:
The most common place to palpate the pulse is at the wrist, the radial pulse, other places that are recorded
are:
1

Ulnar – at the wrist and in line with the small finger;

2

Carotid – to the front of the neck;

3

Brachial – in the join of the elbow – usually used for recording blood pressure;

4

Femoral – felt in the groin;

5

Popiteal – found behind the knee;

6

Apical – a stethoscope is required to listen to the heart rate;

7

Dorsalis pedis – on the top part of the foot, between the big toe and leg;

8

Posterior tibial – just to the lower side of the inner aspect of the ankle.

When recording the pulse it is not just the rate that is measured – its rhythm and strength are also recorded,
the rhythm should be regular in a healthy person; the pulse should be strong and easily felt, if it is bounding
or weak this is an indication that there is a possible problem.
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Other vital observations are recorded at the same time as the pulse: blood pressure, respirations and
temperature.
The pulse is recorded for three main reasons:
1 To obtain information on the heart rate, pattern of beats and strength of pulse;
2 To determine the individual’s pulse on admission – as a baseline;
3 To monitor changes in the pulse.

Procedure:
You will need a watch with a second hand.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Explain to the patient what you are about to do – even if he or she is unconscious:
Ensure that the patient is comfortable and relaxed – anxiety and distress may increase the pulse
rate;
Note if the patient has had any medication that may alter the pulse rate;
For convenience and ease it is usually best to record the radial pulse;
Place your first and second finger along the artery – apply light pressure until you feel the pulse;
Count the pulse for a full minute – in order to detect any arrhythmias – abnormal rhythms-;
Ensure that the patient is comfortable;
Document your findings on the patient’s observation chart;
If the pulse is irregular, this should be documented in the patient’s notes;
Report any changes or irregularities to the medical team.

When and how often should the pulse be recorded?
The frequency of recording a pulse depends on the patient’s condition and illness; patient who are critically
ill, or in coronary care units, will have their heart /pulse rate continually recorded via a cardiac monitor.

The recording of the patient’s pulse is also required when a patient:
1

Is receiving a blood transfusion;

2

Has had surgery;

3

Has cardiac problems;

4

Is critically ill;

5

Has an infection.
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SAFETY:
The nurse’s hands should be washed thoroughly between patients to eliminate the risk of cross infection.

THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM:
The function of the respiratory system is to supply adequate oxygen O 8 to the tissues and remove carbon
dioxide; this is achieved with the inspiration and expiration of air; with each breath, there is a pause after
expiration.

Respiratory rates:
Respiration will vary with age and gender; 12 – 18 breaths per minute are considered normal in a healthy
adult; abnormal respiration includes:
1

Tachypnoea: the rate is regular but over 20 breaths per minute;

2

Bradynoea: the rate is regular but less than 12 breaths per minute;

3

Apnoea: absence of respiration for several seconds – this will lead to respiratory arrest;

4

Dyspnoea: Difficulty in breathing, the patient gasps for air;

5

Cheyne-Stokes respiration: the breathing is shallow, very slow and laboured with periods of
apnoea – often seen in dying patients;

6

Hyperventilation: the patient may breath rapidly due to a physical or psychological cause, such as
pain which Searl is has experienced a number of times, or panic.

Hyperventilation reduces the carbon dioxide levels in Searl’s blood causing tingling and numbness in his
hands which is worst through the night, but is still bad through the day; to some extent it lead to a bit of
distress when you try to do something simple and find it is hard to do.
In adults, more than 20 breaths a minute is considered moderate hyperventilation, more than 30 is severe.

Recording the respirations:
Respirations are measured and recorded for a number of reasons:
1

To acquire a baseline;

2

To monitor a patient with breathing problems;

3

To aid in the diagnosis of disease;

4

To evaluate the patient’s response to medication that affects the respiratory system.
The rate, depth and pattern of breathing are recorded;

5

The depth – volume – of the breath is known as the tidal volume, this should be around 500 ml;

6

The rate should be regular with equal pause between each breath; any irregularities should be
noted and reported to the medical team.

When observing the respiratory rate, noting the colour of the patient’s lips is important; the lips may be
cyanosed –blue – or discoloured if the patient has respiratory problems; cyanosis can also be observed in the
nail bed, tip of the nose and ear lobes.
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Oxygen saturation – SaO 2 – may be recorded using a pulse oximeter; this measures oxygenation in the
red blood cells, and may mean the patient requires fewer arterial blood gases to be performed.
The patient’s breathing should be observed;
1
2
3
4

Is the patient breathing through the mouth?
Are the patient’s lips pursing on expiration?
Are the abdominal muscles being used;
Are the nostrils flared?

Nostril flaring in children and babies is indicative of acute respiratory distress; respiratory assessment should
be undertaken regularly at the same time as a number of other vital observations are recorded in the delivery
of routine nursing care these include:
1 Pulse;
2 Blood pressure;
3 Temperature.
Searl working the wards undertook these requirements every three hours and where needed administrate
medication.
Equipment needed:
1

Watch with second hand.

Procedure:
1 Explain the procedure to the patient – even if he or she is unconscious;
2 Ensure the patient is comfortable and as relaxed as possible;
3 It is best to monitor and record respirations immediately after taking the pulse – this will aid in a
more accurate recording, as the patient will be unaware that you are observing their
respirations. Awareness that their respirations are being recorded can make patients alter their
breathing;
4 Observe the rise and fall of the chest – inspiration and expiration – this counts as one breath;
5 Count the respirations for a full minute to give an accurate recording;
6 Note the pattern of breathing and the depth of the breaths;
7 Document your findings on the patient’s observation chart, note any changes and report to the
medical team;
8 Before leaving, ensure the patient is comfortable.
When should the respirations be recorded?
The frequency of recording respirations will depend on the patient’s condition; recordings should always be
carried out when a patient is first admitted to hospital to acquire a baseline record.
Safety:
If a patient is prescribed oxygen the oxygen mask or nasal cannula must be correctly placed prior to
recording respirations and the oxygen flow rate should also be set as prescribed and recorded on the
observation chart.
This document has been reproducing from Searl’s 1968 newsletter updated with photos, which was not
available to do at the time he wrote that document. Searl trust it will present his operational concept of
functions that SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL shall meet.
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Temperature:
The body temperature is regulated by the hypothalamus within the brain and the core temperature is that
below the subcutaneous tissue; the body temperature is recorded either orally, per axilla, per rectum or via
the ear canal.
Its rise and fall indicate changes in body function – for example, high temperature could indicate infection
and therefore the temperature is a vital sign and is recorded for a number of reasons:
1

To establish a baseline

2

For intra-operative and post operative monitoring;

3

To monitor response to infection;

4

To monitor patients with hypothermia or hyperthermia;

5

To monitor critically ill patients;

6

To monitor patients receiving blood transfusions.

Normal / ideal values:
Normal body temperature is 36 – 37.50C this varies according to the site measured, the core temperature can
be more than 0.40C above oral temperature and 0.20C below rectal temperature also body temperature alters
in response to environmental temperature and fluctuates at different times of the day.

How is it done?
Traditionally, glass mercury thermometers were used to record body temperature, however, these have the
potential to break, and due to the safety issues concerning mercury Hg 80, alternatives are now available;
1

Disposable single use

2

Digital analogue;

3

Tympanic;

4

Electronic.

The choice of thermometer depends on the patient’s condition and
what is available; there are advantages and disadvantages to all
thermometers.

Equipment needed:
1

Thermometer

2

Watch with second hand;

3

Thermometer cover – if using electronic thermometer

4

Gloves and box of tissues – if recording rectal temperature.

Searl time on the wards he found that the rectal temperature to be the most precise value compared to other
means used. He found the temperature taken via the mouth to seesaw all day long, up and down, and under
the armpit varies which a number of factors affect.
Procedure:
When recording the temperature, observe the patient’s general condition, for example is the patient flushed,
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Cold or perspiring?
Refer to the patient’s observation chart to ascertain previous recordings.

Oral using an electronic thermometer.
1

Wash hands and explain procedure to patient – even if
unconscious;

2

Check the thermometer reading is 340C.

3

Apply a plastic sheath if required – see manufacture guide;

4

Ask the patient to open their mouth, place the probe under
the tongue;

5

Ask the patient to gently close the mouth;

6

Remove the thermometer on hearing the audible tone.

7

Measure the temperture and record on patient’s observation chart;

8

Dispose of plastic sheath and wash hands.

RECTUM:
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(ay-nǔs) n.

ANUS

The opening at the lower end of the alimentary canal, through which the faeces are discharged it opens out
from the anal canal and is guarded by two sphincters – ANAL = adj.
RECTUM:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Refer to manufacturer’s guidelines for correct use of thermometer;
Wash hands and explain procedure to patient – even if unconscious;
Ensure patient’s privacy;
The patient should lie on his or side with knees bent;
Apply gloves, then gently insert the thermometer probe 2 – 4 cm into the patient’s anus;
Remove the probe after the required time – see manufacturer’s guidelines;
Wipe around patient’s anus if required and ensure patient’s comfort;
Dispose of gloves and wash hands;
Measure the temperature and record on patient’s observation chart;
Clean / dispose of used thermometer according to local policy.

EAR CANAL USING TYMPANIC THERMOMETER:
This uses infrared light to detect thermal radiation.
1

Refer to manufacturer’s guidelines for correct use of thermometer;

2

Wash hands and explain procedure to patient – even unconscious;;

3

Ensure you have good access to the patient’s ear;

4

Apply the disposable cover;

5

Gently place the probe into the ear – ensuring a good fit;

6

Measure the temperature and record on patient’s observation chart;

7

Dispose of cover and wash hands.

Axilla:
1

Wash hands and explain procedure to patient – even if unconscious;

2

Ensure patient’s privacy;

3

Help the patient to loosen any clothing for easy access to the axilla;

4

Once the thermometer is prepared make sure that the axilla is dry – if necessary use tissue, place
the probe in the axilla;

5

Ask the patient to hold the arm across their chest;

6

Remove the probe after the required time – see manufacturer’s guidelines;

7

Measure the temperature and record on patient’s observation chart;

8

Clean / dispose of the used thermometer according to local policy.

How often?
The patient’s condition and reason for recording the temperature will give an indication of how frequently it
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Should be recorded as one off recording has little value, a series will give a trend of the patient’s
temperature.

SAFETY:
1 Hands should be washed before and after taking the temperature to avoid cross-infection:
2 An alternative to glass mercury thermometer should be used;
3 Oral temperature should only be recorded on conscious patients;
4 Accuracy is vital, an incorrect reading could affect the treatment given;
5 Avoid recording temperature when environmental factors may influence the reading, for example,
a fan blowing near the patients ear, the patient has been lying on the ear, after a hot or cold
drink – if temperature taken orally.
This completes Searl old newsletter, being updated with photographs, which he trusts, will make it more
interesting to read.
All old newsletters upon being updated are destroyed, as they are extremely difficult to read as these page
ink fade and printed on roll paper with a nine dot printer means using a magnifying glass to read them, at
least the pages are now readable for some time to come I hope.
Searl is determined that nurses employed in SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION will be tops
in their profession and proud to wear the uniform of an elite group of professional nurses.
NOTE:
Rome was not built in a day; nor will SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION, it will absorb time
and dedication on the faith and efforts of devoted men and women to give birth to such a conception and
nurse it to success.
This document: which is the second in this update program; has been release by authority:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl head of R&D human studies.
Swallow Command Medical Division.
Nursing Sector.
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Searl has release hundreds of newsletters and books upon his life, work, and the results of that data
collected is applied to his views on how a company should be structured to undertake his technology
concepts and apply them to the world of reality as a commercial business.
Searl acceptance of the term: the world of fantasy or phantasy – means imagination unrestricted by
reality.
Searl accepts as fact that all products now own; or will be owned by man comes from the domain of
fantasy.
Searl acceptance of the term: the world of reality – means the state of things as they are or appear to be,
rather as one might wish them to be – something that is real – the state of being real; in other words that
which exists, independent of human awareness like this:

All these images are bulk of atoms, strange how atoms arrange themselves to create an illusion of
something to tickle our fantasy into believing that life is great – strange in the domain of reality it is just
that to make us fire up our desire trigger of wanting to experience their body in real time action.
Clearly atoms are strange and wonderful products of nature and should be appreciated and not destroyed.
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In this third reprint and update that covers SWALLOW COMMAND NURSING including flight crew staff
on deep space missions will need to be address and I can only address these issues from my own experience
on the wards in England; as a nurse before being promoted into the laboratory.
From the number of operations which I have undergone in the UK, has shown I that hospital life of today’s
staff am quite different to that time I was on the wards.
While in Bangkok my operation there was more like I know what nursing was about, I understand that
nursing in Israel are the same in nature.
Therefore nursing standards within SWALLOW COMMAND and FLIGHT CREWS will be like how I
know nursing.
Within SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL nursing flight crews must understand that getting a degree
must entail doing what SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL need nurses to do; not what we imagine
graduates in geography, media studies or woodwork are doing.
I accept that my woodwork teacher Mr Ford who had the social skills of custard; which I have no doubt that
he could knock up a coffee table out of an abandoned tree in no time; based upon the fact that he could give
you a professional six strokes of his cane on you bottom where he knew that his expertise would sink in, and
it did well done Mr Ford.
But you wouldn’t want to gather round said table with coffee and biscuits and chat with him afterwards;
nope, guess you make some excuse about needing to alphabetise your hair and usher Mr Ford, his grubby
overalls, aggressive nature and collection of chisels from your house as quickly as you could.
Anyway, this was a long time ago and I am not bitter about his moments of enjoyment of canning me, but I
suspect Mr Ford had a degree in canning bottoms; indeed, he may have had a degree in wood management
and some sort of teaching diploma.
I can’t help wondering if you may think that he might have just been a bloke with some chisels and his own
wood and a cane and so nobody checked his qualifications, but let’s assume he was allowed to do his job.
And despite my shrugging contempt for the man, I think it makes sense that he should have to have
qualifications to do a job that has something to do with people; even though in this case by people I mean
sneering teenage boys.
I agree that it makes complete sense that if we are employed by SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL
DIVISION that we attach value to a job we should attach some sort of social value to the qualification that
allow us to do it.
So if degrees have social value, making nursing a graduate profession makes sense, as long as what qualifies
the nurse for the degree corresponds with what it is that good nurses do; Searl states that surely, if there is
controversy over nursing being an all degree profession, it is about tailoring the degree isn’t it?
SWALLOW COMMAND NURSING DIVISION acknowledges that getting a degree entails doing what a
nurse needs to do; not what we imagine graduates in geography, media studies or even woodwork might
have to do.
When I did my nurse training I didn’t give any thought to how much academic credit the course gave me;
however, I remember being told by someone smug that it was the equivalent of a weekend photography
course ; I did not mind, I had won award for a six year university study, but I had already done a degree in
something else and I knew that the nurse training had been a more profound, challenging and developmental
educational experience than what I had come before; this you will bear witness too in later documents being
reprinted.
Maybe that profundity did not correspond to anything that was academically measurable – or did it?
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Searl accepts that academia has now begun to learn to measure the application of skills, and begun to value
them; so nursing is not dehumanised by degrees, rather it is the other way round, universities are lent
wisdom and humanity by nursing.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION that its challenge is to drive that change forward, to make
sure that nursing curricula are full of things that manifest the essence of nursing, leading compassion and
kindness, emotional intelligence and a capacity for wise judgement; which is the requirements of
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION.
In SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION nurses should be better recognised for those abilities
and an all graduate profession enables SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION to reward the next
generation for those things, if we remain mindful of what it is that must be at the heart of the education.
So what was the result of this document that all nurses employed within SWALLOW COMMAND
MEDICAL DIVISION must have degrees has sparked a lively debate.
Searl acknowledge that a degree only profession gives them more credibility, and it will make it harder for
doctors and managers to restrict nurses development; Searl also acknowledge that this is going to lead to
some excellent young people who would make great nurses being barred from the profession; as in my day
many students whom I trained with would made great nurses but do not have the academic ability to gain a
place on a degree programme; Searl appreciate this feeling amongst students to such an idea of degrees.
Searl in his opinion from his training on the wards those degrees will help to ensure nurses employed in
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION have the knowledge for critical thinking and decision
making; Searl is not stating that being a good nurse is not determined by a degree or a diploma but
understanding what nursing care is about and putting the patient at the heart the agenda.
Searl understands that nursing at the moment in the UK is the worst paid profession in the NHS and the most
physically demanding, and I guess many of you think why shouldn’t it be?
This is the only profession that is not educated to degree level; therefore Searl feels that being better
educated ought to bring rewards; thus Searl wish to see establish a medical university within SWALLOW
COMMAND to train all students to a degree level to which they can be proud of.
Agree all nurse training schools were geared up to train students to required levels, and done a great job but
never had to my knowledge degrees as such; surely these training schools are universities in their own
rights; today there are many training schools within the UK to study for various medical requirements, and
on completion you get a certificate stating the course which you have studied and pass required standards.
The question you may well ask is what a university can offer you in training that the training schools cannot
offer beside a piece of paper stating you have a degree.
There are many questions in reference to the medical domain which must be studied and an assessment
obtained on the best solution for long term mission in deep space for its flight crews and families of
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION whose responsibility covers the care of their families
during those mission times and indeed to care for them if unfortunate any flight members should fall ill or
die the families must continue to be cared for regardless; as they would had been had they were able to
return home to them each day.
Searl today agrees that investing in the health and wellbeing of nurses is never going to be as politically or
economically attractive as sending more troops to Afghanistan which needs to be accepted as a fact of
reality.
But Searl is a determine individual once set on a concept will not give in until it is a every day event for all
to witness, and SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION is a must to be achieve for commercial
space operation objectives.
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Searl has studied the unrest of the UK nursing staff, and his conclusions are that they are heading down a
dead end road, nursing will be hampered by the patient's rights and doctors might prefer not to operate just
give them medication and let nature deal with the problem.
If this happens or has happen then Searl understand that doctors and nurses have the right to protect
themselves where there are risks involved to refuse to operate; therefore Searl look on the future of nursing
and midwifery within SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION has stated there is needs to be focus
on improving the health and wellbeing of nurses.
Searl objectives is that all missions staff and their families employed within SWALLOW COMMAND
MEDICAL DIVISION should have sauna facilities, free salads and all the head massaging you can stand
not forgetting the gym so we all end up with a body like this; amazing what a gym can do to you.

And we must not forget one of these foot spa things which you don’t have to pay your registration money
first and all operational staff will have a teasmaid available, you take the risks to obtain knowledge of deep
space then you must be rewarded for the risks involved.
Searl accepts that given the difficult financial climate, we might not get a great deal of investment in actual
things; couple hundred foot spas might be a bit steep even for an organisation pulling in the sort of money
the NMC does.
Searl understands that in the UK, at this time when services are struggling financially and patient care is
threatened by recession, investing in the health and wellbeing of nurses is never going to be as politically or
economically attractive as, oh, I don’t know, sending more troops to Afghanistan or throwing money in the
rubbish banks.
There is no doubt that killing and destroying this planet is more profitable then saving it so future
generations may enjoy their time upon it; and all those who devote their life to save life can be rewarded for
their efforts for a change, so well done those who do care.
Searl has made his objectives upon the operations of SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION that
the need to focus on the health of nurses, and it is a shame that it has not been mentioned in the UK nursing
domain when we are investing in healthcare, and Searl will hold that thought and remind you of it when the
economic wheel goes round and there is money to spend again.
Except it won’t be the same prime minister, will it?
So he won’t have to listen, will he?
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Searl accepts that the interesting thing about SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION is the idea of
investing in nurse’s wellbeing is that, in order to make it sound legitimate: has stated about nurses as role
models for patients; in doing that he reminded us of a common debate, can we be role models if we don’t
live perfect lives?

REALITY:
If we smoke, can we talk to people about giving up smoking? It is simple insane to do so.
If we are overweight, can we talk about healthy eating with perceived credibility? Its simple insane.
Searl agrees that there is rather more to the issues of nurse’s wellbeing than role modelling good health for
patients; Searl knows from his ward experience that nursing requires knowledge, skill and activity but,
unlike many jobs, it also demands complex emotional intelligence.
Searl knows from his own ward experiences that nurse manage not only their own emotions; which can be
complex and draining in the face of death, pain, loss, aggression, sadness; but also those of others: Searl
agrees that we see people at their most vulnerable and most full of despair, fear or uncertainty.
Searl spent most of his life studying people, and has save a few from committing suicide so he knows how
to deal with those feelings – and he accepts that all nurses can – or at least they do if they are good at their
job; and of course if they are able is an issue that SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION must
certify that all their nursing staff can meet this requirement.
That is why SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION places the health of nurses needs to be at the
heart of any strategy for of its profession; because a focus on wellbeing begins to articulate the heart of
SWALLOW COMMAND nursing and it may even begin to construct a culture that can cultivate that heart in
a more sophisticated and progressive way than characterising nursing as simply a profession or a science
ever can.
Care giving was never a series of deliverable tasks, which SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION
but to focus upon the issues of reality such as wouldn’t it be progressive if the underpinning emotional
complexity of nursing began to be articulated by policy that is the task of SWALLOW COMMAND
MEDICAL DIVISION is to generate a policy that will care for its nursing staff as they are expected to care
for the staff of the company whether it be base or mission crews.
The major issue here which Searl is aware of is that there are two classes of nurse’s, first those who joined
as bedside nurse’s which Searl accepts as important role and are contented to remain in that occupation and
secondly, those who wish to develop their skills in more complex nursing; SWALLOW COMMAND
MEDICAL DIVISION encourages that kind of skill personal.
Searl is aware of the vast number of problems which need to be addressed within the structure of SEARL
INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM COMPLEX, which acts as the umbrella to all
of its divisions regardless is bullying in an organisation that exists to deliver wellbeing is the psychic
equivalent of giving you a head massage before hitting you with a cricket bat.
Since the time of Prime Minister Winston Churchill to Prime Minister Tony Blair, Searl sent them a letter
informing them what he would implement if he was Prime Minister, but has not sent such a letter yet to
Prime Minister Gordon Brown; explain precisely what he would do to terrorists, rapists, drug pushers and
conmen, Searl guess they hope that he would not become Prime Minister otherwise they would be lots of
empty house and factories closed as such evil people would rush to leave the country to a safer place to
operate.
Searl would be a hardliner to clear up this human cancer that is spreading before it is too late to stop, which
governments are failing to protect the innocent humans that co-exists to help the country that is failing them.
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Searl is aware that one in five NHS employees have experienced bullying in the last year, which another
survey into the difficulties of working in the NHS; Searl first action to this is to wonder if two in five are too
scared to respond honestly to the survey while the other two did not hear the question properly.
Searl has made this issue clear to the UK government that bullies will be given the cat and nine tails a stroke
for each year of their age so they will not forget how old they were when they experience the results of their
bullying. Where children are bullying they will receive the birch a stroke for each year of their age, in both
cases the punishment will apply to both sexes regardless.
Searl has already a few names on his list waiting to receive their rewards for the crimes they have
committed; and you know some of their names.
Searl appreciate that bullying has always confused you, hasn’t it? WHY when a good birching or the cat of
nine tails can bring such inhuman behaviour to an end fast, why should these evil minds not experience pain
as they have caused others. Searl understood God said an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, a limb for a
limb and a life for a life. If god stated this as FACT; then how come we are allowing bullying and terrorists
to kill without justice and our governments allow them free passage to do so.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION is an organisation that will exists to deliver health and
wellbeing to its staff; not as the UK NHS that can construct such destructive relationships among its staff;
which makes them feel threatened, disempowered and even afraid; and being a health service it often does it
with a smile; like the psychic equivalent of giving you a head massage before hitting you with a cricket bat.
Searl knows that bullying comes in many forms; from the aggressive healthcare support worker who takes a
dislike to alternate students, to the inadequate consultant who treats everyone like they are his butler; and
Searl understands that staff can feel bullied regardless of their position and that it is insidious; Searl accept
that it damages services and dehumanises us all.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION operation intends to stop this behaviour and all members
will be a team A or B or C regardless of how many form such teams that shall cover a 24 hour shift
operations; so it is helpful to be reminded by various documents that bullying happens and it should not be
tolerated.
Searl is aware of how the NHS creates the perfect circumstances for institutional bullying; because it’s not
just about people being unkind or careless and it’s not just about the nature and intensity of the work; it is
often about politics, pressure and the threat to jobs and services, and it would be hypocritical not to
acknowledge that as being a major issue that SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION must
address.
Searl appreciates that at a time when political parties are preparing us for spending cuts; those who work in
public services are left bracing themselves for anything from near impossible working conditions to
redundancy; which generates insecurity and defensiveness.
Searl ask what sort of culture is it that offers a choice of working in near impossible conditions or risk losing
your job. Searl understands where nervous senior managers manage the demands that come from above;
unfortunate they have no option but to carry out those demands rather than the needs of those they oversee;
which many feel that this is a bullying culture.
Searl accepts that this is one that leaves nurses and others exposed to the machinations of managerialism and
the nonsense that is the internal market; but the unions indirectly created today’s problem as I warned all in
my newsletter what would happen if they continue to demand wages increases on the system unions put in
place that the rich would get richer while the poor get poorer; which strange enough I lived to see my
prediction become true and now we rip the rewards of that insanity.
What the world has lack were men or women with the ability to see the future situation if we continue on
our present course that was what has been missing now that price must be paid.
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Searl understand everyone will blame someone else for the problem we are in, but most of them actually
elected their union man to represent them and if you agree with his suggestion then you helped to create
today’s situation; Searl knows these wars also add cost loss that must be paid by all of us regardless.
Goody goodies force governments not to use this force that world had ended the problem quicker and cost
far less to achieve that peace; therefore, we all have to pay for that stupidly of a few and everyone,
regardless of grade or banding; is going to feel under pressure over the next couple of years or more.
Nurses, doctors, managers, cleaners, all will be expected to make savings or sacrifices; for me that am not a
problem I have been doing that for years due to criminals robbing me; Searl accepts they may even have to
make choices that feel uncomfortable for a greater good, which has for too long been defined by politicians
you neither respect nor trust; yes Searl understand to you this is a bullying culture.
The only way which Searl can see that you can do anything about it is to begin to realise and articulate the
fact you are in; doctors, nurses, cleaners and managers, bound not by the restraints of public spending but by
our responsibility to best practice, innovation, high standards and professionalism.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION feels that maybe it’s time to forget the false divides of
banding, profession or job title and unites around a willingness to defend services together; from Searl
observations the best way to stop bullying and corrosive culture must surely be to help each other do the
right thing.
From Searl observations it appears that bullies do not accept they are in the wrong and organisations do not
want to deal with them so bullying continues that is why within SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL
DIVISION bullies will learn what pain is: as this company shall never allow bullies to get away freely
without pain to remind then that in a civilise world bullying shall not be tolerated under any condition. Searl
understand that you feel that the NHS is itself a bully; because a caring organisation full of people who do
not care at any level above the clinical one.
Searl also understands that this feeling also applies to many other business outside of nursing; at the same
time Searl understands that there are those that when they started their community psychiatric nurse post
were bully and as a result of this, they do not accept any inappropriate behaviour; they now immediately
challenge bullying in an assertive and professional manner.
Searl only know too well that the only way to deal with a bully is to stand up to them; Searl know this is
simplistic but it’s also true, as he has had to stand up to bullies also; but not involved in the nursing domain;
Searl states that at both psychiatric hospital where he was employed he never had any bullying from any
staff member, and sincerely trust that no patient that he cared for ever complain about him bullying them.
Searl is aware that a number of nurses have been off work suffering from stress due to five or more months
of bullying by a senior nurse; Searl understand that if these nurses did not love the job they do, he feel
certain that they would have left nursing for good because of this experience. Searl is also aware that nursing
is not the only job that has bullying; Searl has had school teacher working with him who had to give up
teaching because children threaten him so often; creating stress because he could not do anything to stop
them due to the stupid laws that are now in place, that you cannot cane children who are persistent threat to
staff or other class mates.
So children run wild with knives and guns injuring and killing teachers and classmates as a game and the
law encourage them to do so. If the law is going to act in such an insane way then we must be prepared to
stand the loss that incurs from such laws.
And nurses get attacked often with no one to help them; and even doctors are known to be killed by those
they try to help; which is similar to my case of being robbed to stop you from getting this technology so you
can have a better life expectancy then you have on offer at this time; the law is not interested in what you
have lost out on; what they do not understand is that they have also lost out of a better life health wise.
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There are many issues in UK nursing domain which requires to be addressed, unfortunate in this company
there are many domains that requires up dating and therefore documents have to be split up into divisions of
information; if nature is kind to me to remain with you for a little longer, much of this up dating will be
completed.
I shall just update one more issue in this update that relates to relationship counselling it is a sad situation
from where I sitting, just a simple example of what I mean.
We visited our allotment yesterday to find that our fish are missing; we had four of them in a little pond and
frankly, we haven’t seen them for a while; I rather hoped they grown legs and wandered off towards the
library but my daughter Joy said this was a silly thing to hope for because, if they had, the foxes would have
got them and anyway the library is shut.
Then my wife found a dead rat and insisted I do something with it; like what, I asked wondering why I am in
charge of dead rats; turn it into gloves; play it at scrabble; take it waterskiing; you’re not big and you’re not
clever she said; to my knowledge I have never claimed to be clever but try to be helpful; then she insisted
that I get rid of the rat.
But I’ll be honest, I don’t know what to do with a dead rat; strange I feel I should; I feel a proper man would
know where monkeys stick their nuts and follow suite and he would know where the fish were; anyway we
argued about what to do with dead rats and I buried it quite near the artichokes; I thought it was better than
her suggestion which amounted to grating it and sprinkling it on the dahlias.
Of course the argument continued; she said I lost the fish, which is not strange for a wife to say, as I have
found if they cannot find something it is you who have moved them, like you have move my glasses I left
them here, now they gone you must have move them, that is correct Susan and after spending hours of
searching and just about giving up I looked in the one place that I never expected the refrigerator and behold
there smiling at me were the missing glasses. I shouted Susan to come to see where she had left them.
I said she killed a rat, words were said, and artichokes were thrown; but it’s OK, we probably won’t need
counselling; which is good because if we did we might be able to waste NHS resources to get it.
I shouted Susan to come to see where she had left them. She came, but insisted that she never left them
there; of course we know that is what a wife would say, so I pointed out that they cannot walk or open doors
and shut them behind them; and I am not yet that hungry that I need to eat them; Susan what you need is a
jolly good spanking she replied yes, so I gave her a good spanking wasting my time which she run to her
bedroom contented as she was rubbing her checks as she went.
Searl understands that there are times when couples hit a rocky patch, a bit of help and support can stop it
spiralling out of control, and that is why Searl wants within SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL
DIVISION a section termed couple therapy to be available to its staff; Searl say why stop with married
people after all many children have arguments.
Let us face reality here is just one example my friend’s 13 year old daughter had an argument with a boy
recently about the colour blue that ended up with her getting a black eye, cut lip and missing tooth which
shows that this boy is unstable and cannot communicate upon issues in a logic manner; this just not just
apply to children, adults are more likely to use knives or broken glass when they fail to be able to cope with
communication issues – they are mentally handicapped, in a number of cases the solution is the birch or the
cat of nine tails; otherwise lock them up for life to protect the masses.
Searl has became a hardliner due to his experiences through life and though he agrees at the idea of making
therapy more widely available within SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION as part of the
increasing access to psychological therapies initiative which he introduced a few year ago to provide
treatment to members of the staff who are really ill once the company is fully active.
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Searl felt that it was a good initiative that SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL will save money on
unnecessary prescribing and provide appropriate treatment for a range of problems; which are health
problems, not treatments for dissatisfaction.
Searl understands that there is a difference between recognising the usefulness of some therapies for people
who may have a mental health problem and imagining that every activity of life; from falling out to being
sad; must be pathologised and treated by a bloke in an expensive chair; Searl realises that not all problems
require such action.
If in the UK we cannot afford cancer drugs we cannot afford relationship counselling; Searl expects that
there may be someone somewhere suggesting that saving marriages makes some kind of weird economic
sense but they are probably a therapist looking for work.
As Searl sees it, if we want to maintain a health service in the UK; one that attends to the needs of people
with cancer, depression or dementia; we need to protect it from the vagaries of therapy culture and political
guesswork; Searl always understood that the UK NHS treats ill health not unhappiness and it already has
plenty to spend its money on.
Searl can observe the reality around him and appreciates how important and fragile the perception of the
NHS is that the hospital environment is alien to some people, as their perceptions are built on TV
programmes and it may be good that future nurses see another side of nursing other than that in daytime
soap operas, where nurses sit and wait to be asked out by Dr. Lookingood.
Searl agrees that if potential students are so immature that they are put off by silly dramas then perhaps we
don’t need them in SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION; Searl agrees that the people who
write the dramas should spend time in the NHS and find out what really goes on in accident and emergency
or on the ward which he understands from actually hands on experience that explains why Searl understands
why these are called dramas for a reason; they would hardly be entertaining if they just show the day to day
lives of nurses.
Searl is not a fool, he has worked the wards and do not feel that TV programmes are the problem from the
world of reality he imagine the salary is the real turn off.
This completes the update for this document which is release by authority of:
Prof. John Searl: head of
Research upon human
behaviour for the operation of
SWALLOW COMMAND
MEDICAL DIVISION when
it goes active.
This article has been updated
to show the present day status
of the UK NHS related
problems from which Searl
will base his operational
functions so that SWALLOW
COMMAND do not suffer
from such problems but will
stand out as a symbol of hope
for all who are employed
within this company.
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In Searl fourth newsletter upon the subject of nursing back in 1968 was related to the needs of
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION division, but in this re-print update he includes his overall picture
of the problems relating to nursing and it is his views which may different to yours.
Over the years he has been horrified at the way in which this animal termed human being treat this
planet and its kind: there are murders of the highest order, mentally sick, which has now grown like a
cancer in society and no real surgery has been taken as such to remove it for the benefit of humankind.
Searl questions WHY: don’t nature murder enough people and other animals in the process of violent
attacks, such as flash floods, earthquakes, volcanoes and high winds this is 2009 not 1009, surely we have
intelligence to reduce the effects of these natural events. But in the case of evil this cancers needs to be
removed permanent to protect that which is good from being destroyed.
A paradise upon this planet is possible, but this will never happen why you have no respect for the planet
as a whole. Searl accepts that many think only of themselves to protect; some actually include their
family, but this is narrow minded behaviour as in reality you have left your door wide open to be attacked
if not by nature itself, but by those who call themselves terrorists; a highly mental defective murders
whose job is to kill and injure as many as they can.
It is this insane behaviour to kill or injure as many as possible that exposes that there are still some
humans left who give their life and effects to help those to survive that others tried to kill. While
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL intention in 1968 was related to their staffs needs of the whole
company operations which including the research work in human problems.
Now the problems of health are getting so bad that SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL may have to
include outside problems to assist with life support care, this is Searl answer to the world problems.
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Searl understands from actual hands on experience that nothing prepares you for the pounding in your chest,
the knot in your stomach, the smell of your own panic. From which you shift up a gear.
Searl accepts that it is not important that you are covered in blood and kneeling in urine; someone needs
your help and you have to keep it together – react, take decisions, get you both through it. Searl has witness
the evil man can bestow upon another for greed sake. And is shock that the world allows this to happen.
Fernando Morris can confirm from his month stay here that from my point I don’t waste money; I try and do
stuff with it, alas Morris was unable to stand such conditions not being so tough enough to stand such
condition that I had to relax conditions for him so that he could survive, as he said no way could he survive
such conditions. On Mars you would have too.
Of cause he will be back here on January 7th to assist me to get ready to go to America to see my new site to
be, again I shall have to relax my standards so he can survive.
There is not some kind of scale of deserving poor: I know only too well what flashes into people’s heads
when you say the Congo or Darfur and Searl know what they are thinking, “how wonderful, they are helping
the little people,” and Searl understands that it is just not like that in reality.
The staffs that will be employed by SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION will help in a similar
manner are like your parents and your uncle; Searl understands appreciates that the staff would feel if they
had to walk for 14 hours to get to a hospital, they would be outraged and it is outrage and unfairness that
motivates me; I do not like people being unfair.
That is why Searl has and is giving much study to suitable high speed transportation system whereby
emergencies can be reached quick and dealt with on the spot. But such transport is the subject of the SEARL
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED TRANSPORT SECTION.
Do you ever hear your Mum inside your head; you know, when you put your feet on the table or something
and you feel her saying “get your bloody feet off there ,” behind you?
Well, being a SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL logistician is like that. You think of the money and you
think about all the people who have donated, and you think, “Shit, I don’t want to be the person who double
ordered stuff that perishes.” You don’t waste money and Searl is one of them – that is correct Morris? Searl
try and do stuff with it which clearly shows at his home, considered that he has been forced already to repeat
four times from robberies and now repeating again for the fifth time.
The nursing staff to be of SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION aren’t starry eyed idealists
because they wouldn’t get very far if they were. Searl agrees that you need pragmatists. Nurses who will be
employed by SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION will be based upon they attitude to the duty
they are required to meet; because they want results and we shall do things to achieve a very high standing
in nursing.
Searl states that it is not all heroics and negotiations at the point of Kalashnikovs, but it is not all inventories
either. It will be a job that is just a mixed job because that’s why we shall be there; to do all of it.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION is not going to be a common hospital system, but a
complex structure to handle space exploration requirements; including all requirements which cover the
whole company as such medical needs; including the training of staff. It will offer emergency services to
outside the company operations as a goodwill gesture. At its centre has to be a research laboratory of a
magnitude which has not been seen in the medical field that will in-house all top experts in and across the
various sections of medical domain.
Impossible you think – then all I can say that it better not be so – otherwise life will continue to devaluate
and the Homo sapiens will just be rubbish waste in just a few years time from now. All ready half the
population has gene damage due to religions upbringing that one should marry into a different family.
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Thus spreading the damage gene on to other families who never had that damage gene before, add to this
damage that which has taken place and still does from pollution that we create, drugs, smoking and drinking
alcohol all played they part in the damage I witness in the masses. Today it is hard to find a perfect body and
this is one major issue I see for Homo sapiens going to Mars.
In the world of reality, there will be days when a car will bring in a woman who will need a caesarean
section urgently and it will be the first time that you assisted on a c-section and it may be so hot summer
day. You find that the baby just would not come out. Suddenly you think, “No! I’m going to faint...no you
must keep your hands still, hold the tension on the instruments and put your head between your knees.
Two minutes later, swallowing your vomit, you give the baby’s legs a final twist and pull, and the results
will be the sweetest sound of your life to hear that baby cry, yes, Searl understand that you will laugh and
cry and swore a bit actually, Searl understand the effects of stress, as you sew up; and Searl understand that
will be a great day for you.
Searl understands that there are smells that will stay with you forever: the smell of neglect in a refugee
camp: the smell of gangrene; the smell of sweat on a patient in hypovolaemic shock.
HYPOVOLEMIA

(oligaemia)

(hy-poh-vŏ-lee-miă) n.

A decrease in the volume of circulating blood.
Today, there will be times where you will find a man, woman or child who have holes throughout their body
after a grenade had been thrown through their bedroom window and often get left in the hospital corridor by
someone. Searl understand that you would automatic start intravenous fluids, call for the surgeon and
padded the damage and Searl knows that within SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION that
within minutes the whole operating team will be working on that victim and with luck within just a few days
later the patient neighbours will be taking that person home; as they would be on the mend.
Searl understands from hands on experience that when the adrenaline trickles away and you see the patient
on the ward getting better, you never think of the panic you felt. SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL
DIVISION shall be a unit of human beings that try to save lives not evil sick minds aimed to kill and
destroy.
Searl ask so many times on his reflection are how on earth it is possible for people to suffer like this; as we
claim to be educated, intelligent beings. The presence of death in people’s lives is the big difference. Searl
agrees that in Europe we are not used to seeing children dying, babies dying, people dying; not at the same
rate that they do in some countries anyway.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION will be paying more and more attention to people’s
psychological wounds, injured people, people who have been displaced, even within our staff to be there
will be people who are refugees themselves. Searl appreciates that in some parts of the world there is not a
single person who doesn’t have a family member who has not been displaced or violated or had things
happen to them.
If we call ourselves human then it is time to prove it, if we state that we are educated then it is time to prove
that to be true; but from my seat I see only a very small number of people that meet this criteria based upon
the world masses, to them we owe a lot of thanks more so to those who try to save lives are actually placing
themselves at risk of being killed every day or being tortured by evil minds for their own pleasure, this is a
serious form of cancer in society which needs urgent surgery.
Governments are failing the people they represent by not carrying out this urgent surgery before it is too
late, if it is not already too late to stop. Terrorists should thank their so call god that I am not the prime
minister of the UK or the President of America or they would soon see what I mean by surgery. True
humans have been at the mercy of evil minds for a long time, in the west we try not to see this evil.
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SPACE SHIP NURSES ARE PAID TO SEE THE UNIVERSE:
Searl understands that it is well known that a nursing qualification brings opportunities to work overseas.
Many nurses use them to fund back packing trips, while others take longer contracts in single overseas
destinations. Searl however is aware that fewer people realise that experienced nurses can work on the high
seas, providing healthcare to passengers and crew aboard cruise ships.
Searl agrees that this is a real opportunity to be paid to see the world and Searl agrees that it also enables
nurses to develop skills that will stand them in good stead in many other areas of nursing practice such as
future space missions and their base stations.
Searl states that being a nurse on a cruise ship is an opportunity to meet new people and see new places and
Searl understands that these cruise ships normally have multicultural crew such as people from the
Philippines, Colombia, Nicaragua, Thailand, South Africa and the UK, and often lots of other countries,
which Searl accepts as being great.
STAR SHIP EXPLORER will have four nurses and two doctors and one medical secretary for each of the
three shifts. Together they will run daily clinics and provide 24 hour cover for the crew and work force.
Agree mission nurses do not get a day off a week thus on return from missions they will have the missing
time off as a break which shall relate to a day off for each week that was worked on that mission.
For base nurses they will take a day off each week in rotation, all nursing staff in SWALLOW COMMAND
MEDICAL DIVISION does not pay tax on their wages. All base nurses on their days off can go anywhere;
mission’s nurses only have this privilege on the finish of their mission. Searl understands that the mission
healthcare team work closely together which they will appreciate, everyone on missions must fit in well and
support each other.
Searl confirms that a large proportion of the healthcare provided on cruise ships is similar to that offered in a
GP practice; this will be similar of flight missions the crew and work force visit the clinic for problems such
as coughs, colds and abdominal pains. The nurses in SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION
shall take on a similar role to practice nurses, assessing patients, undertaking procedures or assisting doctors
in doing so, dispensing medication and educating the crew and workforce.
However, Searl expects that flight mission teams will also sooner or later sees some emergencies, from
accidental injuries to heart attacks, therefore the nursing staff in SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL
DIVISION especial flight crew need to be able to deal with any situation they encounter; and they also need
to have a cool head in a crisis.
For this reason, Searl requires within SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION its healthcare team
to have a minimum of five years experience in areas such as A&E and critical care, or experience of
working in remote areas; added to this Searl says is the need for basic and advanced life support
qualifications and other skills and the ability to apply plaster casts.
Searl makes it clear that you can be the first on the scene of an emergency, and he points out that you never
quite know what you’ll see, so it is vital that you have that experience. Searl understands that you really get
to develop your skills being actually in a flight crew situation will make you realise that you can think on
your feet.
Searl states that in a major emergency, if the ship is close enough to land, seriously ill patients may be
evacuated by helicopter, but this is not always possible. Likewise on space missions there are no way that
seriously ill patients could be evacuated by helicopter. Let say that you were in the middle of the Atlantic,
just as an example, we can’t get the patients off the ship, so we have to stabilise them until we can get them
ashore.
Searl points out that on Planet Mars or on route to Mars there are no way we can get them off.
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SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION NURSES in reference to STAR SHIP EXPLORER will
have a range of equipment such as ventilators and defibrillators, and a stock of medications you would find
in the UK or US, so they can stabilise quite seriously ill people, such as after a heart attack or an accident.
This ship: STAR SHIP EXPLORER will also has a laboratory where blood and other samples can be
analysed, X-ray facilities and cardiac monitoring equipment, Thus Cosmonaut nurses will perform X-rays,
do ECGs and insert intravenous cannulas.
While SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL NURSING gives the nurse the opportunity of space travel and
get paid to see the universe as it is; could be the major factor in your decision to work on a space ship as it
must be team oriented project.
Searl states that before you can apply for a post on STAR SHIP EXPLORER you have much to learn and
understand; there is no better time than now to start to lean.

PROMPT AND AGGRESSIVE MANAGEMENT OF SEPSIS GIVES PATIENTS THE
BEST CHANCE OF SURVIVAL:
Poor knowledge can result in a missed or delayed diagnosis of septic shock or severe sepsis, as well as
inappropriate or delayed patient management:
LEARNING OUTCOMES:
1

Understand and differentiate between sepsis, severe sepsis and septic shock.

2

Identify the initial treatment required in managing septic patients.

SEPSIS

(sep-sis) n.

The putrefactive destruction of tissues: by disease causing bacteria or their toxins.
Searl is aware that the management of patients has become more complex in general as they are becoming
older, sicker and more dependent. Searl appreciate that this places an increase pressure on healthcare staff.
From where Searl sits, evidence suggests that nurse’s knowledge about the signs of acute illness and their
response to these signs are poor.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL NURSING understand that gaps in knowledge can result in a missed
or delayed diagnosis of septic shock or severe sepsis and lead to inappropriate or delayed management;
prompt treatment is crucial to survival. Searl understand that there is evidence that up to 50% of patients
admitted to intensive care units received suboptimal care before referral because of a failure to identify signs
of deterioration and lack of skills in responding to acute deterioration.
Searl has to admit that doctors also appear to have poor knowledge upon interviewed 1,058 doctors and
found that only 17% agreed on a definition of sepsis, but 83% agreed it was frequently missed. Searl is
concern about the lack of clarity about the definition of sepsis may contribute to delays in diagnosis and
early treatment and increase the risk of patient deterioration and mortality.
From Searl understanding, that it is estimated that patients with sepsis take up 45% of intensive care bed
days and 33% of hospital bed days in the UK and forty per cent of intensive care budgets are spent
managing sepsis and the average cost of treating a patient admitted to hospital is £10,000.
Searl states that in SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION nurses will have a key role in
identifying patients with sepsis or septic shock and providing appropriate treatment. As such, they need to be
knowledgeable about sepsis and nursing guidelines that provide a format for systematic assessment and
management. The problem about Mars is the time mission factor that will be involved, it is completely
different to going to the Moon and therefore presents a health problem relation to time duration of mission.
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The relationship between systemic inflammatory response syndrome, sepsis and severe
sepsis.

SURVIVING SEPSIS:
Worldwide, sepsis kills more people than lung cancer, and more people than bowel and breast cancer
combined. Searl is aware that its incidence is rising at a rate of 1.5% per year. Searl knew that concern
about these figures led to the launch of Surviving Sepsis in 2004, Searl agrees that is now some time ago
that an international campaign to improve survival.
Although now officially concluded, the campaign demonstrated that it was possible to change clinical
practice and improve patient outcomes using evidence based guidelines; that is what SWALLOW
COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION is all about.
The campaign’s main aims were to improve the management, diagnosis and treatment of sepsis. These
aims were met by:
1

Increasing awareness, understanding and knowledge;

2

Changing perceptions and behaviour;

3

Influencing public policy;

4

Defining standards of care.

The campaign concluded that the greatest improvement to patient outcome had been made through
education and changing the process of care for patients with sepsis.

DEFINING SEPSIS:
Sepsis as Searl understands it typically starts with systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS). This
is the cascade of inflammatory events that are part of the body’s response to an insult in an attempt to
maintain homeostasis.
SIRS is defined by the presence of two or more of the following symptoms:
Searl will deal with them on the next page to avoid breaking up the list.
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1

Temperature >380C or <360C;

2

Heart rate >90 beats per minute;

3

Respiratory rate >20 breaths per minute;

4

White blood count >12,000 or <4,000 per ml.
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Sepsis is defined as a known or suspected infection accompanied by evidence of two or more of the SIRS
criteria. It is a continuum from a simple uncomplicated infection to severe sepsis Figure 1, page 4.6.
Searl accepts changes in patient’s condition can be subtle and early indicators of sepsis can be missed,
therefore, careful and frequent assessment is the key to spotting deterioration. Searl accepts that
respiratory rate can be considered to be one of the most sensitive indicator of critical illness and Searl
understands that it is a vital sign that is often neglected.
SEVERE SEPSIS: Severe sepsis is the presence of sepsis with organ dysfunction, hypotension or poor
perfusion, and Searl understands that all organs, including the cardiovascular system, lungs, liver,
kidneys and brain, can be affected.
Signs include:
1

HYPOTENSION:
A systolic blood pressure of <90mmHg or a mean arterial pressure of <60mmHg: Changes in
blood pressure may be a late indicator of deterioration as the body has compensatory mechanisms
to maintain it. Fluid resuscitation must be given with the aim of improving blood pressure and
cardiac output.

2

ALTERED MENTAL STATE:
Searl understands that the AVPU system:
A = alert;
V = responsive to voice;
P = responsive to pain;
U = unresponsive or the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) can be used to assess patient’s
neurological status rapidly.

Consciousness levels may be decreased due to hypoxaemia, hypoglycaemia or cerebral hypoperfusion due to
shock or medications such as sedatives or analgesics.
SEDATIVE

(sed-ă-tiv) n.

A drug that has a calming effect, relieving anxiety and tension.
ANALGESIC

(an-ăl-jee-sik) n.

A drug that relieves pain.
Aspirin and paracetamol are mild analgesics.
Morphine and pethidine are more potent.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL requires a standard which others can use as a yardstick and all its staff
stand tall and be proud to be a member of outstanding achievements created by working as a team, together
we shall find solutions to many of today’s problems and implement such solutions in our daily cycle of duty
showing that we care for you and this planet and SWALLOW COMMAND shall be a name of faith and love
to all humankind regardless.
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HYPERGLYCAEMIA IN THE ABSENCE OF DIABETES:
This results from the metabolic and hormonal changes that are part of the stress response. Searl
understand that it occurs in critically ill patients and insulin treatment may be required to maintain
normoglycaemia.
HYPOXAEMIA:
Oxygen saturations <93% or PaO 2 <9kPa on an arterial blood gas analysis: Pulse oximetry must only be
used as a guide as the saturation recording may not be a true reflection of gaseous activity. Searl
understands that guidelines recommend that arterial blood gases should be checked in all critically ill
patients.
ACUTE OLIGURIA:
Urine output of <0.5ml/kg/hr.
Poor urine output is an early sign that a patient’s condition may be deteriorating.
Urine output is a sensitive measure of blood flow to the kidneys and other organs.
It is essential that patients have an adequate circulating blood volume; the presence of hypotension,
tachycardia and cool peripheries may indicate that extra fluid is required.
TACHYCARDIA

(tak-i-kar-diă) n.

An increase in the heart rate above normal.
SINUS TACHYCARDIA.
Tachycardia that may occur normally with exercise or excitement.
It may also be due to illness, such as fever.
COAGULOPATHY:
International normalised ratio (INR) >1.5 or platelets <100.
The combination of hypotension, slow blood flow, hypoxaemia and metabolic acidosis will interfere with
normal clotting mechanisms.
METABOLISM

(mi-tab-ŏl-izm) n.

METABOLIC

(met-ă-bol-ik) adj.

1. The sum of all the chemical and physical changes that take place within the body and enable its
continued growth and functioning.
Metabolism involves the breakdown of complex organic constituents of the body and building up
of complex substances from simple ones.
2. The sum of the biochemical changes undergone by a particular constituent of the body,
Microthrombi form in small vessels, interfering with the blood flow to the tissues and the organs, which
combined with hypotension and hypovolaemia, can cause organ failure.
Clearly from Searl fourth newsletter upon this subject, he was trying to instruct readers on what he expects
from selected personnel, who join the team effort, but the company clearly cannot carry dead wood now or
ever and this is teamwork of the highest order. One thing is certain Searl is sincere and determined to win
regardless of evil minded idiots efforts to stop it.
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RAISED SERUM LACTATE:
>2MMOI/L.
Raised lactate is a sign of severe sepsis and indicates that tissues are not receiving enough oxygen and
have to rely on anaerobic metabolism, producing lactic acid.
LACTIC ACID

(lak-tik) n.

A compound that forms in the cells as the end product of glucose metabolism in the absence of oxygen;
lactic acid owing to its low pH is an important preservative.
SEPTIC SHOCK:
Septic shock is defined as severe sepsis with hypotension that does not respond to intravenous fluid
resuscitation of 500 – 2,000 ml given rapid.
Searl states that hypotension is not always a reliable indicator of shock, as some patients may maintain a
systolic blood pressure above 90mmHg, so further signs and symptoms need to be considered before s
diagnosis of septic can be made.
These include:
1. A positive fluid balance;
2. An unexplained metabolic acidosis;
3. Decreased capillary refill time: >2 seconds, this indicates poor perfusion.
EARLY IDENTIFICATION OF SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS:
Early identification and treatment within the golden hour is the key to reducing mortality.
The first six hours after diagnosis present a small window of opportunity in which to reverse tissue
hypoxia and prevent established organ failure.
The Surviving Sepsis campaign produced a six hour resuscitation bundle; aspects of patient care that can
be carried out at ward level are known as the sepsis six:
SEPSIS SIX:
1. Give high flow oxygen;
2. Take blood cultures;
3. Give intravenous antibiotics;
4. Give intravenous fluid;
5. Measure lactate and haemoglobin;
6. Insert urinary catheter and monitor urine output hourly.
NURSES ROLE IN SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION:
I will continue this statement on the next page to save splitting it up.
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By increasing their own knowledge and awareness of sepsis, SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL
DIVISION nurses are in an ideal position to ensure patients are reviewed, thereby preventing deterioration
into severe sepsis or septic shock.
Searl agrees that for every hour’s delay on beginning treatment, a patient’s risk of dearth increases by 7.6%
and Searl states that the process of increasing awareness of sepsis needs a proactive, multidisciplinary
approach.
Searl has always stated that educational programmes have the potential to increase awareness as well as
identify advocates, such as link nurses, to champion sepsis awareness; Searl states that the major issue of
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION is the critical care outreach team has a pivotal role in
supporting nurses to identify and manage sepsis, and in facilitating escalation of care.

FIGURE 4.2. NURSING MANAGEMENT OF SEPTIC PATIENTS.
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Searl says that by developing and using a sepsis screening tool as in figure 4.2. Nurses employed by
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION can use patient observations to identify whether patients
have sepsis, severe sepsis or septic shock. Using the sepsis six on page 4.9 will empower nurses to take
action and ensure patients are promptly reviewed and management is initiated.
CONCLUSION:
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION introducing the concepts of sepsis path physiology and
treatment using an evidence based approach increases awareness of sepsis, leading to reductions in
mortality, length of stay and cost. It creates a sense of responsibility so that the problem is addressed
through early identification.
Increasing SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION nurse’s knowledge and awareness of sepsis
will help to improve recognition and prompt aggressive management, ensuring that patients are given the
best possible chance of survival.
The human body is a massive complex robotic machine, which calls for specialists who are trained in
precise section and functions of its structure, no one man or woman could cope with all its problems, Searl
accept that it is mainly easy for a man and woman making you and, sure is hard to repair you; from time to
time, but we sure try to do our best at all times.
All Searl can say: is that he hopes your joints will last you all your life span and that your sight will never let
you down and if this is true for you; then you are one of the lucky few that exists.
This document released by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl head of research and Development manned Flight.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION of SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION DIVISON.
We seek technology that will give all creatures great and small a better life - health wise so the standards
of our health improves hopefully, which in turn will save the country millions of £ $ in treatment. Many
others are likewise trying to do the same the results in the end will be success.
Yours in the work: to create a better world for all humankind regardless and a hell for bacteria and
viruses.
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This update of 1966 newsletter: bring to your attention upon Searl interests and studies of the past; to
correct those insane experts statements witnessed on websites.
What these experts lack of intelligence shows that they are incapable to reason that if a person is stating
that his / her interest is in a commercial space operation as their business, they would naturally study
what others were achieving which was costing them millions.
This save him / her vast sums of money by seeing what was wrong with their system in relation to that is
required for a commercial operation in space.
Searl identified that he was not certain that the vertical concept was the right solution for commercial
operations, and announced that he would struggle to developed a horizontal concept, which Searl is
aware that many attempts upon such a concept failed and in the end it was abandon.
Searl reason as to why they failed, and notice that the concept to which they all had been applied to was
not suited for such a concept to be successful, and was determine to solve that problem.
Now you experts know why Searl suddenly took interest in both Russian and American space
development.
A critical issue with Searl is that he does not like countries that knock down other countries who state
they will try to develop space systems as impossible as if they are not intelligent enough to be able to
undertake such a project – well we shall see if they are right or wrong; the impossible is possible if the
effort of faith, money and manpower is available and Searl now present the FACTS as they were, not
what those experts wanted to hear.
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GREAT EVENT
The first manned space flight in history was accomplished on April 12th 1961, when the impossible
experts was proven wrong by the Soviet spaceship Vostok (East) orbited the Earth and made a safe
landing.
The first man in space was Yuri Alexeyevich Gagarin, a citizen of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republies.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE HERO’S LIFE STORY:
Major Yuri Gagarin, the first spaceman, is 27 years; he was born in Gzhatsk District, Smolensk Region – in
the Russian Federation – on March 9th, 1934 – strange one year and 54 days after I landed on planet Earth,
which places us in the same age range; not much different except that he was in Russia and I was in Great
Britain then as it was known.
His father is a collective farmer; strange I have no idea what my father was except that he was a vagabond
according to legal documents.
Gagarin entered school in 1941, but his schooling was interrupted by the Nazi invasion; whereas Searl
entered school at the Thorndon V.C.P school, Thorndon, Eye, Suffolk IP23 7JR in 1936 and his schooling
was also interrupted by the Nazi invasion of Europe that brought England into the war on the 3rd September
1939: when on the 6th of July 1944 Searl arrives at the Russell Coates Naval School, Seaview, Parkstone,
Dorset at the age of twelve years two months and four days old to commence his education and training to
become an office of a ship.
After the war the Gagarin family moved to the town of Gzhatsk, where Yuri continued his studies in
secondary school; in 1951 he finished a trade school in the town of Lyubertsy, near Moscow, with honours,
qualifying as a foundry man; Yuri finished an evening school for young workers at the same time.
In this document you are witnessing the world of reality; of two men whose ages are within the same group,
who lived in two different sections of the planet how life treated them and how strange some instances are
similar in nature.
From there Yuri went to an industrial school in Saratov on the Volga, which he finished with honours in
1955; while attending the industrial school he took up flying the course at the club in 1955, he studied at a
flying school in Orenburg; where you know that Searl started flight training at two different schools on the
Blackbushe airfield, the Blackbushe aero club on the tail wheel aircraft and the three countries school on the
nose wheel aircraft on the same days.
Yuri has been a flyer since 1957, when he graduated with honours from the Orenburg School; Searl
understands that Yuri Gagarin became a member of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in 1960; that
is no different that you becoming a member of the Labour Party which is basically the same status; or a
member of the conservative party if you own a business, or a member of nothing if you have nothing to be a
member of.
Yuri wife Valentina, 26 years old, is a graduate of the Orenburg medical school; they have two girls, Yelena,
age two, and Galya, only one month old; Yuri’s father, now 59 years old, is a carpenter, his mother Anna, 58
years old, is a housewife, so was Searl mother; nothing wrong with that, many mothers are housewives dear
Flowerbower.
So the facts so far here are the birth and start of schooling of both persons and why in both cases normal
schooling ended, as you understand it; in Searl case if this change had not occurred, then he would had just
been a farmers boy; but unfortunate change did happen: maybe not to Searl liking as he had his mind upon a
girl name Jill whose age was similar to him; who sure was the girl for him in the future as an ideal wife to
be; alas that was not to be due to change that killed that option.
If change never occurred Searl most likely married Jill and work upon her family farm for the rest of his life;
and Searl knows that life would never had been boring with Jill; but that change broke the contact with Jill
never again would he see her in his lifetime; as she has moved to somewhere; this is a problem with people
thus there was no surprise to Searl to see Yuri moving places.
This covers the known highlights of Yuri Gagarin by Searl knowledge and now Searl will deal with the facts
related to his success to go where no man had been before and that sure is a FACT!
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MAN’S FIRST SPACE FLIGHT.
A TASS REPORT.
On April 12th, 1961, in the Soviet Union, the world’s first satellite spaceship Vostok, with a man on board,
was put into orbit round the Earth; the pilot of the Vostok is Major of the Air Force Yuri Alexeyevich
Gagarin, a citizen of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republies.
After successful launching in the multi-stage space rocket the satellite ship, having attained orbital velocity
and separated from the last stag of the carrier rocket, had begun free orbital flight round the Earth; according
to preliminary data, orbital period of the spaceship is 89.1 minutes; its minimum distance from the Earth’s
surface – perigee – is 175 kilometres and its maximum – apogee – 302 kilometres; the orbit is inclined to the
equator at 6504’.
Together with its pilot, the spaceship weighs 4,725 kilograms excluding the weight of the last stage of the
launching rocket; two way radio communications has been established, and is being maintained, with the
space man, Comrade Gagarin.
The ship’s short-wave transmitters are operating on 9.019 megacycles and 20.006 megacycles, and on
143.625 megacycles in the ultra-short-wave band; the condition of the space pilot during flight is being
observed by means of radio-telemetering and television systems.
Comrade Gagarin, the space pilot, withstood the period of acceleration satisfactorily and at present feels
quite well; the systems ensuring the necessary life conditions in the cabin of the spaceship are functioning
normally; the flight of the Vostok with Comrade Gagarin on board continues.

0952 HOURS.
According to information received from the spaceship Vostok, the pilot, Major Gagarin, reported at 0952
hours Moscow Time as he flew over South America: “Flight proceeding normally, am feeling fine.”

1015 HOURS.
At 1015 hours Moscow Time Major Gagarin, the space pilot, reported from the spaceship Vostok, while
flying over Africa: “Flight proceeding normally, am feeling no ill effects from weightlessness.”

1025 HOURS.
At 1025 hours Moscow Time, after the flight round the globe had been carried out in accordance with the
pre-set programme, the deceleration system was switched on and the spaceship with Major Gagarin, the
space pilot, on board began to descend from orbit to land in a predetermined area of the Soviet Union.
Searl appreciate what you are thinking that they would say that and he remembers well the mockery in the
national UK press of the landing, he understands why, it was the Russians who were first not the Americans
that claim that they would be first, it hurt their pride; where I never care if I am first or last as long that in the
end I achieve my objective.
Searl logic mind feels sad when people have to be first or otherwise they go bananas over the issue, where
team work would had been faster and possible better and unite in this case Russia and the United States in a
bond to create space as a source of materials for the benefit of planet Earth; space has everything to offer
planet Earth why do we act like kids over a lollypop where there is gold to behave in space – WHY?
Are we going to act insane with the Moon, or even with Mars if we ever get there; does not matter if I am
there to greet the Russians or Americans or any other country, or whether they are there to greet me, not a
problem for me because it is about teamwork to survive and to offer planet Earth a better future condition.
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MAN’S SAFE RETURN FROM THE FIRST SPACE FLIGHT.
After carrying out the planned investigations and the assigned flight programme, the Soviet spaceship
Vostok made a safe landing in a predetermined area of the Soviet Union on April 12th 1961, at 1055 hours
Moscow Time.
The space pilot, Major GAGARIN, REPORTED “Please report to party and government and to Nikita
Sergryevich Khrushcov in person that the landing went off normally, I am all right and have no injuries
or bruises.
At that time Searl agree that the accomplishment of a manned space flight holds out vast prospects for man’s
conquest of space; the question as Searl sees it will they join as a team to create that future in space, as each
year the cost increase not by pennies or pounds sterling but by thousands of pounds sterling.
That also applies to SWALLOW COMMAND AVAIATION that any project under research and
development will continue to increase in cost the longer it takes to implement such a product.
Searl wish you to understand that he is looking for sites, and within a few days time will know if a site in
Florida, USA that is about to be visited by a member of his staff in California will prove suitable to use as
one base in the United States, then there is possible for one to be set up in California, USA, that is not the
only options there are two other options to consider in America, and setting up sites today is very costly.
What about Thailand, well that is still on the drawing board, options are available, but 2009 is rushing to a
close, so nothing much will be achieve before the end of the year, as legal departments soon will be closing
down until January 4th 2010 I guess, for me its continue work as normal, for you I guess it is having a great
time that is what makes me a lucky man so much work to do and no time to do it.

THE SOVIET UNION USHERS IN A NEW ERA IN HUMAN PROGRESS.
MESSAGE.
FROM THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE C.P.S.U, THE PRESIDIUM OF THE SUPREME
SOVIET OF THE U.S.S.R, AND THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT.
TO THE COMMUNIST PARTY AND THE PEOPLES OF THE SOVIET UNION TO THE PEOPLES
AND GOVERNMENTS OF ALL COUNTRIES TO THE WHOLE OF PROGRESSIVE MANKIND.
A great event has taken place; for the first time in history, man has accomplished a space flight; On April 12,
1961, at 0907 hours Moscow Time, the satellite spaceship Vostok, with a man on board, went up into space,
and after circling the globe, safely returned to the sacred soil of our country, the land of the Soviets.
Searl agree that they had every right to be proud about this success, after the way the west insulted them that
they would be beaten by America.
The first man to have penetrated into space is a Soviet man, a citizen of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republies; Searl agrees that it is an unparalleled victory of man over the forces of Nature, an immense
achievement of science and technology, and a triumph for the human mind; it has led off man’s flights into
space.
This feat, which will live through the ages, is an embodiment of the genius of the Soviet people and the great
might of socialism; the Central Committee of the Communist Party, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of
the U.S.S.R. and the Soviet Government note with deep satisfaction and legitimate pride that this new era in
the progressive development of mankind has been ushered in by our country, the country of victorious
socialism; this is repeating the actual facts of that time and Searl is a true human being not brainwashed
and therefore see things in reality as they really are, not what someone wants you to see.
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Searl accepts that the Tsarist Russia was a backward country and could never have dreamed of
accomplishing such feats in the struggle for progress or of competing with technically and economically
more developed countries: and that issue from Searl point of view, it was wrong in human terms to mock
them; when they were at least prepared to make an effort; if the West was so certain to win why did they fail
to give Russia a helping hand in its development objective?
The working class and the people as a whole, inspired by the Communist Party led by Lenin, willed that our
country should become a mighty socialist power and should attain unprecedented heights in science and
technology; when, in October 1917, just 15 years before I arrived on planet Earth, the working class took
power into its own hands, there were many people, even among the fair minded, who doubted whether it
would be able to govern the country and at least maintain the economic, scientific and technological
standards already achieved.
Today the Soviet Union’s working class, collective farm peasantry and intelligentsia, the Soviet people as a
whole, are demonstrating an unprecedented victory of science and technology; our country has surpassed all
the other countries of the world by blazing the first trail into space; yes, Searl fully understands the feeling
they were experiencing and agree they had every right to be proud due to the fact how they were mocked
before that event by the west.
Agree, the Soviet Union was the first to launch an intercontinental ballistic missile, the first to put a man
made earth satellite into orbit, the first to send a spaceship to the Moon; it made the first artificial satellite of
the sun, and launched a spaceship towards the planet Venus; one after another; Soviet spaceships with living
creatures on board went into orbit and returned to Earth: yes, Searl agree that they have every rights to be
proud from a human being point of view.
The triumphant flight of a Soviet man round the earth in a spaceship was a victory crowning our exploration
of space; honour and glory to the working class, the Soviet peasantry, and the Soviet intelligentsia, to the
entire Soviet people!
Honour and glory to the Soviet scientists, engineers, and technicians who made the spaceship! Honour and
glory to Comrade Yuri Alexeyevich Gagarin, the first cosmonaut and pioneer of space exploration!
We Soviet people, who are building communism, had the honour of being the first to penetrate into space;
we consider the victories won in space exploration to be achievements, not only of our people, but of
mankind as a whole; we gladly put them at the service of all peoples for the benefit of the progress,
happiness and welfare of all men on Earth; we do not use our achievements and discoveries for war, but for
the peace and security of the peoples.
This last statement has always confused me – as to why the West did not accept this offer of working
together: as I have kept hammering all that we should all work together since 1968 through to this
present date and still there is no sign that such will happen even though it would mean a better life for all
with the success that would come from it.
Was it pride; hurt that they failed to win which often is the reason for hate that, blocked this opportunity
to create a better world situation, or was the media the major issue creating the hate that blocked a
window of opportunity that would had united the bulk population of planet Earth into progress from
which all would had benefited.
Scientific and technological progress affords unlimited opportunities of harnessing natural forces and
utilising them for the good of man, which calls above all for safeguarding peace; on this festive day we
again address an appeal for peace to the peoples and governments of all countries; let all men, irrespective of
race or nation, colour, religion or social distinction, do all in their power to assure a lasting peace throughout
the world.
Surely that is precisely what Searl has stated since the 60s; it is the only road to the future security and
happiness for all humankind regardless, the benefits are without question to the value that would be
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Generated for the benefits of planet Earth.
Let us put an end to the arms race; let us affect general and complete disarmament under rigid international
control; this would be a decisive contribution to the sacred cause of peace; the splendid victory won by our
country will inspire all Soviet people for further great achievements in communist construction; forward to
new victories for peace, progress, and the happiness of mankind!
CENTRAL COMMITTEE
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY
OF THE SOVIET UNION
PRESIDIUM OF THE SUPREME SOVIET
OF THE U.S.S.R.
COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
OF THE UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.
The Kremlin, Moscow.
April 12, 1961.
This is what Russia was like then, you youngest may never understand what is feels like to be trodden
upon by other countries as incapable of achieving success, I for one understand that feeling having suffer
similar actions by expert idiots of our time; agree that today Russia has made many changes and we do
need their help in space and they give it in good faith, shame that the general masses are not aware of the
truth.

STATEMENT MADE BY Y. A. GAGARIN BEFORE THE TAKE-OFF.
Before starting on his space flight in the satellite ship Vostok Y.A. Gagarin made the following statement to
the press and radio:
“Dear friends, both known and unknown to me; fellow countrymen, men and women of all lands and
continents, in a few minutes a mighty spaceship will take me into the far away expanses of the Universe;
what can I say to you in these last minutes before the start?
I see my whole past life as one wonderful moment; everything I have experienced and done till now has
been in preparation for this moment; you must realise that it is hard to express my feelings now that the test
for which we have been training ardently and long is at hand.
I don’t have to tell you what I felt when it was suggested that I should make this flight, the first in history;
was it joy? NO, it was something more than that, Pride: No, it was not just pride, I felt very happy to be the
first in space, to engage in an unprecedented duel with Nature could one dream of anything greater than
that?
But then I thought of the tremendous responsibility of being the first to accomplish what generations of
people had dreamed of, the first to show man the way into space; can you think of a task more difficult than
the one assigned to me; it is not the responsibility to a single person, or dozens of people, or even a
collective; it is responsibility to all Soviet people, to all mankind, to its present and its future; and if I am
nevertheless venturing on this flight, it is because I am a Communist, because I draw strength from
unexampled exploits performed by my compatriots, Soviet men and women.
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I know that I shall muster all my will power the better to do the job; realising its importance, I will do all I
can to carry out the assignment of the Communist Party and the Soviet people; Am I happy to be starting on
a space flight? Of course I am; in all times and all eras man’s greatest joy has been to take part in new
discoveries.
I would like to dedicate this first flight to the people of communism, a society which our Soviet people are
already entering, and which, I am confident, all men on Earth will enter; it is a matter of minutes now before
the start; I say to you good bye, dear friends, just as people say to each other when setting out on a long
journey; I would like very much to embrace you all, people known and unknown to me, close friends and
strangers alike, see you soon!”
Searl understand what you are now thinking; agree Yuri most likely was brainwashed to make that
speech on behalf of the communist party, which is no different to that of the Queen of United Kingdom
Christmas message, it is not her statement but the United Kingdom government statement to present their
view using the Queen as a puppet on a string to get their message across the country, a brainwashing
concept, like some religion use likewise but with a much greater force termed by humans as murder.

SPACEPORT.
From V. Goltsev and N. Drachinsky,
Izvestia Special Correspondents.
April 12, 1961.
On the morning of April 12,1961, the sun rose punctually, as always, and sent its first rays through the light
curtains of the quiet room where calmly slept a man whose name was to become known to the whole world
in a few short hours.
A doctor looked into the room. “He’s still sleeping.”
Everybody was in a state of excitement, the doctors, the engineers, the scientists. Everybody: but this man
who was to make the first space flight in history. He slept calmly on.
The previous evening, in keeping with the regimen, the doctors had told Yuri Gagarin to sleep ten hours.
Everybody was surprised at how quickly he fell asleep. It was as though a fishing trip or a basket ball game
awaited him the next day instead of a flight into space.
The doctor entered the quiet room. “It’s time to get up, Yuri,” he said. Yuri opened his eyes and smiled. He
was refreshed, cheerful, and buoyant. Springing out of bed, he did his usual morning setting up exercises.
Men in white smocks came in and helped him to dress. Getting into the spaceman’s complex gear is not a
simple matter. The inventive minds of scientists and the skilled hands of craftsmen had prepared an outfit in
which Yuri would be warm and comfortable, and his body reliably protected against all the forces he would
be subjected to in space.
The men in white checked every fastening and strap of the spacesuit and the helmet. The preparations over,
the spaceman got into the bus, together with his comrades, and rode across the spaceport to the large
spaceship.
A new word, spaceport, is now coming into our language. It means a large and complex system of facilities
operated by skilled personnel. This is where spaceships are prepared for launching, and where they take off
into the starry heavens. All the thoroughly tested equipment was made by Soviet scientists, engineers, and
workers, by socialist industry.
Searl understands the reason for this to safeguard against inferior materials leaking into the structure.
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The creative genius, skill and ability of Soviet people guaranteed the successful launching of the Vostok
spaceship with the first space pilot on board; engineers, scientists, and workers had already gathered at the
foot of the gigantic spaceship, many of them had known Yuri Gagarin for a long time; there were the last
words of parting, embraces, kisses.
This was not the first time the close knit staffs of the spaceport was sending up a huge ship from the
launching pad; but this was an unusual day: the first man was setting out into space; the specialists
painstakingly checked everything, making sure the complex apparatus functioned flawlessly.
Yuri was in high spirits; he joked with his comrades, shook hands with them, and thanks them for their best
wishes of success; now everything was ready, Yuri Gagarin entered the lift that was now to take him up to
his cabin at the top of the colossal rocket.
All eyes followed the lift as it rose; “Good luck!” “Happy landing!” the people down below shouted; words
cannot convey the emotions of all present at the spaceport in those historic moments when they saw off a
Soviet man on a flight that was to open up a new era, the era of space travel.
The lift came to a stop, Yuri Gagarin paused for an instant, a last wave to the friends and comrades down
below, then he stepped inside the spaceship; a few seconds later the command was given; the gigantic ship
rose up out of a fiery cloud towards the stars; the events that followed are now known the world over.
This was Moscow April 12, 1961, a proud nation and righty so they had beaten the experts of the West
who knew it all, as usual proven that yet again they were wrong; which is no different to that which Searl
endures.
But in Searl case he don’t have the skill experts, scientists, equipment, tools or the massive funding like
Russia had or the USA had yet he ploughs on gaining step by step even after being robbed of everything
still carries on regardless of evil minds slowly winning where men dare not go; and at this date there is
hope that a much need funding may take place that will boost his success that will return him to his
success of 1968 period when he was at the top of the ladder; yes the evil delayed him for a long time but
he was a determined man to win and it now looks like that may happen.
Searl is well experience in the field of being trodden on; but understand that is due to the sick minds of a
few people, which he cannot make every one suffer for just a few evil minds, by giving in to these evil
people is not an option for Searl, nor is the option to stop as the future of mankind depends upon
progress, planet Earth needs men and women who give their services to improve the state of the planet
while so many are bent on destroying it.

REPORT FROM THE LANDING AREA OF THE VOSTOL.
By Georgi Ostroumov.
Izvestia Special Correspondent.
April, 12th 1961:
I arrived at the landing site headquarters this morning before news of the launching was announced over the
radio.
There were two big maps in the office; a red line marking the spaceship’s route ran across one of them;
loudspeakers and telephones lined the desks; the air was fresh, no smoking allowed here.
The tiny lamps flashed on and off on the panels; the specialists took up their posts; everybody was pleased
with the sunny, almost windless weather that made work easier for them, and, most important, easier for the
space pilot to land.
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The readiness of all the men and machines was checked; the airfield reported the planes and helicopters
were ready to take off at an instant’s notice, Konstantin Terentyevich, leader of the group, picked up the
telephone receiver; there was now a set, concentrated expression on his energetic, large featured, usually
smiling face, as he put down the receiver he was smiling again.
“The launching was successful,” he said; “the ship isn’t in orbit yet, but the pilot has already sent down
message, he says he sees the Earth shrouded in a haze.” A minute or so latter the TASS announcement of the
start of the historic flight came over the radio.
It took the spaceship just an hour and a half to carry the first man round the globe, not forgetting Magellan’s
voyage round the world took three years; speeds on the space roads are different. An hour and a half in a
world no human being had ever been in before! It fell to the eyes of a Soviet space pilot to see the true
picture of the sky; its real, unfamiliar colour, the primordial brightness of the stars and the sun.
He is the first to be able to say: I actually saw the Earth is round; he is the first to have ceased feeling the
weight of his body, for an hour and a half, and to be able to answer hundreds, perhaps thousands of
questions in which science today is eagerly interesting: to that list you can add the name Searl.
As the space pilot, a son of the Land of Soviets, continued his flight we at the landing site headquarters,
along with everybody else in the world, were interested mainly in one thing: how did he feel up there? The
radio gave us the answer. As Gagarin sped over South America he reported: “Flight proceeding normally,
am feeling fine.”
There was good reason for surprise. The ship hurtled through almost airless space at a speed of nearly eight
kilometres per second, at an altitude of about 300 kilometres, in cold so intense it could hardly be measured;
yet the flight proceeded normally.
Yesterday evening the Pravda correspondent and I interviewed Dr. Vitaly Valovich, a member of the group
that was to come down by parachute at Gagarin’s landing place.”The painstaking training, the excellent,
thoroughly tested equipment, and the experience which Soviet scientists and designers have gained in
launching spaceships carrying animals provided a reliable guarantee of safety,” he said.
Earth lay far below the spaceship. But the pilot did not feel cut off. His native land broadcast music: from
Moscow, songs about the Soviet capital, from Khabarovsk, the song “Amur Waves”. One of the office
telephones rang out. “Yuri Gagarin’s here!” an excited voice said.
This was a call from a man who had already shaken the intrepid spaceman’s hand. Gagarin had made an
excellent landing. He had not waited for a helicopter but had gone forward to meet the people who had seen
him coming down. The flight that will be talked about for years, for centuries, was over. The Soviet man
was back from his heroic journey through space.
A helicopter brought Yuri Gagarin to the nearest town where he spoke by telephone with N. S. Khrushchov.
The First Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union heartily congratulated Communist Yuri
Gagarin, conqueror of space, a son of the great socialist homeland.
Searl remind you that this is Moscow April 12th 1961, a time which many have now forgotten or have
never heard of this event, which indeed surprised the Western world whose experts claim that it was
impossible for Russia to beat the USA, but reality shows they did do the impossible and did beat the USA.
Searl agrees that Yuri Gagarin never had the option to refused being the first, he was in the military and
Searl accepts that is more likely to been an order without any option of refusal. Of course after the event
it is all glamour which one loves doesn’t us: it makes us feel great nothing wrong with that it was his life
at risk for the glamour of Russia and more for the Communist Party. Nevertheless Searl respects Yuri
Gagarin as a space pioneer that open the door to space exploration in the domain of reality and not the
domain of fantasy.
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This is Major Yuri Gagarin the first man in space.
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Sports Commissar I. G. Borisenko arrived together with Gagarin. He had registered three world records set
up by Gagarin during his amazing flight;
1
2
3

An altitude record for manned flight;
A duration record;
A payload record.

I have just seen Yuri Gagarin. He came out of the plane smiling the smile of a truly happy man. He wore a
sky blue flying suit and helmet. People rushed up to embrace and kiss and congratulate him. He hugged one
of the men, obviously an old friend, so hard it looked for a moment as though they were wrestling; Yuri was
in the best of spirits.
“Hearty congratulations from the readers of Izvestia,” I said. “Pass on my sincere greetings to them,” he
replied. The eyes of the first space pilot shone. The glow of the stars still seemed to be reflected in them.
Remember this is Moscow April 12th 1961.

TO: Major Yuri Alexeyevich Gagarin, the Soviet Cosmonaut
Who was the First in the world to accomplish a Space Flight.
Dear Yuri Alexeyevich,
I take great pleasure in heartily congratulating you on your outstanding heroic feat, the first space flight
in the satellite ship Vostok.
All Soviet people applaud your splendid feat, which will be remembered through the ages as an example
of courage, daring, and heroism in the service of mankind.
The flight you have accomplished opens a new page in world history and the conquest of space; it fills the
hearts of Soviet people with great joy and makes them proud of their socialist country.
From the bottom of my heart I congratulate you on your safe return to your native soil after your space
trip. I embrace you.
Till we meet soon in Moscow.
N. KHRUSHCHOV
April 12, 1961.
Sadly to say many have long forgotten this event, what happen to his wife Valentina and daughters
Yelena and Galye is unknown to me at this date; which brings that newsletter to an end; more details
were released as newsletter by Searl that will be reprinted soon.
This document released by authority of:
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl head of research in human studies and structures for
the future possibilities that commercial space exploration may become a reality,
based upon that future becoming a reality Searl devotes his efforts, knowledge
and skill to identify problems and their solutions for a future which is meant to be
that man will in the end explore the domain of space for the benefits of planet
Earth as a whole and not for the glorification of a few individuals personal image
or financial gains.
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MORTIMER – BERSHIRE – 1968.
Location

: Mortimer – Reading – Berkshire – England.

Division

: Manned flight.

Seminar

: Man flight R&D.

Lecturer

: John Roy Robert Searl.

Status

: Head of human behavior.

As concorde life span is short and we must except that there will be no replacement for it; mainly due to the
shear cost involved. NASA cost is soaring to continue their present system will also have no replacement in
place at the end of the shuttle life.
The question now exists, which is; is this the time to look at possible solutions; that it is time that
commercial business should become part of the space research and development program; independent of
government sponsorship.
This division is to be researched and created for such a study for future flight requirements; both for air and
space.
Unfortunate, we are not the first company to get involved in flight – therefore we must fit into the system
already operating and, defined how we shall function as a R&D company.
The development shall be based upon a slender disc concept, which I have so often lectured upon. That is a
structure which shall be based upon a split beam design and defined as a fix solid construction and not a
flexible structure. This structure shall be braced by a column structure; thereby creating departments which
can be defined for precise functions.
The craft hereinafter, shall be defined as an Ezekiel class design, which uses 64 struts in its construction. As
the craft which is explained in Ezekiel chapter 2 of the ancient bible; as that chapter is almost word to word
precise as I explain this structure.
S.S. Ezekiel Mk V is the program now under study: mark V relates to its radius at this stage it is in meters.
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I havve to state th
hat by 1982 due
d to unforeeseen eventss and lack off funding this program hhad to be term
minated; duee
to noo suitable wo
ork shop or funds
f
to meeet the rising cost involveed. Up to thaat date there was no probblem accept
the ffact that the power
p
train was
w an advaance SEG; which
w
in thos e days beingg of no urgennt needs tookk 3 months
or loonger to prod
duce it.
But aafter all; it was
w pure reseearch and deevelopment only;
o
therefoore the time ttaken to makke the powerr train had
no im
mportance in
n the project program. Th
he future req
quirements m
may well chaange this situuation and thhe need to
re-thhink how to mass
m producce the S.E.G may becom
me an urgent rrequirementt.
Until that date I have to look
k for the ideaa place, work
kshop, tools and manpow
wer to be abble to consideer re-starting
g
suchh a costly pro
ogram. But, there
t
is noth
hing impossib
ble unless thhe state of yoour mind maakes it so. Inn my case it
is noot the mind but
b money th
hat say if or if
i not it can be
b done.
We sshall need a site containiing living qu
uarters, work
kshop, spacee to film all pprogress in thhe R&D stagge of the
proggram. We shaall need to reegister a com
mpany sectio
on to cover thhis section oof R&D to m
manufacturinng stage.
Suchh a company
y setup will cover
c
design
n, materials, tooling,
t
and medical, tessting and traaining divisioons. Staff
livinng quarters an
nd catering section.
s
To that
t end is my
m determinaation to bringg to reality, from a boys dream to
the m
marketplace.. It is not a teechnology prroblem – it is
i a finance pproblem.
So, F
Fernando Mo
orris registerred the comp
pany in the USA,
U
first sttep in our gooal to return to R&D in fflight
technnology. Its emblem
e
shall be swallow
w command. Russell Andderson has bbeen promoteed to head thhat R&D.

SE
EARL AER
ROSPACE In
nc. U.S.A.
It wiill take time due to shearr cost for fun
nds to allow any form off fast progresss in this stuudy work. Onne thing is
certaain that Russsell is studyin
ng the consttruction prob
blems of the Ezekiel classs design to uunderstand pproblems
connnected to the work and th
he solutions by which th
hey can be soolved.
One major probllem is the co
ost of this speecial magnettizer which hhas to be devvelop for thee power trainn that is
needded to powerr this vessel, as the raw materials
m
aree zooming upp in price; likke NASA roocket lifting off on a
misssion; it is diff
fficult to asseess what the chances are to completee this study ssection so w
we can assess if these
dayss such a projeect can still be
b undertakeen, or has co
ost overrun thhe value of cconstructingg of such a crraft – will it
just bbe another in
nvention doo
omed by finaancial probleems is lost too mankind. O
Or will mankkind save it.. I have
doubbts upon thatt issue.
At leeast I shall trry to wake up the world that a chang
ge is a must aand it is now
w that changee must be made.
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The first objective which is vital is to understand how flight systems now function; hereby termed conventional
flight requirements. Documents in this domain of science are vast in context, and somehow we have to slot into
their world without creating any danger to their establish domain.
Unfortunate, we intend to misunderstand what we read or are informed – the truth is always hard to accept
regardless what the subject content is. It is my duty in some way or form present the real world as it was, and as
it is and what the future could be if only we all work together to make it happen.
No one man, no matter how strong he is; cannot move a mountain by his self; he requires a team, tools and
knowhow and the most critical component is funds. Today, funds are actually a god; you’re either in favor or
you are not, and clearly I am not. That does not matter to me, determination and devotion will win.
Searl Aerospace Inc. is the section that deals with flight that includes everything known to man and much that
still remains unknown. For the present let us understand that you cannot create some kind of flying machine and
fly off just where you like. Other people are flying where over time many gave their lives to solve problems to
bring flying of conventional aircraft to today’s standards.
Therefore, Searl Aerospace has a major task to blend its future operations safely to match those functions that
exists in flight today. I therefore will commence these documents on a vital part of conventional flight.
FLIGHT EMERGENCY PROCEDURES FOR PILOTS.
Here I present a hypothetic situation which could happen to any pilot; for the sake of a realistic situation this
pilot name will be known herein as John Searl who had been flying three years or more – odd Sundays, the
occasional trip to Holland – nothing ambitious.
It had all been fairly uneventful until the day he invited Roy, his wife and daughter for a flight. The conditions
were splendid; blue sky broken by a scattering of fair weather and only a gentle breeze. Picture this, John had
made a perfect flight from Three Countries, Blackbushe airfield to Birmingham airport; this was an actual flight
and when John went to pay his landing fee he was shown the pilot who own that craft which John was using
who was about to depart on a flight. If you read these details you will know why I was shown him.
I collected Roy and his wife and child, and headed back to blackbushe airfield. If you think that is a made up
name let me assure you its real; Bradley Lockerman been there to film it where I train first on a tail wheel
aircraft then on a nose wheel aircraft with a few odds one thrown in. It is located at 51019’N 00050W 329 ft
AMSL.
In this actual flight both directions was perfect; for the sake of getting a point over to you that could happen to
anyone, I shall continue with my hypothetic case. Then, three thousand feet above Oxford county side the
engine suddenly stopped firing – no smoke, no rough running – nothing. Just silence as the propeller wind
milled round. Yes, in conventional flying that can be a problem which a few pilots have experienced; the worst
situation is at takeoff.
Carburetor icing! Announce Roy with a confident grin as he pulled out the heat control. Nothing happen. “Good
heavens we’ve a forced landing” he said in utter disbelief, “can you see any smoke Roy for a wind direction?”
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There was none (this is a condition that is far too common) and since John had forgotten take-off direction there
was nothing for it but to find a field and make a guess at the line of approach. John eyes wandered anxiously
from the wind milling propeller to the left, but never once to the right where a large green field lay within easy
gliding distance. (I have presented this situation because I know that this is a general case of action by many
pilots which is a failure in getting out of trouble).
I am quite aware of why this is the case; a pilot in command of an aircraft sits on the left, the co-pilot on his/her
right. Naturally looking to the left would be more common practice then to the right. The pilot; in command of
the aircraft normally follow his track in reference to the ground markers on his left. A roadway or a railway
track would be kept on his/her left side.
“There’s a likely one over on the left” John thought to himself, “few trees on the approach and a little orchard at
the end. Must get close to it (here I am presenting the mental state which is common in this situation) can’t
afford to under shoot.”
By now John was gliding along the boundary of his selected field, almost over it in fact, so that when John did
turn onto base leg it was only a matter of seconds before the approach was overflown and hasty “S” turn
followed to avoid the woods lying along the right hand side of the field. Too late John woke up to the fact that
he was high, very high. In near panic John clawed on full flap in one fumbling heave. Was he imagining it or
were the flaps not very effective to-day?
This case is a hypothetic situation which often becomes reality and here, I am attempting to explain normal
human behavior in such conditions – where the pilot has not continued practice training for such emergency.
Then it dawned on John – he was down wind and it was too late to do anything about it. That is the reality of
conventional flying.
You may wonder if I have ever been in that situation – I must admit that in all the aircraft which I have flown,
not once have I experience such a situation; only as a mock up training lesson to be prepared in the course of
action should ever such an event occurs. In reference; to whether I have found myself too high and two fast on
landing, which can happen if your mind is on something else at that time. I have to admit yes on one case only.
Often I would take the test examiner as co-pilot; so we could discuss the I-G-V flight operation on this
particular day I just took a local flight to Basingstoke and back to Blackbushe. We got so tied up with the I-G-V
that I happen to arrive at the approach end of the runway too fast and too high. Now with the test examiner
sitting next to me I had to think fast what to do. Under a different situation I would had done a flyby and gone
round the circuit again. But if I did that what would he say to me? I could not attempt to land as the runaway
was too short to stop.
So I took a gamble on a solution which I had never yet done before, to drop my left wing and fall towards the
runway, then level out and made a perfect landing to my surprise. Fortunate for me the examiner thought that I
had done this to show that I could handle any problem that came my way, he took over and a take-off followed
where he showed me what he could do in a landing like that. From that moment he really took a real interest in
my ability to fly. Where before the I-G-V was the key interest. If you think this test examiner is just a dream
then his name was Andy Aldridge then based at Blackbushe aero club – Hi Andy, hope you are still flying.
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I have to admit that soon after your transfer to another unit, the development program on the I-G-V had to be
ended due to team work failed to honor their commitment and the shear cost that was hitting the program. But I
continue my flying with Three Counties flying school; flying that heavy fast aircraft, the one my instructor
Laslett hate seeing me flying. Yes, I did some international flying and night flying as well. Of cause, now I
cannot afford the cost to fly. Flying the I-G-V is not available either at this time for me to fly.
I felt that I need to note this fact, as we see these great experts on the web that claim that I could never had
flown an aircraft. My task here is to lay the grounds for the operation of Searl Aerospace INC. this means
documents of its operations intentions and how it will fit into the present day conventional flying. This being
the first document of many – I have chosen to start with the problems of emergency procedures.
I shall continue with my hypothetic case: The edge of the field flashed by as John pushed into a frantic dive, a
last minute attempt at getting down. The ground came up, John held off the float – float – float: would she never
land. By now, half the field was behind John then, relief at last – the wheels touched and they ran along the
ground. “Brakes – must get the brakes on” John kept telling himself as the orchard raced towards him – filling
the wind screen, then – thump! He hit a small apple tree, the aircraft slewed around, coming to a halt with a
minor dent on one wing and hardly another scratch. It was unbelievable.
In this case, it was a rare case; as you know most emergency end up with fatal results and often complete loss of
the aircraft. Conventional flying is great, but has problems that sometimes happen that is while I made my
training to be prepared for the worst to happen; and if it ever happens I would automatically carry out the
correct known procedures for such event. Agree the other pilot students through I was mad by keeping doing
emergency training.
Back at the club, John, Roy and his wife were busy sinking scotch (reality it would be a Bailey) while the
members crowded around. John was the centre of attraction, an ace. After all he had pulled off a force landing
with hardly a mark to show for it. (I have presented this statement based upon my study of human behavior as to
what would have taken place in reality of such event).
The CFI came in. He had just returned from the field with an engineer. “Been looking at it” he announced to the
hushed clubroom. “You must be tired of life, John – you had left the fuel and ignition on”; which of cause is not
a problem of the I-G-V, only to conventional flying. In some odd way, the silence that followed reminded John
of that moment of not many hours ago when the engine had failed. Yes, this could happen to any pilot. I made it
my key issue to get the best known procedures for any event; well and truly installed in my mind that it
becomes an automatic function in any event, as it can make the difference between life and death.
Now I trust all these people who have communicated with me that they want to pilot the I-G-V will wake up to
reality that is impossible: as a vast amount of pertaining is required before you can even sit in a co-pilot seat.
Agree, as a passenger you can; once it has been given the certificate of airworthiness. This could take ten years
of R&D before that day arrives. So Freddie you need to work hard on flying rules and likewise you to JT.
Before Searl Aerospace INC become flight operational they are much to learn and develop its operations that its
future track records will be sound and without any loss of life or accidents during those years, which should in
reality never happen.
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A newcomer to the world of flying may, at first glance, find little comfort or encouragement in the contents of
these documents. Yet it was with a view to giving confidence to people to invest and engineers to join us to
create the world of tomorrow that I decided to write these document, which by law is required that all people
should understand a company’s operations, and understand the company’s policy on health and safety for its
workforce.
Flight emergency procedures for pilots: in the firm belief that a knowledgeable pilot is best equipped to deal
with an unscheduled incident. Conventional flying term herein relates to all forms of flight which depends upon
air as a medium for its operation.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) is so designed not to depend on air for its function, even though it can fly
both air and space. But the key is that the I.G.V must blend in with conventional flying, which now has long
been established at a cost. Safety therefore is a must and to ensure that status; we have to understand how
conventional flying functions. Their operational rules, unless we know them we would be operating like a drunk
driver becoming a danger to other road users.
Searl Aerospace INC shall never become a drunk driver in my life time. These documents if failed the public to
see will not be my fault. But those entrusted to see that they are posted for all to see as written, without chances,
which changes the legal side of it.
Searl Aerospace INC, pilots must understand problems of conventional flying such as detailed below:
How can a pilot deal with a failed undercarriage if he is completely unaware of how it works?
What are the chances of pulling off a damage free forced landing when the pilot has not tried one since he/she
was a student?
If an engine fails while taking off in a light twin when it is safe to carry on around the circuit and when should
one land ahead?
It is knowledge of this kind that ensures safety and safety brings peace of mind.
This first document will be divided into sections which will be divided into three parts. There is the story, in
most cases fictitious but based upon fact, where the pilot does everything wrong, as you have already seen an
example here. Then there is a section giving the correct procedure in step-by-step form, while part 3 of the
section provides background information based upon experience of the emergency together with subject
revision for the benefit of those who learned to fly long ago, like me.
Searl Aerospace INC. understands that one of the greatest insurances available to pilots is the ability to
recognize, at an early stage, that which is abnormal. This is vital to all pilots operating I-G-V on space missions.
In most cases this is largely a factor of experience, but experience is a time consuming commodity, today that is
costly.
Searl Aerospace INC. accepts that its absence can, to a large extent, be balanced by sound training, common
sense and the ability to adopt instinctively the correct drill when faced with an emergency.
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Searl Aerospace INC. accepts that a few emergencies in a conventional aeroplane are beyond cure. It is what
happens after the onset of trouble that so often makes the accident. This also will apply on missions in deep
space. Statistics prove this to be the case.
Searl Aerospace INC. staff earnestly hopes that these documents will help reduce the accident rate. Searl also
understands that what you know is useless unless you really understand its functions. We can at this time accept
that Searl Aerospace INC is just an acorn – but from that acorn grows the mighty oak.
Searl understands that communication is a major problem – in flight English is used – if you think that is easy
for air controllers or pilots everywhere you are wrong – track records shows that communications from air
controllers can be easy misunderstood by pilots due to their normal language slang not being English failing
them. This supports my statements from 1946 we need just one language which is clear and distinct would save
many lives. This applies right across the board of speech.
Unfortunate, everyone wants their own language; therefore, we have to accept that accidents that should never
happen will happen with loss of life and property. To Searl mind there is only one solution to this problem of
transport movement, that all operations of movement should be controlled by robots. Which will also controls
emergency events to obtain the best solution for the unexpected problem at a speed which the human mind
cannot match. Time is vital in all cases of emergency where life and property is involved. We, require speed to
reach our objective; for this to be safe Searl has to study how to make it so.
Searl accepts that human error is a major problem; it is one thing that the human mind is good at; is making
errors, from which it is claim we learn how to create safety in our operations. From where Searl sits, he has
doubts on that issue. Never mind, in this document Searl will look at emergency relating to flight as he
understood them back in 1968. For the benefits of clever dicks who know better.

THE PROCEDURE:
Date: First May 1977; it is an average day with moderate wind and broken cloud at 3500 feet. Searl has taken
off from Blackbush airfield on a cross country flight in a Condor G-AYZS with co-pilot Andy Aldridge which
is just a local flight, at 1220 hours. While over open terrain when, without warning, the engine fails. This was a
real flight, but the engine failed was due to Andy cutting the fuel supply without warning so he could study my
instant reaction to such an event becoming a reality. I hope you all understand that this was a real flight on that
date and everything stated is correct that the emergency was not a real one but an induce one as a part of my
training program to become a pilot.
WHAT WAS MY IMMEDIATE ACTION?
1. Hold the aircraft nose in the level attitude, thus conserving height while the speed is reduced to the best
gliding value.
2. Trim the aircraft at best gliding speed. Too high or too low airspeed will result in unnecessary loss of
height.
3. Look for a good field taking into account size, apparent surface, and distance from aircraft and if
possible, availability of a house or farm for after landing help; but this is of less importance than the
other considerations.
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Look for smoke to confirm wind speed and direction. Alternatively the broken cloud may cast shadows
on the ground and their movement will usually be within 150 of the surface wind which will back during
the descent. In the absence of any wind indication, use the takeoff direction for landing.

PLANNING THE CIRCUIT:
1. Plan a normal circuit around the chosen landing area, avoiding complicated patterns. Never turn away
from the field, which must be kept in sight at all times.
2. Select a 1000 feet point or area. This is the key to the success of the operation – Searl is quite aware
from his study of human behavior; yet it is true function and position is very often misunderstood which
all can view on YouTube and face book in relation to the S.E.G and I-G-V where they all keep asking
the same question which has been answered on the websites and air radio broadcast so often for all to
see and hear.
3. Without delay turn towards the 1000 feet point. Assess the ground elevation by visual judgment.
4. Be prepared to adjust the flight path so that the conventional aircraft will arrive over the point at 1000
feet above ground level.(see Figure 1)
You may wonder why I have presented this material – the answer is elementary – on my test flight I had
to land at Thruxton airfield which then only had two grass runways as the concrete runways have
deteriorated and are unusable and was operated by Western Air Training Ltd. Parachuting training is
carry on here, and on the ground car racing. Extreme caution is necessary when approaching Thruxton.
Pilots are warn to take all precautions to avoid flying over an area and at a height which would bring
your aircraft into conflict with aircraft approaching to land at Boscombe Down on ILS or GCA
Boscombe, freq. 125.33 call, if radio equipped, for essential traffic information.
Boscombe down is 6 NM SW of Thruxton and aircraft landing at Boscombe Down may be expected to
pass 1 NM N of Thruxton’s perimeter at a height of 1,600 feet AGL, although on occasions they may be
lower. That is not the only problem as caution when approaching Thruxton; avoid Danger Areas (Refer
U.K. Danger Area Map). Extreme caution is necessary to avoid Middle Wallop Airfield 4 NM S of
Thruxton.
Middle Wallop has intensive flying training both rotary and fixed wing and a continuous instrument
approach within sector 0700 / 0800 up to 8 NM. The perimeter track is permanently obstructed and is not
available for aircraft.
You may find it hard to understand why we need to understand all of this – the answer is elementary – the
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) is design to land anywhere. Should ever it need to land within that area and
you had no idea what operations were taking place there; you could land up with someone getting kill.
Searl Aerospace INC shall maintain a clean slate on it operations – Searl has a clean flight record he intends to
keep it that way, as same with his driving record. Searl is determined that his companies keep a clean record of
operations for safety and health.
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1968 Thruxton Airfield: This is the image
which I know from my test flight for my pilots
license, being the second airfield on that test
which forms a program that creates a triangle
with the intension that you will experience the
wind from different angles of flight; such as
head wind, tail wind and side wind effects.
Thruxton presents a problem as it comes in to
military control zone – it also had other
problems to watch out for but really test your
skill as a pilot.

This information has been released for the benefits of educating Flowbower and his students, and all those
people who actually wish to learn due to the fact that they never had a chance at school to understand such
subjects.
Parachuting, extreme caution is necessary Flowerbower when approaching Thruxton. Pilots are warned to take
all precautions to avoid flying over an area and at a height which would bring their aircraft into conflict with
aircraft approaching to land at Boscombe Down on ILS or GCA Boscombe Down, freq. 125.33. Call if radio
equipped, for essential traffic information.
Boscombe Down is 6 NM SW of Thruxton and aircraft landing at Boscombe Down may be expected to pass 1
NM N of Thruxton’s perimeter at a height of 1,600 feet. AGL although on occasions they may be even lower.
Caution when approaching Thruxton, avoid danger area (refer U.K. danger area map). Extreme caution is
necessary to avoid Middle Wallop Airfield 4 NM S of Thruxton. Middle Wallop has intensive flying training
both rotary and fixed wing and continuous instrument approach within section 0700/0800 up to 8 NM. The
perimeter track is permanently obstructed and is not available for aircraft.
Radio: c/s Thruxton. A/G, 130.45. Boscombe Down 125.33.

Fuel: 100LL. S.

I agree that I am talking about a long time ago, as long as 1968 – time moves forward, all things change and I
agree at this moment in time I have no idea what these airfields are like; or if they still exists. One day I may
find out what has happen to them – but once long ago they did exist and this was the information I had to use
for my test flight, which I perform perfect in every detail, even at this airfield where two aircraft with skill pilots
made a right mess up on landing there. Maybe I shall never live long enough to find out even though I am not so
far away from that area; but here there is a rare event if you see an aircraft overhead.
To update you about the requirements of my test flight; which involved starting from Blackbushe to Shoreham
then on to Thruxton from there you return to base which was Blackbushe; each landing had to be officially
stamped at what time you touch down and if you did everything correct. Agree at Andover I had a problem to
identify Thruxton as there were three airfields close to each other. It took me two orbits before I final identify
the one I wanted, even though two aircraft passed me by, but I had no idea which airfield they were heading for.
In a way that proved to be blessing if I had followed them I would had failed my test by landing on the wrong
runway; even though it was the correct airfield.
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1968 This is Shoreham airfield as I knew it.
50050’N 00018’W 6 feet AMSL. Yes, I had
landed there a number of times taking
visitors with me for a flight. Code: EGKA. It
has a restaurant, refreshments and club
facilities available, Landing fee: AOA rates.
Hangarage: available. Maintenance:
available. Lighting: Portable flare path O/R.
AAls, lBn. “SH’. That may sound a bit
complicated, but is important to understand
what you will have available at that airfield
on arrival there.

Shoreham has three grass strips 13/31, 759 x 50 m + 07/25, 907 x 50 m and 03/21, 909 x 50 m. which lies
immediately W of Shoreham-by-Sea. Customs: Full facilities (24 hours PN) Operating hours: 0900-2000 or SS
whichever is earlier.
Shoreham is operated by Brighton, Hove and Worthing joint Municipal Airport’s Committee. Runways 03, 21,
25 and 31 have permanently displayed landing thresholds marked by 100 feet arrows. PPO. To non-Radio
aircraft.
Radio: c/s Shoreham. TWR, 125.4

VDF/Hmr, 123.15. NDB 332 SHM. Fuel: 100LL, jet A1, Carnets Shell.

TEL: Shoreham-by-Sea 2303 (ATC) and 2304. Manager, (STD 07917): remember this is a long time ago and
the details that was in my days may now have changed. Everything changes, some for the better others for the
worst. Not only is this information to educate Flowerbower and his students it is also to educate those who want
to pilot the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) what they need to understand; knowing is not sufficient for flying.
Shoreham airfield was my first point of landing on my solo test flight, which presented no problem and touched
down on estimated time of arrival. Having my test flight record data filed in and stamped; I then continue on my
second leg of the test, which was Thruxton. Being deaf played an important issue here, as Boscombe Down was
calling me to guide me in; but I failed to hear them. A test pilot at Bournemouth airfield heard Boscombe Down
calling me but had no idea that I was flying that aircraft, otherwise he would had shouted me by name to draw
my attention to Boscombe Down calling me to help me. Regardless of that misfortune, I still got there and
landed perfect not quite on the expected time of arrival but just a couple of minutes late.
Being a few minutes late is better than landing in France, which has been known to happen to a few students
doing their test flight. Which; is far too easy to do, than not to do, so I understand. Let’s face the truth pilots
with thousands of hours on commercial flights make cockups, many are lucky to recover from the error without
damage to the aircraft, some were not so lucky. I agree there are two classes of errors, one mechanical and the
other pilot. I agree that if it’s mechanical that is unfortunate, them it is up to the pilot to try to save the day.
Quite a number of pilots today have been successful due to their training and quick response to the problem.
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Returning to flight emergency procedures for pilots
5. To take note that while gliding to the 1000 feet points try and find the cause of engine failure. The symptoms
of the failure will often provide a good indication of the cause – which I shall discuss a little later on. When
the power loss is accompanied by smoke, vibration and unusual noise there has almost certainly been a
mechanical failure. Fuel and ignition must be switched off immediately. Alternatively when the propeller
windmills without mechanical noise it may be possible to restart the engine.
CHECK:A
B
C
D
E

Fuel pressure and operate fuel booster pump.
Fuel content. If possible, change to another tank.
Position of ignition switches.
Position of mixture control.
Try carburetor heat.

6. When time and conditions permit, send out a “Mayday”, giving call sign, best known position and intention.
7. During practice, warm the engine with a good burst of power at intervals of 500 – 1000 feet according to the
outside air temperature.
8. Complete the usual downwind vital actions. These will include additional checks aimed at safe-guarding the
occupants in the event of a bad landing.
B
U
M
P
F
I
H
H

Brakes – off
Undercarriage – up
Mixture – idle cut off
Pitch – coarse (simulate in practice – I shall explain this later
Fuel – off
Ignition – off
Harness – tight
Hatches – ready for quick release

NOTE:
Some conventional aircraft become difficult to manage when the door is allowed to open slightly. At this stage
pilot action should therefore be confined to unlocking rather than taking off the latch.
9. Maintain a close check on progress towards the 1000 feet point. Avoid dissipating height by gliding at the
incorrect speed. Make full use of trim.
10. At the 1000 feet point turn onto base leg. Assess the strength of the wind by the amount of drift and adjust
the base leg accordingly.
11. Aim to overshoot slightly thus ensuring that the field is within gliding distance.
12. When certain the field can be reached, lower the undercarriage – if applicable – I shall discuss this later.
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Conventional aircraft having a flight emergency
requires this kind of procedure as shown to the left
side Flowerbower for your education.
Figure 1.
Adjusting the glide towards the 1000 feet point
according to circumstances.
NOTE:
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) does not
require operating in this manner. Its function of
operation has been presented in other documents.

Continue statement 12.
Lower 10 – 150 of flap.
13. Turn onto the approach and look out for obstructions that may have gone undetected. Adjust the landing
path accordingly.
14. Use the flaps in stages to bring the touchdown point forward thus making the full length of the field
available for deceleration. Full flap should be applied as soon as it is certain the field can be reached. The lower
the touchdown speed the better.
15. Before landing turn off the battery master switch.
16. Avoid obstacles and land at the lowest possible touchdown speed which I shall disgust later.
17. During the landing run look ahead and avoid rough ground or obstacles.
18. Apply the brakes and bring the aircraft to a halt as soon as possible.
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19, Take steps to safeguard the aircraft and, if possible, put someone in charge while telephoning the base
airfield.
Yes, I agree that is easier to say then to do – as so often the news media inform you that there were no
survivors. Such statements make my mind ask WHY? A light aircraft should be able to touchdown with
reasonable safety unless the pilot made an error of judgment on the approach; or had a heart attack and flying
solo. I appreciate that the accident could be due to loss of stick control.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle is a vertical takeoff and landing craft. Therefore, needs no runways. It still requires
pilot skills on landing if there should ever be a power failure. But a power failure is extremely doubtful due to
its powertrain functions and design. A solid rotating ring could disintegrate, that is why I segmented it into a
select number of units to represent a solid ring, which still equal that of a solid ring by weight. The loading then
is reduced to a point where the chances of disintegration becomes zero rated.
1968 This is Blackbushe airfield as I knew it.
This was my base airfield from where I was
trained as a pilot; by two different schools on
two entirely different aircraft on the same
days.
Which lies 51019’N 00050’W at 329 feet
AMSL. 2 NM W of Camberley. Customs
“BAUA” Code: EGLK. It was from this
airfield: I took off and returned to for my test
solo flight. Yes, Flowerbower you do not like
the truth; do you?

Operation hours: 0830 – sunset or 1800 or 0600 – 0830 by arrangement. Sunset – 2000 by arrangement. There
are three bituminous runways 08/26, 1,290 x 46 m. + 14/32. 884 x 46 m + 01/19, 931 x 46 m. Lighting: Electric
flare path O/R IBn. Gn. “BB” VASIS 26/08. Yes, on just one flight back from Holland rather late I had to pay
in advance an extra cost to the controller at the Tower for being back in time to turn them on for me – which he
was, bless him. He was working overtime so it was up to me to pay him what he considered as a fair price for
his time.
Maintenance: Available. Restaurant: Restaurant and club facilities available, which Bradley Lockerman used to
film where I was trained, before moving on to Mortimer to film. Blackbushe was operated then by Aviation
Service (Blackbushe). No non-radio aircraft. The Eastern limit of the licensed area is indicated by standard
boundary markers. Displaced threshold markings on runway 01.
Radar assistance will be given by ATC Farnborough to aircraft in IMC equipped with VHF R/T on a frequency
of 130.05 or 122.5 MHz. Variable circuits. Radio: c/s Blackbushe. A/G. 122.3
Fuel: 100LL. Jet A1. S.
Tel: Yateley 87 3331, 87 4444 or 87 3338 (ATC) Telex: 858662 today their number will have changed.
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Writing Documents; I try to present the facts from my own experience, in relationship to what we need to know.
Not just to know but understand that what we think we know Fartbower – in your case – there is no hope of you
ever being able to learn, as its capacity is full of shit. But out there throughout the world are thousands of brains
that want to learn to understand this technology. Because they are aware their future depends upon a massive
change in our thinking and actions.
Yet that future must now slowly blend in to that world which must be developed. Those days as a child in the
70s, you grew up with the likes of Thunderbirds, Joe 90, UFO and Captain Scarlet, happy absorbing whatever
producer Gerry Anderson (no not our Jonathan Anderson or Russell Anderson) wanted to throw at you.
I have to admit, at the age of 38 years old, I too was excited by Captain Scarlet; which was a good story well
film and Thunderbirds: but in a completely different light. One from a respective if that could become a reality
life on Earth might improve from the issue of emergencies by being able to race to problem points with the
energy needed to save life. But then, who are interested in such an International emergency unit?
Knowing that these were programs targeted at children. Anderson must have been mindful of the limitations of
a youngster’s attention span, and employed the trick of using a teaser at the beginning of each episode that
montaged some key elements of the action; not enough to spoil the ending, but more than enough to keep you
along for ride.
Since 1946, I have been using the same technology, but in print instead of film. But I could also do the same
with film. Fast forward three decades, and program makers are still going all out to get us to the end of their
offerings, but the strategies have changed. From where I am sitting, they sure aren’t changes for the better. We
have a wonderful video clip on this technology, but I have reasons to doubt; if the world will ever see it.
Today’s world is not my world; it has changed completely, 1932 I was born Disney releases first cartoon in
colour; 1949 Training for the navy, first jet, the De Havilland Comet, makes maiden flight; 1958 US congress
establishes NASA; 1964 Ranger 7 takes first close up photographs the moon. It was never like that in my day.
The big advantage for them is that hour-long TV programs don’t actually last an hour. Once you’ve allowed for
the ad breaks your episode now only needs to last 45 minutes. And for producers worried about the attention
spans for their audience, these little breaks are a godsend, ensuring that no viewer needs to concentrate for
anything more than 12 minutes at a time.
That is precisely what I have been doing in my books and newsletters, which I have stated so often those human
minds have human limits, and only so much can they hold. I appreciated then that information all at once was
far too much for them to hold, therefore, it’s far wiser to give information in little bits at a time so they can
digest it. And you see that I have done the same here. Whereby I can concentrate all day long, in fact I have no
other choice if this technology is to reach the marketplace.
When even twelve minutes might be a bit of a challenge, the producers get around this by spending the last
couple of minutes of any segment telling us what’s coming up after the break, and the first few minutes of any
segment reminding us what happened before the break. This is not beneficial for me; but is for the bulk of the
viewing public. Agree it gives you time for a good pee.
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That means that in any given hour-long slot, there’s probably only around 25 minutes of programed to absorb.
That shouldn’t be a problem for anyone. Should it?
Well, the various members of many households have taken to watching a particular makeover program on
channel 4, where some hapless lady who has aged before her time and lost all grip on the rules of fashion is put
through an intensive program of cosmetic surgery, full dental work, lessons in make-up use, a radical hair
restyling and a wardrobe upgrade. From where I sit that is pretty gruesome stuff and you’d think that fact alone
would keep viewers glued to their screens. This domain has the largest number of viewers in the world; while
the domain of reality has the least number of viewers.
But just in case, the producers have long employed all of the tricks I have discussed so far. And now they’ve
found one more: to reveal the ending of the program right at the very beginning. There’s more, too, because at
the end of the program they also show you the ending of next week’s show. Surely a line has been crossed here.
Why have I presented this article here? At a time when the UK is trying to set itself up as a global hub of
innovation and design excellence; which is in my mind just another dream of fantasy and not reality; as the
government is sure killing off such a success, this is pretty worrying stuff. From where I sit; we seem to be
suggesting a contradictory picture of a populace who can’t offer any project their full attention for more than ten
minutes at a time, and who demand instant results without any consideration for quality. Further, I reckon early
exposure to Anderson futuristic visions were not among the things that inspired me to take up a career in
engineering, but only played a part in my thinking process of what might improve life on Earth from the
technology which my dreams had sent me on. I so often wonder what today’s TV might inspire other than how
to kill people.
That is the end of the break; I shall now return you to the legal concept upon flight emergency procedures for
pilots.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
With the development of thoroughly reliable engines, the forced landing without power, once an everyday
experience for pioneer aviators, has now become a rare occurrence. However the likelihood of a forced landing
as a result of mechanical failure, remote as it may be, does not rule ot the possibility of unexpected power loss
due to pilot error and for this reason the emergency which forms the subject of this document should be fully
understood: it should also be practiced at regular intervals, as you are aware of I sure did practice often.
The benefits are obvious –
A. Ability to cope with the situation should it occur
B. An interesting and enjoyable exercise which must improve both the pilot’s general handling skill and
his/her judgment.
This document is for the education of you Flowerbower or fartbower and your students, if that is all possible to
achieve, and all those big companies who haven’t the guts to back this technology due to the vigor smell
emitted by FB.
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Possible cause of engine failure:
These may be divided into two categories.
A. Mechanical:
B. Pilot mismanagement.
A. Mechanical:
The chances of a major component failure – e.g. broken crank shaft, connection rod, etc. – are remote and the
most likely engine faults are as follows:
1. Blown cylinder-head gasket:
The gas tight seal between the cylinder and its head. This will produce a reduction in power
accompanied by a distinctive sound not unlike that of a leaking exhausts system on a car. Usually it is
possible to continue flying but a landing should be made as soon as possible since prolonged running
with a leaking gasket can damage both the cylinder and its head.
That is the problem with conventional aircraft. That is where the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V)
wins; due to the fact that there are no Cylinders. Therefore, there is no need for Gaskets to be
used – meaning no blown gaskets to worry the pilot.
2. Mechanical fuel pump failure:
This being the final link between fuel tank and carburetor, it follows that an inoperative mechanical fuel
pump will cause the carburetor to run dry within a few seconds. The symptoms are easily recognized by
a sudden and decisive loss of power, the propeller wind-milling without unusual mechanical noise or
vibration, the fuel pressure gauge reading zero. The remedy is simple Flowerbower; switch on the
emergency fuel pump.
That is the problem with conventional aircraft. That is where the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V)
wins; due to the fact that there are no mechanical fuel pumps. Therefore, there is no need for a
fuel loss – meaning there is no dead engine to worry the pilot. In fact it does not burn fuel, thus
there is no pollution generated by the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V).
3. Fuel line blockage:
Either in the form of foreign matter in the fuel pipe: or an air lock caused by incorrect use of the fuel
cock. Symptoms are the same as in fuel pump failure. In each case the remedy is to augment fuel
pressure by switching on the electric fuel pump. Should this have no effect, change tanks.
That is the problem with conventional aircraft. That is where the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V)
wins; due to the fact that there are no fuel lines. Therefore, there is no need for a fuel loss –
meaning there is no dead engine to worry the pilot. In fact it does not burn fuel, thus there is no
pollution generated by the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V).
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4. Magneto failure:
May take several forms. An electric fault causing loss of spark is unlikely to occur in both magnetos
simultaneously unless the ignition switch develops a short in flight and this is an even more remote
possibility. Failure of one magneto will effect a small power reduction but even with fixed pitch propellers
this will probably go undetected by the pilot, hence the importance of a magneto check during after landing
rundown.
Of more serious consequence is failure of the magneto drive. It is not unknown for the engine drive coupling
to shear – when the magneto may continue to rotate, generating sparks and delivering them to the plugs at the
wrong time. Symptoms are unmistakable. The engine will misfire to the accompaniment of violent shaking
which is transmitted throughout the aircraft in a manner unlikely to be confused with rough running or
carburetor icing. If the engine is allowed to continue running while in this condition very serious damage can
result and immediate action must be taken to stop the misfiring. Again the remedy is simple – test the
switches then turn off the offending magneto. With the engine now dependent upon one ignition system an
early landing must be planned.
Thank heaven that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) do not require the employment of magnetos in
its power train to function, Thus another issue of success in technology which I feel that pilots will
appreciate that there is no shake rattle and roll experience to handle.
5. Detached or faulty plug lead:
When; only one lead becomes detached from the sparking plug: little if anything will be noticed by the pilot;
unless the lead makes contact with another plug. The design of ignition harnesses makes this highly
improbable but in the unlikely event of it happening symptoms similar to magneto drive failure will occur.
Here again the cure is to find the faulty ignition system, switch it off without delay, revise the flight plan and
land as soon as possible.
Thank heaven that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) do not require the employment of spark plugs
in its power train to function, Thus another issue of success in technology which I feel that pilots will
appreciate that there is no strange experiences to handle, that arrives without warning.
6. Sticking valve:
To achieve power, during the compression and ignition strokes both valves in the cylinder head must be
tightly closed. Occasionally, seizure of a valve in its guide, or a broken valve spring, may allow a valve to
remain open. In the case of an inlet valve, mixture will be pumped back through the carburetor in the reverse
direction to normal flow, thus affecting carburation to all cylinders and causing a general loss of power. In
this case it is usually possible to remain in the air until an airfield is reached.
An exhaust valve which remains open during compression and ignition will allow mixture to be pumped into
the exhaust manifold, when loud misfiring will be heard accompanied by rough running. This is not usually as
violent as magneto drive failure but serious nevertheless. Prolonged running under these conditions may cause
failure of the exhaust system with a risk of fire.
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Power should be reduced to the minimum possible and an early landing effected.
Thank heaven that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) does not employ such systems within its concept
of structure and function; thereby reducing problems which can be encountered in conventional flying.
For the attention of all of you who wrote to say you would pilot the first I-G-V. Please note that first you
got to learn about present day laws and how private pilots operate then commercial operators. Then how
the space operators function because Searl Aerospace INC. must work within their functions; whereby
there will be no accidents generated by Searl Aerospace INC.
It is time for another commercial break:
Prof. Searl, head of the Searl Technology Ltd. having
spent research time studying industrial operations in
the UK industry for problems, which must not happen
within the Searl Technology group states: that he feels
that diplomas will fail pupils for the working world of
Searl Technology Limited. There are mixed views on
the latest raft of proposals, with detractors saying they
could undermine the integrity of traditional subjects,
and even arguing that their lack of practical work will
ultimately fail both students and employers. Prof.
Searl is determined to get his companies operating on
the best possible routes for success. As he has stated
so often that it is team work – that is the hardest part
to create “THE TEAM” which means a number of
workforce functioning around one person; namely the
LEADER. Unless that structure is generator progress
will take a vast amount of time to complete. But we
shall win Flowerbower regardless of you.

The new diplomas planned for the UK, due to be introduced in September 2008, from Prof. Searl opinion,
will be catastrophic for the education system and will not prepare students for working in any of the Searl
group of companies when vacancies become available.
Searl understanding is that five diplomas are being rolled out which will include construction and
engineering, but despite them being hailed as the qualification of choice by Children’s Secretary Ed Balls
many are already like Searl wary of their introduction, which Searl understands including top class
universities.
Prof. Searl, head of the Searl Technology companies, feels that “it is ludicrous that students can pass the
construction diploma without even stepping onto a building site! It is essential for students to have
experienced the practical side of the industry so what is the point in having these diplomas when they don’t
even take students in the field.
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Searl feels by allowing pupils to pass their diploma with work experience in a shop for example and not
even remotely relevant will be totally detrimental for Searl Technology companies.
Searl feels that not only will they have little practical experience, which would be of value to Searl
Technology companies, students who want to pursue a career in Swallow Command construction may not
even be accepted into their chosen university as far as Searl understand it that many universities have said
that they would not automatically accept diplomas as they would A levels.
Searl agrees upon the same line of action at his planned training schools, which will be run the same as
universities in the UK operates: but with more reality to the study from the hands on experience function.
Searl continues: “The government has made another huge mistake”. Searl is aware that some universities are
already thinking of introducing entrance exams as they feel that the new AS levels are easier than their
predecessors; so who knows what will happen to every student in the country that chooses to take these
diplomas.
Many of you; who have read my old newsletter and books will know that from 1968 Searl made it clear that
all applicants would have an entrance exams to complete; from which he can assess which section of the
organization they would suite: or if not suitable at all. That still stands today as a rule to all who wish to join
this set of companies.
Searl feels that we need to take a stand as there is already a skills shortage in the construction and
engineering industry within the UK, and with pupils not even having the right qualifications to carry out the
roles, Searl has many times stated that he see there are going to face great problems in the future. Today,
that feeling is even greater that creating the top team for this new technology development will not be easy.
Many retired engineers will have to be found who have the experience needed for this work – guess time
will find them.
Searl is aware that it is fair to say that there are mixed feelings on the diplomas across industry. Overall,
employers have backed the sector related diplomas as a parallel qualification to GCSEs and A levels. They
were created with substantial business input and retain the strong support of employers. But Searl
understand that employers are worried about the more recent proposals in the government’s diploma strategy
to introduce a new range of academic diplomas in areas including sciences. And Searl fear they would not
have any greater value to young people or to Searl Technology companies than the existing GCSEs or A
levels, and would instead be an unnecessary distraction.
Searl accepts that Searl Technology group of companies will have to be fully committed to supporting the
following priorities: improving school leavers basic skills; continuing to enhance GCSEs and A levels; and
making sure the more vocational sector specific diplomas are a real success. And Searl is also keen to work
with the governments of the world to ensure the business community understands the diploma grading
system properly. But Searl is urging policy makers to streamline the number of levels of diploma to two,
rather than increase it from three to seven as is proposed, which would simply be confusing.
Searl also have concerns that the over loaded education system could not cope with the planned reforms
given the lack of resources available, including too few specialist teachers in math’s and science, and a poor
careers advice service. Going ahead with these plans without tackling concerns, Searl fear, could lead to a
fractured two-tier education system with private schools opting for GCSEs and A levels, or even the
international Baccalaureate, while state schools use diplomas.
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Searl Aerospace INC, USA: comments “We know that our employers throughout the Searl organizations are
really keen to have a positive role to play in educating our young people. There has been genuine enthusiasm
throughout Searl organization specific, vocation diplomas as Searl staff recognize that they have the potential to
add real value to students who are keen to learn in depth about a particular sector and gain vital employability
skills. Searl understand and value GCSEs and A levels and firmly believe that these should remain a
cornerstone of the education system.
This is the end of the commercial break and I shall now return you to the education tank: Flight
emergency procedures for conventional pilots:
B. PILOT MISMANAGEMENT:
The best possible advice Prof. Searl can present is “know your aircraft”. Searl excepts that so often a forced
landing has resulted from pilot ignorance, some of it inexcusable, occasionally because the unexpected has
caught him off guard. Some of the most common pilot traps are as follows:1. Never trust a fuel gauge:
It may work to-day. It may work tomorrow but that is no guarantee it will not tell a lie next week. Even
when the aircraft is well known, never accept a gauge as working until its reading has been checked by
visual inspection of the fuel tank. Searl is aware that with some aircraft fuel cannot be seen from the
filling point and in these cases the dipstick (no not yours FB) but the one provided for the purpose
should be use.
Thank your blessings that the Inverse-Gravity-vehicle (I-G-V) has no fuel gauges for flight, but they
do have power gauges, water gauges, oxygen and hydrogen gauge. Each gauge need to be fully
checked before any mission can operate.
2. Incorrect use of fuel strainers:
The practice of ignoring fuel strainers before the first flight of the day is clearly a source of potential
danger. However, Searl is aware that it is perhaps less apparent that misuse of the fuel strainers may
create a hazard of another kind. There have been cases when the pilot has omitted to select fuel on
before straining the tank. The resultant back pressure has gradually prevented further draining, thus
giving the impression that the strainer has been closed correctly when in fact it is partly open. The
pilot’s first indication that a situation exists is when he becomes aware of what appears to be abnormal
fuel consumption followed by a dry tanks.
Thank your blessings that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) do not have strainers for flight fuel
as no fuel as such is employed in the flight operation of the craft. But strainers are used on other
systems required for long missions in deep space. Such details will be found in documents on craft
design to be release later.
Clearly the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) has a lot to offer in technology and function that
improves future flights in space. Its disadvantage is that it is entirely a new concept in flight
technology. Thus it is class as a high risk project due to the shear cost in construction work.
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3. Engine seizure resulting from insufficient oil.
Most engines, irrespective of age or design, lose oil, either through minor leaks, burning or negative “g”
incurred during aerobatics. It therefore follows that an engine low on oil at the beginning of a flight may be
dangerously low towards the end of the detail.
In extreme cases, shortage of engine oil will produce a complete seizure with potentially dangerous and
invariably expensive results. Searl says that the lesson is clear – check the oil before flight.
Elementary airmanship.
Can you name me one drive system that can run without the use of oil? I can with a positive YES –
that is the Searl Effect Generator including the advance unit for flight requirements. No matter how
high the RPM are it never need oil. Therefore, it can never seize up. So there is nothing to burn and
therefore no pollution attached to its operations.
It is time for another commercial break:

We have one philosophy.
We have one identity.
We have one brand.
We are already contemplating tomorrow’s solutions today; we must be at one with the future. We have a
single objective: we want to make this planet more successful by creating cleaner air and water, better food,
thus better health which is the bonus points from the SEARL TECHNOLOGY; we use our products, ideas
and emotions to realize Searl visions of a better world. Many years of experience have helped Searl develop
a spirit for innovation and an uncompromising passion.
The result: SEARL is forming a group of companies to specialize with a clear philosophy that shall set
standards in outstanding power systems for energy and transportation requirements. High tech products
manufactured by these companies shall be launched into deep space, and shall win formula one class races,
and shall widen the boundaries of mechanical and electrical engineering and pave the way for advanced
medical technology – now united under one symbol worldwide – SEARL TECHNOLOGY.
This end the commercial break I shall return you to the studio program: Flight emergency procedures for
pilots.
NEVER FLY WITHOUT FIRST COMPLETING THE OUTSIDE CHECKS:
DURING FLIGHT:
1. Carburettor Icing:
I will commence this part on the next page.
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It should never be assumed at any time that conditions are such as to preclude the possibility of carburetor
icing. The most likely range of outside air temperature when icing may occur is generally quoted as between
+300C and -180C. Searl points out that the correct use of the carburetor heat control is complicated by a
number of variables and Searl will deal with the subject in greater detail later. That is the problem of
conventional flying.
Searl states that the beauty of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) is that its rim is super cold. Due to that
function the I.G.V. goes superconducting, which in reality is precisely what is required within a good
spacecraft design. Thus no carburetor is required and therefore no carburetor heat control is required for its
operational functions. Thus no more misuse of the carburetor control by pilots.
2. Incorrect use of mixture control:
Will cause a decrease in power and overheating. Do not weaken the mixture below the minimum flight level
recommended in the operating manual. When one is fitted, make full use of the fuel / air ratio meter and never
weaken below the minimum setting which is usually ‘red lined’. When there is no meter; the mixture should
not be weakened to the point where a loss of power and rough running is apparent.
Searl repeats; how wonderful the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) is: as it requires no mixture control: thus
the pilot cannot get the mixture wrong, can he/she.
3. Mismanagement of fuel:
Avoid running a tank completely dry. Should this occur there will often be evidence of surging as the
remaining drops of fuel are drawn from the tank, followed by complete loss of power.
Searl says: when changing tanks always turn the fuel cock through the positions detailed in the flight manual.
If this recommends going from one tank to the other through the ‘off’ position make a habit of so doing.
On some aircraft a particular tank is to be used for taking-off and landing. If the manufacturer makes such a
recommendation take it as certain that special reasons exists and follow their advice without exception. It is
good practice to switch on the fuel booster pump when changing from one tank to another.
Again the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) wins, as there is no need to worry about mismanagement of fuel,
as no fuel is required for flight operations or flight functions.
4. Running out of fuel:
Possibly the most common cause of Forced landing without power, running out of fuel, usually results from
incorrect flight planning. With modern radio aids it is not usual for pilots to be uncertain of their position and
the most likely causes when running short of fuel are either:(a) Reliance on the readings of an inaccurate fuel gauge, or
(b) Failing to allow sufficient fuel for weather deterioration and a possible diversion.
When it is clear that fuel will be insufficient to reach the destination a Force landing with power (will disguss
this later) should be attempted in the best available field on the basis that it is better to be able to choose a
field, under power, while you can.
Here again the I-G-V wins; there is no fuel to run out of as its fuel is in all fabric throughout the universe.
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5. Misuse of engine controls:
It is not unknown for a pilot under stress to check for carburetor ice by mistakenly pulling out the mixture
control, thus operating the idle cut-off. When an engine does fail, naturally the position of the mixture
control is included in the checks for possible cause of power loss.
Yes I know that you know what I am about to state – here again the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) wins
over conventional aircraft, because we are not burning fuel. We therefore make all these control systems
as redundant. The power train of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle is based upon the Searl Effect Generator;
but a far more complicated unit. Its operational functions are basically the same effects with added effects
by making use of its gyro effects for flight path operations. All of which will be discuss later.
6. Ignition switches:
While it is remotely possible to accidentally knock off the ignition in flight most modern conventional aircraft
have an ignition key and although the position of this will naturally be checked in the event of engine failure it
is unlikely to be the cause of the trouble.
Agree that over the years flying of conventional aircraft has greatly improved; from the issue of accidents.
Nevertheless, they still do happen – at this point I have no intention to go into this matter until much later. It
should be clear that if the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle does not burn fuel, then all related accidents relating to
fuel burning flying machines will not apply. In that case can we assume that the Invers-Gravity-Vehicle is
safer than the conventional aircraft in flight?
I believe that the answer to that question is a POSITIVE YES!
But there is nothing that can be done to examine any such process until some ingeniousthrough that century
people were excited by shows in musical hall etc. By late 1800 movies started using these effects to excite the
viewer. The only problem then was that they had no idea how to put such a motor together. It will take
another 200 years before that motor can appear in reality – machinery, test equipment, tools and materials
had to be invented first. And the most important material of all that had to be found was Nd 60. After that
was found there was one more urgent ingredient called the brain which had to wait until second day of May
1932 by which such a motor could become a reality.
Today, that man is here, today through these books on the web you can be with me, and join in with the
team. For the first time: you can sit in your home, in the office, and enter the mind of this man who have
dreamt up the concept, and is slowly but successfully pulling the C.P.A. together. For the first time, you can
see what he has to endure, the insults, the painful hurts from those whose minds are locked with just bare
facts of the pass. For the first time you can be a witness to that struggle to success, the begging the pleading.
For the first time you can enjoy each successful stepping stone that is won towards the final object the
creation of the Searl Effect Technology: the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G). For the first time you can watch
photographical the success story as each stage of the program is completed.
All this you can do at home without moving one inch to find out the FACTS. All this has been made possible
by the fact that man is so determine to see that SPACE PROJECT SWALLOW will become reality in his
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Lifetime. Today, Searl cannot see that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) will ever now take to the air again.
The shear cost alone blocks that possibility. Yet years ago that could had been achieved if only people helped
even without moving from their home, by financing towards the cost of the materials needed to complete this
work.
Should I die before this project is completed, it will not be my fault, but yours, those who keep stealing or
destroying my work because they cannot own it, they want to force me to sign over everything to them –
today, the position has not changed very much; but it is now difficult to steal the goods – but they are poising
the airways to stop people investing in this work, for I have done everything possible, and will continue to do
so, until STARSHIP EXPLORER is completed, or I have departed from your world.
Now I shall return you to the studio to your program FLIGHT EMERGENCY PROCEDURES FOR
PILOTS.
General consideration when engine fails:
When notwithstanding all checks and pre-flight preparations the engine fails in the air, safe landing of a single
engine aircraft is affected by the following factors:1. Extent of engine failure, i.e. partial or complete. In the case of a multi-engine aircraft failure of one
engine presents quite different problems and these will be dealt with later.
2. Type of aircraft and its handling characteristics.
3. Weather, particularly wind strength.
4. Nature of terrain below the aircraft.
5. Selecting the landing area.
6. Position of wheels in aircraft with retractable undercarriages.
7. Amount of light at time of engine failure.
Aer Lingus: Irish airlines: flies an all jet
fleet to Europe and the USA. Each jet is
8. Altitude at time of engine failure.
named after an Irish saint.

1. Extent of engine failure:
The procedure outline already in this document was based upon complete loss of power. Partial engine
failure, i.e. when sufficient power remains to maintain height at a reduce speed, raises the question of
whether to land immediately or seek a more suitable area. Over open country however it is usually better
to ignore the limited power available and get the aircraft down in the first suitable field rather than fly on
and risk complete failure when the ground below may be less hospitable.
You may well ask about the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V), should ever it loose power – let us look
at the structure in question. First there is a massive weight in high speed rotation; do you really think
that power or partial engine power is possible?
That mass is divided into many sections and made into long circularly; as roller (cylinders) – Why Do
I go to that trouble? That answer is elementary – a solid ring at those RPM should ever get hit with a
sudden overload would fly apart. By splitting that mass into parts and those parts again split into
sections can safely absorb overloads without damage.
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I feel that I can safely state that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) would not suddenly loose power,
partial or fully due to its structural functions operations. The power train employed within the I-G-V is
massive in weight.
2. Type of aircraft and its handling characteristics:
The gliding characteristics of the conventional aircraft must be fully understood as well the effect of lowering
flap and undercarriage. An emergency is not the time to discover that application of full flap with the engine
off results in a steeper than expected descent path.
When a constant speed propeller is fitted, glide performance may be improved by selecting “coarse” pitch,
this being the nearest equivalent to feathering. During practice procedures coarse pitch should only ne
simulated, otherwise engine damage may result when opening the throttle at intervals.
I appreciate that many readers do not understand why I am explaining details about conventional flying
when we are not involved in conventional flying? The answer is elementary – knowing is not enough –
understanding is vital to avoid accidents, which would create a bad track record for a new company just
stepping out onto the marketplace is not a good sign for the future.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V): let us assume that the impossible does actually happen and engine
fails than what? During 1968 test undertaken on the design of the slender Disc proved that it will not glide
like conventional aircraft, due to its characteristics. But it does fall like a leaf from a tree. The design of
the flight cells is to take advantage of this function to assist in directing its descent to avoid buildings.
Like the conventional aircraft which requires a glide path to land, without power. The I-G-V needs a
descent funnel due to its characteristics. The larger the diameter of the I-G-V: the larger is the descent
funnel which is required. Not forget that the time factor of descent will also be affected by the diameter of
the I-G-V, The larger the diameter; the longer the time factor in landing without power.\
Base on the facts of R&D; the I-G-V is a winner for both air and space operations. Without doubt a
perfect device of commercial operations.
3. Weather and wind strength:
When the failing occurs in or above cloud a descent must be made away from known high ground. Full use
should be made of the radio, since ATC may be able to guide the aircraft away from obstructions.
The descent through cloud must be made as quickly as possible because unless there is an alternative vacuum
source or the gyro instruments are electrically driven, artificial horizon, direction indicator and eventually the
turn needle will cease to give reliable indications.
Appreciation of wind strength and direction is all important. It can mean the difference between success and
failure when committed to a force landing. Look for smoke – which is the best indication of surface wind –
but when none is available it is sometimes possible to use cloud shadows. Assuming the clouds to be at
approximately 2000 feet, wind direction will be some 150 less than the line of shadows.
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Here the I-G-V is committed to a force landing; the wind strength and direction will be critical; as it
swings into the wind it will be slowed down therefore will not reach so far as the swing before it. But on
the return swing it will swing further out then the swing before it. This effect continues until almost on the
ground here it appears to hover before coming to rest on the surface.
The beauty of the I.G.V. is that you will land safe, which creates another point up on conventional flying
which often ends in failure.
4. Nature of terrain:
Obviously this will determine the selection of landing area available. When the engine fails while in sight of
the ground it is a simple matter of choosing the best field, but a force landing which begins above cloud will
present the additional problem of terrain clearance mentioned under the previous sub-heading. When flying
above cloud in a single engine aircraft it is therefore prudent to keep a mental picture of the ground below by
reference to the map at intervals.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) will be extremely packed with measuring equipment due to its
planned future operations. Even above cloud it will have a detail map of the surface terrain by which
careful selection of flight cells will assist its endeavor to touch down, without creating too much damage to
the terrain or environment. Its eight legs are configured to land safely on any surface terrain. Agree, the
larger the diameter of the I-G-V the choice of landing site is reduced.
You may ask if it could land on water – that depends on the engineering standards – if perfection is
involved then there is no reason that it cannot force land on water. On restart there might result in loads
of fish dead from electrocution.
5. Selecting the landing area:
Of the many considerations likely to ensure a safe forced landing without power: none are more important
than the ability to judge height, distance and wind. To these must be added the intelligent selection of a
suitable landing area. Unlike a force landing with power – which I have already covered – there will be no
opportunity for close inspection of the approaches and surface of the chosen field, in fact an assessment will
usually have to be made from a height of at least 2000 feet with nothing more than colour and an overall
impression for guidance. Obviously a large field, free of obstructions and landing into wind would be a first
choice although it is usually better to land up hill and across wind when these conditions prevail. Also the
longer run may be preferable to landing into wind.
The I-G-V wins here because it only needs enough space to touch down on; as it does not have to roll to
stop. The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is classed as a VTOVL vessel. That is a vertical takeoff craft
with vertical landing capabilities. Such conventional aircraft uses vast amount of fuel for such functions.
Where the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) does not burn fuel as we understand fuel operated systems
does.
Let us face reality; we cannot continue burning fuel in the manner to which we have been custom to for a
number of years now. We must find better ways for energy powered systems.
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The following notes will act as a guide when selecting a field from the air:QUALITIES REQUIRED:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Large as possible.
Clear approaches.
As level as possible.
Good Surface.
For preference near a farm or a house so help may be obtained after landing.

Items 3, 4 and 5 are not important to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) due to the fact that it is a vertical
landing craft and that it is assuming a situation which due to its functions may never happen would require
in a force landing situation. Again it is clear that it wins over conventional aircraft systems.
The first picture above I hope looks like the Blackburn of the R.A.F Beverley C1 could carry troops in the
upper fuselage and freight in the space below. The second picture above shows how the I-G-V will appear
like if one was flying above it from the front of it. The third picture is a press photo 1968 of John Searl at his
controls of the I-G-V under test in a day lecture to the press; the equipment was brought by the Rev. George
Nickolson, who then was living in Burghfield, Berkshire.
Size is easy to determine from the air and major obstructions – such as power lines, trees, etc. – can usually be
seen.
Level is not easy to detect until the later stages of the forced landing circuit but small undulations are of little
consequence.
Surface presents the biggest problem to conventional flying and this may be assessed as follows:Grassland
Stubble
Ripe Grain
Young Grain
Root Crops
Ploughed Fields
Marsh
Heath
Beach

Varying from dark green to brownish green according to dampness. Surface may be
mottled.
Generally buff colour. At lower altitudes regular lines may be visible.
Colour varies between buff and golden brown according to type of crop. A Distinctive
wave pattern is set up by the wind, indicating its direction.
dark green: varying in shade.
Regular lines visible: particularly when crops are young.
Dark to red-brown, according to area: If no other choice, land with the furrows.
Dark green with much darker areas: Streams and pools of water may be evident in the
vicinity. A last resort.
Usually on high ground: showing large areas of mottled brown green denoting gorse or
heather. Main roughness caused by rabbit holes. Look out for rocks during the approach.
Sand running within a few yards of the water’s edge is usually firm enough to provide a
good landing.

These conditions do not present any problems to the Inverse-gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V). Touching down on a
beach will generally mean some landing gear will be in water, as long as that level is at least greater than five
feet under the rim. It is the restart up that would be a problem that fish and people get instant cooked. I
appreciate that it is a shame to waste food, and no way would I be able to eat so much food in a year and
certainly not in a day or a meal.
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6. Position of wheels:
There has been some rethinking on this subject in recent years, primarily as a result of almost universal
adoption of the tricycle undercarriage.
Tail wheel aircraft with retractable undercarriages are now rare but in these cases it is still considered
preferable to land on an unknown surface with the wheels retracted, thus avoiding the possibility of nosing
over. When a conventional aircraft – nose or tail wheel type – is for any reason landed with the undercarriage
retracted it is imperative to make contact in a flat attitude, even if the speed is high. The alternative is to
reduce speed by holding up the nose and this invariably culminates in a tail first touchdown or a rapid sink in
the nose up attitude, in each case causing more damage than is necessary to the conventional aircraft.
With nose wheel aircraft it is now the practice to lower the undercarriage, thus holding the fuselage and its
occupants clear of minor obstacles which may have gone undetected at the time of selection. In any case the
undercarriage will very likely absorb the shock of landing on a rough surface and even if a collapse does
occur there is little likelihood of injury, bearing in mind the low touchdown speed of most light twin – and
single engine aircraft. I shall be dealing with the landing later.
By now you should understand some the problems of conventional flying and its disadvantages. Also: by
now the advantages of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) over conventional flying. In the case of the IG-V the undercarriage is always down for touch down under all conditions.
7. Amount of light at time of engine failure:
This will obviously affect the ease or otherwise of completing the force landing with minimum damage to the
aircraft. The worst case is engine failure at night, although when there is a full moon it is usually possible to
see major obstacles and take avoiding action. Even the darkest night does not automatically mean disaster.
Remember that at the low speeds associated with light aircraft there is no reason why the occupants should
suffer injury, in theory that might be true; in reality the results can be quite the opposite. Provided the
following precautions are taken:1. Try and maintain a mental picture of the terrain below.
2. Turn into wind and trim at the lowest airspeed consistent with safety, thus minimizing the effects of
impact with trees, etc.
3. The landing light is of no value at 750 feet and the battery will rapidly discharge if care is not
exercised. Therefore only use the light during the final 150 feet to avoid major obstacles and effect the
best possible landing.
Yes these are the problems facing conventional flying and strange most of the news say plane crash no
survivors. Odd times they might be one – such an event of loss of power with the I-G-V is unthinkable due to
its function. And if it was possible by chance that it did fail to produce energy it would like the propeller of an
aircraft continue to rotate at a very high velocity and the I-G-V would continue to be stable; right down to
touch down. What an amazing machine created from dreams as a child – yes that is strange a child invented
it without knowing that the effects had been demonstrated early 1800 century but they could not engineer it
as a motor that took a boy to do.
You should thank heaven that I had no formal education or I would be just insane as them and no S.E.G or I-GV. Clearly these experts are not such experts after all, are they?
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8. Altitude at time of engine failure:
May or may not be an advantage. 5000 feet above unbroken cloud is a worst position to be in than 1500 feet
below it and in sight of the ground. Other things being equal – i.e. visual contact with the ground a minimum
of 2000 feet is convenient, and cross country flights should only be routed below that level for air traffic or
weather reasons.
Remember that when the altimeter is on QNH it is indicating altitude above the lowest forecast mean sea
level for that area. Although a glance at the map will give some idea of ground elevation it is preferable to
develop the ability of judging height above ground.
Safeguarding the aircraft and action to be taken after landing:
Having made a successful forced landing it would be inexcusable to incur damage to the aircraft through lack
of precautions on the ground.
Whenever possible push the aircraft to a sheltered position, first checking the ground ahead for ruts, holes,
etc. Position the aircraft into wind, put on the brakes and lock the controls. Cows have an affinity for
elevators and rudders so it is advisable to place someone in charge of the aircraft while a telephone call is
made to the base airfield or the destination.
You may now wonder how the I-G-V position in this same arena – first you will not be able to wheel 2000
tons or more from where it lands. Thus we have not added wheels to the legs so it could be pushed. I
accept that cows would love to chew the flight cells, so I have placed these at least 20 or more feet up so
they cannot possible reach them. So no one needs to watch over the I-G-V. Another reason is that on the
way down mayday call would be transmitted constant with location data. Therefore you do not need to go
walking to find a phone to call base.
Clearly, you can accept that the I-G-V is or will be well equip for any emergency either on route or in orbit
or landed on another unit within our universe, whether man made or natural. Therefore, we can honesty
state that we are the tomorrow people planning today for the future of humankind regardless. A new age
of clean technology and transportation and new education for the future generations, by which they can
survive.
Within this website: will be all the legal data regarding our objectives and how we are implementing them,
by which investors can feel safe to invest in your future wellbeing. All progress data is free for the sake for
your education and will eventually is termed Searl University – knowing is not understanding I trust you
will in the end understand the reality around you and what must be done to change the present state for a
much better one – the technology is available, the knowledge is available – all that is missing is you and
funds. There is nothing wrong with the technology therefore, the fault lies with you.
Watch what it takes to make the S.E.G for ground use. Then multiply that a million times to get the reality
which is involved in the flying domain of our operations to be.
Guess it is time for another commercial break. Sorry there is no ice cream or monkey nuts available here.
But you can make a cup of tea or coffee as you study the commercial break.
These breaks contain details which you may not be aware of, which are related to this technology.
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You may question what happen to that film? Well like so many other film producers they were stopped from
making it. This man Miller sat through the day lectures to see if there was anything of worth which could be
turn into a movie. And he made an assessment that my work needed to be pushed and through that night he
wrote his feature film and next day let me read it. I asked if I could have the front page which he gladly gave me
and signed it as you can witness here.
This technology is a new window in science and technology. For that to become reality mass publicity similar
to which I had in the 60s is urgently required; that is, if we want the technology now or the next century.
Searl Technology companies are no different to Boeing, NASA, and all space companies. It has to specialize in
many fields to be able to give birth to a new window in science. Therefore, investing with us we trust that our
customer satisfaction, through quality of service and value for money, is paramount to the continuing success of
my companies. R&D is the key factor at this stage to bring forth new technology which should had been out on
the market in 1968 and again in 2003. In both times the reason for failing to arrive upon the market was not the
problem of technology – but the problem of greed and ignorance of man. A mental condition: This is on the
increase. Two very bad states on their own but together it’s a killer.
They will do all they can to stop the success until you sign over the technology to them as owners, and then tell
them how to do it – that is the insanity level I have meet, in fact still is the same today. The question is WHY?
Is it related to the pollution in the air which is corrupting the Homo sapiens brain? If this is the case, it is clear
to my mind that the Homo sapiens will become extinct sooner than later.
Another case of the insanity I have meet – a very young lady requested me if I would do a lecture in Scotland.
Well I know that men take a long time to set up meetings for a day – so I humanize her by saying yes, if you
can set it up. She had explained that she would get the Scottish government and other Scottish officials there. I
could not see that happening.
She work hard and set up the date which I got Morris and Brad to prepare to come to film and demonstrate the
technology. Which they did. The problem was twofold: one was a mental ill person who followed this young
lady putting up notices of the pending meeting and a large board at the hall for all to see; and he removed them.
The other was another mental person was a freelance reporter, or imagines he was a reporter; who wrote an
article in the biggest Sunday paper in Scotland – The Scottish mail that was a libel, slander clearly a smear
campaign to stop this technology. Yes I agree it did greatly reduce the number who attended, but the key
government personal still attended. Who stated that grants for this kind of work was available but I had to live
in Scotland and employ Scottish labour.
But I was living in London and had no Scottish workforce, so the issue stopped there. Years later under force to
move to a bigger place, Scotland was the cheapest on offer, thus I move the cost was unbelievable and damage
to my electrical gear was a shock. But when it came to the issue of a Scottish grant the present government had
not heard of the S.E.G. technology. The stuff had changed, now their interest was wave power – that is bolting
generators to the sea floor for the movement of the tides to generate energy. From the times that lecture was
completed to the time I moved into Scotland a number of wind power units had been set up. So that is the end of
Scotland in relation to the S.E.G. technology.
So I have said farewell to Scotland, which kindly presented me with frostbite which was not happy so it went,
infected; and I return to England, who do not want the S.E.G they want nuclear power instead as it is more
exciting due to the danger involved than the S.E.G. To me that means the S.E.G. is far too good for humankind
to have as they could not make any profit from it.
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Yes, this is yet another bit of proof that this meeting was held and the demonstration claim to have been
performed is true. That girl: who set this lecture up in two weeks; was none other than Debbie Knights. Who
went where no man dare to go. In fact Hollywood has it filed on film, so it cannot be denied that it never
happened.
So where do we go – no mass publicity – therefore no big investment – so progress moves like a snail – slow
and hopeful steady. In my case I am in the wrong place and lost extremely amount of equipment and data. The
cost moving here was extremely high. The doctor doesn’t want to come here as I am too far away and difficult
to reach. Really no one to help, I had to cancel my help as cannot afford to pay, as this work comes first I have
always came second. No way can I move again until the spring 2012 – then it depends on funds and state of
health. The cost will be high to move. So it is now up to Morris in California to make the best of the funds
available to do the work. We all wish him success – except the evil ones, who are glad that I am in a slow state.
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Points to cover my first video clip for YouTube:

GYRO-FLYWHEEL-HIGH ENERGY DENSITY-MECHANICAL-MAGNETIC
DEVICE:
1. EXPERT – there are no experts in the world upon this technology except those who are working in this
field.
2. Without working experience, it is very foolish to pretend to be an expert. That just confirms a personal
ignorance about the subject matter.
3. These experts claim that I am breaking all the laws of physics.
4. Really let see if their claims are correct or are they wrong.
5. Let me use an expert whose assumptions which are used every day; how do my work compare?
6. Let me take Sir Isaac Newton 1643 – 1727; an English scientists. First let me point out that science had
not reach todays level. He had only a mass of expert claims to study and his own experiments during the
Black Death period. He did a great job with limited proof. He clean up lot of the crap out there and
defined gravity what effects it had on objects. He did not prove what gravity is, but what it does. Today
are we any wiser on gravity – not really. A number of assumptions are on the marketplace.
7. What his studies achieve was the SI unit of force was accepted as a force that imparts an acceleration of
one meter per second to a mass of one kilogram is one Newton.
8. Sir Isaac Newton assumption of gravitation was based upon the principle that two particles attract each
other with forces directly proportional to the product of their masses divided by the square of the
distance between them. Agree, that Sir Newton was 99% right, but on occasions 1% could be wrong.
Why? The answer is elementary – a new window had been open which has to be investigated to create
the basic formulas by which progress can be made.
9. Let me look at Sir Isaac assumption of motion as a brief reference – he produced to my knowledge three
assumptions of mechanics describing the motion of a body and I shall before your eyes put them to the
test to see if these experts are right that I do break the laws of physics.
10. The first law or assumption: states that a body remains at rest or in uniform motion unless acted upon by
a force. – is that correct?
Definite YES – the mockup demonstrates this assumption absolute.
In fact, which you may not be aware of is nothing more than a mere restatement of the Galilean principle
of inertia. Galileo Galilei 1564 – 1642: Italian astronomer and physicist. He discovered the constancy of
a pendulum’s swing, formulated the law of uniform acceleration of falling bodies, and described the
parabolic trajectory of projectiles. He applied the telescope to astronomy and observed craters on the
Moon, sunspots, Jupiter’s moons, and the phases of Venus.
What did Galileo stated before Sir Isaac Newton rearranged it as his first assumption term law?
He stated in plain language if an object if left alone, is not disturbed, it continues to move with a
constant velocity in a straight line as if it was originally moving, or it continues to stand still if it was
just standing still.
The mockup demonstrates this as absolutely correct – Sir Isaac Newton first assumption is clearly
Galileo’s statement which he just rephrased but still the same results. Maybe had Galileo not made
that statement Newton would not have produce his first law? That is also my assumption of the
situation. He was indeed a cleaver man because he never had the technology or science around him
as we have today to work our observations from.
Yes the S.E.G roller sets travel in a straight line at constant velocity in relation to the load being
drawn. Agree, to us they are moving in a circular fashion – but continue to maintain the same height,
as gravity acts upon the mass at a constant force, which means that the mass is falling towards the
plate at a constant rate. Therefore it cannot fly off into space.
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11. Of cause this appears to be the case in nature, for if we force the roller set to move across the plate and turn
the force off it stops WHY? That is because it is not left to itself – it is rubbing against the plate.
12. What was Sir Isaac Newton second law or assumption? States; that a body’s rate of change of momentum is
proportional to the force causing it. This second law or assumption give a specific way of determining how
the velocity changes under different influences called forces.
Surely that is precisely what happens in the operation of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G), Assume that
a current of 5 amps is in motion generates 200 RPM – then you switch on another product which
increase that current draw to 10 amps this in turn generates 400 RPM. So this second law or assumption
holds true – velocity changes under different influences we call forces. Again no law or assumptions have
been broken.
13. So what is Sir Isaac Newton third law or more precise assumption? States that when a force acts on a body
an equal and opposite force acts simultaneously on another body. This third law describes the forces to some
extent, as I have stated in Sir Isaac Newton days his assumptions were no doubt 100% correct. But time
marches on and today’s technology this assumption may only hold true 99% of the time, and 1% it does not
hold true, for instance the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and weather conditions.. I shall discuss that at
another time.
14. Galileo 1564 – 1642 Italian astronomer and physicist takes credit for discovered the principle of inertia.
15. In the first short film 1968 I discuss the second law which I understand then asserts that the motion of an
object is changed by forces in this way: the time-rate-of-change of a quantity called momentum is
proportional to the force. That will be discussed later,
16, Momentum is not the same the same as velocity.
17. Searl agrees that a lot of words used in physics, and they all have precise meanings in physics, which I am
aware that they may not have such precise meanings in everyday language.
18. Momentum is an example, and I must define it precisely and that is just one of many headaches that I have
to handle.
19. I feel that I should now explain what the law of the squares has to say about this project; but this
commercial break has been long enough so I shall return you to the studio; back to your program.

Flight emergency procedures for pilots:
Common faults during force landing procedures:
1. The Circuit:
Avoid complicated circuits and try as far as possible to conform to the normal glide approach pattern –
Figure 1; Page 13.
2. Selection of the 1000 feet area:
So often the correct positioning of the 1000 feet area is misunderstood yet its intelligent selection can be
the difference between failure or success when committed to a Forced landing without power.
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Reject all complicated advice Searl states such as “450 from the centre of the field, etc.’ because there is no time
to play guessing games, trying to judge 450 in perspective unless the aircraft is directly over the field. This, in
any case is a difficult position to initiate a force landing says Searl.
The correct position of this vital 1000 feet point is simple to define. Searl states that it is the beginning of the
Base Leg, no more, no less. A common error in positioning is illustrated in Figure 2 where it can be seen that
the 1000 feet point is too far down wind and much too close to the approach path. Searl states that such a choice
is likely to result in:Figure 2.
Common faults in position the 1000 feet
point.

This is the possible results of error.

1. A bad overshoot when the wind is light, necessitating last minute “S” turns – which are to be avoided
unless absolutely essential.
2. An irretrievable undershoots when the wind is strong.
The ideal 1000 feet point is shown in Figure 3. From this position a proper Base Leg may be developed which
in turn will provide valuable information on wind strength which will be indicated by the amount of drift. The
aim should be to overshoot slightly. It is always possible to lose surplus height; whereas nothing can be done
about any undershoot when the engine has stopped. Adjustments can be made on the Base Leg and, in extreme
cases when a serious overshoot seems likely, height may be lost in a sideslip away from the field – Figure 4.
I agree that I enjoyed those days when I was able to fly – I flew more hours each day than most students did,
and one thing they never did was to train on two different aircraft in the same day. The reason I was allowed to
do that was due to my Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) project which was receiving massive amount of daily
publicity. Skill pilots of fighter and bomber squadrons refused to fly it as being too fast and turn far too sharply
on the grounds that it would create a massive G force which the body would not survive.
But they were wrong – just like the experts are upon their claims of physics that the rollers would not stay on
the plate, they would fly off – but they don’t.
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Figure 3. Advantage of establishing a proper Base Leg.

We have come a long way in flight
technology in a short space of time. The
impossible made possible by human
minds. The future in flight looks great,
once man accepts that the impossible is
possible if you have the money and time.
The I-G-V is not impossible. It’s humans
that make things impossible, as they do
not wish to have to use their brains.

Well Done NASA, sad it’s over now. But
the future is yet to come NASA be there.
Figure 4. Method of correcting a serious overshoot situation.
These documents are presented upon what I understand not what I know which is much more than I actually
understand but I am still learning to understand, that is the difference between me and you. You take for
granted what you hear is true – where I question what you say to see if it is true. Strange how often I find
what you say is true is in reality false.
3. Failure to turn off the fuel and ignition:
There are two important reasons in conventional flying for turning off fuel and ignition and these actions
must always be simulated during practice:(i)
Reduction of fire risk in the event of damage during landing:
(ii)
There must be no possibility of the engine bursting into life, so tempting the pilot to climb away.
The next failure may occur when conditions for a force landing are less favourable.
This is a problem which the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle do not suffer from these unfortunate conditions.
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4. Misunderstanding the touchdown point:
In the more recent years it has become the practice to advice pupils to “land 1/3 of the way into the field.”
Searl says that this is misleading and dangerous because unless the field is large, landing anywhere other
than near the boundary is a potentially expensive luxury, even under power; I should know as I used
Bembridge airfield many times to get experience to land a fast heavier aircraft in a small field with or
without power. Searl agrees that by all means aim initially to land 1/3 of the way into the field but on the
approach, use the flaps to bring forward the touchdown point.
Bembridge – Isle of Wight. EGHJ
Here at this airfield I did a lot of
landings both with the Condor tail
wheel and the 177 nose wheel. It then
only had grass runway. Since those
days it has change to a concrete
runway – sorry I never got around to
test that concrete runway. The picture
of it as I knew it may not now be
available will check. I have been lucky
to uncover my old drawing when I
used this airfield for training. I will
include it on the next page.
BEMBRIDGE Isle of Wight which changed from a grass runway to a concrete runway. Guess that is
progress in flight technology. Everything is on a change, even us, we never appreciate changes.
This information is based on my knowledge 1985 – and may have change again since then.
Runway 12/30 Dimension 837 x 23 surface concrete Take-off in meters 12-837 30-837.
Landing 12-837 30-775 (D)
30-699 (N)
Lighting NIL
Position: 50 40 32N 01 06 25W 55 feet AMSL.
MID 114.0 225 29
2.5 NM NE of Sandown which I have often used.
IBY 114.4 124 27.5
c/s Bembridge Radio. A/G 123.25
NDB ‘IW’ 276.5 (Nav only).
Operation winter 0800 to 1600. Summer 0730 to 2000. Customs: Nil Landing fee: on application.
Hangarage: Nil
Maintenance: Nil
Operated by Pilatus Britten-Norman Ltd: Circuit direction RH for runway 30: LH for runway 12.
Outside published operation hour’s airfield operates as unlicensed strip. Visitors most welcome.
Grass taxiway to the threshold Runway 30 may be unusable during winter months.
Restaurant: Propeller Inn – bar snacks. I have to admit that I do not recalled that when I used that airfield.
But I do recall the fisherman café where you got a good meal cheap. Maybe that has gone like so many
places which I knew. Like so many people now gone for good, and I still remaining mostly because I was
in the right place when the heart create problems. But now I am not in the right place should that happen
again.
Fuel: PNR. 100LL & Jet A1.
Tel: 098387 2511, Ext.34
Bear in mind that may have changed or this airfield has shut down – or even enlarged in contents. But I
can give you a run down as I knew it. Everything changes as you will see, so now in 2011 they most
likely have changed yet again. This will not surprise me at all.
This is mainly to show these experts on the web; that knocks my statements as untrue, now it is up to you
who you believe them who have no idea of what they are saying, or the man who has done it?
The choice is yours to make; as far as I go the marketplace is my target. In the end I shall win.
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Bembridge (Isle of Wight) EGHJ
This is the airfield which I did so many
landings and take-offs in my training as a
pilot. I shall only quote what was different
then which has changed you has already
seen; before the concrete runway was
introduced there. I am glad that I proved
the chance to prove the homes experts who
had help me failed in their duty, forever
knocking me down that I would never be a
pilot. I will never make an electrical
engineer – how wrong were they?

Bembridge as I knew it which must have been around 1977, 50041’N 01007’W 57 AMSL.
Grass strip 12/30: 934 x 91 meters Operating hours: PP0. (RT during summer: Telephone during winter).
Maintenance: Limited.
Fuel: 100LL. BP.
Tel: Bembridge 2511 (STD 098387).
Landing fee: Private and club aircraft 1.00 BP Note that I was flying private.
Operated: by Britten-Norman (Bembridge) Ltd. Grass aerodrome has undulating surface. Aerodrome: liable
to flooding in winter. The tarmac strip to the NE of the grass runway is strictly for use by Britten-Norman
(Bembridge) ltd. only.
Aviation Centre: 3612 & 2112
Radio: c/s Bembridge A/G 122.2 advisory only. These are the FACTS as they were.
The I-G-V would not consider this airfield suitable for landings, as it is far too small.

Man has progress in flight, yes, there were
failures in designs due to the fact that engines
were not powerful enough for the job.
Figure 5: Use of flap to bring touchdown point towards the field boundary; thus making available most of
the force landing field for the post landing run.
5. Damage during landing:
It is of course impossible to check the surface of the field thoroughly before landing. Indeed the first close
look at the touchdown area will occur during the final stages of the approach when these considerations
should be born in mind:(i)
(ii)
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Keep a sharp lookout for ruts, ditches, rocks or other obstacles and take avoiding action as
necessary:
Aim to land at the lowest possible touchdown speed by prolonging the hold off. It is important
to get the tail down, even in a nose wheel aircraft, the only exception being when landing with
the undercarriage retracted. Then it is advisable to make contact in the level attitude.
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Time for another commercial break:
The scientist and the philosopher have tried to discard from their language such words as rather, somewhat,
perhaps and to avoid all forms of adjectives that end with ish. They may not object to saying this colour is
greyish, but they will not tolerate such expressions as this proposition is true-ish or rather true or even
somewhat true. Yet such words that draw attention to the uncertainty and relativity of all our possible
knowledge are indispensable if we are not to deceive ourselves, and mislead others in what we say.
That is a vital question; and this is a major issue with the Searl Technology is if Searl made the S.E.G. in
1946 why can’t he do it now? Now this is 2011 – I was under the impression that people were all now
intelligent, but these emails say that I am wrong, they are not intelligent, and they still think it’s 1946. Of
course if it was still 1946 the S.E.G. would be here, because I would have been in the right place at the right
time at the right cost – instead of being in the wrong place at the wrong time at the wrong cost.
Sample: just received a scanner which was order two months ago from America, in fact the company was
Adorama and it cost you Americans less then I paid because banks here charge for handling transactions
from overseas. So that cost me 40.01 BP, that is not all the cost there was customs bill of 50.01BP now you
think that was the end over 90.00BP which means over twice the price which you in the states would had
paid. I expected that would be the end of the cost, but today I found I was wrong. USP phone to say that they
could not deliver goods because they could not find me – So after some minutes explaining how to find me
they actually arrived with a shock that they was more to pay cash, in fact I gave them a 20.00BP note.
So you think that this scanner cost me 110.00 BP odd – yes if we only look at it from that respective – but
the reality is somewhat different as it replaces a scanner which was completely damaged by those who
collected it from Scotland to put it into stores near me, which cost Morris well over $1000 more towards
$2000: then it had cost me to move it from London To Scotland 5000.00BP. So this scanner just to do the
work for this technology which is now over 12 months behind is indeed an extremely expensive bit of
equipment. This one item has cost me more than the cost of making the S.E.G. in 1946. And idiots waste my
time on stupid statements.
The world of reality is rarely considered by the Homo sapiens, only because they do not pay the bills in
relation to the work or its required goods. Reality to them just exists for that moment in time. Problem time
is indeed running out for them, and they have no knowledge of the problems even when TV and news media
show then the facts which are going on in the world today – the reality is far from good for the Homo
sapiens.
Throughout the past five hundred years the spiritual history of mankind has been a quest for the absolute.
The ultimate values – truth, beauty and the rest – have been pursued in absolute term. Philosophy has
demanded of its doctrines absolute self-consistency, completeness and adequacy. Science has sought for
final principles of explanation and rigorous laws of nature possessing universal validity. Religious devotees
could not bring themselves to believe in a god whom they could not regard as absolutely incomprehensible
and, yet absolutely good – absolutely powerful and yet absolutely merciful. Art looked for the ideal of an
absolute beauty, and for forms that should be final and imperishable. In political and social life, men and
women have looked for ideal forms of society in which absolute justice could be combined with perfect
equality and complete freedom.
Searl has made it clear so often that his belief in the possibility of discovering absolute values has been his
guiding principle not only of the Graeco-Roman civilization and those that have descended from it. But also
of the Islamic, Hindu and Eastern civilizations. Searl has accepted that the reality that this has been a dogma
throughout the megalantropic epoch. The motive behind the unquestioning acceptance of this dogma has
been the desire to sustain men and women illusion that he / her stands at the centre of a world which he/she
can know and master.
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REALITY:
This will never happen because this period in time families cannot live happy together, how on earth can any
person create a paradise for all if we cannot work together to make it happen. In the past I thought I had a
team; how many times I prayed for such a team, only to find that greed has set in with ignorance to back that
up. Two terrible diseases in combination means death to the project regardless how hard I try to make it
work.
In the past 60s Starship Ezekiel MK. V. a craft capable to move thousands of people and livestock from
danger, or undertake deep space exploration, yet such a massive amount of publicity failed to complete the
project because one man in the team secretly was stealing the knowhow and getting the rest of the team to
do what he said. Results we lost out a backer who would made it happen unfortunate I had no option but to
dismiss the whole team. So they failed so as from then there was no more data to steal.
Today, if such a project was to be restarted then a much smaller craft would have to be deigned, and in
principle I am looking at that possibility. Even then the cost to undertake such a venture will be extremely
high I guess outside of those who take on risk factors as a gamble. Nevertheless, what I undertook in study
work in the 60s can be made public today just as an example what it takes to design the perfect craft for deep
space missions.
1968 the product which I took on was known in the media as Starship Ezekiel MK V. What they showed
you and told you was just the glamour side of the project. The reality is quite different; in reality this was no
simple task. Likewise today’s smaller version known as Starship Explorer will not be a simple task either as
you will see from the data which I shall be releasing on this website.
1968: Starship Ezekiel MK. V. was planned to represent the best in control and operation; its workshops on
automation and ground support will be just as well planned. Robots are a must within a real time space
business – unions are out – sorry old boy – work committees are in – and no smoking will be the order of the
day, which means every day. Personnel for Starship Explorer will have to be checked for aids, VD, heart and
cancer.
To link all systems up will take every bit of skill Searl can master. It will be no simple task to put together
the robotic automation research vehicles, which will carry out program routines upon another planet surface.
But everything we do/make will be discussed these days on my website and maybe exhibition at big
business shows.
2011: The design of Starship Explorer is only limited by our own imagination – its internal décor – its outer
shell technology – its functions – all of which must be defined by the limits of one’s brain capability to
imagine and reason upon that imagination. These so-called imagination periods generally presents a series of
building blocks, as a flowchart with the interfaces shown. The prime task is to relate each part of that
flowchart to its mechanical representation – there are occasions where we cannot relate parts of that
flowchart to component parts, thus we cannot produce the item. This does not mean the person is mad – all it
means there is a lot more work to do; to invent and create that part needed. Which has been taking place in
the USA with China – there is nothing impossible except that the state of your mind makes it so.
The Searl Effect Technology has bump into many walls due to the fact that we had not yet reached that stage
in technology or engineering – but we are creating that technology and engineering, the future looks good.
Are you with us – that is the prime question as there are only two prime answers available according to the
law of the square, which is YES or NO.
I think it is time to return you to the studio to your program Flight Emergency procedures for pilots:
These breaks are important that I do not overload the brain capacity – a change breaks up the strain
which I hope you enjoy reading.
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Force landing with power:
The situation:
What started as a little experiment in the land lady home, has now developed into a research lab and
Headquarters into a fair enough works within a modern building, and agree; not a payroll of several
hundred. Searl had good reasons to be satisfied with the results of Morris hard work and after 15 years
struggle he has managed to obtain progress addition of modern machinery, unfortunate it has not been seen
any signs of the acquisition of a small company aircraft. But we are not worried upon that issue we can wait
for the I-G-V to come online.

FB please notes we do not have to bullshit the public like you do. What we say we do – this is the latest
CNC machine produced in China for us and not in FB kitchen.
The truth, part of the reason for this addition to the family was a long nurtured ambition to become a pilot –
you might wonder WHY – It became clear to Searl that no fighter or bomber pilots would fly the I-G-V on
the grounds that it flew too fast and turn to sharp. Searl understands they assumption is based upon
conventional flying condition, very fast velocity and sharp turns generate high G forces which can kill. Searl
then did the only thing he could do that was to train as a pilot, which took Searl a lot of effort on his part to
get accepted for training due to age. When Searl wants to win – he sure wins against all odds. Only when he
wants to lose; he deliberately loses out.
Searl agrees that at this time there is not enough business on a national scale to justify a light aircraft,
monoplane or helicopter, not even a glider. But things will change given time.
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At this time in the year 1973, here in the UK, many are being brainwashed that just around the corner was
the common market presenting new horizons. Where if they are no better off than the UK.
That morning Searl had flown to the U.S.A. on business, in answer to a request to lecture there, as usual
promises of investment. It was an ideal opportunity to impress these potentially important people by
demonstrating the 1946 magnetic results. How often had a supplier visited Searl: in their own aircraft, only
twice during his adult life so far. This so called deal in the U.S.A was done that is on the face of it, a legal
man who would write up the contract to send to Searl to sign and a not so jubilant Searl arrived back at the
airfield in LA ready for the flight back to London. This is not a story but the facts of reality.
For your information Searl had flown back from Holland a couple of times as part of his international airport
training. Under these flights; Searl always arrive back in the dark hours of the night – which gives him a bit
of night flying feeling. Based on these facts, let us assume that he now had to decide if he should re-fuel? As
you see from his records in his real flight he did refuel each time. In this assume case of course he should
but if he left now there would be time to get home before dark and this was important because he had never
before flown at night. It is like a baby screams to have the light put on because it is frighten of the dark
before it urinates.
It is not until he crosses the English coast line that he suddenly recognized his plight. The wind was far
stronger than expected and the trip was taking longer than planned. It would be dark before he reached
London and even this was in doubt because by now the fuel was running uncomfortable low. Even as he
thought about it the light was fading and he was left with the chilling thought that the nearest airfield was
probably beyond his near-empty tanks.
Just to the right was a large, green meadow, big as Bembridge airfield he told himself. An obliging farmer
was burning rubbish nearby and the smoke confirmed that he was more or less into wind, the very wind that
caught him unprepared. In reality, force landings often have no smoke around to give you some indication of
wind direction or force, but in this case this flight is assumed. It all looked ideal for Searl and in an instant
he had made up his mind – it was here in one piece or the chance of running out of fuel over a forest. Or at
best, his first attempt at a night landing and a lot of awkward questions to be answered.
He turn downwind, hurriedly part completed his checks, made a tight circuit around the field, fearful of
losing it in the fading light, then came in to land. Speed much too high – must get below the usual seventy
knots – flaps! – Nearby forgot full flaps. He shot across the edge of the field, much too fast and rather high,
the throttle closed and his legs trembling. At least he was in and it was a very large meadow.
It wasn’t a bad landing and the ground was surprisingly smooth but by the time he saw it nothing could be
done. The meadow was really two large fields divided by a low iron fence and Searl went through it like an
express train. He stood in the dusk examining the company aircraft; a broken nose wheel strut, the prop
twisted, a battered right wing. £3,000.00 may cover the repairs he thought to himself and all for a few
gallons of petrol and a little more daylight. Petrol maybe, but need he left Holland so late with insufficient
fuel? And having created the situation that followed need he have made a mess of the forced landing with
power?
Those of you who wrote me to say you would test flight the I-G-V could you list all the faults Searl made
on this assumed flight. For the benefit of those who like to know Searl flight history; Searl never
damaged any aircraft which he flew because he had two of the best instructor’s one could wish for who I
thank for putting up with my constant talk about the I-G-V – readers my wonder if I bored them – NO –
in fact I excited them. It was a great time Jim Steggles and Mr. Aldridge to have spent so much time
flying with you and putting up with me. I hope that you both are still flying, unfortunate for me
conventional flying is out due to age and cost. I guess it is time for another commercial break.
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I now have an update to correct a payment for a scanner which still has not been open – it is worst then
stated in this document.
Invoice 10639010:
XEX76007 Xerox X76007D – WU flatbed colour scanner subtotal 59.99, this is above the advertise value.
Shipping cost 74.95 see this cost more than the item. I was debit the cost of £134.94; that was Adorama of
42 West 18th Street. New York NY 10011. But that was not the end of the cost as there was tax and customs
bill to pay of £50.04 and behold that still was not the finish cost the driver of UPS I had to pay with a £20.00
cash. That is only one piece of equipment needed for this work which is above the cost of making the S.E.G
in 1946; that is wrong as you living in the States most likely only pay about $35.00 for it. Well in future
before ordering any equipment I shall make certain it is not Adorama of America. The advert cost in the UK
was £55.00 delivery free. This is the world of reality. Somewhat different to your world of fantasy.
I would like to know what the actual price is in the USA, for this unit.
I like to present an e mail that I received in response to a lady who sent an email to John Thomas saying that
I do not meet people to discuss this technology – REALLY?
03 August 2007.
Dear Professor Searl.
I deeply thank you for your kind hospitality during our visit to your laboratory on July 24th 2007. During the
meeting I had the chance to listen to one of your savvy speeches. Your struggles reminded me how my
family suffered similarly due to greedy and mischievous people. Though experiences though help us grow
stronger while keeping our integrity and respect for people (also the malicious)
In your eyes I read the good heartedness of my parents who, betrayed and robbed, have been able to revive
their dreams after many years. There is no white without black. Good people are such since they are
distinguished from evil people. They also hold the responsibility of containing and converting the bad ones.
My email might sound too philosophical, but I often think of you as a good man who helps humanity in the
difficult struggle to achieve a moral responsibility and realize that there is no humanity without nature, while
nature can exist without humanity. We need to introduce a new development model that can rely on a fair
use (and moral) of energetic resources.
THANK TO PROF. SEARL, THE S.E.G. WILL HELP HUMANITY GROW AND KEEP EVOLVING IN
THE RESPECT OF NATURE AND IN SYMBIOSIS WITH IT.
I am honored to be part of the S.E.G. adventure. I sincerely thank you for giving me the opportunity to
developing a R&D facility in Italy. I promise to manage the facility under the precious and complete
supervision of Prof. Searl. Our common friend Gianluca D’Aniello (Luca) will take care of triaging
communications from Italy to the rest of the world.
I am willing therefore to undertake any effort to anticipate the day when the S.E.G. will be presented to
humanity. Please let me know when you are considering visiting the facility near Verona. I hope my family
will be able to convey the warmth you need to spend few relaxing days in the land of Romeo and Juliet.
Yours
Ing. Mirco Gregon and family.
You may wonder what happen here; you should know that I will show you the truth.
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Indeed Ing. Mico Gregon and family gave me a great welcome when I visited them.
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Dr. Robert Lipman had been invited to go with me, unfortunate he could not get the time off from work. So
he missed out on this visit. We show around and I must agree it was quite interesting and to me instructive.

Yes; he took us to see his vines which they make their wines. Sadly to say a few years back I was informed
that his father had passed on. My opinion of setting up there to make the S.E.G looked rather thin on the
grounds the amount of space needed and the shear cost which is forever rising. Major problem Morris was
trying to get the magnetic side up and running in Thailand, which at that time was making great progress.
Not only that Israel want Morris over there to set up site – clearly too all readers; Morris cannot slice himself
in 3 parts or can he? In fact no work on the S.E.G has taken place to my knowledge except in the U.S.A
under Morris control. But there are those who lay claim that they have made the S.E.G. but it don’t work; I
can assure you that they have not done so, as they neither have the equipment to do it or the expertise. And if
you believe them; then you must believe that there is only day and no night. But we all should understand
that there is a night and mostly it is dark.
These breaks are mainly to give you the insight of reality as to what has taken place in this technology, and
what plans that we have for the technology and make corrections to those who mislead the public with lies
to impress you with their knowledge of nothing. It is a free world everyone is free to believe what they want
to believe. Remember at the end of the road, no good crying because we do not listen to you. There are so
many millions of units needed and those who believed and helped will get served first.
All great inventors all suffered abuse at the start – which is the first signs of future success. Today
inventions appear to be pouring out of the labs faster than any time in history – so tomorrow looks bright.
I shall now return you back to the studio to your program Flight emergency procedures for pilots.
Commanders of I-G-Vs must understand what to expect in the operation of a conventional aircraft which
appears to be in trouble.
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THE PROCEDURE:
Due to shortage of fuel, deteriorating weather or failing light it has been decided to land as soon as possible
before the situation becomes worse.
1. Reduce to low safe cruising speed and lower 10 – 150 of flap.
2. Select the best possible landing area and determine the wind direction as in a force landing without
power.
3. Check the approaches to the field from a height of 100 feet or so, flying to the right of the intended
landing path. Look out for high trees, power cables or any tall structures in line with the approach.
4. Maintain height and fly the length of the field checking for drift. At the same time determine if the
field will be long enough for the landing and subsequent take-off. Look out for animals and any fixed
obstacles.
5. If the visibility is poor set the direction indicator to zero while lined up with the landing direction.
6. After the field has been overflown climb to circuit height, remaining clear of cloud.
7. Maintain low safe cruising speed and fly around the circuit, opening the throttle slightly for the
turns. Aim to keep the field in sight at all times. Position the aircraft on the base leg.
8. Having inspected the approach and overshoot from a safe height, plan another run over the field,
this time for the purpose of checking the surface. Reduce to approach speed and lower the aircraft to
about hold-off position. Look for holes, ruts, large stones or steep inclines, all of which must be
avoided during the landing.
9. After the surface has been inspected climb to circuit height and provided the field is considered
satisfactory fly downwind a little further than for a normal engine assisted approach. Complete the
vital actions:B Brakes off.
Man first flight – a
U Undercarriage down and locked.
Montgoffier hot air
M Mixture rich, carb heat cold (check for ice).
balloon 21 November
P Pitch fine (or as recommended for type).
1783. Boy what a change.
F Fuel on, sufficient for overshoot, boost pump on.
H Harness tight. Hatches open (if type allows).
This is the problem of conventional flying. Where the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V): has no
such problem. Main reason for this it is a vertical landing craft and is equipped with a mass of
sensors to seek out problems which are very few as it lands on an eight leg system. Each leg can
see and sense surface conditions beneath it. Each leg has a large range of length choice to suite
the terrain condition. Only vertical aircraft have this advantage under power even though their
landing system is a fix length.
10. Establish a base leg and prepare for the landing which must be at the lowest possible speed
consistent with safety. Use a little extra power for the turn onto the approach or if too high, depress
the nose and gain 5 knots or so.
11. On the approach slacken the throttle nut and lower more flap leaving the final stage until certain of
landing. Control the airspeed with elevators and the rate of descent with throttle. Correct for drift in
the usual way.
12. If the approach looks good for a landing lower full flap. Aim to cross the boundary of the field as
low and as slowly as possible, always with safety in mind.
13. Look out for obstructions that may have been missed on the inspection run and as the touchdown
point comes near reduce the power, closing the throttle completely just before landing.
14. Bring the aircraft to a halt, avoiding rough ground or anything likely to cause damage. Hold the stick
back to keep the weight off the nose wheel (or to keep the tail wheel down when the aircraft is of the
tail wheel type).
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15. After the aircraft has stopped make no attempt to taxi before the ground ahead has been inspected on
foot. If necessary, man handle the aircraft to a more sheltered position, lock the controls and the doors,
then report the incident to the base airfield or, if more convenient, the destination.
What problems conventional flying generates – blessed be the I-G-V crew for they will have no such
problems to endure, that is for certain – no more grey hair – no more loss of hair – what a blessing to
mankind – but given time it may make you look like gold – why worry if it does – if others do not care
if they looking black – gold is just as good as being white even if not better.
It’s time for another commercial break:
The story of a scanner – yes, that story has not ended yet – more surprises has arrived: today Wednesday
30th November 2011, as normal thing for me to do is to check if the post has arrived – for me a complicated
task standing up and walking to the front door – it is both time consuming and painful task. But the mail box
is fixed on the outside of the front door to the right side of its left side opening and I have to somehow lean
out the door without falling to unlock the box for any mail.
Today, that process stopped on opening the door, for behold there sitting on the door step was the overdue
cancelled Xerox scanner. Strangely: without the delivery person. The only difference between the first one
and this second one is the wrapping, which is that this one had no outer strong wrapping compared to the
first one – thank heaven that this morning it was not raining for a change. Or this scanner would have a
good washing. Why no outer wrapping is it a secondhand one? The attached invoiced stated that 66.00 BP
had been debited from my account. Which was 55.00 BP cost plus Tax of 11.00 BP – what a difference
between the cost of these same model scanners.
That is OK, which means that 333 and 999 will now have its own scanner system instead of sharing a
system. Thus each will have its own computer and 36 inch screen – but only 999 can be switch to the 50
inch 3D screen for showing our videos to visitors and investors. This laptop will become the mathematical
table unit will end up will masses of tables that will be needed in my research and development work.
The major problem is finding a 19 inch 50u rack standing on 4 heavy duty casters with the front two casters
being brake, and 6 full size shelves so the mass of equipment can be mounted and return to use, And
material to create the workbenches for computers and external HD, scanners, printer, test equipment,
cameras, which are needed to plug in to obtain photos of the work being done to be used in documents to
show and explain our findings; whether you like it or not do not make any difference, as it will be the truth,
the whole truth and nothing but the truth Flowerbower and anyone else who have been brainwashed into
insanity over anything relating to life, or its relationship to life without that knowledge man will not be
going to Mars or any other deep space reference point.
Searl Aerospace INC will have to study many subjects before Starship Explorer can become reality. Anyone
can draw some lines on paper and excite people that this is their spaceship that with go to Mars in half the
time at half the cost of NASA. How can any person make that claim when the time factor or cost for NASA
to get man there is unknown at this date?
Searl Aerospace INC: states that one of our main objectives is to study the concept of the Inverse-GravityVehicle (I-G-V) as a possible spacecraft for commercial operation of exploration of outer space. That all of
its research and development will be made public as an education study of the human mind. Such
information will be posted on my website which will eventually become active for the business world.
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This will examine every legal requirements of flight at least in the UK. Not only that we shall study every
issue in the development of the perfect spacecraft for commercial use. Define what such a craft requires for
what a kind of mission it needs to cover. Example would Planet Mars be of value – what would be value –
what kind of crew plus work force be required for what investigation. The economics for such venture will
play a major problem.
If our aim is a two month flight path – water, food, oxygen requirements for said number of workforce has
to be supplied. Not only the input needs but the output needs are a problem too – toilet needs including
washing, laundry and all these odd things which we have been brainwashed we need.
But there is the return flight which has to be accounted for in the flight plan. The biggest part of the plan is
what needs to be achieved to make the economics worth the cost – not one day – nor one week – but two to
five years of investigating Mars. In which time the work force must be house, feed, and toilet needs must be
meet. Tools to preform workloads requirements may have to be invented for the task Data obtained has to be
sent to Earth.
Where do I start investigating as to what such a craft will have to be design for – today we can look and
study what has been done in space from which the mind can function to create that design. Which is urgent
to start as it may take as long as ten years to create that concept and bring It into the world of reality.
In 1968 such a study was started in 1968 but lack of funds, rising cost and untrustworthy team the study
work stopped at a critical point, That study project was Demo one only a few photos still remain of that
study program.

The future trips to Mars may be by this system of travel which has been understudy in the 60s.
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This document is not intended to discuss the problems of Mars for mankind but about conventional flying on
planet Earth. These breaks are intended to give you the facts of the reality of this work in reference to that
which we use and understand here on Earth – that understanding in my case is what I understand from what
I know.
All these documents are education in their own rights and mostly a record of my life work in full detail with
photos or films as backup. And those who with faith and skills help me to create this world of reality of what
the future could be like for the next generation who will follow us. It is up to them to take this knowledge
and apply it for the benefits of planet Earth, so all shall benefit in health.
Health is an important issue on long deep space missions. Therefore much writings will cover all issues that
must be considered on space mission taking 10 or more year’s duration in time. Agree, you think that you
know it all – maybe that is true, but you clearly do not understand what you know. There is a big difference
between knowing and understanding.
I know what health problems are, better still from hands on experience I understand what pain is. The whole
of this year 2011 pain has made certain that I know what it is. Today, medical science has had to split up
into a number of skill division. Searl Technology has also done likewise if it is every going to succeed on
the marketplace. Likewise has the electronic domain, the world has changed so much that my world has
passed I too have to change into your world which is becoming extremely complex in nature and we have to
re-learn what we thought we knew.
But for the sake of a few evil minds which have and are determine to halt this development unless they own
it, I left with no option but to present how I learnt what I know and how I study it to understand why it
functions at all. Example you shove food in one end and then push it out at the other end what do you
understand about the chemical actions which must start at the mouth to the gut, then from the gut to the
outside of the anus. Food, do we have our sums right – or are we wrong on what is good and what is not. I
need to know and fast – deep space exploration requires that issue to be solved – another issue that concerns
me is a fact that appears to be over looked is how bad is food suffering from radiation levels which can be
harmful to humans if continue eating such products.
Because science has succeeded to extend human life span, does not to me mean that we understand
everything about ourselves – in fact a road test done recent with women show that they did not know what
was what in reference to their sexual organs and this is the year 2011 a number of doctors had no idea how
to treat a patient who has a heart attack in their surgery. More shocking careers in nursing homes had no idea
how to give an enema they had to be shown.
To me, that spells out a fact that education got a long way to go yet; for basic education, and NASA experts
on TV talk about us all going to Mars in a decade time – REALLY? Someone is dreaming and that is not I.
Agree, that does not say NASA or any other institution will not send a rocket to Mars again – but not
manned – I agree, robots and automation has come a long way in a short time – yes, in a decade we could
still learn much about that planet; but there are no Martians to be found.
One thing I wish to make clear, that is that I am not anti towards Mars, I too would like to know the truth,
has life ever existed there or not; if so; how far did it reach before it was wiped out - but time is against me
now to ever know the facts. I have just to except assumptions, for me, that is hard to do.
It is time to end this commercial break; and return you to the studio for your program Flight emergency
procedures for pilots. I trust that you do enjoy seeing the world through my eyes and how my brain works
upon that data my eyes see. It is your eyes which do the most work in your learning process.
This page completes the first block of this book – the book continues in the next block.
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PRELIMARY DATA:
Searl agrees that studying human beings has made him wiser but not richer;
which on websites so-call experts make statements to impress readers how
clever they are – strange they show no proof how cleaver they are – take George
Wingfield who claims to be a UFO expert investigator . REALLY?
The photos he produced in the UFO magazine claim to be taken by his wife were
faked we checked the photos out. But his claims are not supported by our tests.
His article is in the issue 6 February / March 1997, which I have added to this
document as an update to expose what he claims against the facts of that period
– interesting FACTS!
The copy of that journal was sent to me with the following letter:
Date 1st February 1997.
Dear Prof.
As promised, please find enclose copy of UFO REALITY magazine.
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The George Wingfield article is on page 20, the part about you is on page 22 –
second column paragraph headed SCEPTICS?
As discussed, the interview with Jon King will be an opportunity to discuss the
serious nature of the work that the TEAM is undertaking – on behalf of all
mankind. Although the comments are extremely derogatory I believe Mr
Wingfield will regret saying them.
If you look inside the front cover of the magazine you will see the advert for
Growing Needs Bookshop that mentions the Law of the Squares. Taras has kept
his word and I am sure his bookshop will prove to be a very good outlet for your
books, he’s a very nice person too!
Finally, I have enclosed a photocopy of the advertisement from the new
February/March edition of NEXUS magazine. The copy does not do it justice as
the advert is full colour and glossy. As well as the advert, a member of the
company has done an article giving a very rough explanation of the technology
involved. The whole thing is very professional looking and impressive, note that
potential investors can apply for a prospectus.
Bye for now, talk to you soon.
Lee.
I sent a reply to her thanking her for bringing to my attention this expert nutcase article.
All these so-called experts’ claims are from poison pen writers to protect their image, to
impress others due to the fact that they are failures.

I wish to inform all that on this planet today, there are no experts available, we
have to train them – any one making such claims are just talking out of their
arse, as they have never been employed in any of the teams past – present – and
certainly not in the future.
We shall only accept staffs that are sane; intelligent that actually works to create
the tomorrow’s technology for future generations to come.
The future looks bright only if we make it so – the document which is about to be
reproduce here relates to 1966 my effort to present Swallow Command Aviation
Division operational requirements from the operation of all Space Ports and
Cosmodromes; which can accept and handle conventional aircraft and helicopters.
The 1966 document re-presented here was termed:

AERODROME MANUAL – GENERAL – PART 1.
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SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION to operate without problems, it has to understand how
conventional flying operates, the rules by which they try to implement them. This document attempts to
explain what SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION agrees to implement these ICAO suggestions 1966.
As Searl understood their terms that the Aerodrome. Air Routes and Ground Aids (AGA) Division of
ICAO, at its Sixth Session in March-April, 1957, developed extensive background material on various
matters affecting the design and construction of Aerodromes and equipment thereon.
Searl recommended that Swallow Command Aviation should apply this material, some of which was published
in newsletters, be incorporated in a single Aerodrome manual rather than in separate Swallow Command
Aviation circulars.

The Air Navigation Commission, after examining the material together with other
information relating to aerodromes, provided by the Third Air Navigation Conference,
the Jet Operations Requirement Panel and recommendations of Regional Air
Navigation meetings, Swallow Command Aviation Planning Committee Broad meeting
June 23rd 1968 agreed on the publication of an Aerodrome Manual for its operational
functions.
Searl acting as chairman, explain to the committee that conventional aircraft would still
be required at the planning stages of Space Ports and Cosmodromes and should
address the needs of conventional aircraft operations.
Up to June 23rd, 1968; Searl had no intentions; due to agreements of the 13 backers to
go commercial with the Searl Technology. Due to a major problem that they were
reducing in numbers by natural causes termed death; funds dried up and the fun days
came to an end.
Therefore, Searl had to make a decision on whether to call it a day and retire or too
continue not under the terms of the past; but to go forwards with the commercial
domain as a target. Not only had he to create the team, but a place to develop such
technology had to be found. The hardest task to raise the funds.
Yet Searl accomplish all requirements by just a simple advert in the local press, which
was spotted by one of the staff of the printers by accident, who rushed to interview him
upon that advert, that lead to next day local press report.
Then another chance accident took place on a railway platform, someone had dropped
a copy of that paper, which by chance was picked up by a feature writer of the Daily
Mirror who was taken by surprise to read that article came running to interview Searl,
from that event exploded the mass publicity which Searl needed; which found the
team, the land and the cash for the go ahead of manned flight using the Searl
Technology as its base and functions, which became known to the public as DEMO
ONE and the site was termed STARPORT EARTH ONE.
It can well be understood by intelligent people involved in flight that Searl would need a
mass of data on such operations of flight then operating – and Searl got it at a cost.
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The value of the Aerodrome Manual was reaffirmed at the Seventh Session of the AGA Division, November –
December, 1962, when a large amount of additional guidance material was developed for inclusion in the
manual, which will apply to Swallow Command Aviation Division.
The Division also recommended transfer to the manual of much of the material contained in the attachments to
Annex 14. Which real experts in the trade will understand that this actually saved Searl millions £.s because for
a fraction of the cost he had the information he required. Searl expects over the coming years progress will
cause changes to take place, not only in materials, tooling, but legal requirements for him to continue his
research and development, which applies to all engaged in flight technology.
The Air Navigation Commission; Swallow Command Aviation Division agreed in general with these proposals
and look into account the views of States and the decisions of the Council on related specifications in Annex 14
and on the disposition of guidance material in the attachments.
NOTE:
To all UFO experts and those who think they are, Swallow Command Aviation Division functions within the
accepted framework of flight operations of conventional aircraft regardless if they are a space port or a
cosmodrome unit; safety of operations and functions are Searl top priory at all times.
Searl accepts that because of the increase in both the amount and scope of the material which will be required
by Swallow Command Aviation Division it will be necessary to rearrange and revise the contents of the
manual. All parts of the original Manual, revised as necessary, will be included in this re-print edition.
Searl states:
That it will be appreciated by Swallow Command Aviation Division that much of the material is closely
associated with the specifications contained in Annex 14 – Aerodromes.
The main purpose of the Manual is to encourage the uniform application of those specifications and to provide
information and guidance in designing SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION DIVISION complexes.

Are you ready for the future – Swallow Command Aviation will be creating it.
The AGA VII Division recommended (Recommendation 2/21) that the Aerodrome Manual be revised annually
by all States, ICAO and SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION DIVISION for the purpose of maintaining
current information therein.
The future looks bright but it needs you to make is so; Swallow Command is start the start of re-education.
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The Air Navigation Commission approved the intent of this recommendation but in view of the work load
involved both for the States and the Secretariat left it to the Secretary General, in the light of all circumstances,
Swallow Command Aviation Division to determine when States should be approached for revised
information. Should Swallow Command Aviation Division at any time consider, however, that material in the
Manual is out of date; it should inform the Secretary General of this and, if possible, provide revised material.

Beware – you never know where you will find me – It looks like I may be doing a lot of flying soon.

PART 1.

GENERAL:

Chapter 1.

AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS – Runway Length Requirements:

1.1.1

The purposes of this issue of the Manual are to:
a. Assist Swallow Command Aviation authorities in determining, in consultation with aeroplane
operators, required length for any runway;
b. Provide a basis for a better mutual understanding of the elements and viewpoints involved:
c. Provide data in a convenient form for use by regional Air Navigation Meetings.

1.1.2

The aeroplane operator’s concern is to determine in a precise manner the weight, aeroplane
configuration, operating speeds, etc. of his aeroplane after taking into account all such
circumstances as the available stop way and clearway dimensions, runway conditions – dry or wet;
snow or slush, runway slope, obstructions, ambient pressure and temperature, wind velocity etc,
particularly referred to each specific aeroplane movement – take-off and landing.
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For these purposes he / she use the approved flight manual for the aeroplanes concerned.
1.1.3 The Swallow Command Aviation Division Aerodrome authorities concern on the other hand, is to
determine runway length which will under normal expected circumstances meet requirements of
the aeroplane operations the aerodrome is intended to serve without imposing unnecessary
operating restrictions or incurring disproportionate construction or maintenance expenditures.
The material in this document has been developed to assist in this matter and should not be used
by aeroplane operators for aeroplane operational purposes.
1.1.4

The data contained herein have been, with the exception of the nomograms for the BAC VC-10,
Bristol Britannia 300 series, Canadair CL-44J, de Havilland Comet 4 and 4C, de Havilland 121
Trident and Vickers-Armstrong Vanguard which have been developed by the ICAO secretariat,
derived from the U.S.A. Federal Aviation Agency’s Advisory Circulars AC 150/5325-3 and AC
150/5325-4.
Searl understands that some modifications have been made to the original U.S.A. material for
international use, such as bringing the units of measurement in accord with Annex 5. The original
U.S.A. nomograms were developed from the manufacturer’s Flight Manuals approved by the USF
AA in accordance with the U.S. Airworthiness regulations. As the U.S. Airworthiness regulations
basically comply with Annex 8 and relevant AMC’s so do the resultant nomogtams.

1.1.5

The following material provides background information for Swallow Command Aviation
Division aerodrome authorities and engineers on aeroplane take-off and landing performance
considerations which may affect runway length requirements and it should assist in the use of the
nomograms.

1.2.

Discussion of Parameters affecting Runway Design Length:

1.2.1. GENERAL:
Besides the basic design features including aerodynamic and power plant characteristics of the
aeroplanes, the factors which affect the runway length requirements include, aeroplane
configuration, aeroplane weight, atmosphere - ambient air pressure, temperature and relative
humidity – runway slope, runway state and wind.
Searl however, in the construction of take-off and landing performance nomograms, it is a usual
practice to relate these to a standard relative humidity and zero runway slope. The relationship of
elevation, temperature, aircraft weight, and distance shown on the aircraft performance curves is
based on flight test and operational data, except on the preliminary aircraft performance curves
in which case it is bases on estimated operational data.
As stated, the Inverse-Gravity-vehicle (I-G-V) does not use runways; only conventional aircraft
requires such component for operational functions.
1.2.2. AEROPLANE:
The differences in the certification and operational requirements between types of present day
conventional aeroplanes demand individual consideration of the runway length required by each
aeroplane at each aerodrome. Both the landing and take-off runway length requirements must be
considered in order to determine which is greater.
I will present the airfield which I trained on as a sample of an airdrome basic concept.
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BLACKBUSHE as I knew it, during my training as a pilot. A simple Airport from which I flew Cessna
177 which was my greatest love to fly, I train on the Condor at the Blackbushe aero club. From which
I flew the Railye and the Cherokee PA28 180 which was on the bottom of the list of aeroplanes that I
enjoyed flying whenever I could find time.
I use to take passengers and reporters on trips; here I feel I should repeat a letter uncensored as the
writer requested.
Relates to featured photographs and articles
N.Z. Herald
29.04.1978
CHRISTCHURCH PRESS 09.05.1978
OTAGO TIMES
13.05.1978
================================

Date: 4-7-1978
101 Woodlands Ave.
Pascoe Vale South. 3044.
Victoria
Australia.

Dear Mrs Comer.
I must apologise for the delay in receiving this information as for some silly reason I addressed the first letter
incorrectly and it was returned to my temporary address in London.
You may recall my writing to you in January 1978, asking for information about Mr Searl as at that time I was
preparing to visit the U,K, Thank you very much indeed for your prompt reply and the literature.
In April 1978 I met Mr Searl on two occasions and had lengthy discussions about his marvellous invention and
the work he’s involved with.
Enclosed is a brief report of my meeting outlining a few of the things I was shown. I sincerely hope it is helpful
to your cause and do not object to the report being used, provided it is only reprinted in full and no sections
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Or parts of sections taken out of context.
Although I personally believe there is more to Mr. Searl and his invention than appears on the surface. I have
deliberately contained myself purely to facts and observable information presented. My comment in the article
for N.Z. Press, which you no doubt have copies of, is perhaps an understatement in many ways. However, to do
credit to my scientific training, I can only report on those things observed.
There are certain other facets of humanities development towards spiritual advancement which take precedence
in my plans for my personal involvement for the immediate future, and it is with some regret that I cannot stay
and work with Mr. Searl, for it is quite obvious that he needs support from every direction and especially
somebody prepared to relieve him of the mundane facets of communication and organising. If it were possible
for someone from N.Z. to come over and work for a month or several I feel it would certainly be of mutual
benefit.
I do wish Mr. Searl every success towards producing technology to serve mankind and sincerely pray that
such a device is never used against humanity.
Yours Sincerely,
(Sgd). ATHOL PARK.
Dip. M.E.AUST.
Mrs V. M. Comer.
Searl Space Research Consortium (NZ) Inc.
P.O. Box 42-037 Orakei 5
Auckland. N.Z.
N.R.

We are glad to report that Mr. Athol Park did, nevertheless, return in order to give aid to Mr. Searl.
MEETING WITH MR. JOHN SEARL.
By
ATHOL PARK.

DIP.M.E.(AUST).

On the 10th and 17th, April. 1978. I met with Mr. John R. Searl, Head of The Searl National Space Research
Consortium, at his home near Reading, South of London, and at a private airfield Blackbushe.
My first contact with The Searl Group was through a single page information sheet circulated at the ‘Down To
Earth’ Festival held near Canberra, Australia, over the New Year Period.
With the prompt and enthusiastic help of the Superintendent of Documents in New Zealand, it was possible for
me to include the Searl National Space Research Consortium in my itinerary for travelling throughout the
United Kingdom, and I very grateful for their quick and efficient response to my enquiries.
Mr. Searl impressed me as a man extremely dedicated to his work with an incredibly attentive mind to detail
and logical sequence.
For the past thirty years he has been working on devices to utilise the effects of his discoveries into magnetism
and electricity, concentrating mainly on building a craft called a Levity Disc capable of flying at extremely high
speeds carrying enormous payloads.
The following is a brief account of my observations from such meetings which are based purely on the facts
presented before me without speculation.
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On the 10th April 1978, I first met Mr. Searl at Blackbushe Airport where he was scheduled to take flying
lessons that afternoon.
After introduction, we talked for about one hour before taking off for the normal instruction period of flying
around the airport in a conventional light aircraft.
Mr. Searl is endeavouring to obtain his pilot’s licence in order to legally fly the Levity Disc, Star ship Ezekiel,
when it’s completed.
It is quite apparent that Mr. Searl is quite a capable pilot, and by the remarks of his instructor, it seems he is an
exceptionally bright student and proceeding extremely well. He has managed to cover the required stages of
training within minimal time, despite the fact he personally chose to learn in one of the more difficult
aeroplanes.
After landing we returned to Mr. Searl’s home and continued discussing the financial limitations the project is
experiencing and many other related subjects. He also showed me the vast store of information received from
the British Government and demonstrated the principles of the Searl Effect Generator with a bar magnet and
roller he produced about thirty years ago.
I was amazed at the strength of magnetic flux surrounding the bar and cannot explain through terms of my
engineering background how a magnet could retain such strength over many years especially considering the
rough treatment it had obviously had as evidenced by the chips along the edges. Under normal conditions
tapping a magnet realigns the domains and the attractive forces are consequently lost.
By carefully edging the roller to one corner of the bar, it suddenly travelled along the face of the bar, ignoring
the stop at the opposite end, and continued to roll on the underside until coming to rest at the midpoint.
Mr Searl explained how the bar and roller were “programmed” magnetically similar to a recording tape and that
this effort is the basis of his discovery.
The following diagrams explain this better perhaps:-

Figure 2.1.

Shows the roller just on the point of balance at one end and corner.

Around the edge of the roller, and the surface of the bar, the magnetic forces can be represented by positive and
negative poles space alternately at intervals.
As the roller just begins to round the corner, the first negative pole will be attracted by a positive pole in the
bar. The roller will thus be drawn along the bar by one step until the first positive pole of the roller will then be
attracted by the next negative pole of the bar which will draw it along the next step.
At the same time, the first negative pole that has just passed will be repelled by the corresponding negative pole
in the bar, so in affect both forces of repulsion and attraction are occurring simultaneously.
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The net result is an acceleration of the roller along the bar which theoretically would reach infinity if there were
no limits applied See fig 2.2.

Figure 2.2.

The fundamental concept of magnetic motion.

By the correct spacing of the poles in both the roller and the bar, the above effect can clearly be achieved.
Having now produced relative motion without external forces being applied, the next step was to create a bar
magnet in the shape of a circle and allow the roller to run around the outside continuously.
By now introducing coils of copper wire into the system it’s possible to utilise the effect of a moving magnet to
produce electricity, and this basically is the principle of the Searl Effect Generator.
The first generator Mr. Searl built produced some quite startling behaviour! Soon after the roller magnet was
initiated to move, and electricity began flowing, he states the generator lifted off the floor and hovered several
feet up then suddenly shot off vertically at tremendous speed crashing through the ceiling and disappeared from
view.
After some experimenting and the lost of another two generators, Mr Searl learned to control these phenomena
and quickly realised the meaning of his discovery.
It was apparent that the combined effects of a rotating magnet and the electrical potential thus produced, reacted
in some way as to overcome the forces of gravity thus providing the groundwork for his investigations into
producing a controlled device for transportation.
For the past few years, Mr Searl has been concentrating on building a manned craft, code named “Star Ship
Ezekiel”, which he plans have completed within two years, and is already seeking permission to fly between
London and New Zealand via several International airports en route. He already has landing rights for
Singapore which I have witnessed.
Among other things, we also discussed the varied applications of inventions stemming from his discovery
mainly within the fields of Medicine and communications.
He explained how the high frequency radiations from the generator can be used to rebuild cell structures of
deteriorating organs within the human (or animal) body; thus eliminating completely the need for operations.
By aiming the U.H.F. energy, the atomic power.
I believe there was another page to his report, but a copy of it is missing. You may wonder why I inserted
this matter – as we are talking about airports I added this for these expert idiots to see who claim that
this is rubbish that I talk about. Athol has made mistake about that first generator as you notice.
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Return to original Document:
1.2.3. AEROPLANE CONFIGURATION:
Conventional aeroplane configuration refers to the position of the various elements affecting its
aerodynamic characteristics.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is term a SOLID FRAME SYSTEM: therefore all Inverse-GravityVehicles have the same configuration whose elements affect the aerodynamic characteristics.
1.2.3.1 WING FLAPS AND OTHER LIFT INCREASING DEVICES:
In the construction of the performance nomograms (relating to the take-off and landing distance) the
position of the wing flaps (and of other lift-increasing devices as slats, droop leading edges etc, if
applicable) normally used for combination of conventional aeroplane weight, temperature and altitude
has been chosen.
On the other hand the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) does not require conventional aircraft flaps, as
no runways are required for their operational functions. Nevertheless, they do have flight cells, which
technically generate similar functions but at right angles to conventional aircraft construction
characteristics.
1.2.3.2 AIR BRAKES AND OTHER DRAG INCREASING DEVICES:
In the construction of the landing distance nomograms the position of the air brakes and of other drag
increasing devices, if applicable, normally used for the combination of aeroplane weight and altitude has
been chosen.
Whereas, the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V), technically require no air brakes as such; nor any other
form of increasing drag element, as planets or at least expect them to generate a decrease in descend
operation, as a natural function of the I-G-V.
In an event that the approaching planet has no magnetic field, then the I-G-V still has descent control via
manual operations via the flight commander, or sensor control or ground control.
This is a basic concept of the InverseGravity-Vehicle about to arrive at the
International Space Station (ISS), which has
no magnetic field to repel the vehicle (I-G-V)
from itself.
Strange situation here, the ISS is attracted to
Earth; the I-G-V is expelled from the Earth;
two different domains approaching each
other.
The ISS is in free fall – the I-G-V is not.

I expect Flowerblower the world’s greatest expert will have something to say that is stupid on that issue.
Please note that there are no experts on planet Earth or Mars, we have to train them first.
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OTHER SYSTEMS:

The use of anti-icing system and windshield wiper, the position of cowling flaps, etc, also affect runway
length required. In developing the nomograms they have been assumed to be in the position requiring the
shortest runway.
1.2.4.

ATMOSPHERE:

The atmosphere plays an important part in runway length required. The atmosphere is a related
combination of pressure, temperature, and density.
1.2.4.1.

ALTITUDE:

Generally, as height above sea level increases, the air pressure and density become less. The consequence
of these factors upon conventional aeroplane operations is a reduction of lift for a given true airspeed, a
reduction of power and a reduction of propeller efficiency, if applicable.
The combined result of these reductions is that it takes longer to attain the forward speed necessary to
produce the required lift, thus the runway length required for take-off for a given aeroplane becomes
progressively longer as it is operated from aerodromes at higher altitudes. Similarly, at higher altitudes,
true landing speeds are greater, and less dense air reduces the drag available to assist in decelerating
during the landing roll.
In the nomograms the runway length required is given for varying pressure altitudes – defined by the
ICAO Standard Atmosphere – as is also done in the Flight Manuals, but the pressure altitude lines are
labelled as AERODROME ELEVATION.
For definition of the Standard Atmosphere see Annex 14, Part 1, Chapter 1. Which will be reprinted in
due time. This substitute is warranted because of the degree of similarity between the average pressure
altitude and the elevation of a location.
Because of the fact that, in addition, the likelihood of simultaneous occurrence of both maximum
pressure altitude – minimum pressure – and mean maximum temperature – aerodrome reference
temperature – is very slight, thus, the use of both maximum altitude and temperature may result in an
uneconomical runway length.
1.2.4.2.

TEMPERATURE:

The performance of an aeroplane depends on several factors among which temperature is important. At
a given pressure, at higher temperature results in lower air density and so has an adverse effect on both
conventional piston engine and jet aeroplanes. This effect is usually greatest when taking-off, especially
for jet aeroplanes.
The efficiency of a conventional jet engine depends in part on the difference between the outside air
temperature and the maximum temperature attainable in the combustion chamber. As the outside
temperature increases above a certain value depending on the altitude, engine efficiency is decreased
and, therefore, the convention aeroplane’s performance is reduced.
A temperature not lower than the aerodrome reference temperature should be used as defined in Annex
14, Part III for aerodrome design. The effect of temperature is considerably greater on the take-off
distance – and take-off run – than on the landing distance. Moreover the landing distance given in the
Flight Manual usually is multiplied by an operational factor of the order of 1.67.
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Since the influence of the temperature alone on the landing distance is considerably smaller, only the
influence of the ambient air pressure – with the temperatures corresponding to the International
Standard Atmosphere – on the landing distance is usually taken into account. However, the take-off
distances – and take-off runs – are determined taking into account the influence of the ambient air
temperature.
1.2.5. WIND:
The aerodrome must be designed to accommodate conventional aeroplane operations under most normal
wind conditions.
1.2.5.1.
A tailwind on one runway is a headwind on a runway with a reciprocal heading. Runway lengths
increase with tail wind, so when using the bidirectional runway concept – theoretically utilizing a
headwind for all conditions in establishing runway length, - the zero-wind condition is critical for both
take-off and landing.
This requires, however, a change in operational direction on the runway each time the wind changes
direction and does not provide adequate length when tailwind operation are conducted because of
preferential use.
The problem is further compounded by the fact that winds up to five knots are reported as “calm”. For
these reasons, landing performance nomograms are, unless otherwise noted, based on a five-knot
tailwind to recognise the flexibility required in aeroplane operations.
In respect to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) zero wind conditions or in fact any other wind
conditions have no application on its functions. Nevertheless, zero wind or any other wind conditions will
accelerate in a circular manner at the boundary of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) bow wave.
1.2.5.2.
The take-off performance nomograms, however, are developed for zero wind.
1.2.6. WEIGHT:
The heavier the aeroplane’s weight, the longer are its required runway lengths both for landing and
taking off.
In relation to the Inverse-gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V); weight is not a problem as long as the lift off/landing
pad is constructed to withstand that weight without cracking.
1.2.6.1.

ELEMENTS OF AEROPLANE WEIGHT:

The weight of an aeroplane is made up of three major items:1. A.P.S. weight or O.W.E. – aircraft prepared for service or operating weight empty.
2. Payload:
3. Fuel load.
Items (2) and (3) are self explanatory and item (1) A.R.S. Weight or O.W.E. usually includes:
i)
Conventional Aircraft or I-G-V empty Weight.
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The total of the A.P.S. weight and payload will vary and may need to be considered on a local basis. This
weight is often referred to, for operational purposes, as the “zero fuel weight” and the maximum value
are given as a structural limitation in the Flight Manual.
In reference to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V); zero fuel weight is not liquid as in conventional
aeroplanes, but solid fuel and therefore the zero fuel weight would relate to the weight of the S.E.G.
installed. When not powered up. This is termed by Searl as its dead weight.

Two different domains, one liquid and the other solid.
Yet there are both subjects of a flying device, which requires space to take-off and landing, agree, that
the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) requires far less space for its functions of lift-off and touchdown
than the aeroplane requires, therefore it could make the economics function as a better option.
Whichever system is employed, R&D is a must to improve the functions and hopefully the economics
involved in man’s progress for the perfect flying machine. The creation of the airport today is costly, the
space port or cosmodrome sections will not cost so much but equipment will be far more for the
spaceports and cosmodromes than the conventional airport uses.
The various elements involved in the flight side and energy side will be discussed as time permits to rewrite the old data newsletters from which you will notice how clever Flowerbower is not.
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PAYLOAD:

In the nomograme it has been assumed that aeroplane take-off with maximum payload permissible
under the circumstances. If the take-off weight is not limited by any of the conditions enumerated in
paragraph 1.2.6.6.b, the payload can be as much as the aeroplane structure permits – the maximum zero
fuel weight minus the A.P.S. If the take=off weight is limited on the other hand, by any of the conditions
the payload must be reduced. The nomograms make allowance for this.
See examples in paragraph 1.5.
1.2.6.3.

FUEL LOAD:

Annex 6, paragraph 4.3.3. Specifies the amount of fuel to be carried by aeroplanes for three cases:
a) When an alternate aerodrome is not required;
b) When an alternate aerodrome is required;
c) When no suitable alternate is available.
In the nomograms only case b) has been taken into account.
According to the Annex in this case a flight should not be commenced unless, taking into account both the
meteorological conditions and delays expected in flight, the conventional aircraft carries sufficient fuel to
complete the flight safely. In addition, a reserve should be carried to provide for contingencies and to enable the
conventional aircraft to reach an alternate aerodrome.
In order to comply with this, the fuel should normally be least the amount sufficient to allow the conventional
aeroplane:
A) In the case of conventional propeller driven aeroplanes, to fly to the aerodrome of destination,
thence to an alternate and thereafter for a period of 45 minutes;
B) In the case of conventional turbo-jet aeroplanes, to fly to and execute an approach, and a missed
approach at the aerodrome of destination and thereafter:
I)

To fly to the alternate aerodrome; and then

II)

To fly for 30 minutes at holding speed at 450m – 1,500 feet – above the alternate aerodrome
under standard temperature conditions, and approach and land, and

III)

To have an additional amount of fuel based on consideration of the occurrence of those
contingency factors listed below and specified in the Operations Manual to the satisfaction of
the State of Registry;

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Meteorological conditions forecast; and
Anticipated air traffic control routings and traffic delays; and
One instrument approach at the destination aerodrome, including a missed approach;
The procedures prescribed in the Operations Manual for loss of pressurisation, or failure of
one power unit while en route; and
Any other conditions that may delay landing of the aeroplane.

v)

Searl States: You are getting the picture of the complication to design the conventional aerodrome.
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Annex 6 also specifies the amount of fuel in a case where aeroplane flies directly to the alternate
aerodrome without overflying the destination. The case is not the primary concern to aerodrome
engineers and was disregarded in the nomograms.
Searl States:
That the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) does not require conventional fuel such as that of conventional
aeroplanes requires, Therefore, it can take-off and land anywhere without problems, for whatever its
operations are designed for.
1.2.6.4.
In order to assess the required amount of fuel, the average representative fuel consumption rate has been
statistically obtained for each type of conventional aeroplane by averaging the amount of fuel consumed
for a unit distance and for a unit flight time.
The use of this average is justified for aerodrome design purposes as the rate is almost constant for each
conventional aeroplane type and there has been no significant divergency for a wide range of different
stage distances. The “distance scale” at the bottom of each takes-off performance nomogram – reference
“Q” Figure 0-1b – has been scaled to this average representative fuel consumption rate.
1.2.6.5.
In the nomograms contained in this document, the distance from the aerodrome of destination to an alternate
aerodrome has uniformly been assumed to be a 30 minute flight. In addition, the amount of fuel required for a
45 minute flight at an average altitude has been taken into account both for conventional propeller driven
aeroplanes and for conventional turbo-jet aeroplanes.
The amount of fuel required for a conventional turbo-jet aeroplane to fly for 45 minutes at the average altitude
at the average speed is almost equivalent to that required for a 3o minute flight at holding sped at 450 m above
an aerodrome. As the average representative fuel consumption rate has been obtained by deviding the actual
fuel consumption by the distance flown and by the flight time on a block to block basis it includes, on an
average basis, the factors enumerated in paragraph 1.2.6.3 b) iii.
1.2.6.6.
Conventional Aeroplane landing and take-off weights thus calculated should not be greater than the
following limits:
a) Loading weights:
Conventional aeroplanes are landed with weights up to the maximum landing weights which falls
into one of two types;
i)

Structural limitation:
Maximum landing weights based on structural limitations are constant regardless of the
operational parameters such as temperature, and wind.

ii)

Climb performance:
Maximum landing weights based on climb limitations vary with pressure-altitude and
temperatures.
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An increase in pressure-altitude and/or temperature decreases the maximum allowable landing
weight.
Example aeroplane
Avion pris comme exemple
Avion tomado como ejemplo.

Figure 0-1
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Take-off weights:

Conventional aeroplanes are taken off at weights up to maximum take-off weight which falls into one of
five types:
i)

Structural limitations:
Maximum take-off weights based on climb structural limitations are constant regardless of
pressure-altitude, temperature, wind, and runway gradient.

ii)

Climb performance:
Maximum take-off weights based on climb limitations vary with pressure-altitude and
aerodrome temperature. An increase in pressure-altitude and / or temperature decreases
allowable take-off weight.

iii)

Tire Speed:
Maximum take-off weights based on tire speed limitations vary with pressure-altitude,
temperature, and tailwind. An increase in any of these factors or in combination decreases
maximum allowable take-off weight.

iv)

Maximum landing weight:
Take-off weight less the fuel weight consumed to fly to the aerodrome of landing should not
exceed the maximum landing weight at the aerodrome to ensure safe landing after a normal
flight. (See Annex 6 paragraph 5.2.7 c)).

v)

Obstacle clearance:
Maximum take-off weights based on obstacle clearance limitation are dependent on the
location and height of obstacles in the vicinity of runway ends. In the development of the
nomograms, it was assumed that there are no obstacles that would adversely affect aeroplane
operations.

1.2.7. Runway Slope:
An uphill slope increases the length of runway required for take-off. This factor is held constant at zero
slope in the aeroplane performance nomograms. Guidance material to correct runway length for runway
slope will be found in Part 2 of the Aerodrome Manual.
1.2.8. Runway surface state:
A snow, slush, ice or water covered runway surface, will increase the length of runway required for take-off
and usually for landing. In the nomograms a dry hard runway surface has been assumed unless otherwise
indicated.
Searl States:
That most space ports and cosmodromes would have a conventional class airport adjoined to it for
officials to fly in on business, designing such will be a major task to undertake as seen by this document
Searl understand that it is impossible for most people to understand the complexity of such an
undertaking.
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Figure 0-1b

Take-off:
Example aeroplane
Decollage: Avion pris comme exemple
Despegue: Avion tomado Como ejemplo.
1.2.9. Runway length required for take-off:
The runway length determined from the take-off performance curves is the greater of either:
a) The balanced field length, that is, the runway length required when the take-off distance with one
engine inoperative and accelerate-stop distance are equals; or
b) 115 per cent of the take-off distance with all engines operative.
NOTE: In Annex 14, Attachment B and Part 2 of the Aerodrome Manual information is given on the use of
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Stop ways and clearways with runways.
1.2.10.

Runway length required for landing:

The runway length determined from the conventional landing aircraft performance curves is the
conventional aeroplane’s landing distance divided by 0.6.

These pictures are to educate the words top expert Flowerbower what I mean by runway and aeroplane.
For he shows lack of education and understanding and this document is well out of his brain capability to
understand – thank heaven he never get a job to operate a aerodrome.
1.3.

Notes on landing curves:

1.3.1. a)

Abscissa axis – see Figure 0-1a, reference “A” – represents the landing weight scale:

b)

Ordinate axis – see Figure 0-1a, reference “B” – represents the runway length scale:

c)

The lines marked with aerodrome elevation – see Figure 0-1a, reference “C” – give the
relationship of runway length to landing weight for the conventional aeroplane
configuration selected, five knots tail wings, and the pressure altitude equal to the
aerodrome elevation depicted. Any vertical break in these lines is due to a change in
conventional aeroplane configuration under conditions where such a change is normal.

d)

The heavy vertical line – MAX – see Figure 0-1a, Reference “D” – represents the maximum
structure landing weight.

e)

Dashed limitation lines marked with maximum landing weight – see Figure 0-1,
reference “E” – represent the maximum weight for missed approach climb at
standard temperature for non-turbine powered conventional aeroplanes and an
arbitrary lower temperature for turbine-powered conventional aeroplanes.
This lower temperature eliminated the landing runway length limitation for
greater ranges of temperature down to the limits used. It also reduced the
amount of restriction imposed by this limit for temperatures below that selected.

Searl States:
That the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle is not affected by wind, temperature or storms and has no need for
runways as it s a VTVL flying vessel – that is a vertical take-off and vertical landing craft.
And its category is legally logged as a SLENDER DISC due to its outer structure appearance; and
therefore it is not an aeroplane as such. Like Concorde it is not in service yet, but not like Concorde it
will come and stay as a key part of deep space exploration; representing tomorrow’s world of space
research.
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Figure 0-2

1.4.

Take-off:
Example aeroplane
Decollage: Avion pris comme exemple
Despegue: Avion tomado Como ejemplo.
NOTES on take-off performance curves:

a) Abscissa axis – see Figure 0-1b – reference “F” – represents the aerodrome temperature scale:
b) Ordinate axis – see Figure 0-1b, reference “G” – represents the runway length scale.
c) The lines with “aerodrome elevation” – see figure 0-1b, reference “H” represents the relationship
of the runway length to aerodrome temperature for the conventional aeroplane configuration
selected, zero wind, zero runway slope and the take-off weight represented by the heavy vertical
RL line shown on the right-hand graph – reference “J”. Any discontinuity in the curve is due to a
change in conventional aeroplane configuration.
d) The line “K” on Figure 0-1b is the standard altitude line which depicts the standard temperature
for each altitude – the information furnished by this line is not required for the determination of
runway length.
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1.4.2. Right graph;
a) Abscissa axis – see Figure 0-1b, reference “L” represents the take-off weight scale.
b) Ordinate axis – see Figure 0-1b, reference “G” represents the runway length scale.
c) The lines “M” on Figure 0.1b give the relationship of runway length to take-off weight for a
constant aerodrome temperature and pressure altitude, conventional aeroplane configuration,
zero wind, and zero runway slope. Any discontinuity in these lines is due to a change in
conventional take-off configuration.
d) The heavy vertical line over – MAX – see Figure 0-1b, reference “N” – represents the maximum
structural take-off weight.
e) The limitation lines marked with aerodrome elevation – see Figure 0-1b, reference “P” –
represents the lesser of the following:
i)

Maximum take-off weight due to climb limitations;

ii)

Maximum take-off weight due to tire speed limitations.

SEARL STATES: This document is still dealing with general conventional aircraft characteristics
which must be accounted for in the design of an aerodrome for conventional flying operations. It is clear
that such elements will be operating for many years to come to meet the needs of officials who require
doing business with Swallow Command Aviation Division.
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1.4.3.

Bottom Graph:

1.4.3.1.

Scale reference “Q” Figure 0-1b represents the stage distance to the aerodrome of
destination

1.4.3.2.

Scale reference “L” Figure 0-1b represents the take-off weight that corresponds to the
lesser of a) or b) below – refer to paragraph 1.2.6.

A) The conventional aeroplane’s maximum zero fuel weight, plus the weight of fuel required to fly to
the aerodrome of destination, plus the weight of fuel reserve required 75 minutes of flying time.
B) The conventional aeroplane’s maximum structural landing weight of fuel required to fly to the
aerodrome of destination.

FIGURE 2. BEMBRIDGE – Isle of Wight aerodrome as it was when I train to be a pilot, it is known as
one of two worst air fields in the UK. I used this airfield on a daily basis very rare with a light slow
aeroplane but with the 177 more faster and heavier aeroplane to fly from Blackbushe to Bembridge and
land there for a meal was great practice. Getting out of there; called for skills.
Sometimes I took passengers there and then collected them late in the day, on that aeroplane my co-pilot
was Jim, if I used a slow aeroplane than Andy Aldridge would be my co-pilot; which would be a condor
G-AYZS and, if Laslett was my co-pilot then the Condor G-AWFO would be used. Other planes which I
flew were not really for training as such; but to test my navigation skills for fun.
These FACTS are intended to educate this world expert name Flowerbower; which so many of you
know. He sure is in need of education! Unfortunate I cannot at this moment put my hands on my
personal flying log book for aircraft operating crew CA 24 for the registration code of the 177.
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1.4.3.3.
If the distance between the aerodrome of destination and alternate is considerably longer than the
distance equivalent to a 30 minute flight a special adjustment will be necessary. The stage distance with
which to enter the “distance scale” should be increased by the difference between the distances from the
aerodrome of destination to the alternate and the distance equivalent to a 30 minute flight.
The distance equivalent to a 30 minutes flight is roughly 100 nautical miles for propeller driven
conventional aeroplanes and 200 nautical miles for conventional turbo-jet aeroplanes. If I take a nautical
mile to be a value of 1.852x103 m as the International measurement should meet my requirements. This
increase however may not exceed the difference between the zero stage distance weight and the
maximum structural landing weight given in the landing nomogram.
1.5.

Explanatory Instructions for conventional aeroplanes performance nomograms:

1.5.1.
To determine the length of runway required, it is necessary to investigate both the conventional
aeroplane’s take-off and landing length requirements. To do so, the following basic information is
necessary:
a) Selected critical conventional aeroplane type, which the runway is to accommodate.
b) Design high temperature – 0C – which should not be lower than the aerodrome reference
temperature – see Annex 14, part III.
c) Aerodrome elevation above mean sea level.
d) Take-off weights and / or distance in nautical miles to the aerodrome of destination along the air
route.
e) Maximum landing weight.
f) Runway slope.

See paragraph 1.2.7.

Example 1:
The procedure outlined in this example is for conventional aeroplanes operating at relatively low
elevation, low temperatures and / or light weights – short distance – in which case the take-off weights
are not limited either by climb performance or tire speed.
a) Determine the length of the runway required to accommodate the following design conditions:
i)

Select critical conventional aeroplane; Example aeroplane – Figure 0-1.

ii)

Reference temperature:

+300C

iii)

Aerodrome elevation:

540 m above mean sea level

iv)

Distance:

1,450nautical miles to destination aerodrome

v)

Maximum landing weight:

79,450 kg maximum structural landing weight.
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Runway Length required for Landing:
The example trace – 1 – on the landing performance nomogram – Figure 0-1a – corresponds to
the procedural steps listed below:
i)

Enter the landing performance nomogram on the abscissa axis at conventional aeroplane’s
maximum landing weight – 79,450 kg.

ii)

Project this point vertically to the intersection with the slanted line corresponding to the
aerodrome elevation, interpolating where necessary.
Extend this point of intersection horizontally to the right to the intersection of the runway
length scale and read the runway length required for landing: In this case, 2,040 m for a
maximum landing weight of 79,450 kg.

iii)

SEARL STATES:
This is to confirm that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) does not require runways as a simple launch
pad similar to a Helicopter pad in principle; except for all the essential needs to deal with the sewage
content and fresh water and check out for the next mission. Unloading goods from the last mission and
reloading goods for the next mission: footprint from an economic standpoint should be completed; for
the next mission within an hour.
Downtime footprints are costly these days; a craft capable of space exploring needs to be able to be
operated within an hour, on a active mission – impossible – that I shall never believe – there are always
solutions to all problems. Some of which takes a bit longer to achieve I admit. Such a term are only used
by lazy people.
We are developing a new window in science and technology for the future a different concept, different
drive system, and different operation; agree so far to the time which I arrived on planet Earth it was
impossible but through my life span material, tooling, machinery and test equipment have been
developed which makes the impossible indeed possible.
All new science has a step by step process to develop itself, the data has to be recorded, today that is
expensive to comply with. What cost just a few thousands in 1946 cost now £10m next year maybe
another million as components costs increases fast each year and overheads mount such as wages, toilet,
taxes, water and power bills, not forgetting the communication bill and directors who suck the funds dry
before you can make a start with something that would secure them for life.
Greed has been the biggest problem for this technology, while, I do not understand this behaviour; as
they will never in their lifetime spend that amount of money they make, once it hits the marketplace.
A new technology requires teamwork, and this technology requires a team of real experts and lots of
investment to reach the marketplace. Why has it been so long to find? One reason lack of massive
publicity because the media claims that they have already done a lot of articles on the subject of pollution
and global warming, therefore they are not interested in the S.E.G. The masses do not see why they want
and S.E.G as they already got power.
Somewhere, there clearly is an education problem, and it is not a small item from where I am sitting the
solution is to turn the clocks back and re-start again and not make the same mistake by going down the
wrong road to please a handful of idiots, try to take the right road maybe we can save this planet but it
will be a hell of a project to win now. Otherwise the future will be lost if the Homo sapiens brain no
longer can be changed; as it is so deeply brainwashed by Television and government actions. This planet
by now should have experienced a paradise shift – but it has failed to do so.
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Fernando Morris at Swallow Command Scotland showing some of the research he has done.
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This is how the
Inverse-GravityVehicle starts its
research and
development.
Like the acorn it is
small from which the
mighty oak is born,
in this photo are the
segments under
investigation for the
15KW S.E.G. to
which the design of
the power drive for
Star ship Explorer
will be developed.
This photo display
shows just one of
the eight segments
forming the roller
set.
Acting on plate one
are 12 roller sets
which are
constructed with 96
segments each
segment contains 4
different materials
that alone contains
384 components
that is just the first
plate roller sets.
Second plate has 22
roller sets containing
176 segments each
containing 4
different materials
which represent 704
components.
Plate 3 contains 32
roller sets employing
256 segments
constructed with
1,024 components.
We are the
tomorrow’s people
creating the future
that is meant to be.

Fernando Morris showing a full segment construction, within the container is a number of magnetic
layers for me to test if they are ok; I guess you will be seeing more about these parts in the material
section in due time as the photos have not been taken yet but expect them to be available at the end
of June 2010.
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Will this be what Searl space ports or cosmodromes will appear like; who knows this one is in
Thailand, the hub at the centre would be the control tower and ground movement of conventional air
traffic like taxi ways for conventional aircraft to prepare their movements to the runway to be used.
c)

Runway length required for take-off:

The example trace – I – on the take-off performance curve – Figure 0-1b – corresponds to the procedure
steps listed below:
i)

Enter the temperature scale on the abscissa axis at the temperature – 300 -,

ii)

Project this point vertically to the intersection with the slanted line corresponding to the
aerodrome elevation – 540 m – interpolating between elevation lines where necessary.

iii)

Extend this point of intersection horizontally to the right until coincident with the reference
line – RL -.

iv)

Then, proceed up and to the right or down and to the left, interpolating between the slanted
lines as necessary, until reaching a point directly above the conventional aeroplane’s take-off
weight or distance – 1,450 nautical miles, which to my accepted knowledge is equal to
1.852x103 m for the International unit, for marine and flying measurements:
NOTE: that the statute mile to my knowledge is 1.609 34x103 m for land measurement.

v)

Project this point horizontal to the right to the intersection with the runway length scale and
read the runway length – 2,720 m -.

vi)

Example Answer, The runway length required for take-off – 2,720 m – is greater than the
runway length for landing – 2,040 m.
Therefore, a runway length of 2,720 m should be selected to meet the design conditions
specified in the example statement.
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Example 2:
The procedure outlined in this example is for conventional aeroplanes operating at higher elevations, and / or
higher temperatures, in which case restrictions may limit the take-off weight and thus the runway length. These
restrictions are shown as elevation lines in the upper right-hand portion of the take-off performance nomogram.
The limitation line corresponding to the elevation at the aerodrome must not be crossed when using the curve,
interpolating where necessary. The procedure outlined below and the example trace – 2 – shown on the take-off
performance nomogram – figure 0-1b – illustrates the use of limitation lines.
a) Determine the length of runway required to accommodate the following design conditions:
i)

Selected critical conventional aeroplane type:

Example aeroplane – Figure 0-1 –

ii)

Reference temperature:

+ 210C

iii)

Aerodrome elevation:

900 m

iv)

Distance:

2,150 nautical miles to the aerodromes of
destination

v)

Maximum landing weight:

79,450 kg maximum structural landing
weight.

Suffers from structural landing weight restrictions.

No landing structural weight restrictions.

Photo 1, inside of a conventional aeroplane; where photo 2 shows me standing on top of Demo 1 this photo was
one taken by BBC television interview which took place back in the 60s & 70s. There has been a long break
due to robbery of my equipment, but I am at last turning the corner and I guess you will be hearing a lot more
about the S.E.G and the IGV in the months ahead.
The vast finance needed to get going and suitable site is not yet in place, but on a shoestring progress in the
understanding of the new way to mass produce the S.E.G. has gain momentum in knowledge, and skills. The
first American public show of the technology took place on the Queen Mary on May 1st 2010 another USA
public show will take place on July 29th at the Tesla Tech Conference New Mexico. I cannot reproduce the past
that was stolen but I can create the future which is my concern and determination to achieve so those who stole
my property shall never gain by their actions of the past.
How quick we can change our present state to a paradise shift is entirely up to you if you are not happy about
the state of the planet then join me and create that change for the future of humankind regardless.
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Runway length required for landing:
From trace – 2 – on the landing performance nomogram – Figure 0-1a – read runway length of
2,100 m.

c)

Runway length required for take-off:
The example trace – 2 – on the take-off performance nomogram – Figure 0-1b – corresponds to
the procedural steps listed below:

d)

i)

Enter the temperature scale on the abscissa axis at the temperature – 210C -.

ii)

Project this point vertically to the intersection with the slanted line – limitation line –
corresponding to the aerodrome elevation – 900 m – interpolating between limitation lines
where necessary.

iii)

Extend this point of intersection horizontally to the right until coincident with the reference –
RL -.

iv)

Then, proceed up and to the right or down and to the left, interpolating between the slanted
lines as necessary, to the intersection of the 900 m elevation limit or until reaching a point
directly above the conventional aeroplane’s take-off weight calculated for stage distance
whichever occurs first.

v)

The trace meets 900 m elevation limitation line before reaching the point above the take-off
weight obtained for the distance 109,350 kg for 2,150 nautical miles.

vi)

This means that the take-off weight should be reduced to 107,000 kg to enable the
conventional aeroplane to take-off at the elevation and temperature – This reduction in weight
is made out of payload.

vii)

Project this point horizontally to the right to the intersection with the runway length scale and
read the runway length – 3,430 m -.
Example answer:
The runway length required for take-off – 3,430 m – is greater than the runway length required for
landing – 2,100 m -. Therefore, a runway length of 3,430 m should be selected to meet the design
conditions specified in the example statement.

Example 3:
This example shows the procedure of using the take-off limitation lines which slope upwards to the right – see
upper right hand portion of Figure 0-2 -. The procedure outline below and example trace – 3 – shown on the
take-off nomogram – Figure 0-2 – illustrate the use of limitation lines of this sort.
Searl States:
This information is presented so officials can see that I did know from 1966 the rules of constructing an
aerodrome, which may be attached to either a space port or a cosmodrome or both.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is officially a SLENDER DISC due to its outer design structure.
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a) Determine the length of runway required to accommodate the following design condition:
Same as Example 2 except that – i – the selected conventional critical aeroplane type is as Figures
0-1a and 0-2.
b) Runway length requirement for landing:
Same as Example 2.
c) Runway length required for take-off:
The example trace – 3 – on the nomogram – Figure 0-2 – corresponds to the procedure steps listed
below:
i)

Same as Example 2;

ii)

Same as Example 2;

iii)

Same as Example 2;

iv)

Same as Example 2;

v)

Same as Example 2;

vi)

Project the weight 109,350 kg – or distance 2,150 nautical miles – vertically to the
intersection with 900 m elevation limitation line interpolating between limitation lines
where necessary.

vii)

The point obtained by vi) gives a longer runway length than that obtained by i) through v).
This means that the conventional aeroplane can be taken off at 900 m elevation with a
weight – 109,350 kg – when temperature is below 12.50C – trace 31. A runway length of
3,390 m is required for the conventional aeroplane to take-off at 109,350 kg weight, 900 m
elevation and 12.50C temperature.

d) Example answer:
The runway length required for take-off – 3,390 m - is greater than that required for landing –
2,100 m. Therefore, a runway length of 3,390 m should be selected to meet the design conditions in
this example.
Example 4:
This example shows how to assess the take-off weight for a flight when the distance between the aerodrome of
destination and the alternate is considerably longer than that equal to a 30 minute flight.
a) Determine the critical take-off weight for the following distances –
Example Aeroplane Figure 0-1:
i)

Distance to the aerodrome of destination: 2,100 NM;

ii)

Distance from the aerodrome of destination to the alternate: 600 NM.
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Calculation:
i)

Obtain the difference between the distance from the aerodrome of destination to the alternate
aerodrome and the distance equal to a 30 minute flight. The distance equal to a 30 minute
flight is approximately 100 NM.
The amount of fuel to fly this distance has already been taken into account in the nomogram. See
paragraphs 1.2.6 and 1.4.3.3.
The difference is thus 500 NM. The amount of fuel required for this distance should be carried in
addition.

ii)

Obtain the reading on the distance scale which corresponds to the maximum landing weight –
79,450 kg -.
The reading is 320 NM. The amount of fuel for this distance can be carried in addition without
sacrifice of payload. The fuel in excess of this amount should be carried in place of the same
amount of payload to permit a safe landing at the aerodrome of destination after a normal
flight.

c)

iii)

Compare the two distances obtained by i) and ii) above; 320NM is smaller than 500 NM.

iv)

Increase the distance to the aerodrome of destination 2,100 NM by 320 NM and obtain 2,420
NM.

v)

Read on the take-off weight scale the point corresponding to the distance 2,420 NM. The
reading is 114.000 kg.
Example answer:
The obtained weight – 114,000 kg – exceeds the maximum structural take-off weight – 112,500 kg -.
Therefore the take-off weight is – 112,500 kg.
NOTE:
The amount of fuel 1,500 kg – the difference between 114,000 kg and 112,500 kg – should be carried
in place of the same amount of payload.
If the conventional aeroplane is operated at high temperature and elevation, the take-off weight –
thus payload – may further be reduced.

This is the end of part 1 General legal requirement in designing a conventional aerodrome to be attached to
either our space stations or cosmodromes for use of conventional aircraft movement of the business world and
not for use of the non-business world.
The legal document filed is Doc-7920-AN/865 Part 1, Third Edition; my project under study was
SWALLOW FM 598 MK II, 1968 known as Ezekiel MK V - Headquarters Mortimer, Berkshire, UK.
Operating under the title of N.S.R.C. known as the National Space Research Consortium for research
and development of the Levit Disc as it was then termed.
The need to re-print this old Document is to educate a mentally ill person named Flowerbower and his friends
on reality to clean up the crap on YouTube and other similar sites.
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Today, Saturday, June 12th 2010, is indeed a long time since the last work was done in 1968; which
during that time these rules will have had amendments added which due to cost I am not aware of;
but now there is light at the end of the tunnel and I wonder if Swallow Command Aviation Division
Headquarters unit will look like this; who knows this one is in Thailand.

This document released by the authority of:
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl head of R&D manned flight
division of Swallow Command Aviation Division. This image
was sent to me by our chief Engineer Fernando Morris in
California, USA. while going through a mass of data of my
past spotted it – why did he send it to me – because he
spotted my Prof. Certificate behind my head, which was the
first time he seen it shown in any vision records in the public
domain, which is true most TV and press alike did not spot
that fact, except Bradley K. Lockerman who also film it to
include it in his DVD The John Searl Story which is available
today. Who knows Volume 2 may follow in due time.
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DATE: 14TH December 2009.
EDITION: First.
ISSUE: One.

SCOTLAND-UNITED KINGDOM.
LOCATION : Mortimer-Berkshire-England.
DIVISION

: Manned Flight.

SEMINAR

: Update conventional flying understanding.

LECTURER : Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
STATUS

: Head R&D human studies.

This newsletter of 1968 will be updated to represent requirements in conventional flying to July 1991; as
information for air controllers, operators and CAA to be able to check is any issue has been missed that
requires my attention.
1968:
Searl defined staff structure of flight crews as follows:
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles employed on Earth bound operations such as passenger or freight shall be
known as pilots and flight crew as per airline operations.
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles employed to service flights to satellites up to the Moon orbit included will be
known as Astronauts and hold ranks base upon skill and knowledge in precise domains of science.
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles employed beyond the Moon orbit to any reference point beyond shall be known
as Cosmonauts and shall hold rank in relation to their skills and knowledge base in the various domain
of science.
The operation sites for Astronauts shall be known as Star ports; whereas operations for Cosmonauts shall
be known as Cosmodromes; this is to keep the systems separated as their operation functions are different
requirements.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles will in all communications be termed Star Ship (Explorer 1) for cosmos
operations and so forth; and Lunar 1 so forth for Astronauts operations. This may sound complicated at
this time as the operations has not yet been implemented but once implemented it will function OK.
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Searl inform his members that if they use AERAD documentation that they should be aware that Instrument
Approach charts currently appear in the Flight Guide in two different specifications in conventional flying.
The older, single colour charts are being progressively replaced by two colour charts showing high ground
and obstacles in excess of 500 feet above A/D elevation encompassed within green layer tints referred to as
Minimum Safe Altitude Contour envelopes (MSA)
SECTIONAL LAYOUT OF NEW SPECIFICATION IAC’S:
This information is based on Searl accepted understanding of the new specifications which to his logic mind
accept that this layout of the new specification charts are grouped into five main sections; which are:
TITLE, COMMUNICATION FREQUENCIES, PLAN, PROFILE and INFORMATION AREA.
1. The TITLE:
Panel incorporates obstacle clearance limit (OCL) or obstacle clearance height (OCH)
information. Where OCH information is extensive it may also be found in the information area.
2. The COMMUNICATION FREQUENCY PANEL:
Contains Approach, Direction, Tower, Ground and ATIS frequencies – NOTE – the call sign
being quoted only once – alpha – numeric chart reference and date.
3. The PLAN:
3.1

MSA Contour envelopes:
Terrain is shown by way of contour envelope layers tinted in up to five shades of green and
adjusted where necessary to include all known obstructions. The shade of green used
(Emerald) has been selected to give the best appearance, especially under flight deck
lighting at night.
To ensure that the area immediately surrounding the airport, space ports and
cosmodromes remains white contours are selected to commence at the first suitable
contour nearest to 500 feet above A/D elevation. Searl states that this allows an
conventional aircraft, flying at the MSA applicable to the white area, to fly anywhere
within that white area with a clearance of at least 1000 feet above obstacles and terrain
while remaining at a circuit height of 1500 feet above A/D elevation. Isolated obstacles
within this white area are shown by a green circle of radius 3mm (approx 1nm).The two, or
exceptionally three, digits overprinted in black represent minimum vertical clearances in
thousands and hundreds of feet above terrain and obstructions according to the following
table:
Elevation of obstacle

Vertical Clearance.

Up to and including 5000 feet

1000 feet

Above 5000 feet up to and including 10000 feet

1500 feet*

Above 10000 feet

2000 feet

*AERAD charts are being changed to conform to CAA requirements for a minimum
clearance of 2000 feet for terrain or obstacles above 5000 feet (CAP 360, chap 2/15 April
1990) I understood that this change will be completed by 1st January 1992.
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Sector Safe Altitudes (SSA):
Sector Safe Altitudes are computed and displayed in the same fashion as MSA, the 25nm
quadrants being based on the A/D reference point in computing these altitudes and additional
5nm around each sector is taken into account. Each SSA shown is the higher of the calculated
figure or the State published figure and in no case will be less than 1600 feet (16).

3.3

Scale:
Charts are drawn to a standard scale of 1:½m – approximate 7nms to one inch – Exceptionally a
smaller scale may be used.

3.4

Procedure:
The procedure is drawn at a speed of 180 knots; holding patterns at a speed of 200 knots. Various
line weights and styles are employed according to the emphasis placed upon them. DME distances
are signified by a shot bar annotated with the ident, distance and suffix‘d’. Holding pattern entry
sectors are shown by a pecked line at 700 to the axis of the hold.

4

The PROFILE:
Procedure altitudes and heights are “rounded off” to the nearest 10 feet in each case and are the
minimum to be observed.
The touchdown zone (TDZ) or threshold elevation (THR) in feet is shown with its millibar (mb).
Hectopascal (hPa) or inches mercury (Hg) equivalent.

5

INFORMATION AREA:
The information area is divided into three main components consisting of:
LEFT:
Facility to turn and facility to threshold timing with a rate of descent table in feet per minute and
an inset displaying Transition Level and Transition Altitude.
CENTRE:
A warnings box containing all important notes grouped together for easy reference.
RIGHT:
A DME descent slope table for non-precision approaches featuring up to twelve advisory DME
altitudes and heights. Alternatively altitude and height may be expressed at 20, 40 and 60 seconds
past the marker for the relevant non-precision approach (LLZ.VOR or NDB). This issue to be
discussed later.

If at some future data interstellar flights becomes reality, which at this time Searl sees no chance of that
becoming a fact for a very long time if ever. If for the time being we assume it will happen then Space
Ports and Cosmodromes must be design to accommodate massive size conventional aircraft as well as the
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles – I-G-Vs.
Therefore, Swallow Command Aviation to function with safety within conventional operations must fully
understand their operational systems which they employ – Searl sees no problems why the InverseGravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) cannot function as the replacement for Concorde, in precisely the same way only
faster in operations. If such agreement started today within five to ten years the I-G-V would replace
Concorde operations.
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SECTIONAL LAYOUT OF OLD SPECIFICATION IAC’s:
The old specification charts in existence differ in the following ways:
1. They are drawn to a speed of 150 knots, which are the type I used;
2. Obstructions and spot heights on plan and profile appear where they penetrate the slope, as
indicated below:

3. Sector Safe altitudes are based on the main aid for the procedure with the quadrantal lines drawn
true but labelled with magnetic bearing.
4. Spot heights and obstructions are labelled with both QNH and QFE values determined from the
following datum points.
(a)

Lowest threshold at the A/D on charts where the legend box is at the top of the page;

(b)

Threshold elevation of the R/W in use for that procedure on charts where the legend box is
positioned lower right corner of the page.
The exceptions to the above are break cloud procedures, where datum is the aerodrome,
space ports or cosmodromes elevation, and parallel approaches where the datum is the
lower landing threshold of the two runways.

AERODROME; SPACE PORTS; COSMODROMES/LANDING CHARTS:
With these charts the differences are minor, the new specification charts featuring improvements such as:
An INS ramp position at the head of the chart symbolised by an R within a circle and cross referenced
onto the associated ramp chart using the same symbol. When no convenient ramp position is available the
A/D reference point is substituted.
Runway landing pad dimensions published in metres with the conversion to feet quoted in a box on the
plan.
A redesigned, abbreviated, lighting table with runways / landing pads paired up, true bearings and
landing distances incorporated and the average slope between R/W ends expressed as a percentage.
A warnings box lower right of chart as featured on the IAC’s.
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION prime task is to investigate new concepts in flight whereby speed and
cost are greatly improved; reduced noise pollution and fuel pollution, whereby insurances cost are greatly
reduced. It is expected that it will open up the pathway by which commercial business can operate in space
as a business of exploration and importing raw materials from space to reduce further damage to this planet.
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We are the planners of tomorrow technology – the future that is meant to be – creation of cleaner energy
systems is a must – for space exploration it is a certain requirement as we cannot pollute other planets as we
have done to this one.
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION not only has responsibility to planet Earth but to all other planets
which it researches in the future, for the benefit of this planet’s future.
STANDARD INSTRUMENT DEPARTURE AND ARRIVAL CHARTS:
SID and arrival charts are presented in diagrammatic form with, in the case of SID’s, the routes grouped
by SID clearance on each page. Arrival routes terminate at the main entry or holding point. On both
charts transitions are shown as thin lines.
In pre-flight briefing the SID text should be read in conjunction with the diagram. Magnetic tracks
towards a VOR are indicated as e.g. Tr358M (BKY 178R). Crossing altitudes or flight levels are quoted
both in the text and on the diagram thereby making it possible to fly the SID using the diagram without
further reference to the text.
A pecked line showing an approximate 25 nm radius from the A/D, together with a quartered circle
indicating the Sector Safe Altitudes for the quadrants, is provided. Beneath this a MSA figure based on
10 nm either side of the SID track is published. This applies to the full length of the SID from the runway
end to the exit point.
Approximate distances from the inbound entry points to touchdown and from take-off to the point at
which straight tracks commence are quoted.
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WE ARE THE TOMORROW PEOPLE RESEARCHING AND DEVELOPING TOMORROW’S
TECHNOLOGY: FOR CLEANER, FASTER AND CHEAPER SYSTEMS.
Danger, restricted or prohibited areas are shown only where they overlap, or are adjacent to, a route
shown on the chart.
Symbols displayed are in common with those found on the approach chart with the addition of the
following:

VISUAL APPROACH AND VISUAL ROUTES CHARTS:
These three colour charts are of variable scale and take the form of a topographic location chart showing
principal rivers, roads, railways, built-up areas etc together with contours spot heights and obstructions in
relation to any visual procedures at the aerodrome, space port or cosmodrome.
Routes together with visual reporting points, controlled airspace etc are shown when published by the
State and a text description where it applies.
Flying has become a major transport system, which due to economics will reduce in strength over the next
few months; therefore space as a travel as an option looks less likely to happen in my lifetime.
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The technology under research and development to meet tomorrow’s energy and
transportation systems – it will be coming your way – the future that is meant to be.
Other features of the chart are in accordance with the new Specification Approach and Aerodrome;
Space Ports and Cosmodromes chart legends.
RADIO NAVIGATION CHARTS/ROUTE FACILITY CHARTS:
Radio Navigation charts are being supplemented or replaced by the Route Facility Chart. This is an
enroute chart drawn to a larger scale and printed in either two or four colours with revised features and
symbology to improve clarity.
Searl appreciate that many viewers do not understand what the hell I am saying here; which is intended for
flyers and operators of flight and official personal to understand that I am quite capable to organise such a
company and its functions and at the same time maintain absolute safety in operations, as always done so.
You may wonder what the hell those two photos to do with flying are – yes that is a good question and the
answer is simple dear Watson it is the Searl Effect Generator under study how the forces interact by which
production of energy may be maintain.
Agree, the powerhouse for flight is far more complicated then what you see here, but the underlying
principles are the same, which is dealt with in other documents yet to be re-printed and updated.
This document is to update my 1968 newsletter; which is not right up to 2009 data but is as far as 1992, if
not it is correct up to February 1987 that is for certain.
This update is to high light new specification approach chart legend now used by conventional air
operations, to which SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION will have to fit in to.
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NEW SPECIFICATION APPROACH CHART LEGEND.

I CANNOT CERTIFY AT THIS TIME IF ANY CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE TO WHAT I AM
SHOWING IN THIS DOCUMENT – but I can bank on experts to inform me on YouTube what has
change since this time.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is a new concept in flight technology, which still requires research and
development to complete all testing of the concept before it enters normal operations as a commercial
transporter for space exploration.
The whole concept is to create a transporter that can fly both air and space regardless without modification
to its structure or functions, which can be launched from a base pad as if it was a helicopter and land in the
same manner which is nothing more than a vertical takeoff and vertical landing device; but with a difference
that it’s noise footprint is very low, it’s climbing rate footprint very fast, it’s pollution footprint almost zero
rate.
Whose life support system can function none stop for 5 – 10 years regardless of number forming the mission
crew which is a major task in itself; but from an economics standpoint anything less would not be an
economic option.
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I AM PRESENTING THE WORLD OF REALITY AS IT IS.
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION has to deal with many requirements before it is ready to go active;
data that is vital for perfect operation is a must, unfortunate this company requires a vast more amount of
data which it will generate during operations.
All new technology have problems which have to be solved: some I have learnt from experience: a new
French production line: this complete new production line was stripped out; but the French company ask for
it to be reinstalled so they could see what was the problem; turn out it was just a wrong sensor, on replacing
it; the production line put out per hour what the rest of lines were putting out for 12 hours. For calling new
concepts as crap; look for the real problem it could be such a simple thing costing pennies to put right.
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DME ALTITUDE / HEIGHT TABLE:

NEW SPECIFICATION CHARTS ONLY;

The DME altitude / height table in the information area of the approach charts is provided to assist pilots
to judge straight-in and visual approaches and is ADVISORY ONLY.
Where a horizontal line is incorporated in a table the heights shown below the line relate directly to the
procedure, whereas those above the line are calculated to indicate the approach slope on an extension of
the procedure up to approximate 10 nautical miles from the A/D.
These advisory DME altitudes / heights are not valid when the aircraft is displaced from the extension to
the procedure; example:

HECTOPASCALS (hPa).
NOTE: Some states are changing from millibars to hectopascals as the unit of measurement for altimeter
setting.
This shows a major problem to SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION this changing of measurements,
means resigning systems or updating them to meet these changes in terms, agree that I have flown aircraft
that measure in Knots and other that measure in nautical miles and cars that run on petrol and cars that run
on diesel, both system runs but there are differences.
Agree, hectopascals are numerically equivalent to millibars and as such no conversion is necessary.
Searl understands that the new specification AERAD approach charts will show either mb or hPa
adjacent to the threshold elevation in the profile.
Searl has witness many changes in his life time in references to terms, which mainly relates to some form of
measurements, some of which improved our handling of that measurements; others took many people time
to adjust to them and in SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION time factor is critical. The problem is that
meters are set to measure in a set value; which to look professional means replacing them with new meters
showing the new terms in use. In this case what is the gain in changing the term that is in common use to a
different one? Well they are experts so they should know why the change.
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OLD SPECIFICATION APPROACH AND ASSOCIATED CHART LEGEND.

Yes, this was the reality of my time, you want to know the truth in place of those expert craps you have
believed in; and then I am the one John Roy Robert Searl to tell you the actual FACTS without the bullshit.
Of course you have the rights to enjoy the smell of bullshit if that is what you prefer to that of roses.
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OLD SPECIFICATION APPROACH AND ASSOCIATED CHART LEGEND.

This was indeed my world as I knew it, time changes things as we also change with time structural wise and
thinking wise; and my research and development will change things even more then they are today and that
is certain to be. But Searl trust that it will be for the good of planet Earth future survival; otherwise the
children of tomorrow will have no future and nowhere to go,
It is the duty of all to help towards creating that future for them, and be proud that we did so.
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VISUAL DESCENT POINT:
On some procedures a Visual Descent point (VDP) is published.
This is a defined point on the final approach path of a non precision, straight-in approach from which
normal descent from the MDA – minimum descent altitude – to the runway touchdown point may be
commenced providing that the approach lights or other markings identifiable with the approach and of
that runway are clearly visible to the pilot.
NOTE:
All Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles undertake a straight drop in landing approach to the pad whose approach
lights are on for identification, as the pads controls the automatic landings.
The MDA concerned should be first published by the State which may not necessarily coincide with the
AOM published in company operations manuals.
The VDP will normally be identified by DME or VOR and Locator procedures and by 75 MHz marker
beacons on NDB procedures. They are not a mandatory part of the procedure but one intended to provide
additional guidance when used in conjunction with the VASI.
Pilots of conventional aircraft not able to use the VDP for any reasons should fly the approach as though
no VDP is provided.
Searl in this document shows approach chart legends and the symbols which are used.
RUNWAY SLOPE:
NEW SPECIFICATION CHARTS ONLY:

Runway slope figures featured in the AERODROME; SPACEPORTS and COSMODROMES Charts are
advisory only and indicate the average slope – as a percentage - between runway ends, calculated to two
decimal places.

FEB 1987

TAXIWAY HOLDING POSITION MARKINGS.

This world of reality is completely different to these experts world of fantasy which still exists today in the
year 2009; without doubt supports my first lesson in medical school that people are excited by crap then
reality – strange I have never thought of experts having a crap being interesting – maybe possible if they
were severely constipated might excited me to watch over the delightful pain they were enjoying.
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TAXIWAY HOLDING POSITION MARKINGS.

NEW SPECIFICATION AERODROME AND ASSOCIATED CHART LEGEND.
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NEW SPECIFICATION AERODROME AND ASSOCIATED CHART LEGEND

Yes dear comrades this is the actual world of reality for pilots – I should know after all I have piloted
aircraft of conventional design and operations that require runways for their functions – nothing wrong
with that as long as you can see the runway and you actually have landing gear down; otherwise things
become rather exciting because it is not expected to land without undercarriage down and a runway
being available. Agree that such an instant creates lots of publicity for the pilot; if it was not an
emergency.
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NEW SPECIFICATION APPROACH LIGHTING LEGEND.

FEB 1987 NEW SPECIFICATION LIGHTING ABBREVIATIONS:
APPROACH:
ALSF-1
Approach light system with sequenced flashing lights in ILS Cat 1 configuration.
ALSF-2
Approach light system with red barrettes and sequenced flashing lights in ILS Cat 2 configuration.
CD5B (Calvert)
Coded approach light system with 5 bars suffixed – 1 for ILS Cat 1 configuration and -2 indicating Cat 2
configuration. Barrettes inner 1000 feet (305 m)
CL4B
Centreline with 4 bars – single row not coded -, Prefixed by ‘B’ indicates bar centreline.
F
Sequenced flashing lights.
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NEW SPECIFICATION LIGHTING ABBREVIATIONS.

LDIN
Sequenced flashing lead in lights.
MALS
Medium intensity approach light system: May be installed with sequenced flashing lights (MALSF) or
runway alignment indicator lights (MALSR)
NATO
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation standard system (military).
ODALS
Omni-directional sequenced flashing lead in lights.
RAIL
Runway alignment indicator lights always installed with other lighting systems.
SALS
Short approach light system: May be installed with sequenced flashing lights (SALSF) or runway
alignment indicator lights (SALSR)
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NEW SPECIFICATION LIGHTING ABBREVIATIONS.

SSALS
Simplified short approach light system: May be installed with sequenced flashing lights (SSALF) or
runway indicator lights (SSALR).
ANGLE OF APPROACH:
S

Standard VASI

P

A

Abbreviated VASI

LITAS

LB

3 bar VASI (Long bodied)

PLASI

FS

French standard

CHAPI

T

‘T’ type.

PAPI

THRESHOLD:
S

Strobes

WB

Wing bar (lights always green unless specified).
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NEW SPECIFICATION LIGHTING ABBREVIATIONS.
RUNWAY:

CL30m
Centreline:
The figures indicate the spacing between lights when known.
CLCD
Coded centreline: White, alternate white and red, red.
CZ
Caution zone: Last 2000 feet (610m) of runway usually indicated by yellow edge lights.
EL/REIL
Runway end lights / Runway end identifier lights.
HST
High speed turn-off lights.
OR
Over-run lights.
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NEW SPECIFICATION LIGHTING ABBREVIATIONS.

Fernando Morris at SWALLOW COMMAND HEADQUARTERS November 4th to December 1st 2009.
Came to help me to pack lot equipment ready to move and to set up this equipment so demonstrations can be
done here, but the backer from Europe failed to turn up; therefore we are now studying an offer in the
U.S.A. which looks very good at least for the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) at this time; but have to see
what the legal boys think about the offer; Morris is checking out the deal that is on offer; so I shall return
you back to the subject.
GENERAL:
B

Bar

M

Medium intensity

(o)

Omni-directional.

CD

Coded

L

Low intensity

(u)

Uni-directional

CL

Centreline

V

Variable intensity.

H

High-intensity

(b)

Bi-directional.
COLOURS:

Am

Amber

Rd

Red

BI

Blue

Sd

Sodium

Gr

Green

Wh

White
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OLD SPECIFICATION LANDING AND ASSOCIATED CHART LEGEND.

This was my world as I knew it; you want the FACTS now you have them.
These experts on the websites where are you with your know all of nothing; you picked a fight with the
wrong man; the man with the actual experience which you clearly show lacking.
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OLD SPECIFICATION LANDING AND ASSOCIATED CHART LEGEND.

For the benefits of those expert idiots on these websites this was my world; the world of reality.
ANGLE APPROACH LIGHTING SYSTEMS:
VISUAL APPROACH SLOPE INDICATOR:
Standard VASI or AVASIS SYSTEM:

The full system comprises twelve units, which are arranged to corm two lighted wing bars on each side of
the runway and which project white light above the glide slope and red below. They are generally located
at 150 m and 300 m up the runway with the innermost lights positioned not less than 15 m outside the
runway edge.
An Abbreviated VASI system – AVASI – is one where a reduced number of light units are used for each
wing bar either on one, or both, sides of the runway.
During an approach the aircraft should remain within the white sector of the nearer bars and the red
sector of the further bars in order to touchdown at the correct point. If both bars are red the aircraft is too
low, if white, the aircraft is too high. If well below the glide path the red will tend to merge into one bold
signal on each side of the runway, and care must be taken not to continue an approach in the pink sector
of the nearer bars.
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OLD SPECIFICATION LANDING AND ASSOCIATED CHART LEGEND.
For the benefits of the so-called experts.
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OLD SPECIFICATION LANDING AND ASSOCIATED CHART LEGEND.

This is the world of reality; agree somewhat different to the world of fantasy these experts show you on
websites; after all we are the ones doing the research and development work; not them they are just
generating the shit which they love the smell of; let us face reality, it does give Hollywood an angle to make
their movie upon my life and work showing how idiots love people to know how arrant and lack of
education which they have acquired over the years of their life – does not say much for education does it?
Searl suggest 25 lashes of the birch before TV cameras would help in re-starting their education FAST!
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OLD SPECIFICATION LANDING AND ASSOCIATED CHART LEGEND.

Pilots are advised of the following operational considerations when using VASIS.
1. At maximum range on the approach slope the white bars of the system may become visible before
the red bars and under certain conditions may appear yellowish.
2. In poor visibility both pairs of bars may not be seen until reaching the runway threshold and the
system can then be used only to indicate a possible undershoot.
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This is the start of research and development into tomorrow’s clean technology in energy and
transportation systems, which also includes space requirements.
3.

The azimuth coverage of the system varies between 100 either side of the centre-line in daylight
and 150 either side at night. Indications may be visible in areas where obstruction clearance
protection is not guaranteed and they should be used for approach slope until the aircraft is
aligned with the runway.

4.

On precision approach runways the VASI normally brackets the ILS or GCA glide path but in
certain cases it is not possible to achieve mutual alignment. The divergence of the VASI red /
white channel is normally contained within 1½ dots fly-up to the 1½ dots fly-down sector of the
ILS where full scale deflection is equivalent to 5 dots. Where the ILS and GCA glide path deviate
to maximum tolerance and other factors have a cumulative effect, a red / red or white VASI signal
may coincide with an on glide path signal from the ILS or GCA and it should be borne in mind
that where a VASI signal other than red / white is observed during the final stages of an approach
adjustment to the flight path should be made.
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Captains of long-bodied aircraft are warned that they should not rely on this system for approach
slope guidance since this would cause the aircraft to touch down too soon. At some airfields the
standard system has been modified by the addition of two more sets of wing bars (one either side)
known as three bar VASI. This enables long-bodied aircraft to carry out a safe approach using
VASI. A full description of this system Searl will certainty will show that he knows all about it.

VISUAL APPROACH SLOPE INDICATOR:
THREE BAR VASI SYSTEM:

The addition of a third – upper – bar to the standard VASI results in the three bar VASI system. This
system ensures sufficient wheel clearance over the threshold for very large aircraft where there can be a
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Significant difference in height – in excess of approximate 15 feet – between the pilot’s eye and the
landing gear.
Long bodied aircraft should use the second and third – upper – bars and ignore the first – lower – bar.
Flying on the low side of the second and third bars would cause the touchdown point to be 570 feet, or
less, while flying on the high side would cause the touchdown point to be at 1450 feet or more. This would
give a wheel height across the threshold of 30 feet on the low side and 88 feet on the high side.
Other aircraft types should use the first and second bars and ignore the third – upper – bar.
Searl points out that correct selection of the pair of bars appropriate to the aircraft type is essential.
Flying the wrong pair could result in an unacceptable long or short touchdown.
NOTE:
In the lighting table on AERAD aerodrome, space ports and cosmodromes charts the abbreviation LB is
used to signify a three bar VASI.

The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) does not require such a landing system only conventional aircraft
requires such system. Nevertheless it will employ a system of similar nature in the vertical plane acting
from the docking pads which shows position of each landing foot in respect to the docking site. Coded
information is continuously being transmitted to the craft to show status of landing.
The Inverse-Gravity-vehicle (I-G-V) is being design to land anywhere on uneven ground besides
controlled docking sites; otherwise it would have little value to the commercial operations in space.
Those data details will appear in another document that will be re-printed and updated in due time.
FEB 1987

VISUAL APPROACH SLOPE INDICATOR:
‘T’ TYPE VASI SYSTEM:

The system consists of one group of lights on each side of the runway arranged in the form of a ‘T’. Glide
slope indication is obtained by the relative appearance of the ‘T’s.
On the correct glide slope – normally 30 - , only the crossbars of the ‘T’ will appear. Should the full ‘T’s
appear with the legs towards the approaching aircraft, the aircraft is below the correct glide slope, whilst
the appearance of the legs in the opposite direction indicates an approach above the glide slope.
Remember that there are always two options present likewise here with landing there is the right way and
the wrong way; or precise in one piece or many pieces; therefore it pays to understand the rules.
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The azimuth spread through which the system is visible in the approach phase varies between day and
night. Normally the azimuth cover for daylight operation is 100 either side of the extended runway line
whilst at night the cover is not less than 150 either side of the centre line. As the system is visible in areas
where obstruction clearance protection is not guaranteed, it must not be used for approach slope
guidance until the aircraft is aligned with the runway. Because of the large azimuth cover the system does
provide information to aircraft on base leg but this information should not be solely relied on for descent
purposes.
During light ground fog conditions all the white lights of the system 0 crossbar -, fly up and fly down may be visible at the same time. This phenomenon is the result of lights from the ‘T’ VASI units being
reflected from water droplets adjacent to the units. Under these conditions the pilot will see, in addition to
the direct light from the ‘T’ VASI, reflected lights from the fly up and fly down lights. The reflected light
has a fuzzy appearance and is less distinct than the direct lights. It will be apparent to the pilot that this
signal is abnormal and the approach should be made on the direct light. If there is any doubt the ‘T’
VASI should not be used.
LONG BODIED AIRCRAFT:
‘T’ type VASI may be used when making an approach by flying two lights high – using the two light fly
down indication. With B747 aircraft for example Freddie, this will increase the approach slope by less
than ¼0 from the normal value and also move the visual aiming point deeper into the runway. Thus with
this indication threshold wheel height without flare would be 27 feet. One light fly down would give a
threshold wheel height of at least 46 feet. And four lights fly down would give a wheel height of at least
67 feet both approach slope and wheel height can be very much higher with this indication, so it should
be avoided. As with any VASI system below 200 feet normal visual judgement should override.

JULY 1987

ANGLE OF APPROACH LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

This is my world – the world of reality – where man’s skills are put to the test which includes women as
well who challenges nature’s forces and win; by their efforts you can be transported from one side of the
ocean to its other side safely by their skills.
To all who design and construct such aircraft, to those who fly them and watch over these flights from
land bases are rarely appreciated by the mass public who uses these services – and lose control when
things go wrong and they are delayed. Nature sometimes can be very nasty and it is the duty of the pilot to
decide what is safe action and what are the risks involved if they attempt to fly that weather condition.
The pilot is responsible not only for his / her crew and passengers but also the state of the aircraft itself,
machines can get components wear out and requires attention by maintenance staff before departing.
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VISUAL APPROACH SLOPE INDICATOR:
NON STANDARD VASI (FRENCH):

The French authorities have equipped certain aerodromes in their territories with a VASI system which
does not conform to the ICAO standard specification.
This system comprises two groups of three lights in the form of a triangle positioned on each side of the
approach end of the runway. A runway may only have one group and in this case it will be position to the
left of the runway.
All lights have white characteristics and glide slope guidance is obtained by the relative brilliance of the
apex lights and the base lights of the triangle or triangles.
On the correct glide slope all lights will have equal brilliance. If the apex light is brighter the aircraft is
above the glide path and if the base lights are brighter it is below the glide path.
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PRECISION APPROACH PATH INDICATOR (PAPI):

The Precision Approach Path Indicator (PAPI) is a development of the VASI and uses the same principle
giving red and white visual signals indicating the required approach angle. The essential differences are
the number and arrangement of the light units and their interpretation.
With PAPI the pink transition sector is virtually eliminated, giving a sharp transition characteristic.
In a full PAPI array eight units are mounted in wing bars, four units either side of the runway adjacent
to the touchdown point. The outermost units are set ½0 lower than the required approach angle with
progressive increments of setting angle for each unit inboard, the innermost unit being ½0 higher than
the approach angle threshold crossing heights are required for aircraft with large eye-to wheel heights
the wing bar is positioned about 120 m further upwind and the on slope channel opened out to ½0. More
commonly PAPI is installed as a four unit array located on the left side of the runway, The resultant
array for a theoretical 30 approach is as flows:

LOW INTENSITY TWO-COLOUR APPROACH SLOPE SYSTEM (LITAS):
LITAS is a simplified version of the standard VASI system. It consists of one unit upwind and one unit
downwind, usually on the left hand side of the runway and is a low intensity system designed to be used at
night but it can be useful in poor light conditions during the day.
These documents are reality of the subject what you need to understand to join SWALLOW COMMAND
AVIATION DIVISION.
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FEB 1987 PULSE LIGHT APPROACH SLOPE INDICATOR (PLASI):
The installation is aligned to a 30 glide slope and is located on the left hand side of the runway 15 m,
outside the runway edge and 150 m upwind from the threshold.
The system emits pulsing white and red lights to locate when the aircraft is too high or too low. A steady
white light indicates when the aircraft is on the glide path and a steady red light signifies the aircraft is
just below the glide path.

FEB 1987

‘CHOPPER’ APPROACH PATH INDICATOR (CHAPI)

The installation consists of two boxes placed side by side 3 metres apart emitting white, green and red
signals.
If set for a 70 approach green will be observed from both boxes at between 6½0 and 7½0, with any
tendency to fly low the right hand box will change to red while the left hand box will remain green; if the
aircraft remains low both boxes will indicate red.
Should the approach be high the boxes will show white and green respectively, changing to white if the
approach remains high.
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ROUTE / HELICOPTER FACILITY CHART LEGEND.
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JULY 1991 AERAD SAFE CLEARANCE CRITERIA:
SAFE CLEARANCE ALTITUDES:
Altitudes shown thus 42 (4200 feet amsl) indicate safe clearance above highest known terrain and
notified obstructions within degrees of latitude and longitude, in accordance with the table below. The
symbol ± indicates an estimated value in areas where relief data is incomplete.
Where the above method of portrayal is not used, the Safe Clearance Altitudes are shown along airways
thus, 7.5 (7500 feet amsl) and indicate safe clearance above highest known terrain and notified
obstructions within o 30 nm range of a prescribed track and include a semi-circular area of 30 nm radius
at either end of the track, in accordance with the table below.
The altitudes have been established from the best available maps but warning is given that contours and
spot heights shown on these maps can be inaccurate.

*AERAD:
Charts are being changed to conform to CAA requirements for a minimum clearance of 200 feet for
terrain or obstacles above 5000 feet (CAP 360, Chapter 2/15 April 1990.) The change Searl understood
will be completed by 1st January 1992.
Now you can witness how long it takes to correct a rule in print in the flying domain; I can assure you
that changes being requested in SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION will be implements within days of
the Boards meeting which approves such changes.
Prof. Searl has this day Friday 18th December 2009, approved in principle to set up SWALLOW
COMMAND AVIATION within the USA that will be known as the headquarters of the flying research
and development of flight technology and the first members of this unit are shown here:

The men who will make it happen in the land that is truly space domain for Earthlings.
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ICAO DOC 8168 PANS OPS CRITERIA:

GENERAL:
1. Not only are there different AERAD chart specification but there are also two different criteria
used for the construction of Instrument Approach Procedures. The new criteria, introduced
recently by ICAO, produce charts which look very much the same as before; however, some
important changes have been made which must be fully understood and which are described in
subsequent paragraphs.
Since nearly every Instrument Approach Procedure has to be re-surveyed or re-drawn, it is taking
time for State Aviation Authorities to amend their procedures to conform to the new criteria.
During the changeover period, charts drawn to both the old and the new criteria will co-exist. It is
essential, therefore, that pilots should be able to identify which criteria apply to the procedure in
use.
This will also apply to pilots of Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-V) that they can identify which
criteria apply to the procedure in use at Space ports or Cosmodromes.
2. All procedures drawn to the new criteria use OCA/H – Obstacle Clearance Altitude / Height as the
basic obstacle clearance element for calculating minima.
All procedures drawn to the old criteria will continue to use OCL - Obstacle Clearance Limit.
3. To identify the criteria in use, look for the letters OCH or OCL as shown below:

On new specification MSA contour charts.
On charts which use spot heights – previous AERAD specification:

This is what Searl understood – Searl never worry about changes, but accept that they can be
accidents if a pilot is in haste to complete his / her shift – which I know of one instant where a
hotel nearly got hit by a jumbo coming in to land at Heathrow Airport.
Searl agrees that it is extremely hard to understand how a hotel lights got mistaken for the
approach angle lighting for the runway. Then in Germany the pilot mistook the main road as the
runway hitting a bus of school children and smashing petrol pumps which added to the fire; Searl
is concern on how to be certain SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION never make an error of that
nature.
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CHANGES INTRODUCED BY THE NEW ICAO CRITERIA:
AIRCRAFT CATEGORIES:
ICAO has grouped aircraft into the following categories according to their threshold speeds:

Vat – Speed at threshold based on 1.3 times stall speed in the landing configuration at maximum
certificated landing weight.
•

Maximum speed for reversal and racetrack procedures.

These speeds have been used to calculate the airspace and obstacle clearance required for each
procedure. Normally, procedures are designed to provide protected clearance for all aircraft categories up
to and including Cat D. However, where airspace requirements are critical, procedures may be restrict to
either a lower speed category, or a specified maximum IAS.
It is essential that pilots comply with the procedures and speed limits applicable to their aircraft’s
category.
TYPICAL AIRCRAFT CATEGORIES ARE AS FOLLOWS:

NOTE 1:
AERAD will not publish any procedures for Cat E aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles.
NOTE 2:
Where States publish variations of the same basic procedure for different aircraft categories, AERAD will
draw the procedure for the faster category – usually C and D – on the plan and annotate it accordingly.
The procedure differences for the slower categories will be noted in the warnings box.
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1.

Direct entry to procedure turn:

DOC-SISRC-SCA-DUPDATE-1.

PROCEDURE TURNS:

Unless specified otherwise the procedure shall be entered from a track within 300 either side of the
outbound track of the procedure turn.

2.

Procedure turns 450 / 1800
Timing shall commence from start of turn:

3.

Procedure turns 800 / 2600

This was my world – the world of reality – not the domain of fantasy that is clearly shown by experts of
absolutely nothing on websites – this is the world I love; agree to day I cannot afford to fly conventional
aircraft; but when the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle comes on line then I can fly them and they do not have to
perform these functions; which are procedures for conventional aircraft.
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4.

AERAD charts will always show the State published procedure. Pilots may substitute either type of
procedure turn for the other, unless specifically excluded by a note in the warning box.

2.3.

BASE TURNS:

1.

Direct entry to base turn:
Base turns shall be entered from a track within 300 either side of the outbound track – where this
direct entry sector does not include the reciprocal of the inbound track; the sector is expanded to
include it.

2.

The Base turn:

3.

A base turn may not be substituted for a procedure turn - or vice versa.

4.

RACETRACK PROCEDURES:

1.

A race track procedure is a new type of intermediate procedure. It is not a holding pattern.

2.

ENTRY TO RACETRACK PROCEDURES:
Race track procedures shall be entered in the same as holding patterns, but with the following
differences:
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a. Offset entry from section 2:

The time on the 300 offset track shall be no more than 1 minute 30 seconds, after which, the pilot
shall turn to a heading to parallel the outbound track for the remainder of the outbound time. If
the outbound time is only 1 minute, the time on the 300offset track shall be 1 minute also.
b. Parallel entry from section 1:

When proceeding to the final segment of the approach procedure, the aircraft shall intercept the
inbound track and not return direct to the facility.
c. All manoeuvring shall be done in so far as possible on the manoeuvring side of the inbound track.
3.

The race track:

a. When a race track is based on a facility, the outbound timing shall start from abeam the facility,
or on attaining the outbound heading, whichever comes later.
This has to be understood by astronauts and cosmonauts as conventional flying will operate from these sites.
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b.

When a race track is based on a fix, the outbound timing shall start from attaining the outbound
heading.

c.

The turn back on to the inbound track shall be started within the specified time, or on reaching
any DME distance, or the radial / bearing specifying a limiting distance, whichever comes first.

5

ALL ENTRY PROCEDURES, PROCEDURE TURNS, BASE TURNS AND RACE TRACK
PROCEDURES:

1.

BANK ANGLE:
Procedures are based on an average achieved bank angle of 250, or the bank angle giving a rate of
turn of 30 / sec, whichever is less.

2.

DESCENT:
Aircraft shall cross the fix or facility and fly outbound on the specified track descending as
necessary to the specified altitude. If a further descent is specified after the inbound turn, this
descent shall not be started until established within 50 of the inbound track.

3.

WIND EFFECT:
The pilot shall make due allowance in both heading and timing for the effects of known wind.
Outbound heading and timings should be adjusted to achieve correct interception of the inbound
track. When a limiting DME distance or radial / bearing is specified, it shall not be exceeded when
flying on the outbound track.

FEB 1987 ICAODOC8168 PANS OPS CRITERIA;
2.6

PRECISION APPROACH:

1

The final approach segment begins at the Final Approach Point – FAP – the point on the centre
line of the localiser at which the intermediate approach altitude intersects the glide path.
Descent on the glide path shall not be initiated until the aircraft is established within a hyalf scale
deflection of the localizer.
A fix or facility, usually the outer marker, is provided to permit verification of the glide path /
altimeter relationship. Descent below the fix crossing altitude should not be made before crossing
the fix.

6.2.

NON-PRECISION APPROACH:
The final approach segment begins at the Final Approach Fix – FAF – and ends at the Missed
Approach Point – MAP -. The FAF should be crossed at or above the specified altitude before
descent is initiated. When no FAF is shown, descent should not be initiated until the aircraft is
established inbound 50of the final approach track.
Step down fixes should, if depicted, be crossed at or above their associated minimum crossing
altitudes.

7.

DESCENT SLOPE GUIDANCE:
Where a suitable DME exists, descent slope guidance will be provided in the form of a table of
altitudes / heights against DME distances. This information is not mandatory but is provided to
assist pilots on straight-in and non-precision approaches.
Searl is presenting the world of reality here to educate these experts who think they know it all.
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OBSTACLE CLEARANCE ALTITUDE / HEIGHT – OCA / H:
OCH / H is the lowest altitude – OCA – or, alternatively, the lowest height – OCH – above the
relevant runway threshold - or aerodrome elevation -, used in establishing compliance with the
appropriate obstacle clearance criteria.
All OCA / Hs include a suitable height margin dependent on aircraft category.
All charts drawn to the new criteria will show the relevant OCHs at the top of the chart. In the
absence of AERAD AOM pages minima may be calculated from these figures by using the
information in the appropriate Operations Manual. Pilots should take particular care to ensure
they select the correct OCH for their aircraft category and the procedure in use.

9.

MISSED APPROACH POINT – MAP:

1.

This is the point in an instrument approach procedure at or before which the prescribed missed
approach must be initiated in order to ensure that the minimum obstacle clearance is not
infringed. A missed approach must be carried out if the MAP is reached before visual reference is
acquired.
If a turn is specified in the missed approach procedure, the turn shall not be initiated until the
aircraft has passed the MAP and is established in the climb.
Pilots should be aware that the MAP is not necessarily a point in space from which a safe landing
can be made.

2.

PRECISION APPROACH:
The MAP is defined by the intersection of the glide path with the relevant Decision Altitude /
Height – DA / H – and therefore is not shown on the chart.

3.

NO GUIDE PATH APPROACH – LLZ:
The MAP is normally located at the middle marker in which case it is not shown on the chart. The
– LLZ – MAP is only shown when it is defined by other means.

4.

ALL OTHER NON-PRECISION APPROACHES:
The MAP is defined by either a fix, a facility or by timing and is shown on both the plan and the
profile. When it is defined by a fix or a facility, timing shall not be used to determine the MAP
since the radio fix tolerance is considerably smaller than the timing tolerance.
The timing table shows times from the FAF to the threshold of the landing runway except when
the MAR is defined by timing. In this case only, the times shown are those from the FAF to the
MAP.

10.

MISSED APPROACH:
For the purposes of providing sufficient obstacle clearance, the missed approach is assumed to be
initiated not lower than the DA / H in precision approaches, or at the MAP and not lower than
MDA / H in a non precision approach. A short initial phase is allowed for establishing the climb,
thereafter the aircraft is assumed to climb at a gradient of not less than 2.5%. It must be
emphasised that not all aircraft can achieve this gradient with an engine out, at maximum
certificated gross weight.
This newsletter which I am re-printing here with what updates I have; gives you an insight to the
world of reality to what one need to understand in this domain of flight.
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This 2.5% gradient is assumed to extend up to a point at which the aircraft can fly level for 6 nms to
accelerate and clean up. Normally this horizontal segment is a minimum of 820 feet, above the
aerodrome elevation, however, when obstacle clearance requires it, the height of the horizontal segment
is raised and the procedure annotated accordingly.
Pilots must ensure that they do not accelerate and clean up their aircraft below 820 feet above aerodrome
elevation or the specified or the specified minimum altitude as shown above.
NOTE:
Company Operations Manuals may specify a higher acceleration altitude.

MISSED APPROACH – example
Obstacle clearance for climb out, acceleration and subsequent 1% climb gradient after acceleration and
clean up – one engine out.
S.S.EXPLORER this is SWALLOW COMMAND GROUND CONTROL we are receiving you on 9.019
megacycles read you 5 + 5; you are clear to docking point 17, winds ENE 10 Temp 24.5C, clear skies,
change freq to 122.3 for automatic landing sequence.
That is still the future that is meant to be, The S.S. Explorer is on the planning board and a site to start the
work on the research and development may now be available to use, but it will now be 2010 before I have
the passport to make my way to the new site.
For the start there are 120 work forces available, so I expect some interesting results sooner than later. The
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is a vertical takeoff and vertical landing craft, with a low noise foot print
and pollution free and its development intention is the commercial space operation domain.
Like all new technology it calls for lots of testing, as Mars will be a massive programme in which it will
play the greater part of the success story: that is when it happens, which will not be tomorrow. Star ports and
Cosmodromes will require rail and road links, which in turn take time to be implemented. 2012 clearly is out
of the running for such a project to be commission in active operations. With faith that day will come then
technology will change the way we travel how we work and live.
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Mars is a subject of interest, unfortunate there are no life forms of value
to study, but its past history is vital to understand as it leads us in
understanding what may happen to this planet and how soon is that likely
to be.
But do not expect humans to visit yet due to economics involved, I shall
be re-printing my past newsletters that will cover Mars as I know and
understand it which is mainly assumptions of the experts; you will see
how I see Mars at least.

This document released by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl head of Research and Development and human studies for SWALLOW
COMMAND AVIATION needs.
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This newsletter of the 60s being re-printed and updated will also be modified to meet the present situation
as things are shortly going to start in the United States of America, which means an update plan for Star
Ship Explorer aimed at Mars as its first target; as I expect things to move much faster than the last three
years has shown.
In this modified issue: I shall attempt to present a overall picture as to what I expect a mission will
involve and how it will function to defined points upon the reality of such an event becoming FACT and
there is a 50 – 50 chance of it becoming fact as did for the aircraft with Orville and Wilbur Wright even
though there are far more problems to solve, but one must start somewhere, and the best place to start is
the beginning.
And in the beginning there was nothing –no idea – no design concept - no place – no tools – no
machinery – no test gear – no funds – no workforce – but there was one man who had been bless with two
different dreams yet in some ways related. Clearly if these dreams were work dreams then sooner or later
they will start to fall into place; all the bits of the jig saw.
It was just a matter of being in the right place at the right time, as the place where the dreams took place
was in the right place at the right time that gave the first clue to success of the impossible to switch!
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A concept for flight is complex, and when we talk about travelling in space as a business whether it is just
exploration or collection of materials for the benefit of planet Earth it becomes a real nightmare until it
becomes a daily routine.
But first that routine has to be created, so Searl will attempt to modify his first newsletter on the subject to
cover his views upon the issue of a mission to Mars.
We have the concept, we have the land in the United States of America, we have the machinery, we have
the tools, we have the test equipment, we have the communication equipment, we have the workforce and
the funding to undertake the mission to Planet Mars – but how are you going to achieve your objective
and what is that objective: is the question that needs answers to.
July 1968, Searl only had a basic idea about Planet Mars, guess no more then you knew, and it is that
base which he has to develop into a possible objective target, that in itself is a massive undertaken. One
thing he was certain of was the statement made by top NASA engineers that within years everyone will be
moved to Planet Mars in the first step to finding a new home, forgetting the next statement he made
which was even worst then his first belongs to the domain of fantasy.
Just think straight for once we are not yet set up on the Moon as a daily business, agree we are slowly
building up the ISS on a work base – Mars is a much more complex for the Homo sapiens structure,
which Searl deals with in another newsletter.
Searl accepts that besides our Moon; Mars is possible for a few Homo sapiens to exist on: but calls for far
more technology than going to the Moon requires.
FACT 1:
Only a few humans will ever have the opportunity to actually stand on Planet Mars – agree they will be
workers similar to the ISS.
FACT 2:
Do we have the right class of carrier to transport living goods such as Homo sapiens to Mars, how do we
feed them and handle the sewage problem these are just critical problems add to them the oxygen
requirements, these are just shear basic problems to solve. Searl accepts that in the end all these basic
problems will be solved.
FACT 3:
The critical issue here is the economics of such a mission, which requires creating a return value upon
investment value which at this time is a difficult question to solve – yet strange Searl feels that there is a
solution to make economics work for such a project.
It must relate to the mission objective which the time factor must be large enough to undertake a
workload that gives the return value for the investment value, that simple means you don’t just fly there
and plant a flag and sing a song then return to Earth, that is not economics.
Economics means the transfer from Earth to Mars must be as short time factor as possible; likewise the
return trip – major issue – what would be an economic flight time? As Mars position in reference to
Earth changes surely economics calls for a fix window slot regardless where Mars is in relation to Earth.
Searl suggest that for a commercial operated space business Planet Mars flight plan should be fix at two
months flight slot – impossible – of cause it is until you do it then it is possible. Like the Wright brothers
with the aircraft.
FACT everything is impossible until someone proves that it is possible then and only then is it possible.
Yes America have been to planet Mars but not yet by man or woman.
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Searl feels that the slender disc is a better option for real commercial space operations; because commercial
operations must be simple to launch and land.
The slender disc Searl visualise is of 705’ angle from the rim to the centre – but not quite to the centre which
should be spherical in nature, so there are no points at the centre, and the periphery should be razor sharp.

The project should have a title which could be project wonderer; and the craft having a registered name Star
Ship Explorer or just S.S. Explorer.
Why the razor sharp rim? The fact is based upon the expected loading force per square inch, so I selected a
value that is equal to an acute absolute, so if you can use the rim to shave with that is perfect, save buying
razor blades.
Though we call the rim the heat barrier because conventional news use that term in rocket reporting, in
relation to our case it is the cold barrier, the sixty-four division termed flight cells are like rudders in
function they actually control the direction and angle of flight.
So it is clear that there is a concept of a structure that has functions suitable for flight both in air and in space
regardless.
Searl will now attempt to relate operation in respect to conventional flying, from which you will witness the
lengths by which he is trying to fit into present day conventional operations.
The flight crew will be at the airport, space port or cosmodrome an hour before takeoff – earlier if the route
is unfamiliar. Each member has to sign in, understanding that he / she has read the flying regulations.
Licences, vaccinations and passports must be up-to-date and all crew members must be dry: no alcohol
within eight hours of a flight sometime more, depending on airline rules or state laws for conventional fliers
and three months for astronauts and cosmonauts.
All astronauts and cosmonauts will have to live in house for three months before their mission starts; this
complex is a complete dry house; not only to be certain that they have any alcohol in their system other than
that which the body makes; also if they have any health problems hopefully would show up in those three
months quarantine period. And it also a non-smoking zone neither astronaut nor are cosmonauts permitted to
smoke neither on flight nor in the command base.
It is clear that both alcohol and smoking damages your health which in turn places other members of the
flight team at risk, such conditions on missions will not be tolerated and will be punish by 25 lashes of the
cat and nine tails plus six months hard labour, including lost of rank.
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Neither captains nor airlines like to deliver their customers late, so crews vie in the Flight Dispatch Office
for the most favourable altitude on the shortest route. Such information applies in the commercial space
domain, being late to intercept a planet at a given date is not good from the economics point of view, but
altitude data has a different operation function to that of earth bound traffic.
The dispatcher recommends a route, the captain may disagree. An unfavourable route may add half an hour
of flying time. be grounded for repair.
In the case of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) the flight engineer is accompany by the Commander to
undertake the walk round check; any problem found or suspected the I-G-V is grounded for repairs. In the
case of the I-G-V has much more equipment on board: all of which must be tested before mission can be
cleared to proceed.
A captain of conventional aircraft or a command of an Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) employed on civil
transport under normal Earth bound flight paths can close his / her doors on late passengers, but he / she may
wait if the delay is justified commercially. NOTE that astronauts and cosmonauts commanders close the
doors dead on time; they do not wait for late passengers.
On normal conventional aircraft Pilot in command and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) commander may
call the control tower while the last passengers are boarding to request clearance for start-up. NOTE that in
the case of the I-G-V will be treated as it was Concorde regardless of the queue structure; if several planes
are scheduled to fly the same way at the same time, the first to be cleared gets the best route. NOTE that the
I-G-V is a vertical takeoff craft; therefore can get clearance immediately on request.
Now Searl reaches the situation which the conventional aircraft has to cope with that the I-G-V doesn’t have
that problem. The co-pilot calculates the maximum allowable takeoff weight. This depends on ground
conditions, outside air temperature, wind speed and direction, and runway length. These components do not
apply to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) departure. Conventional aircraft can make last minute changes
are possible: in the Persian Gulf air temperature can rise – and air density fall – within minutes.
Freight, free ticket passengers – often airline employees – fuel and sometimes even passengers may be off
loaded. If the cargo has been unevenly loaded, it affects the plane’s trim and has to be relocated.
Cleared for push back, the aircraft is manoeuvred out of the parking bay by a tug. The tower gives the taxi
route to the runway over the radio. This function is not required by the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V); as
it is a vertical takeoff vehicle.
In conventional aircraft, once in line for takeoff the crew checks the flying controls and instruments, and
runs through the appropriate takeoff drills. Whereas: the crew of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V)
undertake their checks for the flight transfer of passengers in a similar manner.
When takeoff clearance comes, the captain of the conventional aircraft pushes the throttles forward with his
/ her right hand; the flight engineer backs him / her up, watching the myriad engine instruments. The
captain, his / her left hand on the nose wheel steering tiller by his / her left knee, steers the aircraft like a bus
until the rudder becomes effective.
The co-pilot holds the yoke steady, calling out the speed as the needle on his / her dial flickers: “Eighty
knots,” “Crosscheck. I have the yoke,” calls the captain, taking the wheel with his / her left hand.
His / Her right hand stays on the throttles, ready to chop power should a sudden need to stop arise. The
white centreline markings rush at them, faster and faster. “Vee-one!” The co-pilot calls out the decision
speed – velocity one; if nothing untoward has happened the captain commits to takeoff. He / she put his / her
right hand on the wheel.......”Rotate!”
There are differences between conventional operations to that of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) as
witness here.
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This is your world - and that is my world two completely different
worlds – your world is yesterday - my world is tomorrow – your
thinking is yesterday – my thinking is the future – welcome to the
future.

The press photo on the right is Searl with his first model for the design of the Manned Flight version of the
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) which was under investigation. Only four legs were used instead of the
eight actually planned for the manned craft – this goes back to 1968 period.
It is expected that during later part of 2010 that Searl will commence his research and development of the IG-V, and we expect to see video clips appearing on this site upon its progress.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle operations follow a slight different approach, the Commander informs the
flight engineer to power up.
The flight Engineer: Replies Powering up.
All flight cells are open at start of powering up.
The commander has two meters in front of him to deal with power.
At one million volt level at 35000 rpm commander will shout rotate, the engineer will reply all flight cells
closed and locked as he / she closes all flight cells.
Commander shouts commence mission, the engineer closes the relay that supply the power to the flight cells
and top shell, the Star Ship Explorer commences its journey to Mars on its maiden two month journey,
slowly gaining altitude at 2,000 feet Commander will shout reduce shell power by one half, the flight
engineer replies one half power Star ship Explorer increases velocity once the correct velocity is reached
for the plan trip commander shout lock velocity; the flight engineer reply St power on, now the space ship
will cruise to Mars.
This also applies to flights from one airport to another for pilots in command of the craft, of cause it is a bit
more complicated then shown here; but the basis are true of the functions involved in both conventional
aircraft and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) regardless; the only difference being that Inverse-GravityVehicles (I-G-V) do not require runways but they do need docking sites upon planet Earth, but can land
anywhere if needed.
In conventional flying, a gradual tug on the yoke and the nose rises. The ground falls away hopefully, “Veetwo – positive rate of climb.” Such a term will apply to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle which means that the
plane and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle are at the takeoff safety speed, calculated to produce the best angle of
climb for the weight, even though the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle indirectly climbing straight up nevertheless it
is slowly falling away due to the direction angle of the rotation of planet Earth in relation to the launch site.
“Gear up,” intones the captain in command and the landing gears trundle into their wells of the conventional
aircraft. “Gear up,” shouts the commander of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle to the flight engineer and the
eight landing legs retract into their respective wells and the flight engineer shouts gear up locked; it is
important that these landing legs are locked in place.
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The aircraft climbs steeply at first, at about ten to 20 degrees, to gain height as quickly as possible and so
reduce noise on the ground. The crew’s attention is fixed on the flight instruments – the captain in command
of the airplane maintaining optimum speed, monitored by the co-pilot who calls out any discrepancies, the
flight engineer watching the engine indicators. If speed drops too low alarms blare a warning.
Now, the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) does not have a large noise footprint and therefore does not have
this problem, but it has a problem which conventional aircraft do not have which is that it compresses the air
far more than the conventional aircraft do as it creates its own vacuum space conditions that conventional
aircraft prefer not to fly in, but the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle prefers to fly in.
Once clear of noise-sensitive zones. The aircraft is levelled off, speed increased, flaps retracted and the after
takeoff checks carried out. The seat belt signs in the cabin are turned off, altimeters reset and systems
checked. The autopilot may be engaged, relieving the pilot of much physical workload, but he / she still
commands the automatics to fly the correct path.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) on airport to airport passenger or freight would basically follow
similar functions but would not need to change its original flight path as the weather has no affects upon it
functions in flight.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is clearly Concorde replacement only at a higher velocity between
points requiring no runway for its functions, or handicapped by weather conditions.
The conventional aircraft flies from radio beacon to radio beacon overland. Crossing the Atlantic from
London to New York, the captain may follow a Standard Instrument Departure routeing (SID), initially
heading for the Beacon radio in South Wales while he / she calls up the Shanwick control centre for a route
to Gander in Newfoundland.
The centre, or area, controllers may question the captain’s route, and he may concede a reroute, argue or
negotiate with another pilot on the pilot’s band, if he / she have to take a longer route than he / she planned,
or is held down at an altitude uneconomical for his / her aircraft’s engines, he / she may have to make a
refuelling stop. Pilots usually give consideration to the flight with the longest haul and the heaviest load.
In the case of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V), longest haul and heaviest load would have no effect as
no refuelling would be required and again its flight path would be well above all other conventional flight
paths.
Once the conventional plane is cruising, a rest roster is arranged, some captains try to visit the cabin, a
courtesy still appreciated by many passengers. On long flights, the crew keeps track of weather reports,
checking winds regularly against the forecast, ready to request a rerouting to gain a better flight time or a
smoother ride.
The hard work begins again about 200 miles out from the destination; at busy terminals the plane may be
cleared to descend to about 13,000 feet by a specific point on the map, and then guided by radar to within
five miles of the runway. At airfields with little traffic the captain may be free to make his / her own
approach, from cruise altitude. Tower controllers do not know exactly who to expect, or when. Clearance to
land is given as planes arrive.
Some aircraft are equipped to land on the autopilot, but it is usually cut out at about 1,500 feet. Sometimes
in bad weather one pilot will fly the approach and the other will take over when he / she see the runway
clearly.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) has to call the tower for clearance to dock and instructions where to
dock and lands under radar control, as the craft has to be position correctly to dock, the rate of descent is
controllable to suite conditions. This is a vertical landing system therefore it is a VTVL craft and not truly an
aircraft in the sense in which we have grown accustom to, but we shall grow accustom to in time as usual.
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With the flaps extended and the landing gears down the conventional plane needs more engines thrust and
are noisier, so the pilot tries to keep it clean for as long as he / she can. It must be stabilised to land by 1,000
feet; if the gears are down five miles early, the drag may cost an extra 80 gallons of fuel. To use minimum
fuel, the plane should descend slowly, like a glider.
There may be a long stay in a holding stack – where inbound traffic is directed to fly around an airport
radio beacon – if there is a queue of traffic, two minutes before touchdown, landing checks are made. Thirty
feet above the runway the pilot raises the plane’s nose slightly in order to slow its rate of descent. He / she
aims for a touchdown point; which disappears beneath the nose as he / she touches down at about 130 mph.
Reverse thrust is engaged. Brakes are applied sparingly. As the rushing runway centreline slows in the
pilot’s vision to a series of separate markings, after the landing checks begin.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) does not have to queue like the conventional aircraft, if a docking
point not available it just holds where it is until cleared to dock. The actually touchdown speed is about zero.

Man’s progress in the air has been amazing; from this time to 2010 man continues to exceed what has been
achieved. What was claim impossible by the experts; were proven to be wrong; it turn out that it was
possible. Experts claim today as they did yesterday that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) would never
fly let alone stand in one piece, but they are wrong as time will show, it will fly and it will become the space
technology of the future.
The future is not ours to see, we can only assume that if this fits and that fits than it works and the future will
have gain another step in real knowledge instead of assumption, SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and
SEARL MAGNETIC LIMITED do not accept assumptions as such but search for the reality for such
technology to be given birth to that end both the Searl Effect generator and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle
will be born through determination, faith of a team of workers whose key objective is to see such technology
on the marketplace; until then we have our conventional aircraft to cope with our needs on planet Earth.
Many have given their lives to achieve today’s standards in flight, even so accidents can still happen, I trust
that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle will end that problem for good.
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In this first document of the set Searl has try to illustrate the present day conventional flying the functions
which are involved, lots more documents as Searl shows how each operation requirements are and how they
are implemented in reference to the requirements of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) in relationship to
the two concepts.
Searl accepts that only a few Earthlings will ever travel the cosmos and see the true reality that is there, and
Searl only knew so little about Mars in 1968 which cover mainly just this:

Searl know that you also knew that in 1968, unfortunate you never knew that I knew that also; and like you
he got to know that Mars is a red-hued rock planet; that it is a cold, barren world with a thin atmosphere. To
Searl mind: he accepts that it is a scientific assumption that there are many Earth like features, such as polar
ice caps and water carved valleys, but there are many important differences. Temperatures rarely rise above
freezing point, the air is unbreathable, and huge dust storms scour the surface. The planet’s red colour is
caused by the presence of iron oxide.
Searl agrees NASA has visited there and got lots of photos so they have a much better picture then Searl had
in 1968 of Mars state of existence was then, agree of recent times Searl like you have seen some of the
photos taken of Mars from which Searl seen what he expected nothing: no aliens no creatures great or small,
no trees exactly as he stated in 1946 is precisely what he has seen proven: that Martians claims can be
flashed down the toilet with bleach.
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MARS. 1968.
Average distance from Sun =

227.9 million km.
141.6 million miles.

Orbital period

687 Earth days

Orbital velocity

24.1 km/s. 15 miles/sec

Rotation Period

24.62 hours

Diameter at equator

6,786 km. 4,217 miles

Surface temperature

-1200C to +250C
-1840F to +770F

Mass Earth = 1

0.107

Gravity Earth = 1

0.38

Moons

2

Note that I am talking about 1968 when I started the real concern about the possibility that commercial
interest could operate space exploration as governments can do, but need a more simple less expensive and
less risky system and Searl was determined to find a way to meet those conditions. Searl may just have
found the way to move forward in that domain.
But Mars is another subject Searl deals with, in this documents it’s explaining conventional aircraft
procedures and expected Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle procedure.
This document released by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl: Head of Research and development.
Manned Flight Division
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SCOTLAND-UNITED KINGDOM.
LOCATION : Mortimer-Berkshire-England.
DIVISION

: Manned Flight.

SUBJECT

: Mariner-Mars 1964 Final Project Report.

LECTURER : Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
STATUS

: Head of R&D Human Studies.

In this Second newsletter re-print Searl covers the details issued by NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE ADMINISTRATION NASA SP-139 basic details which he released as Doc-MFD-MM-FP-R-1.
on the 7th July 1968.
SWALLOW COMMAND space activities worldwide shall be conducted so as to contribute to the
expansion of human knowledge of phenomena in the atmosphere and space when the Project Wanderer
commences operations.
Prof. Searl shall be acting as the administration shall provide for the widest practicable and appropriate
dissemination of information concerning its activities and the results thereof. He has been doing this
since 1968 as newsletters and books. Today all data goes on his websites for all to see.
SWALLOW COMMAND gains from such information from NASA in technology sense that saves
millions on repeating what they have achieved. Progress in space relates to co-operation, not individual
operation, therefore both NASA and Russia has much data to share with SWALLOW COMMAND that
will reduce the cost of the research and development of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) Explorer, if
no co-operation then SWALLOW COMMAND becomes an worldwide individual organisation not
sharing its findings with either of these companies.
Searl has always had an open door to all inventors, but time has shown the lack of interest of inventors to
co-operate as one. Now the door closes and only real companies have that option to unit and make it
happen or remain out in the cold.
The first company in the States has started to co-operate, and in Thailand a new setup will start to work
with the USA in the research and development that will now start up in the States and things should soon
speed up.
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TRAJECTORY:
EARTH TO MARS TRAJECTORY CHARACTERISTICS:
For the best utilization of the available rocket energy, the relative motion and position of the planets about
the Sun must be considered, since the spacecraft itself, once freed from the Earth’s gravitational pull,
becomes a member a member (planetoid) of the solar system and, therefore, subject to the same inertial
forces.
As a result of the changing planetary relationships, the available time of departure (launch date), the speed
of travel, the time of flight, and the flight path change continually.
SEARL STATEMENT – 1946:
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle once clear of the Earth’s gravity pull becomes a world of its own –
planetoid – which I have been informing you since 1946 – my sincere thanks to NASA for proving that
statement as absolute correct.
As I have always pointed out that planets are in motion in relation to the Earth – which NASA states
is correct – this is a bug for rocket technology from the respective of a commercial operation in space
exploration – where my interest lies.
Because the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle does not relied on fuel, it is therefore capable of a direct flight to
its target as one does not have to conserve fuel. The result of this function Mars is a two months trip
regardless where its relationship to Earth may be.
Agree that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle once free of Earth gravitational pull will be subjected to the
same inertial forces as the rocket experiences, but whose effects can be used to its advantage.
NASA:
Of prime significance in scheduling an interplanetary trip is the knowledge that a free-falling (orbiting) body
travels in an imaginary plane which passes through the centre of a controlling body.
For an Earth to Mars interplanetary spacecraft, the controlling body is first the Earth, then the Sun, then
Mars, and again the Sun.
Within each of these planes, the spacecraft follows certain geometric paths that are mathematically definable
and predictable.
The trajectory path describes various conic figures: Earth orbit: ellipse: Earth escape: hyperbola: Suncentred transfer orbit: ellipse; Mars encounter and escape: hyperbola; Sun-centred permanent orbit: ellipse.
SEARL STATEMENT:
Thank you again NASA for confirming what I have been stating for so long.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle climbs out slowly through the atmosphere to avoid too much disturbance
to it, once free it enters the Earth orbit which will be in stationary in reference to the Earth, this
operation will take 20 minutes; from where its flight path for Mars will be defined to arrive just
seconds before Mars reach that marker so it can drop into orbit.
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Searl continues:
It will experience the Earth; then the Sun-centred and then Mars; because Mars position changes the
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle will adjust its velocity to suit the distance and time factor of two months.
No windows are required for its functions, thus the ties which rocketry suffer from the InverseGravity-vehicle overcomes these problems.
Other than that NASA statement are correct and the I-G-V structure experiences the same forces as
the rocket but at a reduced affect relation to its velocity in reference to the rocket.
NASA:
NEAR-EARTH ASCENT:

Figure MM-2.1

Typical near-Earth ascent trajectory profile (in near-Earth ascent trajectory plane) for
Mariner-Mars 1964 spacecraft.

The ascent phase for the mission (Figure MM2.1) could be divided into three portions:
1. The powered-flight ascent;
2. The parking-orbit coast:
3. The post injection ascent.
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NASA:
The powered-flight ascent consists of Atlas D and Agena D thrust periods. At the end of the first
Agena D thrust period, the Agena D / spacecraft combination is placed in a nearly circular parking
orbit at an altitude of approximately 188 km (117.5 statute miles).
The Agena D / spacecraft combination “coasts” in this orbit until the optimum point is reached for a
final thrust phase (near perigee or closest point of the required escape hyperbola), at which time the
Agena D engine is restarted.
Injection takes place upon termination of this final Agena D thrust period and, consequently, when
the spacecraft is “injected” into its hyperbolic orbit away from Earth.
SEARL STATEMENT:
The power-flight ascent consists of a slender disc called the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) for short;
it has to be placed in a near circular orbit at 200 statute miles above the point of its home base on
Earth.
Once the flight path has been agreed upon for its target, in this case Mars it is then injected on to its
flight path. Injection is not done by thrusters but by cancelling the top shell power for so many
seconds until the required velocity has been reached, then power back to maintain that new velocity.
NASA:
The post injection ascent describes an escape hyperbola with the Earth’s centre as its principal focus.
A characteristic of the escape trajectory is that after a few hours the spacecraft travels essentially
radically away from the Earth along the outgoing asymptote of the escape hyperbola.
This asymptote is a straight line parallel to the outgoing radial (a straight line connecting Earth’s
centre and the geocentric point in space at which the spacecraft finally escapes the pull of the Earth’s
gravitational field).
The spacing between these two lines is determined by the eccentricity of the hyperbola, which is, in
turn, determined by the velocity of the spacecraft at the time of injection.
The direction of the outgoing radial is defined by its celestially referenced right ascension and
declination.
The value of the right ascension and declination is determined from the relative positions of Earth at
launch and Mars at encounter, and remains essentially fixed for a given launch date.
SEARL STATEMENT:
As you witness that NASA’s statement above agrees with Searl’s statements which he has made since
1968, that the flight path of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle is determined from the relative positions of
Earth at launch and Mars at encounter remains fixed for a given launch.
The only difference between NASA and Searl, NASA needs windows for launch, Searl does not need
windows; for the I-G-V its go for any day. Swallow Command Aviation will not be hanging around
for windows for Mars.
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NASA:
Since the launch site remains at a fixed geographic latitude, the requirement of near-Earth ascent
phase is to match the powered-flight portion (which begins at the launch site) to the required escape
velocity vector.
The direction of the vector is determined by the asymptote of the escape hyperbola. The hyperbolic
excess velocity is the geocentric velocity (i.e., the velocity in relation to the Earth’s centre) which the
spacecraft attains a few days after launch as it because free of the gravitational pull of the Earth.
For the benefits of these brilliant experts on YouTube such as the master Flowerbower what that
statement means above, as he do not have the intelligence to understand what is meant.
The magnitude of this velocity is proportional to the square root of the injection energy;
The outgoing radial and the geocentric position of the launch site define the plane of the near-Earth
ascent trajectory.
The injection energy (i.e. that energy required to affect the ballistic transfer from Earth to Mars) is at
a minimum every 25 months. This time period is determined by the harmonic relationship between
the duration of time required by Mars and the Earth to complete their orbital revolutions about the
Sun (approximately 687 and 365 days respectively).
Any launch other than one at the optimum time requires an increase in injection energy and a
resultant decrease in allowable spacecraft weight.
For a given spacecraft weight, there is a corresponding value of injection energy which is achievable
by the launch vehicle.
For any available energy above the absolute minimum, there is a corresponding launch interval
(number of days) in which the spacecraft can be launched.
SEARL STATEMENT:
What NASA states are true to rocketry, but not to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) which is
powered not by fuel as we know it but by an advanced Searl effect Generator (S.E.G).

Swallow Command Aviation may yet restart the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle research and Development.
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NASA:
Each day in this launch interval has its own launch period or window of only several hours or
minutes. This launch window results from several inter related restrictions and conditions:
1. The geographically fixed launch site on the surface of the Earth.
2. The Earth’s centre point.
3. The geocentrically referenced location and direction of injection into an Earth-escape
hyperbolic orbit.
The range of locations and directions varies with celestial latitude of Mars at encounter and
with the Earth’s own orbit position and, therefore, does not change significantly for any given
day.
4. The rotation of the Earth about its axis.
5. The 930 to 1110 east of true north (i.e. north referenced to the Earth’s axis rather than to the
magnetic poles) geographic launch range or corridor.
This is an Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR) safety restriction to minimize the hazard to
populated areas below the launch vehicle ascent path.
SEARL STATEMENT:
NASA statement above holds true, due to the Earth’s rotation, that is why for the Inverse-GravityVehicle the flight path is set from the parking orbit which the spacecraft is stationary in relation to its
launch site. The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle should be in its intended parking orbit within twenty
minutes from its launch site.
NASA:
The parking orbit coast time decreases as the time of launch is delayed during a daily launch window,
since the angle between the launch-site position vector and the outgoing radial (projected backward)
gets smaller as the Earth rotates.
The change in both launch azimuth and parking orbit coast time results in a wide geographic range of
injection locations. The effect of the Earth’s rotation is to move the launch site eastward 15 / deg / hr
and to change continuously the required launch azimuth to coincide with the continuously inclining
spacecraft orbit plane.
(The launch site, Earth centre point, and asymptote of the escape hyperbola will all be in the orbit
plane of the spacecraft when the location and direction conditions of injection are satisfied). Since the
launch azimuth increases as the time of launch increases, the period of time during a day is limited
during which the required range of azimuth headings is available. This period of time defines the
launch window.
SEARL STATEMENT:
What NASA states here is true for rocketry because of their operation system calls for fuel, on the
other hand the I-G-V do not need fuel in the same way, that is why it can go to Mars any day.
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NASA:
HELIOCENTRIC TRANSFER:
The heliocentric (Sun centred) transfer orbit is an ellipse that essentially intersects the Earth at
launch and the planet Mars at encounter, with the Sun at one focus. The hyperbolic excess velocity
vector and the Earth’s velocity vector about the Sun add vectorially to determine the velocity at which
the spacecraft enters the heliocentric orbit.
Since the spacecraft is launched forward from the Earth’s orbital velocity, the magnitude of the
spacecraft’s resultant velocity vector is larger (relative to the Sun) than that of the Earth’s velocity
vector. As the spacecraft then travels outward from the Sun, it decreases in speed and the Earth
finally passes it (as viewed from the Sun).
The minimum velocity required to escape the pull of the Earth’s gravitation field is approximately
11.18 km / sec – 6.95 statute miles / sec; the actual velocity to reach Mars is approximately 11.44 km /
sec – 7.11 statute miles / sec.
The additional velocity is necessary to move the spacecraft out farther away from the Sun and to
displace it from the elliptical plane (the orbital plane of the Earth as projected on the celestial sphere)
on a trajectory suitable for intersection of the orbital plane of Mars (which is an imaginary sphere of
infinite radius, with the observer at its centre, on which all celestial bodies except the Earth appear to
be projected) as projected on the celestial sphere at the optimum time for planetary encounter.
SEARL STATEMENT:
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle can easy operate at 7.11 statute miles / sec for mission to Mars in fact,
there is no problem to operate at 14 statute miles / sec, or for that matter even greater velocities.
There is no question of running out of fuel; the only problem at this time that I can see is food, a
critical issue needs to be solved.
The idea of freezing the human body for a two months trip to planet Mars, cannot be done just like
that as seen in movies: the body has to be frozen first the head which means they need to be soundly to
sleep first, then the rest of the body. Then on arrival at Mars orbit you are defrost body first then the
head.
I expect body functions to fail like urinating and empting the bowls will present major issues as they
have been blocked from working over those two months. Will the blood supply get heavily clotted up?
so many unknowns for man or women to go to Mars. As much as I would like to see man on Mars so
much we need to know of its pass history.
I feel that intelligent life has never existed on Mars, but it would still be nice to find out if bacteria
every developed there and which type but I guess that record may have vanished due to the ultra
violet light which now hits the surface.
Water on Mars – if there is any water at all it may be unsuitable to drink, but I doubt if there is any in
the quantity needed for the crew to use. The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle carries enough water to meet the
needs of the crew. At this stage I cannot say with certainly that the problems of human waste will be
solve by then: I expect those issues to be solved by the time the I-G-V goes into operation.
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NASA:
MARS ENCOUNTER:
During the encounter with Mars, the primary source of gravitation attraction is the planet itself. The
trajectory of the spacecraft is similar to that during the near-Earth ascent phase (both described by
hyperbolas), except that during Mars encounter the spacecraft travels along an incoming hyperbolic
path. Also, the altitude of closest approach to Mars is several times greater for the Mars encounter
phase than for the near-Earth ascent phase.
SEARL STATEMENT:
This is NASA’s requirements for their 1964 project, which in many ways fit our I-G-V program,
where we intend to encounter Mars by its approach to us so we can drop into orbit at a suitable
moment.
Has NASA collected samples of these dust storms as to what it actually contains?
They have; since this event sent robots to Mars which have or are doing some tests, but I have not
seen the results of them, therefore I accept they had nothing important to tell us, so I accept that they
found nothing of worth, it will be up to man to go and dig out the facts I guess but that will not take
place for some time to come.
NASA:
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT:
After Mars encounter and a hyperbolic escape from the gravitation pull of the planet, the spacecraft
begins a new heliocentric orbit. The parameters of the new elliptic orbit differ greatly from those of
the pre-encounter orbit because of large inertial perturbations introduced during the encounter.
SEARL STATEMENT:
This relates to NASA project, in reference to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) I cannot see any
such problems which would prevent it going into orbit in search of a landing spot. At the same time I
am not saying that it will not create large inertial perturbations, it probably will.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is a slender disc structure which is powered by a modify advance
Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and it is design to carry out many functions in the operation of the
craft, but the Searl Effect Generator for the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is still a liner motor
riding on a magnetic bearing.
Rockets are yesterday and today’s space technology; where the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle is tomorrow’s
space technology, which as yet has to be developed, time factor before it goes into operations may take
ten years from the date development starts.
There still remains lost of research and development to obtain the best approach to mass production
of the power unit, which may be called a convertor from a random state into a uniform state whose
energy can be used.
Of course the S.E.G. will reduce the number of thunderstorms we have on Earth; think why?
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NASA:
MARINER-MARS 1964 TRAJECTORY DESIGN:
DETERMINATION OF LAUNCH INTERVAL AND ARRIVAL DATES:
In order to determine the acceptable launch intervals and trajectory characteristics for the MarinerMars 1964 mission, studies of the relationship between flight time, launch date, and injection energy
were required.
Six major factors had to be considered in the preliminary trajectory design:
1. Desire for scientific data gathering during close flyby and transmission of the data back to
Earth.
SEARL STATEMENT:
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is not intended to undertake close flybys of Mars or any
other planet, but to insert into an orbit around such planets to study them for the best
touchdown point for investigation.
2. Use of the Atlas D/Agena D launch vehicle and an approximately 189 km (117.5 statute miles)
nearly circular parking orbit.
SEARL STATEMENT:
Swallow Command Aviation has set as a standard base orbit of 200.00 statute miles which is
hope will represent a nearly circular parking orbit; which should be out of the way of any
other orbiting device.
3. Launchings of two spacecraft with at least a two day separation in arrival dates.
SEARL STATEMENT:
Searl agrees that NASA made a right choice, he would have made the same if he had been in
their shoes.
Searl has been considering that a team of scientists and crew working on Mars for a year or
two would require food, toilet tissues and warm underwear. Should a smaller Inverse-GravityVehicle to follow a few days later with extra tools, bedding, and structures to construct huts to
work in. This is a major issue which is term economics.
The results of such an exploration of Mars must exceed the cost to carry out such a venture;
just a visit by man to Mars is not good economics. We have to do better than that we must try
to unearth what has happen there over many centuries to get an image what will or is
happening to Planet Earth.
One key issues that all want to know: did ever intelligent life existed there and if so how far did
it advance and I know why no life exists there today.
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NASA:
4.

Launchings from two separate launch pads with a maximum launch azimuth spread of from
900 to 1140 east of true north.
In order to maximize the probability of launching two spacecraft, it was necessary to maximize
the size of the launch window and thus the launch corridor. Therefore, permission was granted
for a launch corridor of 900 to 1140, instead of the usual 930 to 1110.

SEARL STATEMENT:
Swallow Command Aviation ever has to launch two separate Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles for the
same target they both will be launched from the same cosmodrome separated by a few days to
allow the main spacecraft to set up base on Mars. The smaller Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle will just
be a supply ship.
Wherever a Star port or Cosmodrome is set up: a flight corridor for Earth orbit will be set up.
NASA:
5.

Use of an attitude-stabilized spacecraft with the Sun and the Star Canopus as reference bodies.

SEARL STATEMENT:
Swallow Command Aviation will do doubt also use the Sun and Star Canopus as reference
points for missions to Mars. In due time: we will have mapped the route so well that the
onboard computers will be able to handle the trip as a natural event.
NASA:
6.

A maximum allowable Earth spacecraft communications distance of approximately 250 million
Km (156 million statute miles).

SEARL STATEMENT:
Swallow Command Aviation is aware of spacecraft communications limits, but expect
communications to improve during the years ahead in which the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-GV) is being developed for commercial space operations,
NASA:
Two possible types of trajectories may be used;
1. The type I trajectories are characterized by a heliocentric transfer angle of less than 1800 from
lunch to encounter.
2. The total transfer angle for type II trajectories lies between 1800 and 3600.
Longer flight times and communications at encounter are allowed by the type II trajectories.
SEARL STATEMENT:
To all those flying saucers inventors going to Mars have you considered these issues – guess not.
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NASA:
In order to increase the probability of launching two spacecraft, a launch period composed of both
type I and type II trajectories was selected to provide a maximum of launch days. The two types of
possible trajectories are represented in Figures MM2-2 and 2-3 as two sets of closed contours. As may
be seen, the energy contours for both types provide overlapping flight times and communication
distance at encounter.

Figure MM2-2.

Time of flight as a function of launch date.

SEARL STATEMENT:
NASA had to study hard how to pull this mission off for success, by understanding what they had to
solve, will give you an insight what I have to solve for a Mars encounter with the Inverse-Gravityvehicle (I-G-V) – first such a flight is nowhere as complicated as the rocket technology presents.
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Earth-Mars communications distance as a function of launch date.

NASA:
After careful study of all possible trajectories, a decision was made to use those with small variations
in arrival date.
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NASA CONTINUES:
Since the relative positions of Earth, Mars, and the Sun are fixed for given arrival date, the selection
of constant-arrival-date trajectories allowed the use of fixed high-gain antenna on the spacecraft.
Also, because of the relatively constant spacecraft approach direction and velocity, the use of a fixed
aiming point was permitted. A single arrival date was not allowable, however, because of the
requirement for a separation of at least two days between the Mars encounter of each Mariner-Mars
1964 spacecraft.
The 1965 arrival dates selected – July 15th and the 17th for type I trajectories; July 17th and 19th for
type II trajectories - resulted in trajectories with near-minimum energy for launch date Figure MM24 and insured that a maximum possible launch interval would be available once the spacecraft were
built and the maximum injection energies attainable were calculated.

Figure MM2-4.

Geocentric injection energy as a function of launch date.

The communications distances at encounter for the selected dates varied from217.5 to 221.7 million
km – that is 135.2 to 137.8 million statute miles. It was felt that at time that the maximum
communications distance would be 251 million km – that is 156 million statute miles, reached
approximately 25 days after encounter; thus, sufficient time would remain after encounter for two
complete transmissions of then television picture data.
SEARL STATEMENT:
Communication distance will affect both rocketry and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle, Morse code vital?
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NASA CONTINUES:
During the actual Mariner IV flight, however, telemetry contact was maintained to a distance of
approximately 309.2 million km that is 192.2 million statute miles on the 78th day after encounter.
Because of the direct relationship between the injection energy achievable from the launch vehicle and
the weight of the spacecraft, a trade-off between the length of the firing period and the spacecraft
weight existed. Once the spacecraft weight of approximately 261 kg that is 575 lb – was established, a
launch interval of approximately 27 days was calculated.

This is my world of tomorrow which is meant to be, not your world of the rocket system of today.
This is the story of NASA 1964 success, where my heart travel with it to Mars a place in our universe we
know so little of its past; nevertheless it is hope that Swallow Command Aviation can chance that problem
sooner than later. The race to Mars is an ongoing event. Whether we win it or not is not the question but that
Swallow Command Aviation in the end will supply a lot data of Mars past history, which at this stage I do
not believe that there were any intelligent life as we know it every existed there, and will not now do so.
When man steps on planet Mars he will be the first Aliens to do so that is certain will happen one day, not
soon, but eventually given time.
In the meantime let us recap how NASA undertook this massive success event to compare it with the
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V).
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NASA:
AIMING POINT DETERMINATION:
Studies were also conducted to determine the region near Mars most desirable for flyby.
SEARL STATEMENT:
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) would never carry out a flypast for any planet or Sun; for
planets it would proceed to insert into a near orbital path around the said planet to assess a suitable
site to touchdown. For inspecting Suns it creates a large orbit around them to scan what is taking
place.
NASA:
This aiming point could be specified by a vector B directed from the centre of Mars to the point,
which the incoming asymptote pierced the T – R plane. This plane, shown in Figure MM2-5, is
defined to be normal to the incoming asymptote of the spacecraft approach hyperbola.

Figure MM2.5

Definition of B•T, B•R system.

T is a unit vector parallel to the ecliptic plane, and R is normal to T. Flowerbower please take note I
am trying to educate you; the aiming point is usually defined by its two components B•T and B•R or
by its magnitude B, did you understand that Flowerbower? I guess not your brain is loaded full of
crap.
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Aiming point and constraint regions for type I trajectory launch with a November 15,
1964, launch date, and a July 15, 1965, arrival date.

NASA:
That magnitude B is from the centre of Mars and the polar angle ө measured from T to R. Spacecraft
design and planetary-science-experiment considerations imposed numerous constrains on the
selection of the aiming point.
SEARL STATEMENT:
This is a major problem with rocket Technology are the numerous constrains on selected aiming
points which the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) has no such problem, it is nether fuel or load
restricted; therefore these numerous constrains do not fit in the equation.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) will be updated with improved connections systems as research
continues to find the best solutions in its internal cabin flight control system.
I am expecting a pilot who has flown military and civilian aircraft to join me on the cabin design
work, and selection of options will be shown in a document in due time. Therefore it should be clear
that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle is not yet dead even if today it cost a bomb to construct; its concept is
still under development.
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NASA:
Among the more important constrains were:
1. The Sun-probe (spacecraft) – near limb of Mars angle (SPM) had to be greater than 00during
the entire encounter phase, since the Sun served as both a power source and a reference body
for the attitude-control subsystem. Thus, the aiming point must be outside the SPM =00
contours in Figure MM2-6 (calculated for a November 15, 1964, launch).
2. No part of Mars or its moons could fall within a region ±260 in clock angle and 920±360 in cone
angle during the encounter phase so that Canopus would be the only detectable body within
the Canopus-sensor of view; i.e., the Canopus probe-near limb of Mars angle (CPM) had to be
greater than 360 during the entire encounter phase. Therefore, the aiming point must be
outside the region defined by CPM = 360 in Figure MM2-6.
3. It was desirable for the spacecraft to pass within 40,200 km that is 25,000 statute miles – of the
surface of the planet to insure a maximum scientific return from the fields and particles
experiments on the spacecraft and the desired picture resolution from the television
experiment.
4. The aiming point had to lie between 00 and 900 from the T-axis in the T-R plane (Figure MM25). This constraint was necessary to insure that the planet would fall within the field of view of
the planetary-scan system and to provide a picture trace across a desirable region of the planet.
5. The Earth-probe-near limb of Mars angle (EPM) had to be less than 00 sometime during the
encounter phase to enable the spacecraft to pass behind Mars (as seen from Earth). Then the
occultation experiment could be performed to determine the characteristics of the Martian
atmosphere. Thus, the aiming point had to lie within the region defined by EPM = 00 IN Figure
MM2-6.
6. The probability that the spacecraft would impact Mars had to be less than10-4 = 0.0004,
Therefore, the region defined by impact probability (IMP) = 10-4 = 0.0004 in Figure MM2-6
had to be avoided.
SEARL STATEMENT:
I agree that rocketry has inherited problems as NASA shows here, and that will always be the case.
Where the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) does not have these inherited problems as it does not burn
fuel as we know it, in fact it don’t burn any fuel at all; as it is a convertor of the space fabric around
itself that is everywhere in this universe and convert it to useful power output.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) employs the space inertia as a function of motion, where in the
random state it resists motion, but in uniform states it assists motion, the law of the squares is
conserved. Inertia exists everywhere in the universe in random state as all things are subject too.
All forces exists in the random state, the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) converts them to uniform
state, having completed their energy transfer are returned back to the random state, therefore all
forces are conserved.
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NASA:
After careful consideration of the constrains, aiming points were selected to lie on the centreline of the
Earth’s occultation contour with B = 12068 km that is 7500 statute miles. Since the centreline varied
slightly with trajectory type and arrival date, the aiming point would change slightly also.
SEARL STATEMENT:
This is true, also to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V); the aiming point would change hourly in
relation to where Mars position will be on encounter, in relation to Earth due to the fact that both
Mars and the Earth are in constant random motion independent of each other.
May be, man will not be going to Mars for a number of years to come, but we are free to assess ideas
upon how this could be achieved, and great progress in this respect continues to grow, I have no doubt
that man will conquer Mars given time, which may be employed as a observation site or a mining site
for raw materials to ship to Earth; thereby we can cease destroying planet Earth for our needs.
NASA:
The precise arrival time had to be selected also and was chosen so that the spacecraft could be viewed
by the Goldstone Deep Space Communication Complex during the encounter sequence. Since the
television sequence was designed to occur before the closest approach, the arrival time (defined as the
time of closest approach to Mars) was chosen to be one hour past the middle of the Goldstone-view
period.
SEARL STATEMENT:
Agree, that is an issue which is vital with unmanned spacecrafts, nevertheless, I do not visualise any
deep space missions to be carried out by unmanned crafts, unless it’s for Constance observation of a
planet surface to study any changes that takes place over the years that follows.
Regardless, of the fact that such missions will be manned, communications with the pilot in command
is a must therefore deep space communication units at cosmodromes will be required.
NASA:
IMPACT PROBABILITY ANALYSIS:
To protect Mars from possible contamination by viable organism from Earth, a NASA policy stated
that any unsterilized spacecraft launched to Mars must have less than a 10-4 that is 0.0004 probability
of accidental impact with the planet.
SEARL STATEMENT:
In respect to NASA statement above I fully support it, more so if the spacecraft is unmanned. In
reference to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) this vessel should not have any earthly
contamination upon its shell or landing gear, but unfortunate I cannot state that will be true with the
flight crew which does contain a lot of organism that are good and bad, it is the bad ones that worries
me, the good ones are not a problem.
The solid waste products we depose off from our bodies will contain some bad organism regardless.
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NASA:
This requirement played a key role in the determination of the aiming point for the Mars flyby. A
retrorocket was provided on the Agena D for the first Marina-Mars 1964 spacecraft (Mariner III) for
firing after injection to insure that the requirement was met for the Agena D.
However, since the second launch (that of Mariner IV) was delayed (for design of a new shroud), it
became desirable to remove this retrorocket since the resulting weight reduction would allow an
increase in available injection energy and thus provide a few extra days for the launch period.
Therefore, it became necessary to bias the normal aiming point at Mars in order to meet the
quarantine requirements.
Since the overall probability that the spacecraft or the Agena D or both would impact the planet was
dependent on 11 probabilities that various other events would occur, each of these probabilities was
computed and the values were added. It was found that the new aiming point resulting from the
combined effect of both the injection velocity and yaw biases would allow the spacecraft to pass
sufficiently away from the planet that the impact probability at injection would be approximately 0.9
x 10-4 which is 0.9 x 0.0004.
SEARL STATES:
Searl understands that too many of our viewers may find this complicated, and it is, it’s all about
rockery; in this case the task of a flyby to collect data from Mars and what was involved, this is being
compared to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) undertaking a mission to Mars.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is
by definition a slender Disc shape craft
that can flow both air and space.
It was originally, termed the Levity Disc,
but due to the request of Japanese
members stating that people will think
that it can only hover due to monks
claims they can hover; and they
suggested it be called an I-G-V which
was accepted by then the UK committee.
This photo is the Demo.1 that checked
out the planned manned craft Ezekiel
MK V to be. So keep watching you will
never know when I am coming back!
The Probabilities of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) impacting Mars surface is zero rated, and if
it did there would be no particles on its surface to contaminate Mars surface: but Mars magnetic field
may be weak would still be strong enough to push the craft outwards.
The question on your mind is when would this take place – the answer is 5 years after the site is
constructed, and funds are in place to proceed – the cost equal to 10 Boeing 747.
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NASA CONTINUES:
In addition to the possible of planetary contamination by accidental impact a possibility existed for
contamination by viable particles expelled from the spacecraft as it passed the planet. These particles
could come from the gases expelled by the attitude-control subsystems jets, the gasses expelled by the
mid-course motor, and or the out gassing from the spacecraft.
SEARL STATES:
This possibility is true for rockery due to its functions of motion; the INVERSE-GRAVITYVEHICLE (I-G-V) function of motion is not the same, it has no out gassing or particles being ejected
from it.
NASA:
The first possibility was analyzed as follows:
The attitude-control gasses would follow a considerably different flight path than that of the
spacecraft because of their different relative velocities; it is reasonable to assume that the interpla5netary
environment would destroy any viable organisms except those emitted very near the planet. With the
solar-pressure vanes functioning, the number of attitude-control subsystem jet actuations would be
expected to be almost zero except during manoeuvres.
Since the effect of solar pressure o the spacecraft particles would be 103 to 106 that are 1.000 to
1.000,000 times greater than that on the spacecraft, particles emitted anywhere but very near the
planet would be blown far away from it.
A further study was made to estimate the probability that particles ejected near the planet would
impact it. During this period, the control jets would most probably not be operating because of the
solar-pressure vanes, and some viable particles would already have been expelled during the flight.
Since the spacecraft nitrogen-gas tanks were assembled and filled in ultraclean rooms and since all
attitude-control nitrogen from the tanks had to pass through two extremely efficient and reliable
filters in series, the probability of impact on Mars by a viable organism from this source was
computed to be less than 10-12 that is 0.000000000001.
It was estimated that the probability that viable organisms would be expelled from the midcourse
motor was essentially negligible because of the extremely high temperature environment the particles
would have to survive. Even if they survived, they would then have to travel at least 200 days through
space to encounter Mars, since the midcourse manoeuvre would occur within the first few days of the
mission. During that time, the particles would be exposed to continuous ultra-violet radiation with a
high probability of destruction. In addition, the particle trajectory would be radically different from
the spacecraft trajectory.
SEARL STATES:
That he agrees with NASA that the ricks of viable organisms impact on Mars surface are most
unlikely, the greatest problem is if the spacecraft impact the surface – The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle is
extremely unlikely create such a problem, as it has a landing gear system that can meet all ground
requirements.
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NASA
Particles out gassed from the spacecraft would also have a negligible probability of contaminating the
planet for two reasons:
1. Since the temperature of the spacecraft would be highest during the early phase of the flight, it
was expected that what little out gassing did occur would take place at that time, subjecting the
particles to months of ultraviolet radiation;
2. Even if the particles survived the environment, they would undoubtedly be perturbed
considerably off an impact course by solar pressure.
Thus, it could be concluded with considerable certainty that a negligible probability existed for
contamination of Mars by particle ejection from the spacecraft.
SEARL STATES:
NASA might have been right in their assumptions for that flyby event and all went as planned. The
problem with Mars is we do not have much of its history known to us, in this situation we must not
create any form of contamination of its environment: otherwise our studies later when men or females
actually land there will be confused about what is real Mars history and what is Earth history.
I for one would like to know if life as we know it ever existed on Mars, I doubt it. Agree here on Earth
life appears to be form extremely easy, even in places that was considered by experts as impossible,
has been proven possible.
NASA:
LAUNCH CONSTRAINTS ANALYSIS:
An analysis was conducted to define all constraints affecting the launch of the Mariner-Mars 1964
spacecraft caused by the spacecraft itself, the launch vehicle, the space flight operations, and the
tracking and data acquisition activities required for a successful mission. The only constraints
imposed by the spacecraft were those due to the Canopus sensor and low-gain-antenna operational
characteristics.
The Atlas D first stage and Agena D second stage imposed several important constraints on the launch
which had to be considered in the establishment of the available launch interval. Since space flight
operations (which I shall discuss at a later date) for both launches could be continuous, no constraints
were imposes by this possible source. Also, adequate deep space-station coverage (will discuss this
issue later) was planned for both launches. A constraint which resulted from the inability to deliver
and analyze realistically certain tracking and telemetry data much before 36 hours dictated that at
least one window should be elapse between the launches.
SEARL STATES:
Rocketry has played a great part of our knowledge base to day, but has that knowledge base reached
the masses, I do not think so, there is much data I am missing to what I had back in 1968 that was
stolen or destroyed by evil minds to stop my progress, shame it is not replaceable today.
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NASA:
Various computer programs were used in this analysis. The final launch window designs were shown
on a launch constrains board maintained in the JPL Space Flight Operations Centre at the Air Force
Eastern Test Range. This board was kept current by a continuing analysis of all possible constraints
until both Mariner-Mars 1946 spacecraft had been launched.
FINAL PRELAUNCH TRAJECTORY DETERMINATION:

Figure MM2.7

Arrival date as a function of launch date.

With a launch interval of 27 days, the first spacecraft launch was scheduled for November 4, 1964. It
was found that, by making the arrival date for this spacecraft July 17, 1965, and by accepting some
penalty in injection energy, it was possible to utilize an aiming point which would provide good
occultation and good television coverage.
As shown in Figure MM2.7, launch days November 4 to 10 required the use of type II trajectories;
since it had been decided that only one Mariner-Mars 1946 spacecraft would be launched during the
type II trajectory period, the second spacecraft would be launched sometime after November 10 and
would thus have a type I trajectory.
After considering all possible constraints, final precision trajectories were computed, and a detailed
simulation of the Atlas D / Agena D ascent trajectory was computed to determine proper guidance
and control settings. Also, the launch and parking-orbit coast times were computed to yield arrival
conditions at Mars as specified.
SEARL STATES:
This is the problem which does not exist with the I-G-V just the position of Mars in respect to Earth.
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NASA:
These were determined for 900 to 1140 launch azimuth interval. The daily firing period was about 3
hours, with injection locations confined to a region of about 10.50 in latitude and 69.60 in longitude
over an area slightly west of South Africa and extending into the Indian Ocean. Parking orbit coast
times range from 19.1 to 34.6 minutes, depending on both launch date and launch azimuth.
ORBIT-DETERMINATION OPERATIONS:
Control of the aiming point parameters B•T and B•R and of the time of flight was essential for control
of the flyby distance, look angles, and illumination for science instruments; correct timing of the
automatic encounter sequence; and adequate deep space station view periods at encounter.
The launch vehicle theoretically is supposed to inject the spacecraft onto a trajectory having the
required arrival parameters; however, because of various uncertainties in guidance parameters which
are unavoidable before the mission, the initial parameter values are not necessarily acceptable once
the spacecraft has been launched.
Therefore, radio tracking data received after injection were used to determine the initial trajectory
for the Mariner-Mars 1964 spacecraft; to ascertain whether or not a midcourse manoeuvre was
necessary; and, if so, to compute a velocity increment that, when added to the spacecraft velocity
vector, would correct the trajectory parameters.
Orbit determination operations centred around the orbit determination computer program using an
IBM 7090 digital computer. A functional block diagram of the midcourse-manoeuvre operations
program is given in Figure MM2-8.
Because of tolerances in the guidance system components, some errors in the manoeuvre were
unavoidable, and, therefore, the miss at the target would not be totally nullified by execution of the
manoeuvre. The total allowable miss parameter dispersions at the target caused by uncertainty in
orbit determination and manoeuvre execution (based on 15 m/sec that is 50 ft/sec) errors were
specified to be less than 2262 and 4093 km that is 1406 and 2544 statute miles, respectively, or a 30
minute error in flight time.
After the midcourse manoeuvre, an estimate of the new trajectory would be made to determine
whether a second manoeuvre was required and to allow control of the remainder of the mission in a
manner that would enable the maximum probable data return from the science instruments on the
spacecraft. Throughout the cruise and encounter portions of the mission, the orbital estimate would
be updated repeatedly as new tracking data became available.
SEARL STATES:
As I see it; this will always be the greatest problem for unmanned spacecraft, even the InverseGravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) would have to be injected on to its intended flight path from which it is able
to inject into an orbit around the planet and land if required to; under its own power control landing
system. As the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) has three control systems, sensor, manual and ground
control. Thus the craft can be manned or unmanned if the needs required. But most mission will be
manned which I have no doubt of at this time, as pilots are joining up to fly it.
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Functional block diagram of midcourse manoeuvre operations program.

SEARL CONTINUES:
Was this computer actually using better programs then these new ones which I have that gets shut
down a few times in a day, which Microsoft states they have no answer to solve this problem, Are they
stating that this 1964 IBM was better than to days systems? I do recall a few years back a load of PCs
that arrived at NASA had a mathematical problem in its software not good for space functions.
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NASA:
One of the first requirements in precise determination is a source of accurate tracking data.
SEARL STATES:
This also applies to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) that it has injected on to the correct flight
path for the target required.
NASA:
These data can include almost any type of measurement that in some way describes the position or
velocity of the spacecraft at some point along its trajectory.
SEARL STATES:
That this also applies to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) which is a vital requirement.
NASA:
The most important measurement made by deep space stations is of the angles and two-way Doppler
Effect. The angle data are valuable primarily during the very early portion of the mission when the
trajectory geometry is changing rapidly.
SEARL STATES:
That this is an important issue: with the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) that it is on the right
trajectory for its mission target interception.
NASA:
The two-way Doppler Effect, however, is most valuable and accurate after the spacecraft has left the
vicinity of the Earth. The two-way Doppler Effect will describe in another document.
The two-way Doppler Effect system developed by the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) is
probably the most accurate source of spacecraft tracking data in existence. Using extremely precise
rubidium frequency standards (stable to about 1 part in 1011 that is 1.00000000000 over both long and
short periods of time), it can provide low-noise, unbiased tracking data from a spacecraft transmitting
at 10 watt power from a range of over 100 million km that is 62.5 million statute miles.
SEARL STATES:
That the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) Star Ship Explorer equipment shall function on 240-250
Volts mains and transmitters will be 100 Watt or greater for communications with planet Earth. This
is an insight of the future which is meant to be.
Thou in one respect the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) and the rocket can have the same objective
but the difference is great as the rocket represents a vertical structure and Inverse-Gravity-vehicle (IG-V) is a horizontal structure.
The Inverse-Gravity-vehicle has a constant energy system where the rocket is limited but in due time
it might have a nuclear power system which could manage a two year flight operation.
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NASA:
An estimate of the orbit of the spacecraft is computed from the tracking data by a weighed leastsquares fitting technique. By this technique, a theoretical spacecraft trajectory is computed that best
fits the observations concerning the true trajectory.
Since a free-space trajectory must obey a known deterministic set of equations of motion, a set of
trajectory initial conditions is all that is required.
The independent variables that specify a spacecraft trajectory and whose effects can be seen in the
tracking data consist not only of the initial spacecraft position and velocity, but also of the masses of
the various gravitating bodies, the Lunar and planetary ephemeris scaling factors, and the reflectivity
of the spacecraft (since its trajectory is perturbed by the force of the impinging sunlight).
SEARL STATEMENT:
Searl agrees that it is true for all rockery technology, but Star Ship Explorer the slender disk does not
operate in the same manner due to its functions of motion is a mirror image of the rocket as the sun
energy would be absorbed and converted to useful energy, and the Lunar forces would push it away
instead of attracting it.
Therefore, it is a matter of theirs and ours are not similar in functions relationship but are still able to
reach target objectives, which has a different time factor. But equipment requirements are similar,
launch requirements are similar with exception that no launch pads are needed for the slender disc.
Clearly the economics of operations favour the slender disc for commercial deep space exploration
requirements.
NASA:
It is because the effects of these parameters can be accurately measured by Doppler tracking that the
determination of the orbit of a spacecraft can frequently produce values of physical constants that are
far more accurate than those available by other methods.
SEARL STATES:
Searl agrees with NASA upon this technology being great for tracking, but I am aware that there will
be those experts out there; who says that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) cannot use such
technology – Searl admits that would be true under normal silent operations like any aircraft in
flight; therefore Star Ship Explorer will be using a decoder / encoder system for identification
purposes.
Today, Searl has to redesign The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) to use the latest components
available as some of the past material is no longer being manufactured.
It is advised that all should check Searl websites for updates www.searlsolution.com and
www.swallowcommand.com for latest’s news. As once the ideal site is found to set up base; data will
follow with update on how things are progressing for all to see. There will be companies who wish to
remain secret to avoided being laugh at for supporting this work, which is sad state the world
education has reached. Nevertheless, as usual we shall honour their request.
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NASA:
Although the direct result of the least-squares fit to the tracking data is the set of trajectory initial
conditions, the parameters of greater interest are the target conditions resulting from integrating –
mathematically projecting – the trajectory forward to its point of closest approach to Mars. These
parameters are expressed in the B-plane system previously defined in Figure MM2-5 on page 2.15.
The least-squares orbit computation also produces an estimate of the orbit accuracy. This accuracy is
a function of the way in which the data are weighted and of the a priori uncertainties attached to the
physical constants and the station locations – with respect to the exact centre of the Earth.
In the Mariner-Mars 1964computer program, 66 of these uncertainties were treated as error sources.
The accuracy estimate appears in the form of standard deviations on the estimated parameters.
Standard deviations are also called 1σ values. These also can be mathematically projected forward to
the target to show uncertainties in the B- plane, and are expressed in terms of the semi major axis,
semi minor axis, and orientation angle of the 1σ dispersion ellipse in the plane.
In classical least-squares fitting, each data point is given a rating indicating the assumed variance on
the point, thus, measurements thought to be more accurate exert a stronger influence on the estimate.
All possible sources of error are considered,
SEARL STATES:
That he agrees with NASA’s approach as the rocket is a vessel that has too many uncertainties,
though they can be often overcome, some still fail costing lives. Searl wants to solve this loss of life
problem by a different approach or route which ever word you prefer.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) being a slender disc is a better option as it does not use fuel that
rockets use, which removes quite a number of uncertainties in relation to the rocket; another issue no
launch pad or runways are required within its functions of motion; cutting out more uncertainties.
And one uncertainties that is a fact is that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) was not a product of
Aliens high technology being developed at NASA, but the mind of a boy who grew up to solve his two
dreams that created the I-G-V and no other was involved accept the teams that carried out the work
to manifest those dreams into reality.
I am deeply sorry to disappoint those who know that Aliens did it – who knows that in some other
galaxy there might be another John Searl who has achieved the same results but I doubt it; certainly
there is no intelligent life on any other planet in our solar system that could had done the same.
Today, the cost of any research is way through the roof and is the major issue that prevents
improvement in our environment, and this technology also suffers from the same disease MONEY!
Which is a new medical condition; which is hard to cure or it appears there is no cure for it.
I can only live in FAITH that somewhere, someday, someone will come forward to help this
technology change to become reality that will without doubt create a paradise shift by which all living
creatures will benefit from; except bacteria and viruses.
Yet, today in the USA there are enough people to help to create that change as it only takes 1m people
to donate $1 a month to make that change a reality.
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NASA:
A study to provide a detail analysis of the relative effects of various error sources which degrade orbit
accuracy showed that:
1. Orbit uncertainties would be moderately affected by changes in data weighting;
2. Uncertainties in the Earth’s gravitation constant and in the astronomical unit would contribute
a negligible amount to orbit uncertainty;
3. For an early launch date, the major source of error would be uncertainties in station locations
(with respect to the exact centre of the Earth), and, for the later launch date, the major source
of error would be uncertainties in the solar pressure forces.
SEARL STATEMENT:
Searl understands why NASA took this route and you all may be wondering about the InverseGravity-Vehicle (I-G-V), again, it is a different concept and I expect it to suck in this pressure if it has
any energy level, which from its action suggest energy available.
Of because, if there is a solar wind then it has a function thus it must have a structure in which the
bow wave around the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) either deflects it or absorb it as input energy.
As I have never flown an Inverse-Gravity-vehicle (I-G-V) to Mars, the answer as to how that solar
wind will behaviour can only remain as assumption.
NASA:
Another study demonstrated a steady increase in orbit-determination accuracy as later launch dates
were used, with an apparent discontinuity near November 11, 1964, when the transition from type II
to type I trajectories would occur – which caused this date to be eliminated from consideration as a
possible launch date.
It was found that, following a midcourse manoeuvre performed from 3 to 10 days, 3 to 5 days of
tracking would reduce the semi-major axis of the dispersion ellipse to less than 2010 km which is 1250
statute miles.
After 60 to 90 days of tracking, solar pressure forces would be known well enough to be a negligible
source of error. After that time, the semi-major axis would remain relatively constant at from 302 to
503 km – that is 188 to 312.5 statute miles until shortly before encounter.
SEARL STATES:
That he accepts NASA assumption shown above may prove true, but in relation to the InverseGravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) it will take just 20 to 25 days to confirm if the solar pressure had any effects
upon it – I doubt that it will have any effects whatsoever on the trajectory, which it is operating upon.
The rocket cannot absorb any form of energy present within it trajectory, whereby the slender Disc
being an open system can absorb any form of energy from the fabric in which its trajectory takes it.
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NASA:
It was also felt that tracking the spacecraft for a few hours once or twice each week from a single
station would result in the same orbit accuracy as continuous tracking during the heliocentric portion
of the flight. Tracking during this phase could provide an estimate of the astronomical unit with a
standard deviation of less than 503 km that is 312.5 statute miles.
Tracking data for the encounter phase could reduce current estimates of the uncertainty of the mass
of Mars from 0.1 to 2.0 percent to a value no greater than 0.001which is 10-3 percent.
SEARL STATES:
That he accepts NASAs assessment as shown here, based upon assumption that if their knowledge
base was correct on Mars then the errors of uncertainty could be greatly reduced. Searl likewise is
confronted by lack of the reality on Mars and the interstellar fabric, which bonds Mars and Earth to
each other.
Searl knowledge in 1964 was greatly limited that was no better than NASAs, where NASA had the
space, equipment skill personal and above all vast sums of cash to play with, Searl had none of these
luxuries to work with.
So what did Searl knowledge base held at that time – no more than you knew which was:
Mars: Atmosphere structure and composition:

Searl expects all children know those details; which he only knew from 1968, such information suggest
that no intelligent life; as we understand it could possible exists there: but Searl is quite aware that
there are experts out there who claims that Aliens exists there – that I have no idea what I am talking
about – to those Searl says bring me one then he believe they exists until then no aliens on planet Mars
is a FACT.
Mars is almost waterless; fact, on Mars, water vapour will be found only in the lower part of the
atmosphere, as clouds or fog along valley floors.
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SEARL STATES CONTINUE:

Grandest canyon:
Valles Marineris, largest of the Martian canyons, has a
length of about 4,500 km that is 2,800 miles and a
maximum depth of 7 km that is 4 miles.
We have to accept these values as being assumed and
there will be errors once man arrives there, so I wonder
what the results will be, how much of an error was made.

You see Searl had little to work on and appreciated that Mars was named after the Roman god of war
because it appears the colour of spilled blood; that Searl can accept as true. The south polar ice cap on
Mars is much larger than the North polar ice cap, and the southern winter is considerably longer
these are assumptions then, which may be proven correct when man visit there in time, already 46
years has passed that event and still no man has been there!
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NASA:
MARINER IV TRAJECTORY RESULTS:
Orbit-Determination Procedures:
For the Mariner IV flight, the reduction of AFETR data and the generation of tracking predictions
proceeded as scheduled from launch through signal acquisition by the Woomera Deep Space Station
(DSS) 41.
All results were near normal. During the first few hours of the mission, the primary orbitdetermination function was the computation of the tracking predictions. These were necessary so that
the Deep Space Station could establish and maintain contact with Mariner IV. The first data obtained
after launch resulted from tracking the Agena D while the Agena D / spacecraft combination coasted
in a parking orbit. Collected at the AFETR and processed, these data provided an estimate of the
initial conditions of the parking orbit.
SEARL STATES:
That is accepted by Searl as the requirement of rocket techniques being unmanned. So how does the
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) unmanned require to function, first of all I doubt if their
infrastructure quoted above would be available to Swallow Command Headquarters which no doubt
will be set up in the USA as a function of the whole organisation.
Searl guess that he will have to full back on the Amateur Radio group termed Ham operators to
create the Swallow Command Aviation Communication Unit, which Searl expects there will be
enough members to function as a unit?
In respect to manned Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) Explorer, its function will be different to NASA
approach as the parking of the spacecraft in Earth orbit is to allow the astronomer to inform the
navigator of the projected trajectory require on that date to meet Mars approaching target reference
point, within a two month flight time.
The navigator informs the flight commander the trajectory injection data, from which the
commander sets the data up on the computers and releases the spacecraft from its parking lot. The
mission engineer calculates the power which is needed to reach destination on time.
The communication office informs ground control via the communication network of ham operators
how the spacecraft Explorer function along the project trajectory path is progressing. The duty
officer at ground control can inform the communication officer on Spacecraft Explorer of any issue
on way to check out for them, such as a large rock to record its data and return that to ground base.
Searl agrees that the trajectory function will be similar to NASA hopefully without a midcourse
correction required as Searl see it; the main difference to NASA will be the time function of the
trajectory flight path being less; makes it more economic for commercial operation.
Swallow Command Aviation is not in any race with NASA or the Russians or any other country as far
as its operation goes, but to acquire data to place on www.swallowcommand.com for all the world to
learn about our universe, as it is being explored by man.
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NASA:
Transfer-orbit predictions were generated by assuming a nominal second Agena D burn and were
transmitted to Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF) at JPL for comparison with prelaunch
nominal predictions.
In addition, the initial conditions after AFETR orbit computation and the raw data were also
transmitted to SFOF. From SFOF, the transfer-orbit predictions were passed on to various deep space
stations.
Once the second Agena D burn occurred, the Agena D was again tracked by AFETR, and the data
were processed to provide an estimate of the transfer orbit.
Although the Agena D orbit differed from that of the spacecraft after separation, the difference was
small for sufficiently long period that predictions based on the Agena D orbit could be used to acquire
the spacecraft signal. The procedure used during the parking orbit was then repeated, with
predictions, initial conditions, and raw data being sent to SFOF.
SEARL STATES:
This represent a fraction of the problems that NASA has to launch an unmanned spacecraft to any
planet to be encounter; and in reference to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) unmanned the
problem are almost similar but not quite to the same degree.
NASA:
Once Woomera DSS 31 acquired the spacecraft signal, the tracking data were transmitted to SFOF
and processed to provide a more accurate orbit and a better set of predictions. The first fit to DSIF
data indicated a near-standard trajectory with a correctable miss. All subsequent orbit computations
were consistent with the original fit, and, 16 hours after launch, the computer miss parameters had
converged to nearly constant values. The primary task then became the determination of the most
accurate orbit possible for use in the computation of the midcourse manoeuvre.
SEARL STATES:
This is still an ongoing task to certify that the trajectory is accurate for the intended flyby of Mars,
whereby Searl has no plans for unmanned flyby events but to inject the spacecraft into an orbit
around the said planet either to study it or to seek a suitable landing spot for robotic investigation of
the planet surface.
Mars what do we know about this planet: We know that it is smaller than planet Earth but turns on
its axis more slowly, so the day lengths are almost identical. A day on Mars is just 41 minutes longer.
A similar axial tilt gives Mars the same pattern of seasons as we experience on Earth. However,
because of the greater orbital period, which is 687 Earth days, the length of each season is nearly twice
as long.
Searl knew much more than this at that time, but will inform us when gaps appear to present another
point on his knowledge base of the time being discussed. It is wiser to give data in small bites so it can
be digested than in a masses does that is hard to swallow.
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NASA:
Continuous orbit up dating was performed from launch until 20 hours after launch. From that time
until the midcourse manoeuvre, the orbit was up dated approximately every six hours. Tracking data
monitoring was nearly continuous during that time. The orbit used for the computation of the
December 5 midcourse manoeuvre included data through the first 6 days after launch. Throughout
the pre-manoeuvre portion of the flight, the quality of the tracking data was excellent two-way
coverage was nearly continuous, and, with exception of certain isolated points, no bad data were
detected.
During the cruise period following the midcourse manoeuvre, tracking data monitor runs were made
to validate quality every 2 to 3 days. The new data were used to update the tracking data file. Orbits
were computed – in real time – at an average of one every 2 weeks during this cruise period until 2
weeks before encounter. As the Mars encounter approached, the orbit-determination effort increased.
Orbits were then computed daily.
RESULTING TRAJECTORY VALUES:

Figure MM2-9.

Near-Mars trajectory, as computed by using pre-midcourse, pre-encounter, and
post encounter (actual) values of aiming point parameters.

SEARL STATES:
That the world of reality is certainly different to what you image; this is what this document is about
REALITY and that domain is complex, if we are talking about Mars, STOP – THINK-ACT that you
are talking sense, there is already a lot of crap about Mars – what Searl is trying to do; is sort out the
reality of man actually going to Mars and how that can be done.
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NASA:
The values of the aiming point parameters – at the time of closet approach – which were desired by
the execution of the midcourse manoeuvre were as follows:
B

= 12 079 km that is 7507 statute miles;

B•T

= 6042 km that is 3755 statute miles;

B•R

= 10 460 km that is 6501 statute miles;

Time = 01:47:00 GMT, July 15, 1965
All distances expressed here are distances from the centre of Mars, and the time refers to Greenwich
Mean Time – GMT.
The values of the aiming point parameters actually obtained by the execution of the manoeuvre - as
computed from the best available values from 5 days before until 5 days after encounter – were as
follows:
B

= 15 336±10 km that is 9532±6 statute miles;

B•T

= 8188±20 km that is 5089±12 statute miles;

B•R

= 12 970±20 km that is 8061±12 statute miles;

Time = 01:00:58 (± 10 sec) GMT, July 15, 1965.
By subtracting these actual values from the desired values, the orbit errors were determined to be the
following;
Error in B

= 3257 km that is 2025 statute miles;

Error in B•T = 2146 km that is 1334 statute miles;
Error in B•R = 2510 km that is 1560 statute miles;
Error in time = -46 minutes 2 seconds.
SEARL STATES:
Unmanned spacecrafts do have a market place; they can be of great value Searl agrees – though from
his domain of function in the commercial domain manned mission are more certain to yield more data
of value from economics point of view even if the mission cost more to undertake.
The reason for his view is that man can identify any unusual object, where the robot might fail as man
had no idea such would be present on Mars and therefore had not installed means to investigate it.
Searl expects NASA to make unmanned spacecrafts to go there and probe for past information, but
man has a way to probe deeper into the soil to seek past data, which maybe robots will not be able to
for some time to come.
Searl has no doubts; given time robots will be able to undertake all tasks that man can do.
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NASA:
A comparison of the encounter trajectories resulted from using pre-midcourse, pre-encounter, and
post-encounter – actual – aiming point parameter values is given in Figure MM2-9 page 2.33.
The errors in predicting the aiming point parameters – predicted minus actual values – for 10 hours
before encounter to six hours after encounter are plotted in Figure MM2-10.

Figure MM2-10

Errors in predicting aiming point parameters as a function of time from
encounter.

The error in the aiming point was approximately three-fourths of the specified 1σ – standarddeviation – requirement established for the mission.
SEARL STATES:
Please note that Searl understand the problem which NASA had for the 1964 project in which they
had to solve these and succeed to a degree, which recovered some the data needed for future visits.
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NASA:
The allowable miss at the target caused by both uncertainties in orbit determination and manoeuvreexecution errors was specified to be less than 4675 km that is 2906 statute miles, with the requirement
that errors caused by uncertainties in pre-midcourse orbit determination be less than 2262 km that is
1406 statute.
The pre-midcourse orbit errors are difficult to determine since the estimates are very dependent upon
the values of the astronomical unit – AU – and solar pressure which are used. Preliminary results
showed an error of 1006 to 15o8 km that is 625 to 937 statute miles in B•T and an error of 302 km
which is 188 statute miles in B•R to be the most likely pre-midcourse obit errors.

Figure MM2-11

Point of closet approach as determined by post-midcourse orbit computations.

During the mission there was no evidence of errors of this magnitude. The results of four postmidcourse orbit computations are shown in Figure MM2-11. Since the manoeuvre command had been
transmitted 10 minutes 35 second earlier than the time for which the manoeuvre was originally
computer, it was expected that the aiming point would be approximately116 km which is 72 statute
miles away from the nominal location in the +T direction. Also, normal performance variations in the
spacecraft guidance equipment and rocket motor would be expected to result in errors in the velocity
increment, causing a residual error in the arrival parameters.
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NASA:
Although the orbit parameter values were stable during the first few months of the mission, certain
fluctuations of 503 to 1006 km which is 312.5 to 625 statute miles were observed late in the mission
due to fluctuations in the solutions of such items as the astronomical unit, upon which the spacecraft
trajectory is dependent.
SEARL STATES:
This is a major problem that the astronomical unit is an assumption at that time by now the space
flights should had sorted out the true value or does the value changes between different bodies.
To that statement Searl cannot give any value as he has not yet flown the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (IG-V) to Mars or any other planet to check what that real value is; or does it fluctuate daily / hourly if
so WHY?
Searl accepts that our Sun energy release does indeed fluctuate hourly even though our perception
here on planet Earth appears to be constant to the Homo sapiens eye.
Eventually, time will correct a lot of our assumptions, so that the reality can be addressed.
NASA:
The fact that the data were not strong enough during the first few months of the mission to obtain
solutions of these various items accounts for the stability of the orbit parameter values during that
time.
In fact, the fluctuations in the aiming point parameters were intensified when, approximately one
month before encounter, the mass of Mars was added to the solution set. Each new value for a
solution became the a priori value the next time the orbit was computed; thus, no set of orbit
computations obtained during that period used the same a priori assumptions.
During the last five hours before encounter, two computers were operating:
1. One using a 1σ value of 503 km which is 312.5 statute miles for spacecraft position;
2. Second one using a value of 201 km which is 125 statute miles.
Both used a 1σ value of 0.1 m/sec which is approximately 0.3 ft/sec for spacecraft velocity. At
approximately one hour before encounter, both computers used the 503 km which is 312.5 statute
miles value for spacecraft position.
The values given for the aiming point parameters actually achieved, plus solutions for the geocentric
position and velocity, the solar pressure, the station locations, the astronomical unit, and the mass of
Mars for 5 days before until 5 days after encounter, were obtained from computations performed 3½
months after the Mars encounter – on October 30, 1965.
SEARL STATES:
He has presented how NASA undertook that Mars project, and you all seem to think that just one
man can do the same on a pension – where has the education gone to which we should have?
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NASA:
TABLE MM2-1

Input for orbit-determination computer program:

Parameter
Geocentric position (spherical)
Kilometers
Statute Miles
Geocentric velocity (spherical)
Meters/second
Feet/second
Mass ratio of Mars to Sun
Solar pressure coefficient
Astronomical unit
as determined by JPL Venus radar
bounce experiment
Kilometers
Statute Miles
Station locations (spherical),*
Meters
Statute Miles

A priori value

A priori 1σ value
10 056
6250

10
30
0.32280422x10−6 2% or 0.006456x10−6
1.2067
5% or 0.06

149 598 500
93 499 063

2011
1250
50
0.03

*Values obtained from surveys, Ranger projects results, and pre-encounter Mariner IV solutions.
Table MM2-1 list the a priori 1σ statistics which served as input for the orbit-determination computer
program. That 10-6 which I could not get Excel to do it correctly: means 10-6 which means 0.000001
Doppler tracking data were used in the fit. The date to which the initial position and velocity were
referenced was July 10, 1965. When the solutions were obtained, the geocentric position had changed
by slightly less than 1006 km which is 625 statute miles, the geocentric velocity by approximately 1
m/sec which is 3 ft/sec, the solar pressure by 0.005 percent, and the station locations by less than 10 m
which is 0.006 statute mile.
The solution for the astronomical unit and its associated 1σ value as determined by the orbitdetermination program was 1 50 438 956±241 km which is 93 408 419±150 statute miles, as compared
with its a priori value 1 50 439 992±2011 km which is 93 499 063±1250 statute miles.
The solution for the mass ratio of Mars to the Sun was 0.322728±0.000015 x 10-6, as compared with its
a priori value of 0.32280422±0.006456 x 10-6.
SEARL STATES:
Now you can witness the problems NASA had in their idea of sending an unmanned rocket to Mars or
in fact to any other planet, and there are lots more to come on how they did it.
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NASA:
In other computed encounter orbits, the solutions for the mass ratio of Mars to the Sun varied less
than 0.01 percent. However, for reasons probably connected with the stability of the single-precision –
8-digit – computer program, a solution which included the astronomical unit always resulted in larger
residuals between computed and observed data.
SEARL STATES:
That is just one of the major issues why I prefer manned missions with the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (IG-V) due to the uncertainties at this stage on space flights computed data. Man / woman can
automatic correct trajectory to meet with the encounter objective. Searl accepts that software will in
due time become much more accurate in the solution side of a mission, but we have a long way to go
before that time arrives.
What did Searl know about Mars – first school was a village infant school, therefore would have no
interest in the heavens above, his second school was a town secondary, being in Suffolk space was not
a subject required, in my days nothing much was really known about space, all Searl knew was there
was a moon and a load of stars and beyond that issue he was not interested.
The next school was the naval one; no time for space, its war and he was being train as a machine not
as a human being, that one day he would man a ship to join in the killing in the effort to protect Great
Britain from German evil. That day never came due to an illness which the doctors could not stop
spreading, thus Searl was discharged due to an unknown foreign disease where his flesh was being
eaten away.
So when Searl did became interested in Mars?
1968, when he was satisfy that the Levity Disc could be the answer to commercial space exploration
operation; his interest turns to space exploration and the Moon and Mars were subjects on his mind
how could this be achieved.
In that year the Levity Disc was classified as a slender disc; due to the angle of is shell. Later in that
year to the request of Japan group the term Levity Disc was dropped and replace by the term InverseGravity-Vehicle (I-G-V), which has remained ever since.
Thanks to NASA efforts Searl has grown to know and
understand more about Mars, than he ever knew
before.
Searl accepts that so far we have a long way to go to
understand the history of Mars; such things as did it
ever had grass, trees, birds, insects and water, if water
was there was it drinkable, because here on Earth it
has a immense amount of water agree much of it is
undrinkable. Searl hopes he will see that day when
Mars history is talk in schools.
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SEARL STATES:
DESERT SURFACE:
This is a view of the Martian surface photographed by the Viking 1 Lander. Part of the Lander is seen
in the foreground. The rocks in the middle of the picture are about 30 cm which is 1ft across, and this
stony desert appearance is typical of about 40 per cent of Mars surface area. Some Martian land
forms, however, are more dramatic. Olympus Mons towers 25 km that is 15.5 miles high.

Thanks to the effort of
NASA:
We are today able to obtain
a better reality of Mars then
in my days.
Mars may not be idea
condition to live on but
would be the ideal place to
send terrorist to for 25 years
hard labour bagging that
dust to be feed back to
planet Earth for absolute
investigation of its contents,
who knows might make
transistors cheap or to line
our stony beaches; it ought
be germ free.

Searl quote these details only as an indication of some of the facts that he is aware of: that is; there is
no life on Mars, which is precisely as the bible states. Unto man I give this planet all the rest are
mind, you know and I know who the experts claimed to state that.
But that will change, Mars will be used by man in some form or another, likewise so will the Moon of planet
Earth, they may be dead but they can still serve man as an outpost for future explorers – space is there for
the taking – man will one day conquers space; but not in our time.
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NASA:
Still, the numerical value of the solution fell within a range of 201 km which is 125 statute miles of the
value quoted previously. Even for orbits fitting data from the mid-course manoeuvre through 5 days
after encounter, the range of values of the mass ratio of Mars to the Sun was less than 0.1 percent, and
the range of values of the astronomical unit was less than 1006 km which is 625 statute miles.

Figure MM2-12.
Error in predicting B•T as a function of date for various values of the astronomical unit.
These latter results are surprising because no attempt was made to solve for Earth-Mars ephemeris
errors and also because the single-precision computer program is not entirely suitable for computing
such orbits.
The uncertainty in the radius of Mars as obtained from astronomical measurements was approximately
50 km that is 31 statute miles. The time that Mariner IV entered the occultation region – as indicated by
the loss of the spacecraft radio frequency – RF – signal compared very favourably with the time
predicted by the encounter orbit, which used an average value for Mars radius of 3397 km which is 2111
statute miles. This favourable comparison indicated that the encounter orbit was valid to within at least
50 km which is 31 statute miles.
Searl hopes that you are taking this in, because the cost of NASA to do this was extremely costly.
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NASA:

Figure MM2-13
Error in predicting B•R as a function of date for various values of the astronomical unit (AU).
A remarkable reduction in orbit parameter error is realised when the value for the astronomical unit
obtained from the orbit-determination computer program is used in determining the orbit. This
decrease is evident in plots of the various errors for various times after the mid-course manoeuvre.
These plots, given in Figures MM2-12 to MM2-14, were made after the end of the mission with all a
priori conditions held constant and data added in 1-month blocks.
The errors represent predicted minus actual values. It should be stressed that this reduction in error
is not offered as proof of the validity of the smaller value of the astronomical unit, but is intended to
suggest that the currently accepted larger value used in determining the encounter orbit might
account for a large part of the error of that orbit. The new value is not yet an accepted value, and the
appropriate 1σ value remains 2011 km which is 1250 statute miles.
SEARL STATES:
With all our education people think that Searl can do the same as NASA does with millions strange!
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NASA:

Figure MM2-14
Error in predicting time of closest approach as a function of date for various values of the astronomical
unit (AU).
SEARL STATES:
I present these documents to show you what NASA had to solve to get an unmanned spacecraft to Mars,
and still at this date of re-printing my Newsletter of the past; man flight to Mars is still unobtainable, and
the insanity of people who say I should do it tomorrow have no idea of the problems involved.
Searl agrees with the right cash flow and workforce and workplace it might be possible in ten years time
from that date of start to get men/women to Mars by the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) safely and
back again to Earth, and would be repeatable for centuries to come. Due to its very nature of concept as
in nature there is no law that says it’s impossible except that the state of your mind makes it so.
My mind is free of educated brainwashing, therefore I can wonder in the domain of fantasy to seek for
solutions of today’s problems that create the tomorrows and bring them into the present.
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NASA:
The errors in the predicted encounter orbit were definitely the results of more than one cause, however.
SEARL STATES:
That these problems would also create similar errors for an unmanned Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V)
then; but by the time the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is up and ready for mission’s onboard robotic
intelligence may have reached the stage where the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) can be fully control
by ground control, and satellite guidance systems which will automatically input trajectory injection data
for any point in space. Once such data has been inputted into the onboard computers the Invest-GravityVehicle (I-G-V) will automatically defined its own trajectory path for the shortest run to the encounter
point requested.
This is the future which is meant to be, which must be invented by someone in the present time, will it be
John Searl or some other person in our time band who achieve this success does not matter, it changes
our respective on space travel, it automatically reduce uncertainties that now exists.
This is in no way a smear on NASA’s endeavours which with such technology has been a great success
that no other organisation has matched to date, agree some events ending in disaster, which would not
had happen if the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) had been developed and used. But the past has gone it
cannot be reversed, but the future has yet to come; therefore change can be made for the benefits of
planet Earth, why do we live in the past when we can live in the future.

Could this become swallow command headquarters of the future?
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NASA:
The fact that the computations were done primarily in single-precision arithmetic constitutes a deficiency
of the computer program. When the new double-precision orbit-determination program becomes
available, much more accurate orbit determinations will be possible, and Searl anticipated that a
definitive analysis of the Mariner IV orbit errors will enabled.
Another deficiency was that the capability for properly solving for the Earth-Sun and Sun-Mars
ephemeris elements was not available in a checked-out orbit-determination program. Since the motion of
the solar pressure vanes was somewhat larger than expected, their position was not properly represented
in the computer program as an average value.
SEARL STATES:
He understands the computer programs problems of that time, Likewise he had similar trouble he
wanted a computer program in which the unit chord values can be obtained, unfortunate there were no
such programs; so he had to work them out by long hand, and sadly to say that condition still exists no
program that can determine what the unit chord is for the structure under investigation as a model.
Demo one actual show the success obtains by using tem plates calculated by the value of the unit chord,
which made setting the struts in place precisely with ease. Searl has to solve all problems in constructing
a 65 ft or 165 ft radius Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V), some of which he has already mentally worked
out how to do it, but not yet been committed to paper.
NASA:
The telemetry data indicated random forces as large as or larger than 0.5 percent of the solar pressure
force due to valve leakage in the attitude control subsystem. The forces of the magnitude encounter
could result in B- plane errors of 201 to 402 km which is 125 to 250 statute miles. There is considerable
doubt that these random forces can ever be completely fit out of the solution because of their
nondeterministic character.
SEARL STATES:
That he accepts these random forces will always be present by rocket technology because they are
inherited in its design structure of function within the domain of motion.
Whereas the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) do not inherited such problems as all structure is in
uniform motion, atom wise, whereas, the rocket remains in their random mode all the time.
Indeed the random state started the space exploration to that statement there is no denying and it’s done
a great job, but from the commercial space exploration of space; I feel that the uniform structure mode is
far the best to research and develop as so many of the uncertainties have been removed from the
solution.
But who am I to state what is good or bad, until the day when I can travel to Mars within two-month real
time mode by the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V), then I can state what is the best mode for space
exploration in actual reality, not by assumption as it remains at this date. I feel that the rocket
technology will be phased out like Concorde was, but not as fast.
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NASA:
ORBITAL ELEMENTS OF MARINER IV TRAJECTORY:
The geocentric – Earth-centred – characteristics of the Mariner IV trajectory are listed in Table MM211, and certain orbital data for Earth and Mars are given for reference in Table MM2-III. Tables MM2IV and MM2-V list the heliocentric that is SUN-CENTRED and areocentric – Mars-centred – orbital
elements, respectively, of the trajectory of Mariner IV. Various trajectory elements are also included as
part of the chronology in Document MM1.4.
SEARL STATES:
Where are all these interested bodies who want to see the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle in common use in
space research – they come and go – odd ones remain.

If just all those whom I have meet just paid into a central point £1 per month The Searl Effect Generator
would today been in mass production. Might also have seen more data on research studies of the InverseGravity-Vehicle which would have a massive potential for planet Earth that would have benefitted all of
us and this planet which is our home for a long time to come we hope, if we do not continue to destroy it
for greed. I am this planet obedient servant to try to halt the damage that is being done to it. The S.E.G.
cannot solve all problems but it can help planet Earth to recover.
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NASA:
TABLE MM2-11

GEOCENTRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MARINER IV TRAJECTORY:

SEARL STATES:
I give you the FACTS how NASA achieved it, it is up to you to understand those FACTS.
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NASA:
TABLE MM2-III

TABLE MM2-IV.
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NASA:
From launch to closest approach to Mars, Mariner IV travelled approximately 523 million km which is
325 million statute miles on a heliocentric trajectory which was slightly above the ecliptic plane, - Figure
MM2-15.

Figure MM2-15

Mariner IV trajectory.

The inclination of the orbit before encounter was slightly more than 0.10. As the spacecraft passed close
to and below the planet, the gravitational pull of Mars raised the trajectory so that the inclination of the
spacecraft orbit was over 20 times greater than that before encounter. The new orbit carries the
spacecraft alternately 2.70 above the ecliptic and 2.80 below the ecliptic.
SEARL STATES:
That in his school years he never knew that Mars existed, nor strangley at the naval school, then there
are no seas on Mars to sail; like here on Planet Earth, unfornate often our seas are used for war purposes
and not for planet caring; that the seas are kept free from garbbish instead we pollute them without care
of those creatures that have to survive there for our benefits.
The problem that I have: is so much is spent each year on education, but from where I sit I cannot
experince this education on show, instead of making a paradise; we aim to make it a cesspit, adults and
children throw their rublish anywhere for some other person to pick up; without a care as to what harm
it does to nature, and we are talking about going to Planet Mars – before that day we got to learn to
respect this planet which is our home there is no other available at this date.
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SEARL STATES (continue)
That his knowledge by 1963 amounted to this:

Mars has two tiny moons.
Phobos and Deimos, neither of them more than
30 km that is 18.5 miles in length.
Both are irregularly shaped and have every
appearance of being asteroids that were captured
by Mar’s gravity.
Phobos orbits Mars at a distance of 9,380 km
which is 5,830 miles every 7 hours and 40
minutes.
Deimos orbits three times farther away, at a
distance of 23,462 km that is 14,581 miles, and
takes about hours to circle the planet.

Searl says that the illustrations of the two moons are not as good as he would like them to be, but good
enough to say that they are asteroids in principle and might prove interesting as to their contents
structure: like any form of a DNA structure or any other ingredient such as sugar that would suggest it’s
from somewhere that had some form of life; any class of fossil would also be interesting and the ages of
them.
After all, if man actually arrives there surely fossil hunting would be one issue they should seek even if
we have to bore down a few metres to check, even if as I suspect nothing will be found, its certifying that
is true is critical. Is there water there: if so, is it drinkable, my feeling is in the negative state.
So it is clear to my mind that only skill work force will ever go there, yes I have no doubt that there are
many useful materials that could be mined: thereby reducing the strain on planet Earth. Agree that we
may never know the answer to hundreds of questions about Mars for another 10 years or more. I guess I
shall never know those answers in my lifetime.
But the future is going to change for bad or worst depends on you, at this time I bet on worse conditions.
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NASA:

The pull of the gravtational field of Mars also added energy to the spacecraft. Because this energy was
added nearer aphelion – point in orbit farthest from the Sun - , the effect was to make the orbit more
nearly circular. Thus, the post-encounter orbit of Mariner IV will never pass as close to the Sun as the
orbit as the orbit bedinning at launch. The pre-encounter and post-encounter orbits of Mariner IV are
shown inFigure MM2-16.
SEARL STATES:
This is the data on Mars exploration he was aware of up to 1976:
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NASA:

Figure MM2-16

Heliocentric plan view of Mariner IV pre-encounter and post-encounter orbits.

The post-encounter orbit has been computed for the 7 years following launch. In these 7 years, the
spacecraft will twice pass relatively close to Earth, once in September 1967 and again in July 1970 –
Figure MM2-17. At its first close approach to Earth, Mariner IV will be about 50 million km which is 31
million statute miles away. This range is within the communications capability of the spacecraft low-gain
omnidirectional antenna.
Provided the radio subsystem is still operable at that time, an attempt will be made to reacquire Mariner
IV in September 1967.
Searl has re-covered his 1968 newsletter here but in colour instead of black and white as original release.
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NASA:

Figure MM2-17

Mariner IV distance from Earth, 1965 – 1971.

This is a true copy of NASA report on the 1964 Mariner-Mars Project – Searl has only copied the first two parts
of their final report – unmanned flight is more complicated to a manned mission due to all the uncertainties that
will be involved – that is why the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle will always be manned.
This document released to the public by the authority of:
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl head of
human studies that shall be employed
in selecting crew members and staff
for the operation of Swallow
Command Aviation Division of the
Searl Technology Limited.
Swallow Command Aviation deals
with flight air or space and has
sectors to deal with all requirements
for space missions once operating.
Give the facts to the people NOW!
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The Transportation Division has not yet been implemented due to lack of funds, but much study has
been undertaken, which I have release as documents to the public to study what has been achieved by
man to date – this document is one of them; updated and colour used where possible in larger print.
The original car used in that report is being replaced with a later one shown here:

You know it as the Mazda 6; many know its improvement in power and pollution, which you have
been brainwashed as the best that can be done today – it may be true from Earthlings point of view,
but that is debatable from the Swallow Command Transportation point of view. There are always 2
sides to a coin – yours one side, mine on the other side; we differ on thinking – you. To reduce
pollution without losing power – I am thinking of no pollution without lost of power. Two completely
different worlds in thinking: Yours to make profit – mine to care for the planet Earth and you.
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First issue: Only a few drivers can actually obtain these claims made by Mazda, which are:

These are purely salesman talk; you may have forgotten the hybrid Honda claims they made on the Insight
which Honda first announced at the back end of 2008 it was ready to launch the second generation hybrid
insight, it bravely proclaimed the car would be the most significant for the corporate market in the past 10
years.
A bold claim; the question I ask you; do you think this car has lived up to the brand’s billing?

I agree that it certainly has several positive factors going for it.
Facts:
The ES-T version is very well specified as standard, and includes an intuitive touch-screen satnav and audio
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Controller that is a joy, plus have to admit that I am a fan of the array of multi-coloured displays on the dash,
part of the Eco assist system:
1,

which provides visual feedback on driving style and does, actually, encourage a greener approach,

The cars are also practical:
2.

With the seats up, beats the VW Golf at 350 litres: the Vauxhall Astra at 351 and Ford Focus at 385.

The problem the Insight faces, however, as I see it, is the amount of negatives it has to contend with.
Maybe the biggest concern is the split rear screen:
3.

I understand that it was designed, according to Honda, to help the aerodynamics, but it greatly
reduces rear visibility.

Also, despite being Euro NCAP’s second higher-car for overall crash protection in 2009, the Insight suffered
in its time with us from a perception of lacking adequate protection, presumably a result of the weight
saving measures used to keep CO 2 down. It also has an unpleasantly hard ride that too readily transmits
every bump in the road surfaces to a noisy cabin, though the last two issues are being addressed b Honda,
with a revision to the car due imminently.
Just off the record, my journey from Los Angeles to New Mexico USA in a RV prove to be the worst ever
trip made; I spent more time in the air than on the bed, guess one could say that was an airbed, maybe so, but
my marbles did not like me landing on them, they sure made that issue known to me. But agree the noise
level was not bad, yet I still survived.
Less of a problem, but still irritating, the Insight which I quote proved curiously susceptible to punctures,
too, suffering three in its time it was under test. I know what the tyre fitters will say to that statement, would
automatically indicated there was no reason for this other than bad luck – famous words – guess you have all
heard that statement.
I have to admit that I was not keen on the looks, either, especially compared with Honda’s other hybrid, the
CR-Z, that is able to combine sub-120g/km emissions with style. In fact, if Honda could have incorporated
some of that car’s striking good looks and more comfortable and refined travelling experience into the
Insight, and delivered a more respectable sub-100g/km CO 2 emissions figures, then it may well have had a
car that lived up to the launch rhetoric.
As it is, while the five door hybrid may well be a green alternative in the big selling lower medium sector
the features the likes of the Ford Focus and VW Golf, it struggles to compare with more recent cars. From
my standpoint Insight fanfare falls flat and the hybrid Honda has gone – but not quite in the blaze of glory
that greeted its launch.
Why did I present this document here, elementary dear Watson – to show you what not to do to rush the
marketplace to make a quick dollar. So what about the Mazda 6 how will that go on the marketplace. Let’s
face it if the facts are true, not only have CO 2 emissions plummeted across the range for both the hatchback
and the estate, but a rise in specification levels mean that both fleet managers and drivers will be delighted
with the practical and stylish range.
I trust that here is enough statement to present the case for the Searl effect Generator (S.E.G) to power cars.
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In 1968; due to seeing the air pollution factor were increasing and the oxygen level deteriorating not a
healthy state for the Earthling let alone the animals we depend on for our food supply chain? One thing is
certain to my mind at lease that there would be a price to pay for this ignorance; such as increase asthma and
bronchitis; base on the fact that bacteria love this change in the atmosphere which we are proudly creating;
where our bodies don’t appreciate such changes even if you don’t care about this state we are creating.
Due to this change in the atmosphere which is great for bacteria and viruses is the fact that we have been
brainwash to wear clothing, which is great for bacteria and virus mass breeding ground: the fact that the
body keeps the clothing damp and warm for them to breed.
Therefore, it was clear to my mind that changes were needed in our thinking upon the source of the problem,
And the results to my mind was the car, mans god; he worship it. Looking at the economics of the car
against atmosphere damage the solution was clear: the greater cause was all those million of cars having
only one person in it, not only were they creating the problem in the greater sense, but they were helping to
create the congestion problem on the roads.
Economics factor first, one person in a car are generating CO 2 emissions almost the same as one with 6 or
more persons in it. Add to this; a car with 6 persons in it has reduced the congestion problem by 5 cars,
therefore, if all cars had 6 or more persons in it, there would be no congestion on our roads, and basically the
pollution factor would drop gradually lower over the year, which would be better than nothing at all,
certainly better then increasing levels.
Next problem: Accidents delay traffic and losses including injury. Which today is costly issue: results, up go
insurances, whose ongoing results are that people driving without insurance cover that is a bad situation.
During 1968; Searl study these problems with communication by mail to the Research Road Transport
section of the government at Bracknell; in those days as to what problems have been highlighted.
We know that smoking – drinking while driving is a health problem leading to an accident.
We know today that the mobile phone adds to that list including drug taking.
Material problems were manufacturing problems: not driver judgement errors
Road surface slip: causing car to spin out of control.
Travelling too fast: in foggy, wet or icy weather condition.
Switching traffic lanes at speed: driving without due care and attention to other uses.
Poor brakes, bad tyres, poor wheel alignment due to unbalance factor, faulty parts been used. Failure to
constant checking your mirrors: to watch traffic flow.
Searl know that there must be a solution to all of these problems: the driver solution was to take away
control from him by going automatic, which today is possible to undertake such research and developments.
Engine failed to start – flat battery – points problem and the emission can be cured by the S.E.G: means no
flat battery – no points needed – no pollution being generated.
The S.E.G. would supply the energy to each wheel electric drive, giving a four wheel drive affect.
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No pollution, no stopping to re-fill up tank with petrol, no damp plugs, no starter motor to go faulty, No
exhaust to replace, no battery to charge up or have to re-place it. A pump for the brakes air compressor
system will be needed to be checked each year to see that the brakes are ok. Speed control for wheel drive
speed.
As heavy flooding must be expected at anytime now, means that beneath the car body will have to be made
water tight including all electrics. It must be able stay upright under all flash flood conditions. Contain
sensor front and rear for distance measurements to the car before and behind it, sensors on both sides to
block it from pulling out into rear or front fast traffic. Automatic parking sideways should be Researched
and installed.
OTHER PROBLEMS:
Bumps in the road to slow traffic down in built up areas; only increase pollution and congestion effects
whose results generate even more pollution. Surely it would be an increase safety factor if a bypass road
running beneath that road for through traffic leaving the top original road for local and resident traffic, thus
the pass through traffic can travel faster in the effort to reduce emission of CO 2 levels in that built up
section.
I shall be blunt here and state: that bumps in the road is not a human action for those like me; who suffer
from serve neck arthritis, heart problems and meniere’s disease, just naming a few of the problems This
constant pain level endue each day is boosted with each bump the vehicle pass over which is not fair for us
who cannot no longer enjoy going out because of these bumps.. One more point while I am dealing with this
issue; it is not fair for a block of houses that occupiers should have to endure having to inhale more CO 2
then those outside of this block of control.
We must design the future transport systems to meet this expanding issue in a more intelligent approach then
now exist; for the very age and the very young and those who suffer spine problems, piles and those who are
expecting to give birth within minutes; it is not right to shake the baby out as if you are shaking salt out of a
block salt container.
Thank you for your time in studying this document which has been release by the authority of:
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl: Head of the redevelopment program of
the Searl Technology for the objective of mass production within the
United States of America of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G).
It has been a long time since 1968; when evil minds brought that
work to a close by greed and ignorance.
Again, on Monday 25th August 2003, where over £38,000.00 of my
equipment were stolen to stop me, and they did for a few years, but
they thought that their action would force me to surrender the
secrets to them – but let all evil minds take note that I am after all
these years now back in controller seat and moving forwards step by
step to the marketplace – To all who have given me help this year
my sincere thanks: we are here now to stay!
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Star Ship Explorer is a new concept in flight technology.
Whose design is targeted at the commercial space business domain.
This document of 1968 has been revised to meet our present day operation.
1
STARSHIP EXPLORER. Alternatively, any other proposed INVERSE-G-VEHICLE is
without doubt design, with the purpose of flight in mind.
2

As such, it must conform to a set of rules by which it will not be the cause of an accident to
itself, or to any other flying machine.

3

Therefore, as airlines are already there first, then I have no other option but to understand
their laws and apply them to my craft, in such a manner that will protect it and other
people’s products from damage.

4

However, their laws are constant being amended, to suit their needs, and to keep up to
date with them is almost impossible.

5

Somewhere, Somehow, I need to set conditions which will give me the safety
margin that I need.

6

The procedures for Air Navigation Services - Rules of the Air and Traffic Services (PANSRAC) as now presented result from procedures formulated at the outset by
the Air Traffic Committee of the North Atlantic Route Service Conference (Dublin, March
1946).

7
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A second version was published as Procedures for Air Navigation Services - Air Traffic
Control (PANS-ATC) (August 1946) following review of the original procedures by the
International Conference on European-Mediterranean Route Service Organisation (Paris,
April-May 1946).

9

A Third Edition (1947) followed the second session of the Rules of the Air and Air Traffic
Control Practices (RAC) Division (Montreal, December 1946 - January 1947).

10

The Fourth Edition (1951) was developed in pursuance of recommendations of the Fourth
Session of the Rules of the Air and Traffic Control (RAC) Division (November - December
1950).

11

In this edition the title of the procedures was changed to Procedures for Air Navigation
Services - Rules of the Air Traffic Services (PANS-RAC) to reflect the fact that certain
procedures:
(1) Applicable to pilots and
(2) A number of procedures relating to the provision of flight information and:
(3) Alerting services were included therein, in addition to the procedures specific to
the operation of the Air Traffic Control Service.

12

New editions of the Procedures for Air Navigation Services - Rules of the Air and Air Traffic
services (PANS-RAC) were issued subsequently as follows:
1 Fifth Edition (1954) following the first Air Navigation Conference (February March 1953).
2 Sixth Edition (1956) following the Second Air Navigation Conference (August
September 1955).
3 Seventh Edition (1960) following the Rules of the Air, Air Traffic Services and
Search and Rescue (RAC/SAR) Divisions (October - November 1958.
4 Eight Edition (1966) following the Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Services /
Operations (RAC/OPS) Divisional Meeting (May - June 1963).
5 Ninth Edition (1967) following the Fifth Meeting of the Air Traffic Control
Automation Panel (ATCAP) (February - March 1966).

13

Now from all this information, and a mass of dates and amendments, which I could had
quoted here, which is more or less like that above, tells you basically absolutely nothing.

14

That is the correct way, which experts do their business, and without doubt, is the reason
why you have to keep on re-writing the rules, or maybe they have nothing better to do.

15

Now from all this information, and a mass of dates and amendments which I could had
quoted here, which is more or less like that above, tells you basically absolutely nothing

16

That is the correct way, which experts do their business, and without doubt, is the reason
why you have to keep on re-writing the rules, or maybe they have nothing better to do.
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STATUS AND SCOPE OF THE DOCUMENT:

18

The Procedures for Air Navigation Services - Rules of the Air and Traffic Services (PANSRAC) are complementary to the Standards and Recommended Practices contained in
Annex 2 - Rules of the Air and in Annex 11 - Air Traffic Services.

19

They are supplemented when necessary by regional procedures contained in the Regional
Supplementary Procedures (Doc 7030).

20

The Procedures for Air Navigation Services (PANS) do not have the same status as the
Standards and Recommended Practices.

21

Whilst the latter are adopted by Council in pursuance of Article 37 of the Convention on
International Civil Aviation, subject to the full procedure of Article 90, the PANS are
approved by the Council and Recommended to Contracting States for World-wide
application.

22

Whilst the PANS may contain material, which may eventually become Standards or
Recommended Practices (SARPS) when it has reached the maturity and stability
necessary for adoption as such.

23

They may also comprise material prepared as an amplification of the basic principles in the
corresponding SARPS, and designed particularly to assist the user in the application of
those SARPS.

24

This latter material will not necessarily reach a stage at which it would be suitable for
inclusion in an Annex.

25

It is, to a large extent, fluid and liable to relatively frequent change; it is therefore an
advantage for it to be included in PANS since any amendment can be approved by a
simple act of Council.

26

Whilst an amendment to SARPS is subject to the full procedure of Article 90, which
involves a certain lapse of time before the amendment can become effective.

27

TECHNICAL COMMENTARY
THE PURPOSE OF THE PROCEDURES

28

The purpose of the procedures for Air Navigation Services - Rules of the Air and Air Traffic
Services (PANS-RAC) is to specify in detail than was possible in the SARPS the actual
procedures to be applied by Air Traffic Services units in providing the various air traffic
services to air traffic.

29

MOST SIGNIFICANT CHANGES INCORPORATED IN THE TENTH EDITION

30

The Tenth Edition incorporates major changes affecting all parts of the document, except
Part VII, and Appendix 1.

31

The most significant changes are the introduction of revised provisions on position reporting
and reporting of operational and meteorological information.
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28

The types of flights to be provided with separation, the further limitation of the use of VMC
clearances to specified portions of climb and descent during hours of daylight.

29

The introduction - on the basis of Regional Air Navigation Agreement - of the Mach number
technique for maintaining longitudinal separation between aircraft and the
Introduction of procedures governing the use of SSR in the air traffic services.

32

Changes have also been effected to the provisions governing the application of separation
minima and their reduction in specified circumstances, clearances, addressing of ATS
messages, flight information service and alerting service.

30

Additionally, guidance material has been introduced regarding the application of the Mach
number technique to separation of subsonic aircraft.

31

Use of secondary surveillance radar in the air traffic services and on a standard form and
attendant procedures for the reporting of air traffic incidents.

32

Amendment 1 to the Tenth Edition incorporates major changes to the provisions in
Appendix 1 concerning formats and data conventions for air-report messages.

33

Changes have also been made to the provisions in Part III, Appendices 2 and 3, and
Attachment B with a view to clarifying the meaning and the use of the terms:
1

'Estimated time of arrival'

2

'Estimated time of departure'

In flight plans, ATS messages and communication failure procedures.
34

Amendment 2 to the Tenth Edition aligns the PANS-RAC provisions with those of Annex 2,
as amended by Amendment 14 relating to clarification of the question of authority over
aircraft operating over the high seas.

35

The Amendment affects all but two Parts of the PANS-RAC and also the majority of
Appendices and Attachments.

36

Amendment 3 to the Tenth Edition introduces guidance material relating to the use of
repetitive flight plans and minor changes to the provisions in Part II and Part VIII to reflect
the existence of arrangements for the use of such flight plans.

37

Definitions for snow on the ground and minor changes to the texts in Part V and Appendix 3
are also introduced.

38

Amendment 4 to the Tenth Edition introduces a number of changes to cater for area
navigation practices, permits omission of level information from position reports in
prescribed circumstances,

39

Introduces some new SSR radiotelephony phraseologies, and updates the guidance
material on the use of secondary surveillance radar in the air traffic services.

Star Ship Explorer project has to understand this situation of conventional flight, to survive.
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40

Amendment 5 to the Tenth Edition introduces a number of provisions in Parts III and V
relating to practices to be followed by air traffic services units in the event that an aircraft is
being subjected to unlawful interference or that such interference is suspected.

41

Amendment 6 to the Tenth Edition introduces procedures relating to provision of Automatic
Terminal Information Services.

42

Aligns the PANS-RAC provisions with those of Annex 2, as amended by Amendment 18
relating to communication failure.

43

Provides for altimeter settings in air-ground communications to be rounded downwards to
the nearest whole millibar, and introduces changes in the procedures concerning radar
identification.

44

The Amendment also includes a number of minor modifications to the existing text in the
interest of clarity and consistency.

45

Amendment 7 to the Tenth Edition introduces procedures to be followed as soon as an air
traffic services becomes aware of a strayed or unidentified aircraft and procedures
designed to assist an aircraft being intercepted.

46

It also introduces procedures relating to cruise climb, clearances for supersonic aircraft, enroute absorption of notified terminal delay.

47

The crediting of absorbed delay when establishing the approach sequence, and the
Notification of expected take-off time under certain circumstances

48

Amendment 8 to the Tenth Edition introduces changes to specify the use of SSR Code
7500 in lieu of SSR Code 3100 in the event of unlawful interference.

49

It also introduces changes to the definitions and procedures concerning the provision of
information to aircraft and air reporting by aircraft.

50

To align them with amended definitions and provisions introduced into Annex 3 by
Amendment 60. A change is also made to the Model Flight Plan Form concerning
frequencies for survival radio equipment.

51

APPLICATION

52

The implementation of procedures is the responsibility of Contracting States; they are
applied in actual operations only after, and in so far as, States have enforced them.

53

However, with a view to facilitating their processing towards implementation by States, they
have been prepared in language, which will permit direct use by air traffic services
personnel, and others associated with the provisions of air traffic services to international
air navigation.

54

This Tenth Edition is applicable from 4 February 1971, the date established by Council.

55

PUBLICATION OF DIFFERENCES

I have added updates that I have received since this original document was written.
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The PANS do not carry the status afforded to Standards adopted by the Council as
Annexes to the Convention.
56

Therefore, do not come within the obligation imposed by Article 38 of the Convention to
notify differences in the event of non-implementation.

57

However, attention of States is drawn to the provision of Annex 15 related to the publication
in their Aeronautical Information Publications of lists of significant differences between their
procedures and the related ICAO Procedures.

58

PROMULGATION OF INFORMATION
Information relating to the establishment and withdrawal of and changes to facilities,
services and procedures affecting aircraft operations provided according to the Procedures
specified in this document should be notified and take effect in accordance with Annex 15.

59

As you can witness that at the time in which I commenced my study work upon the
INVERSE-G-VEHICLE for manned flight, air laws were in a right mix up, with changes
being made all over the place, an extremely tiring period.
I WILL INSERT AMENDMENTS MOW OF WHAT I UNDERSTAND SINCE THIS
DOCUMENT WAS ORIGINALLY ISSUED.

60

This discussion is based upon Document 4444-RAC/501/10 Amendment No.8. 12/8/76.

61

Amendment No.8 to the PROCEDURES FOR AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES RULES OF
THE AIR AND AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES. TENTH EDITION - 1970. INTERNATIONAL
CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION.

62

CHECK-LIST OF AMENDMENTS TO THE PANS-RAC TENTH EDITION (DOC 4444RAC/501/10; which will appear on the next page.
The investigation into the
structural design evaluation of
Star ship Ezekiel MK V project
work undertaken in the 1960s
period lead the way to design
such a spacecraft suitable for
deep space penetration.
At the same time, I needed to
fit it into a commercial
operation system.
Problem conventional aircraft
are already operating and have
set rules to obey.
Our work has to fit in with
their functions to ride smoothly
to success.
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TENTH EDITION
incorporates all amendments approved by
the council prior

DATE OF APPLICABILITY
01.June 1970

04, February 1972

Amendment No.1 to the Tenth Edition
approved by the Council on

24, March 1972

07, December 1972

Amendment No.2. To the Tenth Edition
approved by the Council on

15, November 1972

16, August 1973

Amendment No.3. To the Tenth Edition
approved by the Council on

13, December 1972

16, August 1973

Amendment No.4 to the Tenth Edition
approved by the Council on

23, March 1973

23, May 1974

Amendment No. 5 to the Tenth Edition
approved by the Council on

07, December 1973

23, May 1974

Amendment No.6 to the Tenth Edition
approved by the Council on

08, April 1974

27, February 1975

Amendment No. 7 to the Tenth Edition
approved by the Council on

04, February 1975

09, October 1975

Amendment No.8 to the Tenth Edition
approved by the Council on
Replacement pages
(ix) to (xii) 1-2, 1-7 to 1-9, 1-12 to 1-14
2-9 to 2-11, 3-16, 3-17, 4-8, 5-7,
8-17 to 8-20, A-3, A-4, A-8, A-20, 16,
28, 83 and 86.

12, December 1975

12, August 1976

I have given you here an insight on conventional flying operational requirements, which no doubt
are many more documents been release since the last dates stated here. That is just conventional
flying domain.
To that lot of rules we add the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) requirements, if our intentions relate
to a commercial operational business – which at this stage is the plan.
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Now you can witness the dates, which a certain law should had been put into operation,
even though discussions upon that problem started some time before it was put into real
practice.

64

All these pages, which I am presenting here, are actually the pages, which we were ordered
to replace those pages in our PANS-RAC (Tenth Edition), to incorporate amendment 8
applicable on 12 August 1976.

65

The present edition - the Tenth - has been issued following action on the recommendations
of the Sixth Air Navigation Conference (April - May 1969), which resulted in changes
approved by the Council on 1 June 1970 as Amendment 2 to the Ninth Edition of the
PANS-RAC.

66

Amendment 1 to the Tenth Edition, which was approved by the Council on 24 March 1972.

67

Resulted from action taken in pursuance of Recommendation 5.1/2 of the Sixth Air
Navigation Conference and Recommendation 2.4/5, parts (i) and (ii) of the Limited EUM
(RAC-COM) Regional Air Navigation Meeting.

68

Amendment 2 to the Tenth Edition was consequential upon adoption of Amendment 14 to
Annex 2 relating to clarification of the question of authority over aircraft operating over the
high seas. The Council approved it on 15 November 1972.

69

Amendment 3 to the Tenth Edition resulted from a study undertaken by the Air Navigation
Commission in pursuance of Recommendation 1/1 of the Fifth Meeting of the Air Traffic
Control Automation Panel.

70

From a proposal by a State, and from the adoption of Amendment 28 to Annex 14. It was
approved by the Council on 13 December 1972.

71

Amendment 4 to the Tenth Edition was approved by the Council on 23 March 1973 and
resulted from Recommendations of the Seventh Air Navigation Conference (Montreal, 5-28
April 1972).

72

Amendment 5 to the Tenth Edition resulted from Council action in pursuance of Assembly
Resolutions A17-10 and A18-10. It was approved by the Council on 7 December 1973.

73

Amendment 6 to the Tenth Edition was approved by the Council on 8 April 1974.

74

Part of the Amendment was consequential upon adoption of Amendment 18 to Annex 2
relating to communication failure procedures and other parts of the Amendment resulted
from Recommendation of the Air Navigation Commission in pursuance of various items on
its work programme.

75

Amendment 7 to the Tenth Edition was approved by the Council on 4 February 1975. Part
of the Amendment resulted from a study concerning the interception of civil aircraft and
other parts arose as a consequence of recommendations of the Fourth Meeting of the
Technical Panel on Supersonic Transport Operations. In addition, the Inverse-GravityVehicle (I-G-V) falls into the category of Supersonic Transport Operations.

77

Amendment 8 to the Tenth Edition was approved by the Council on 12 December 1975.
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77

The amendment resulted, in part, from a study concerning SSR Code 7500 for use in the
event of unlawful interference and in part from amendments consequential upon adoption of
Amendment 60 to Annex 3 and Amendment 48 to Annex 10.

78

Now you to know what a problem I have to design, construct, and operate the INVERSE-GVEHICLE.

79

In addition, boy, what a hell of a mess there will be in amendments when I state that the
MANNED FLIGHT OPERATIONS of the INVERSE-G-VEHICLE are going airborne.

80

In addition, that day is sure coming fast.

81

None of these officials wants to be bothered with any new project that fails to meet their
requirement.

82

They just pass you on to another person, that do not know why you are talking to them, it is
nothing to do with them, and that is how it has been going today.

83

Therefore, if they do not want to know, then it is their problem in the hour of surprise when
they hear the news that radio signals are being picked up from a strange unidentified object
some 50 miles above the earth surface.

84

It will be just like that, day when the West heard those signals from SPUTNIK 1 launched in
1957, by the Russians.

85

However, far worst, because this craft can land anywhere, and do not have to recognise
any countries legal laws, as such.

86

I have signed no agreement to follow any manmade law in reference to flight of the
INVERSE-G-VEHICLE, or its operation.

87

What I pledge to honour, is purely a voluntary act on my part in good faith with the powers
to be, even if I can overrule them, and there is nothing they could do about it, if I did.

88

However, I have no intentions, unless they make a condition as such, that there is no other
choice, but to overrule them.

89

I trust that such a state will not occur.

90

While Brain from Australia was here, from the 16-07-1993 for 5 days, I did quite a number
of phone calls to the International Civil Aviation Organisation, with the aim to re-start the
communication chain for the construction of the first INVERSE-G-VEHICLE to be official
constructed in accordance with the powers to be, result is that it did not conform to an
aircraft, as such.

92

They were not interested; they did state that only major aircraft companies registered could
build any new class of aircraft that it did not conform to an aircraft, as such.

93

They were not interested; they did state that only major aircraft companies registered could
build any new class of aircraft.
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Thus, I hereby defined for all time, the follow definition:
(1)

That an aircraft requires air by which to fly

(2)

That the INVERSE-G-VEHICLE does not rely on air by which to fly

95

Therefore under the definition of an aircraft, the INVERSE-G-VEHICLE does not conform.

96

As such, it is outside of all present-day legal laws, as such.

97

Therefore, as such, there cannot be any legal demand that the INVERSE-G-VEHICLE must
be manufactured or developed by a registered aircraft manufacturer.

98

Therefore, I JOHN ROY ROBERT SEARL is prepared to form and head a team to develop
the INVERSE-G-VEHICLE, and to define its operational procedures, in such a manner, that
will not conflict with standard practices by the airline operators.

99

In the desired wish to undertake this work without causing any accident directly or indirectly,
by any action due to the craft or myself, including that of any member of my team.

100

My main objective is in pursuance of creating a commercial business for the smaller
companies upon this earth, of transporting their staff or products to the market place.

101

And in pursuance of developing a commercial space research venture for the smaller
companies.

102

Thereby offering the smaller companies a chance to equal the larger companies involved in
space.

103

So in pursuance of this objective, the understanding of normal airlines requirements, so that
we can honour them on a voluntary basis.

104

And to discuss what they mean, and how best we can conform to meet those requirements,
and why

105

PROCEDURES FOR AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES.
PART 1. DEFINITIONS

106

NOTE. –
Throughout the text of this document, the term SERVICE is used as an abstract known to
designate functions, or SERVICE RENDERED; the term UNIT is used to designate a
collective body performing a service.

107

When the following terms are used in the present document they have the following
meanings:
Accepting unit / controller.

108

Air traffic control unit / air traffic controller next to take control of an aircraft.
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109

If you are piloting an INVERSE-G-VEHICLE, then what I am writing here is vital important
to you to understand.

110

If you intend to land on an airfield, or near one.

111

NOTE;
See definition of TRANSFERRING UNIT / CONTROLLER.

112

Advisory airspace.

113

A generic term meaning variously, advisory area(s) or advisory route(s).

114

Advisory area.

115

A designated area within a flight information region where air traffic advisory service is
available.

116

Advisory route.

117A route within a flight information region along which air traffic advisory service is available.
117

NOTE.
Air traffic control service provides a much more complete service than air traffic advisory
service; advisory areas and routes are therefore not established within controlled airspace,
but air traffic advisory service may be provided below and above control areas.

118

This is vital important to understand, by those who wish to pilot INVERSE-G-VEHICLES.

119

Aerodrome
A defined area on land or water (including any buildings, installations and equipment)
intended to be used either wholly or in part for the arrival, departure and Movement of
aircraft.

120

Aerodrome control service
Air traffic control service for aerodrome traffic.

121

Aerodrome control tower
A unit established to provide air traffic control service to aerodrome traffic.

122

For those who cannot understand this statement, to me it means, the movement of aircraft
upon that airport / airfield, taxiing on landing / taking off, or going to the pumps for fuel,
where tankers are not available.

123

At some airports you have to taxi to the tanker, at others the tanker comes to you.

124

Whichever the case, someone must direct that movement, so as to prevent any accidenttaking place, by pilot's error of judgement.
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125

Aerodrome elevation
The elevation of the highest point of the landing area.

126

Aerodrome taxi circuit
The specified path of aircraft on the manoeuvring area during specific wind conditions.

127

Aerodrome traffic
All traffic on the manoeuvring area of an aerodrome and all aircraft flying in the vicinity of an
aerodrome.

128

NOTE.
An aircraft is in the vicinity of an aerodrome when it is in, entering or leaving an aerodrome
traffic circuit.

129

Aerodrome traffic circuit
The specified path to be flown by aircraft operating in the vicinity of an aerodrome.

130

Aeronautical fixed service (AFS)
A telecommunication service between specified fixed points provided primarily for the safety
of air navigation and for the regular, efficient and economical operation of air services.

131

Aeronautical fixed station
A station in the aeronautical fixed service.

132

Aeronautical ground light
Any light specially provided as an aid to air navigation, other than a light displayed on an
aircraft.

133

Aeronautical Information Publication
A publication issued by or with the authority of a State and containing aeronautical
information of a lasting character essential

134

Aeronautical mobile service
A radio communication service between aircraft stations and aeronautical stations, or
between aircraft stations.

135

Aeronautical station.
A land station in the aeronautical mobile service carrying on a service with aircraft
stations.
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In certain instances, an aeronautical station may be placed on board a ship or an earth
satellite.
136

Aeronautical telecommunication service
A telecommunication service provided for any aeronautical purpose.

137

Aeronautical telecommunication station
A station in the aeronautical telecommunication service.

138

Aircraft
Any machines that can derive support in the atmosphere from the reactions of the air other
than the reactions of the air against the earth's surface.

139

Thank you, there is our answer, the INVERSE-G-VEHICLE does not come within the term
of an aircraft.

140

Aircraft identification
A group of letters, figures or a combination thereof which is either identical to, or the coded
equivalent of, the aircraft call sign to be used in air-ground communications, and which is
used to identify the aircraft in ground - ground air traffic services communications.

141

In the case of the first INVERSE-G-VEHICLE, it will most likely use the call sign of:
Explorer = (Explorer, calling Blackbushe Control tower, we are ready for lift-off).
Blackbushe Tower to Explorer = you are clear to roll)

142

Aircraft observation
The evaluation of one or more meteorological elements made from an aircraft in flight.

143

Air-ground communication
Two-way communication between aircraft and stations or locations on the surface of the
earth.

144

Air-ground control radio station
An aeronautical telecommunication station having primary responsibility for handling
communications pertaining to the operation and control of aircraft in a given area.

145

Air-ground control radio station
An aeronautical telecommunication station having primary responsibility for handling
communications pertaining to the operation and control of aircraft in a given area.

146 Air-report
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A report from an aircraft in flight prepared in conformity with requirements for position and
operational and/or meteorological reporting.
147

Air-to-ground communications
One-way communication from aircraft to stations or locations on the surface of the earth.

148

Air-traffic
All aircraft in flight or operating on the manoeuvring area of an aerodrome.

149

These terms must be understood by all that fly the INVERSE-GRAVITY-VEHICLE.

150

Final approach
That part of an instrument approaches procedure from the time the aircraft has:
(a)

Completed the last procedure turn or base turn, where one is specified

(b)

Crossed a specified fix; or

(c)

Intercepted the last track specified for the procedure ;
Until it has crossed a point in the vicinity of an aerodrome from which:

151

(i)

A landing can be made: or

(ii)

A missed approach procedure is initiated.

Flight crewmember
A licensed crewmember charged with duties essential to the operation of an aircraft or I-GV during flight time.

152

Flight information centre
A unit established to provide flight information service and alerting service.

153

Flight information region
Airspace of defined dimensions within which flight information service and alerting service
are provided.

154

Flight information service
A service provided for the purpose of giving advice and information useful for the safe and
efficient conduct of flights.

155

Flight levels

Surfaces of constant atmospheric pressure, which are related to a specific pressure datum,
1013.2 Mb (29.92 inches), and are separated by specific pressure intervals
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156

NOTE 1.
A pressure type altimeter calibrated in accordance with the standard Atmosphere:

157

(a)

When set to a QNH altimeter setting, will indicate altitude

(b)

When set to QFE altimeter setting, will indicate height above the QFE reference
datum

(c)

When set to a pressure of 1013.2 Mb (29.92inches) may be used to indicate
flight levels.

NOTE 2.
The term’s height and altitude, used in Note 1 above, indicate altimetric rather than
geometric heights and altitudes.

158

Flight plan
Specified information provided to air traffic services units, relative to an intended flight or
portion of a flight of an aircraft.

158

NOTE.
Specifications for flight plans are contained in Annex 2.
A Model Flight Plan Form is contained in Appendix 2 to this document.

159

Flight status
An indication of whether a given aircraft requires special handling by traffic services units or
not.

160

Flight visibility
The visibility forward from the cockpit of an aircraft in flight.

161

Flow control
Measures designed to adjust the flow of traffic into a given airspace, along a given route, or
bound for a given aerodrome, so as to ensure the most effective utilisation of the airspace.

162

Forecast
A statement of expected meteorological conditions for a specified time or period, and for a
specified area or portion of airspace.

163

Glide path
A descent profile determined for vertical guidance during a final approach.
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164

Ground-to-air communication
One-way communication from stations or locations on the surface of the earth to aircraft or
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles.

165

Ground visibility
The visibility at an aerodrome, as reported by an accredited observer.

166

Heading
The direction, in which the longitudinal axis of the aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle is
pointed, usually expressed in degrees from north (true, magnetic, compass or grid).

167

Height:
(1)

168

The vertical distance of a levels point or an object considered as a point measured
from a specified datum.

NOTE. –
The datum may be specified either in the text or in an explanatory note in the publication
concerned.
(2)

169

The vertical dimension of an object.

NOTE. –
The term height may also be used in a figurative sense for a dimension other than vertical,
e.g., the height of a letter or a figure painted on a runway.

170

Holding point
A specified location identified by visual or other means, in the vicinity of which the position
of an aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles in flight is maintained in accordance with air traffic
control clearances.

171

Holding procedure
A predetermined manoeuvre, which keeps an aircraft or an Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle within a
specified airspace whilst awaiting further clearance.
IFR

The symbol used to designate the instrument flight rules

IFR FLIGHT

A flight conducted in accordance with the instrument flight rules

IMC

The symbol used to designate instrument meteorological conditions.

INCERFA

The code word used to designate an uncertainty phase

I shall make every effort possible to present this company structure and its functions of operations to be.
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172

Initial approach
That part of an instrument approach procedure consisting of the first approach to the first
navigational facility associated with the procedure, or to a predetermined fix.

173

Instrument approach procedure
A series of predetermined manoeuvres for the orderly transfer of an aircraft OR InverseGravity-Vehicle under instrument flight conditions from the beginning of the initial approach
to a landing, or to a point from which a landing may be made visually.

174

NOTE. –
The term instrument flight conditions is used in this definition in preference to other terms
such as instrument meteorological conditions, because the latter term refers to
meteorological conditions necessitating flight under instrument flight rules, but does not
necessarily imply flight by reference to instruments, which is the intent of the present
wording.

175

Instrument meteorological conditions
Meteorological conditions expressed in terms of visibility, distance from cloud, and ceiling,
less than the minima specified for visual meteorological conditions.

176

NOTE 1.The specified minima for visual meteorological conditions are contained in Chapter 4 of
Annex 2.

177

NOTE 2. –
In a control zone, a VFR flight may proceed under instrument meteorological conditions if
and as authorised by air traffic control.

178

Landing area
The part of the movement area intended for the landing or take-off run of aircraft.

179

Level
A generic term relating to the vertical position of an aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle in
flight and meaning variously, height, altitude or flight levels.

180

Location indicator
A four-letter code group formulated in accordance with rules prescribed by ICAO and
assigned to the location of an aeronautical fixed station.

181

Manoeuvring area

That part of an aerodrome to be used for the take-off and landing of aircraft or I-G-V and for
the movement of aircraft associated with take-off and landing, excluding aprons.
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182

Meteorological information
Meteorological report, analysis, forecast, and any other statement relating to existing or
expected meteorological conditions.

183

Meteorological office
An office designated to provide meteorological service for international air navigation.

184

Meteorological report
A statement of observed meteorological conditions related to a specified time and location.

185

Missed approach procedure
The procedure to be followed if, after an instrument approach, a landing is not affected and
occurring normally:

186

(a)

When the aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle has descended to the decision
height and has not established visual contact ; or

(b)

When directed by air traffic control to pull up or to go around again.

Mode (SSR Mode)
The letter or number assigned to a specific pulse spacing of the interrogation signals
transmitted by an interrogator.

186
187

There four modes, A, B, C and D specified in Annex 10, corresponding to four different
interrogation pulse spacing’s.
Movement area

188

That part of an aerodrome intended for the surface movement of aircraft, including the
manoeuvring area and aprons for Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles.

189

Non-radar separation

190

The separation used when aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle position information derived
from sources other than radar.

191

NOTAM

192

A notice containing information concerning the establishment, condition or change in any
aeronautical facility, service, procedure or hazard, the timely knowledge of which is
essential to personnel concerned with flight operations.

193

190

CLASS 1 DISTRIBUTION.

Distribution by means of telecommunication

194

191

CLASS 11 DISTRIBUTIONS.

Distribution by means other than
telecommunications.
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196

Obstacle clearance limit (OCL)
The height above aerodrome elevation below which the minimum prescribed vertical
clearance cannot be maintained either on approach or in the event of a missed approach.

197

Operator
A person, organisation or enterprise engaged in or offering to engage in an aircraft or
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle operation.

198

This term will also apply to us, even though the INVERSE-G-VEHICLE, at this time fails to
meet the definition of the phase term aircraft.

199

Parity
A condition where the sum of all the bits in an array of bits satisfies a nominated numerical
criterion.

200

NOTE. –
If the numerical criterion is such that the sum must be an even number, an array of bits,
which satisfies it, is then said to have even parity.
If the criterion is such that the sum must be an odd number, an array of bits, which satisfies
it, is then said to have odd parity.

201

Parity error
A situation where a parity criterion is not satisfied.

202

Pilot-in-command
The pilot responsible for the operation and safety of the aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle
during flight time.

203

Precision approach radar (PAR)
Primary radar equipment used to determine the position of an aircraft or Inverse-GravityVehicle during final approach, in terms of lateral and vertical deviations relative to a nominal
approach path, and in range relative to touchdown.

204

NOTE. –
Precision approach radars are designated to enable pilots of aircraft to be given guidance
by radio communications during the final stages of the approach to land.

205

Primary radar
A radar system, which uses reflected radio signals.

206

Slowly you are getting to know the terms used in relation to normal flying, which we must
know, as I shall be using such phases in future articles within these documents.
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Procedure turn
A manoeuvre in which a turn is made away from a designated track following by a turn in
the opposite direction, both turns being executed so as to permit the aircraft to intercept and
proceed along the reciprocal of the designated track.
NOTE 1. –

Procedure turns are designated left or right according to the direction of the initial turn as
follows:
(a)

Procedure turns left.
A procedure turn in which the initial turn is to the left

(b)
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Procedure turns right.
A procedure turn in which the initial turn is to the right
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NOTE 2. –
Procedure turns may be designated as being made either in level flight or while
descending, according to the circumstances of each individual instrument approach
Procedure, the only restriction being that the obstacle clearance specified in PANS-OPS
(Doc 8168-OPS/611) not be infringed.

209

Profile
The orthogonal projection of a flight path or portion thereof on the vertical surface contains
the normal track.

210

Radar
A radar detection device, which provides information on range, azimuth and/or elevation of
objects.

211

Radar approach
An approach executed by an aircraft, under the direction of a radar controller.

212

Radar blip
A generic term meaning variously a radar echo or a radar response from an aircraft.

213

Radar clutter
The visual indication on a radar display of unwanted signals.

214

Radar contact
The situation, which exists when the radar blip of a particular aircraft is seen and identified
on a radar display.

215

Radar control
Term used to indicate that radar-derived information is employed directly in the provision of
air traffic control service.

216

Radar controller
A qualified air traffic controller holding a radar rating appropriate to the functions to which
he is assigned.

217

Radar display
An electronic display of radar-derived information depicting the position and movement of
aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle.

218

Radar echo

The visual indication on a radar display of a radar signal reflected from an object.
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Radar identification The process of correlating particular radar blip with a specific aircraft.

220

Well, you are slowly coming to grips with the terms that we must understand, and be able to
apply such phases within our reports.

221

Just because the INVERSE-G-VEHICLE is not an aircraft, does not mean that it cannot
function in the same manner.

222

Radar map
Information superimposed on a radar display to provide ready indication of selected
features.

223

Radar monitoring
The use of radar for the purpose of providing aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles with
information and advice relative to significant deviations from nominal flight path.

224

Radar response (or SSR response)
The visual indication, on a radar display, of a radar signal transmitted from an object in
reply to an interrogation.

225

Radar separation
The separation used when aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle position information is derived
from radar sources.

226

Radar service
Term used to indicate a service provided directly by means of radar.

227

Radar track position
An extrapolation of aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle position by the computer based upon
radar information and used by the computer for tracking purposes.

228

NOTE. –
In some cases, information other than radar-derived information is used to assist the
tracking processes.

229

Radar unit
That element of an air traffic services unit, which uses radar equipment to provide one or
more services.

230

Radar vectoring
Provision of navigational guidance to aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle in the form of
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Specific headings, based on the use of radar.
231

Receiving unit / controller
Air traffic services unit/air traffic controller to which a message is sent.

232

NOTE. – See definition of sending unit / controller.

233

Reporting line
A specified geographical line in relation to which the position of an aircraft can be reported.

234

Reporting point
A specified geographical location in relation to which the position of an aircraft can be
reported.

235

Rescue co-ordination centre
A centre established within an assigned search and rescue area to promote efficient
organisation of search and rescue.

236

Rescue unit
A unit composed of trained personnel and provided with equipment suitable for the
expeditious conduct of search and rescue.

237

Runway
A defined rectangular area, on a land aerodrome, prepared for the landing and take-off run
of aircraft along its length.

238

Runway visual range
The range over which the pilot of an aircraft on the centre line of a runway can see the
runway surface markings or the lights delineating the runway or identifying its centre line.

239

Secondary radar
A radar system wherein a radio signal transmitted from the radar station initiates the
transmission of a radio signal from another station.

240

Secondary surveillance radar (SSR)
A system of secondary radar using ground transmitters / receivers (interrogators) and
airborne transponders conforming to specifications developed by ICAO.

241

Sending unit / controller
Air traffic services unit / air traffic controller transmitting a message.
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242

NOTE. – See definition of receiving unit / controller.

243

Shoreline
A line following the general contour of the shore, except that in cases of inlets or bays less
than 30 nautical miles in width, the line shall pass directly across the inlet or bay to intersect
the general contour on the opposite side.

244

SIGMET information
Information issued by a meteorological watch officer concerning the occurrence or expected
occurrence of specified en-route weather phenomena, which may affect the safety of
aircraft operations.

245

Signal area
An area on an aerodrome used for the display of ground signals.

246

Snow (on the ground)
(a)

Dry snow.
Snow which can be blown if loose or,
If compacted by hand, will fall apart upon release;
Specific gravity:
Up to but not including 0.35.

(b)

Wet snow.
Snow which, if compacted by hand, will stick together and tend to or
form a snowball;
Specific gravity:
0.35

(C)

Up to but not including 0.5.

Compacted snow.
Snow which has been compressed into a solid mass that resists further
compression and will hold together or break up into chunks if picked
up;
Specific gravity:
0.5 And over.

This information is vital to airports, Space Ports, Cosmodromes operations.
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(c)

Slush.
Water saturated snows which with a heel and toe slap down motion against
the ground will be displaced with a splatter;
Specific gravity: 0.5 Up to 0.8.

247

At last I am slowly winning this case of defining terms used in flight operations, which we
must understand.

248

Special VFR flight
A controlled VFR flight authorised by air traffic control to operate within a control zone
under meteorological conditions below the visual meteorological conditions.

249

Surveillance radar
Radar equipment used to determine the position of an aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle in
range and azimuth.

250

Taxiway
A defined path, on a land aerodrome, selected or prepared for the use of taxiing aircraft.

251

Terminal control area
A control area normally established at the confluence of ATS routes in the vicinity of one or
more major aerodromes.

252

Threshold
The beginning of that portion of the runway usable for landing.

253

Touchdown
The point where the nominal glide path intercepts the runway.

254

NOTE. –
Touchdown as defined above is only a datum and is not necessarily the actual point at
which the aircraft will touch the runway.

255

Track
The projection on the earth's surface of the path of an aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-vehicle,
the direction of which path at any point is usually expressed in degrees from North (true,
magnetic or grid).

256

Transfer of control point.
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VFR
The symbol used to designate the visual flight rules.

258

VFR flight
A flight conducted in accordance with the visual flight rules.

259

Visibility
The ability, as determined by atmospheric conditions and expressed in units of distance, to
see and identify prominent unlighted objects by day and prominent lighted objects by night.

260

Visual approach
An approach by an IFR flight when either part or all of an instrument approach procedure is
not completed and the approach are executed in visual reference to terrain.

261

Visual meteorological conditions
Meteorological conditions expressed in terms of visibility, distance from cloud, and ceiling,
equal to or better than specified minima.

262

NOTE. – The specified minima are contained in chapter 4 of Annex 2.

263

VMC
The symbol used to designate visual meteorological conditions.

264

I have covered most terms, which are involved, which we must know and understand. If
there is going to be any chance of us creating STARSHIP EXPLORER. Alternatively, in fact
any other INVERSE-G-VEHICLE projects.

265

It is not the question of if, or if not I am capable of doing this job. But more to the point that if
any accident occurs, the law will stop all work by us, and leave me with no option but to
give it freely to the powers to be.

266

From which none of us will benefit.

267

Therefore, I cannot have the lightest accident of any kind in relation to the SEARL
TECHNOLOGY, which the media could use to increase their sales.

268

That are why I am presenting all the facts within these documents so that if anyone can
spot a problem they can inform me of that fact.

272

Or if you know of a better way, or cheaper way of doing any part thereof, you can inform
me, so the matter can be discussed in more details.
The Searl Technology is a people’s project, and if the people do not support it, they will lose
it.
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I want the very best within this technology, we can, and I am determined to achieve just
that.

274

That report being discussed here continues as follows:(i)

Flight information centres and area control centres shall have available for
transmission to aircraft on request an appropriate number of QNH reports or forecast
pressures for the flight information regions and control areas for
Which they are responsible.

(ii)

The transition level shall be included in approach clearances when so prescribed by
the appropriate authority or requested by the pilot.

(iii)

A QNH altimeter setting shall be included in approach clearances or clearances to
enter the traffic circuit and in taxi clearances for departing aircraft, except when it is
known that the aircraft already have received the
Information.

(iv)

A QFE altimeter setting shall be provided to aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle on
request or on a regular basis in accordance with local arrangements;
It shall be the QFE for the aerodrome elevation except for:
(a)

Instrument runways,
If the threshold is 2 metres (7 feet) or more below the aerodrome
elevation, and

(b)

Precision approach runways,

In which cases the QFE for the relevant runway threshold shall be provided.
(v)

Altimeter settings provided to aircraft shall be rounded down to the nearest lower
whole millibar.

(vi)

Position Reporting

(vii)

Transmission of Position Reports
A. On routes defined by designated reporting points, position reports shall be made
when over or as soon as possible after passing each designated compulsory
point, except as provided in 273.
Additional reports over other points may be requested by the appropriate air traffic
services unit when so required for air traffic services purposes.
B. On routes not defined by designated reporting points, position reports shall be
made when crossing or as soon as possible after crossing, each designated
compulsory reporting line.
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Alternatively, in the absence of designated reporting lines, as soon as possible
after the first half-hour of flight and at hourly intervals thereafter.
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Except as provided in 273.
Additional reports, at intermediate position lines or at shorter intervals of time, may
be requested by the appropriate air traffic services unit when so required for air
traffic services purposes.
273

Under conditions specified by the appropriate ATS authority, flights may be exempted from
the requirement to make position reports at each compulsory reporting point, line or
interval.
In applying this paragraph, account should be taken of the meteorological requirement for
making, recording and reporting of routine aircraft observations.

274

NOTE. –
This is intended to apply in cases where adequate flight progress data are available from
other sources, e.g. ground radar, and in other circumstances where the omission of routine
reports from selected flights is found to be acceptable.

275

The position reports required by 273 and 274 shall be made to the air traffic services unit
serving the airspace in which the aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle is operated.
In addition, when so prescribed by the appropriate ATS authority in aeronautical information
publications or requested by the appropriate air traffic services unit, the last position report
before passing from one flight information region or control area to an adjacent flight
information region or control area shall be made to the air traffic services unit serving the
airspace about to be entered.

276

If a position report is not received at the expected time, subsequent control shall not be
based on the assumption that the estimated time is accurate.
Immediate action shall be taken to obtain the report if it is likely to have any bearing on the
control of other aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle.

277

Contents of Position Reports

278

The position reports required by 273 and 274 shall contain the following elements of
information, except that elements (4) and (5) may be omitted from position reports
transmitted by radiotelephony, when so prescribed based on regional air navigation
agreements:
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(1)

Aircraft or I-G-V identification.

(2)

Position

(3)

Time

(4)

Flight level or altitude

(5)

Next position and time over
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Yes, this may well sound like a load of bullshit, but rest assured that this bullshit is highly
active stuff, as you will see when I explain the operation of the INVERSE-G-VEHICLE
project, so that it conforms as tightly as possible to airline operation.

280

NOTE. –
Omission of element (4) may be possible when flight level or altitude, as appropriate,
derived from SSR mode C information can be made continuously available to controllers in
a labelled form and when adequate procedures have been developed to guarantee the safe
and efficient use of SSR Mode C information.

281

Reporting of Operational and Meteorological Information

282

When operational and / or routine meteorological information is to be reported by an
Aircraft en route at points or times where position reports are required in accordance with
273 and 274, the position report shall be given in the form of an air-report.
Special airport observations shall be reported as special air-reports, as soon after they have
been made as it practicable.

283

Contents of air-reports

284

Air-reports shall give information relating to such of the following elements as are necessary
for compliance with 285:
Section 1.

Section 2.

Section 3.
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Position information:
(1)

Aircraft identification

(2)

Position

(3)

Time

(4)

Flight level or altitude

(5)

Next position and time over

Operational information:
(6)

Estimated time of arrival

(7)

Endurance

Meteorological information:
(8)

Air temperature

(9)

Wind

(10)

Turbulence

(11)

Aircraft icing
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(7)
285

Supplementary information

Section 1 of the air-report is obligatory, except that element (5) thereof may be omitted
when so prescribed on the basis of regional air navigation agreements.
Section 2 of the air-report, or a portion thereof, shall only be transmitted when so requested
by the operator or his designated representative, or when deemed necessary by the Pilotin-command.
Section 3 of the air-report, or a portion thereof, shall be transmitted in accordance with
ICAO meteorological procedures.

278

NOTE. –
While element (4), flight level or altitude, may, in accordance with Part II, 13.2.1, be omitted
from the contents of a position report transmitted by radiotelephony when so prescribed on
the basis of regional air navigation agreements, that element may not be omitted from
Section 1 of an air-report.

279

Are you confused at a much higher level, if so, do not worry about it?

280

John is here to sort it out for you later in this discussion, for that is the purpose of these
documents to solve all problems, which will be involved within this research.

281

Compilation of air-reports

282

Air-reports containing a Section 3 shall be recorded on the AIREP form.
Forms based on the model AIREP form at Appendix
Shall be provided for the use of flight crew in compiling the reports.
The detailed instructions for recording and reporting as given at Appendix 1 shall be
complied with.

283

NOTE. –
The recording and reporting instructions may conveniently be printed on the back of the
AIREP form.

284

Transmission of air-reports

285

The formats of messages and the phraseologies or data conventions given at Appendix 1
shall be used by flight crew when transmitting air-reports and by air traffic services
personnel when re-transmitting such reports.

286

NOTE. –
Increasing use of air-reports in automated systems makes it essential that the elements of
such reports be transmitted in the same order and form prescribed.
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287

Aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle observations during climb-out or approach

288

Aircraft or Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle observations made during the climb-out and approach
phases of flight shall be reported as soon as is practicable.

289

Forwarding of Meteorological Information

290

Air traffic services units shall forward without delay to their associated meteorological
offices, in accordance with local arrangements, meteorological information received from
aircraft in flight.
In the case of air-reports which contain a Section 3,
Sections 1 and 3 shall be forwarded.

291

I have to make a break somewhere in this report as there are so many pages involved,
what I have covered here were changes which were made on 04.02.1971, 04.02.1972 and
12.08.1976 to the Tenth Edition of that report.

292

These rules were made for the use of aircraft, and not INVERSE-G-VEHICLES.
As such, I need to convert their laws to meet my requirements with the minimum of change.

293

That is some task.

294

But not beyond possibilities.

295

First, let us look at the problem before us.

296

Aircraft have to take a run, before they can start their climb-out, which not only take space
and time for the run, then time and space for the climb-out.

297

Agreed that the time factor is getting shorter.

298

Agree that not all that space needed in runway just to reach a stage, in which you can jump
off into free space, is required by the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle, creating a massive savings in
cost and maintenance.

299

This Document released by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Head of Human studies.
Manned Flight Division.
Swallow Command Aviation Division.
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